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ABSTRACT 

This research is a life journey. Thinking narratively, I positioned myself to live as 

an immigrant and a researcher on Canadian landscapes. I relived my past through 

exploring three immigrant children's lived and told stories of schools. 

As I believed my lived stories shaped who I am and how I lived my life, I worked 

on the study with an attempt to understand immigrant children's experiences of school 

through a narrative inquiry into the intergenerational stories they lived and told. Story 

was the language and focus of this study. 

Three immigrant junior high school students, Yang, Atoosa, Di, and their parents 

participated in this research. Eighteen months was the time frame for my living 

alongside the three participants and their parents in the field: their school and homes. 

Research texts were composed from the experiences I lived with them and the stories 

they told about their lives they lived in in- and out-of- school places. 

In the final chapter, teachers and teacher educators were invited to join 

conversations around what we may do to work with immigrant children like Yang, 

Atoosa and Di in order to create spaces in which they can learn and also come to love 

learning and learn with delight so that they tell good stories of their experiences on 

Canadian school landscapes of diversity. 
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Chapter One 

SITUATING THE NARRATIVE INQUIRY 

Searching for the Narrative Journey: Stories Told and Lived 

A few years ago in St. John's, Newfoundland, I stayed awake one evening 

because my husband was at the Canadian Embassy in Beijing applying for visitor visas 

for my daughter and himself. He had told me he would call no matter what the result 

would be. The phone rang at last, but the news was disappointing. They did not get the 

visas. "Everybody was sad except JJ, our daughter. She clapped her hands at the news," 

my husband said to me on the phone. JJ's reaction to the idea of going to Canada had 

changed at the age often. Years before, she was fine with the idea. I wondered what 

made her so upset about, and resistant to, the idea, which everybody else in the family 

considered a good one. Trying to understand her, I asked myself: "What would I have 

done, if I had been given a chance to go away with my parents to another country at her 

age? Would I have been happy? What stories had I lived that led to my decision to go to 

the United States and then Canada? What stories did I live that made me think it would 

be the thing to do for my daughter?" I had followed my brother's footprints to the US. 

He was pursuing his doctoral degree in Texas when I started my master's program in 

Kansas. However, JJ did not think that the decision I made for her to come to Canada 

was good for her. When her dad said to her that if they went to Canada, they could live 

with mom, and the family could live together, she replied: "Then mom can come back 

and join us." 
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"Experience is a moving force" (Dewey, 1936, p.38) that shaped and is 

constantly shaping who we are. According to Carr (1986), narrative is the form of 

experience and action. In order to understand JJ's reluctance to come to Canada, I 

needed to tell the stories I lived in order to understand my experiences and action because 

thinking of "life as a story is a powerful way to imagine who we are, where we have 

been, and where we are going" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1994, p. 149). 

Unlike my daughter, I did what my father wanted me to do, that is, I pursued 

graduate studies abroad. When I got the admission letter from a US university, my father 

was already seventy-six years old. He insisted that he accompany me for thirty-two 

hours by train from the city we were living in to Beijing in order to apply for a US visa. 

At that time, there were several hundred applicants each day lined up at the US Embassy 

in Beijing waiting for interviews for visas. My father and I had to get up very early in the 

morning to stand in the line, hoping to be scheduled for an interview earlier so that we 

would not have to stay in Beijing too long. I was in the line but my father walked around 

and chatted with other parents for information that might help his daughter get the visa. 

Late November in Beijing was cold and the wind was strong. Yet the cold wind did not 

bother my father at all. He had a hope and dream in his mind: his daughter would be a 

graduate student and would have a chance to see the outside world. Several hours later, I 

was finally inside the US embassy building. I had to leave my father out in the cold. An 

hour or so later, I came out of the embassy and waved to my father, who was standing by 

a tall iron fence across from the US Embassy. Later he told me that he picked that spot 

because he could see me as soon as I came out of the door. I smiled at him and when I 
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showed him the yellow ticket—the visa pick-up notice, my father held me in his arms. 

This was only a glimpse of the story of how I knew I did what my father wanted 

me to do and that my father supported me in the dream to study abroad. I had known for 

a long time that I would make my father proud by furthering my studies abroad. I could 

never forget the story about my father's cousin, which my father told me again and again. 

His name was Zhao Enshi, my father's favorite cousin. I knew he was a handsome young 

man from the few photos we had in our family. He had a master's degree in science from 

the United States and came back to China to teach mathematics in a middle school in his 

hometown. Sadly, he took his life a few years after the Cultural Revolution broke out 

because he could not bear the humiliation from the people who used to be his students 

and friends. My father was very sad because he lost a cousin and friend, and the family 

lost a well-educated man. From my father I learned that there were several other people 

in our family who, like Zhao Enshi, had degrees from abroad. However, the Cultural 

Revolution discontinued this opportunity and possibility for our family and, even though 

they had degrees, they were deprived of the right to contribute. Zhao Enshi was not the 

only one in our family who died in tragedy. My father's elder sister, a high school 

chemistry teacher, died in a labor camp around the age of forty. Nobody in our family 

knew the exact date she died and how. My father was an old man when I was studying 

for TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language). There was no chance for him to be 

recognized as a sociologist1; however, he wanted to see his dream as a professional 

realized in his daughter's life to resume our family tradition that valued education so 

1 My father's major in the university was sociology. 
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much. 

When I finally picked up our family tradition, I felt proud of myself because I 

made my father proud. The stories of my father and my family made me feel that I had a 

responsibility to continue our family pride and tradition and help my father see that the 

future of the family would be the same as the stories he was told, lived and shared with 

me. On the one hand, my father's stories and the family stories touched me deeply in my 

heart. On the other hand, the stories I was living at the time were a strong force that 

helped me live out a family tradition in my actions. The first reality was that in the 

middle of the 1980's, due to the country's "open door" policy, individuals could apply for 

passports if they had appropriate documents such as an admission letter from a foreign 

university. There were stories about traveling to the US, Canada and other countries to 

do master's or doctoral degrees. What was more important was that these stories were 

told as success stories and as symbols of academic achievement. The second reality was 

that my brother was one of the ambitious people who were weaving the dream into 

personal reality. When the stories, family stories and social/cultural stories came 

together, I followed this plotline: to make my family proud through composing a success 

story for myself to prove that I was a hard-working person with an ideal, an image of me 

among my colleagues and friends. The following depicts how I reacted to my brother's 

lived story. 

As I said earlier, I did what my brother was doing. My father in a sense influenced 

me mostly by telling his stories to me. My brother did not tell me many stories. He 

influenced me mostly by the stories he lived. He had only six years of elementary 
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education but through self-study, he passed the college entrance examinations to be a 

university student with only an elementary diploma. Studying for TOEFL and GRE 

(Graduate Records Examination) in his spare time while teaching at an agronomy 

college, he became a graduate student in the US. I thought I could do as well as my 

brother if not better. If my brother could be a graduate student, I could be one too. I was 

much luckier than my brother was since I had a high school diploma. I should have the 

courage and confidence shown in stories my brother had been living. I took TOEFL in 

1989 for the first time. I did not apply for graduate studies because I got married and had 

my daughter. However, the dream was always alive in my mind. When my daughter 

was three years old, I took TOEFL again. I was so excited when, at last, I was admitted 

to Kansas State University as a graduate student in the College of Education. 

I wanted my daughter to have a better and easier education. Both my brother and I 

worked long and hard, and when we finally started our graduate studies, we were already 

in our thirties. However, as my husband told me my daughter's joy at not receiving the 

visa, I realized my daughter did not want to do what I thought was the best for her. What 

was the "miscommunication" that made my daughter not "sing along" with me as I did 

with my dad? Why was I able to do what my father wanted to me to do, that is, to have 

as much as education as I could and, if possible, in another country while my daughter 

was so reluctant to leave China to be in a Canadian school? There are many ways to look 

for explanations for these puzzles. However, what I would like to do here is, from a 

narrative perspective, to try to understand these puzzles from stories, from telling stories, 

from attending to the living of stories and from hearing told and lived stories. 
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Earlier, I wrote about how I was so willing to do what my father wanted me to do 

and shared some of the family stories that I learned from my father. In the next few 

paragraphs I write more about the family stories I was told and the life I lived that helped 

me interpret the stories in ways similar to my father's interpretation, which made me be 

able to live out and through my family stories. I also write about the stories my daughter 

lived as a child and as an elementary school girl to understand her storied experiences 

and how she responded to these stories. 

I believe stories played a role in my decision to leave China to pursue a degree. 

In my family, in a broad picture, all of us, my brother, my father and I, went through the 

ten-year Cultural Revolution, the most influential period of our lives, especially for my 

father and brother. We shared many experiences. My father's teaching career ended at 

the beginning of the Cultural Revolution. Before that, he was an elementary school 

teacher. He was the only teacher who had a university degree in the school My father 

graduated from the department of sociology in the early 1950's, when the People's 

Republic of China was just founded. His first job was in the General Association of 

National Relief in Beijing. A few months later when the association was dissolved, he 

got his second job in the Ministry of Water Power as a magazine editor. A few years 

later when the "Anti-rightist Campaign" broke out in 1957, ten years before the Cultural 

Revolution, he became the investigated target. He had to stop his job and accept the 

government investigation of him. Many years later, after the Cultural Revolution, my 

father told me about his experiences he lived in the time I was not yet born: 

Every morning I told your mother I went to the office to work, I lied. Actually, I 
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went to be interrogated and ordered to confess about my words and deeds in the 

university when I was a member of the Youth League of the People's Three 

Principles2, the opposite organization to the Chinese Communist Youth League. 

It was almost a year later when I was told that the investigation was over. In order 

to save my political life, the Party and the Government did not arrest me and send 

me to the labor camp. However, from the corner of my eye I saw a few lines in 

red on the file that bore my name: 'This man cannot be trusted and promoted.' 

My father was only thirty-six then. He realized that with his personal file carrying a 

conclusion from the government investigation, that is, "this man cannot be trusted and 

promoted", he would have little chance to pursue a career in his life. He did not want to 

stay in Beijing any more. Under some invisible pressure, he volunteered to go to the 

water dam construction site out of the capital area. First, he went to Gansu, a northwest 

province, working as a worksite newspaper editor and later to Jiangxi province3, as editor 

and schoolteacher. My father's historical "problem", that is, he was a member of the 

Youth League of the Three People's Principles, was picked up again when the Cultural 

Revolution began. However, this time he was not let go. He was much more severely 

punished. He was taken away from home when I was five. He was not home for three 

years from 1967 to 1970. My father did not tell much detail of how he was treated during 

the Cultural Revolution, but it is not hard to imagine how hopeless he felt since 1957. In 

The Three People's Principles refer to Nationalism, Democracy and the People's Livelihood, 
which was advocated by Sun Yat-sen, who is respected by both the Nationalists and Communists. 

I was born in Jiangxi province. 
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the ten years of the Cultural Revolution, he worked in construction sites, raised pigs and 

cattle. When I grew up, my father told me with pride that he could, with pliers, bend and 

break a size eight-iron wire, the thickest on the construction site. He also told me how 

much he enjoyed the sun and gentle, fresh view of the countryside while his only ox 

grazed on the grass-covered dike. However, he and I knew, despite all this, the jobs he 

was forced to do were to humiliate and punish him. At that time, his life was controlled 

by others. When he was finally "liberated" and was given back the teaching position in 

1978, he was fifty-seven, only three years before the official age of retirement. 

My brother just finished grade six in 1967, when the Cultural Revolution broke 

out. One moment I clearly remembered was when he came back home from town after 

attending the junior high school entrance examinations. Later I learned that he did an 

excellent job in the tests. He got the highest mark among all the examinees. However, 

he was rejected to move on to the junior high school. "All your family had education. 

Now it's the turn for others," my father was told by the principal. This was the only 

reason my brother had to stop his schooling at the age of twelve. I wonder what my 

father could say as a man accused as a "historical anti-revolutionary." Could he have a 

voice? Even though I did not know the principal's ridiculous remark until long after the 

Cultural Revolution, I knew the story had always been remembered and told. At that 

time, I knew my brother did not go to school like other kids. However, I did not know 

why he stayed at home and read anything he had his hands on. Ten years later when the 

government resumed the policy of the college entrance examination, my brother was 

almost past the eligible age to register for the exams. He was almost twenty-five when he 
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returned to formal education, but as an adult and a university student. 

I was young, but the Cultural Revolution occurred during my childhood and 

elementary schooling. In the elementary school, I was marginalized. I remembered how 

sad and helpless I was to be rejected from the honor roll and the singing-dancing club. 

For a self-study project for my master's degree, I wrote these experiences: 

Since we had about 40 students in our class, I thought that I was sure to be on the 

honor roll having 33 votes. Here came the honor-report day at last. The school 

leaders went from door to door to present the "Five-Good-Student" certificates to 

the students. I could hear the gong and drum. When my mother and I saw the 

honor-presenting group pass our home, I knew I was not approved by the 

selection committee of the school. (Zhao, 2003) 

In the same paper, I wrote: 

During the Cultural Revolution, almost all units such as schools, institutions, 

factories, and communes had a performing arts propaganda team, whose duty was 

to give publicity to the Party (Chinese Communist Party) policies in the form of 

arts performances such as singing, dancing and drama. In the school, to be a 

member of the propaganda team was the best opportunity to be popular. I 

dreamed of being a member not only because I wanted popularity but also 

because I liked singing and could sing very well; however, I was not given the 

opportunity for the honor. "Why not let Zhao Guming try, Teacher Liu?" Maybe 

my classmate's word reminded Teacher Liu of something. She asked me to go for 

a try at last. The teachers were satisfied with my performance. However, a few 
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hours before the formal performance, I was told I could not participate. (Zhao, 

2003) 

The three of us, my father, my brother and I, lived our lives in the Cultural Revolution. 

We all had memories of our hard lives in this period: my father of being driven out of the 

school for ten years; my brother of being shut out of the school for ten years; and my 

experience of living a marginalized life in school. The similar experiences we lived in 

the Cultural Revolution and the stories told and retold in our family constructed a route of 

life for us, to pick up our family traditional way of life, that is, to enrich our lives with 

knowledge. We went through the hard times and had our own stories about hard 

experiences, which constructed a sharing space for us and made it easier for us to 

understand each other. The most important thing about this sharing space was the 

opportunity to tell the stories and, in that way, to keep the stories alive. I remember 

occasionally our family would take out family photos and my mother and father would 

tell my brother, sister and I the stories of these photos. Sharing and telling stories created 

a bond and closeness in my family that, even in the most difficult time, I was still able to 

be loyal to my father and my family. Telling and sharing family stories were important 

for me as I reflect on who I was and what I did. The stories also shaped who we were as 

a family and what to do. In the following section, I describe my daughter, her life and the 

stories she lived to find ways to understand her reluctance to come to Canada. 

Born in the early 1990's, my daughter had a very different life from mine. She did 

not have such disturbing stories in her life as I had at her age. Instead, she had a 
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comfortable life. At three, she was sent to the kindergarten4 to start her institutional 

formal education. When she was in the elementary school, she had almost everything she 

needed for her life that matched the stories promoted by the mainstream media. She 

always did well in the school. She took part in math competitions at grade three and won 

a small prize for it. When she was at grade four, her cousin was admitted to a good 

university in Beijing. Her cousin, from her father's side, was the first grandchild in the 

family to go to university. She knew a lot about this cousin from her aunts, uncles and 

her proud grandparents. JJ knew her cousin was in a fine junior high school and 

graduated from the best high school in the city. In 2002, her last year in elementary 

school, JJ also took the municipal qualification examinations for entering top-ranked 

middle schools and she passed the highly competitive tests. With her test score, she 

automatically entered the few academic challenge classes in the school. After the first 

mid-term examinations in junior high, her average mark from four core courses was the 

10 highest among over seven hundred students in her grade. She lived the stories 

children of the same age longed to live. She was living a life pretty much like her 

cousin's before she went to university. Why wouldn't she continue her success and 

enviable stories in the school and among her friends? Why would she give up the life she 

was enjoying and go to a different country? Based on her experiences, the stories she 

lived and her current life, JJ had a beautiful picture for her future. She said she would go 

4 In China, elementary school starts from grade one. The preschool children attend is usually 
called kindergarten where children learn calculations, Chinese characters, singing, dancing and 
other fun things. 
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to Qinghua University, the best university in China in her mind and much more famous 

than the university to which her cousin went. Yet, if she went to Canada, all stories and 

her dream about her future would mean nothing to her. 

Since I left her to go to Kansas when she was six, she lived with my husband and 

his parents. The family stories in my husband's family were different from the family 

stories I knew and lived, which shaped my life so much. In a way, similar to my 

following my brother's footprints, she might follow her cousin's footprints. Just as she 

was working hard to enter the academic challenge junior high school, she learned her 

father and mother planned to immigrate to Canada. To her it was interruption that would 

discontinue her stories as a good student with a promising future. Although her cousins, 

friends, the whole family and her teachers encouraged her to go to Canada, her lived past 

stories and her imagined future story were so substantial that she could not be convinced. 

When my husband finally obtained the visa, he was frustrated because JJ did not 

want to pack for the trip for which he had waited so long. "We all tell her that it is good 

to go to Canada, and she can learn English well much faster. But JJ won't listen." my 

husband told me as he spoke of how difficult it was to make JJ happy about going to 

Canada. When JJ and her father finally arrived in Canada, JJ showed me the photos she 

took with her teachers and her friends in the classroom, by the tree, in front of the school 

gate and classroom building. She told me stories about each photo. I felt badly as I 

realized I tore her away from a life so dear to her. One of the few things she took out of 

her backpack she carried to Canada to personalize her desk was a photo of her with her 

cousins. As I looked at the photo, I realized they were more important to her than her 
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mom and dad now not only because they were so far away but also because they shared 

her stories of who she was and imagined herself to become in China. 

I had been sure that Canada was a good place for J J. Seeing JJ's resistance to 

comin to Canada, I realized I needed to think of JJ's unhappiness narratively. Thinking 

about JJ and myself, I tried to make sense of the central role stories play in people's lives, 

in children's lives. Making sense of life experiences narratively is one goal of this 

dissertation. Exploring immigrant children's and their parents' school stories is the 

second goal. To achieve these goals, my inquiry puzzles are shaped by questions such as: 

What are immigrant children's experiences of Canadian schools? What are the 

intergenerational stories of school in immigrant children's families? What are the 

intergenerational stories in immigrant children's experiences? How did/are lived stories 

shape/shaping who they were/are on shifting landscapes? 

Wondering about the Storied Worlds Beyond 

I was nervous and excited sitting in the classroom at Kansas State University. I 

was nervous because I was the only Chinese in the class and everything was so different. 

I was excited and proud because I had achieved my dream of becoming a graduate 

student in the US. However, I was confused and hurt after a conversation with a 

professor. She asked me where I came from and I said "from China." Maybe she saw my 

struggle with the reading and course work. She said to me in front of a few classmates 

that I was a brave woman being all by myself in a foreign country. She added that she 

would be scared to go to a foreign country to be a student. I do not think I was just 
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sensitive, but somehow I felt her comment was not a compliment. From the way she 

made the comment, I felt she meant I was brave in a na'ive way. I was confused. I thought 

the American professors would act in a similar way as my colleagues and friends had, 

that is, by saying "Congratulations!" I was also hurt because I knew how proud my 

family was that I was able to be in this classroom. To them it was not merely "brave." It 

was a hope that enabled a family story to continue. I wonder if the professor had known 

the stories behind my presence in the class would she have reacted differently. Probably 

my effort would have been appreciated a little differently if she had known how 

important it was for my father and I to prove that our family story could continue even 

though the Cultural Revolution deprived my father's right to be a schoolteacher and my 

brother's right to go to the junior high school. 

The stories I lived have a great impact on me and my decisions for what I chose to 

do such as my determination to come to North America to pursue graduate studies. The 

stories my daughter, JJ, lived have a great impact on her and her feeling of what she 

wanted to do such as staying home in China to continue to compose her identity as a 

good student. The connection between the lived stories and the shaping of who we are 

and what we choose to do makes me think deeply about how much we need to know 

about others in order to respect who they are. As JJ's mother, I took for granted that I 

could make decisions for her, a little elementary schoolgirl. I was sure I made the right 

choice to bring her to Canada, a country among the best in the world, as many people 

would say. When JJ was reluctant to accept the story I prepared for her to live, many 

family members and I simply thought she was just being tough. Was it true that she was 
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just being tough and giving us, the adults, a hard time? It would seem so, if we, the 

parents, only know our worlds, our stories, and do not attend to the existence of her 

world, feel her frustration of being dragged out of the stories of her life, to make her 

unable to continue to live them. 

Because of my decision, JJ came to Canada. She started a new life in a different 

country, thousands of miles away from the home she was familiar with, a place where she 

lived many good stories. She started living new stories of herself in new and different 

schools. What were the stories lived as a Chinese girl in this new school, on this new 

landscape? What was her experience like of speaking Chinese to herself and struggling to 

respond in English in the class and to her new classmates? Could she continue she had 

lived in China? How much did she have to give up of the stories she lived in China in 

order to fit into the stories of the new school? As I believe the important role lived 

stories play in shaping who we are, I worried if JJ's difference as a teenage girl who had 

just arrived in Canada would be respected. 

When reflecting on and writing about how stories shaped who I am, and about 

JJ's lived stories in China and her resistance to coming to Canada, I realized I neglected 

the existence of JJ's world. Delpit (1995) advocated that educators be aware of the 

existence of the world of others'children: 

We educators set out to teach, but how can we reach the worlds of others 

when we don't even know they exist? Indeed, many of us don't even 

realize that our own worlds exist only in our heads and in the cultural 

institutions we have built to support them. (p. xiv) 
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As a parent, I was not aware of my daughter's world, that is, I failed "to see the world 

through the eyes of those with very different histories" (Delpit, 1995, p. xvi). As a result, 

I wasn't able to understand her well enough to respect the life she lived and appreciate 

her sacrifice to give up the stories she enjoyed. As an educator, if the professor in Kansas 

had been able to reach out to my world, the stories I lived, she might not have taken her 

world so for granted. If educators fail to be aware of the existence of other people's 

worlds, they may not be able to understand the people with stories other than the 

mainstream ones. 

In order to understand, love and affirm cultural plurality, Lugones (1987) 

recommends that people travel to other's worlds to learn to love each other. People fail to 

understand, respect and love other people because they cannot identify with other people. 

They do not welcome the other's world (Lugones, 1987). Taking loving her mother as an 

example, Lugones (1987) wrote: 

Loving my mother also required that I see with her eyes, that I go into my 

mother's world, that I see both of us as we are constructed in her world, 

that I witness her own sense of herself from within her world. Only 

through this traveling to her "world" could I identify with her because 

only then could I cease to ignore her and to be excluded and separate from 

her. (p. 8) 

Lugones writes about how to get to know another's world — traveling to another's world 

to identify with other people. In my case, I could understand my daughter better by 

traveling to her world to see how she positioned herself in her world and, in that way, I 
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could "cease to ignore her and to be excluded and separate from her." In so doing, I 

would not have been so upset about my daughter's resistance, and I would have learned 

her stories and been able to communicate with her in the language that fits in her world. 

Most of the stories JJ told to justify her resistance to coming to Canada were about her 

schools, her success in schools, her friends, her cousins and so on. She told these stories 

quite often whenever she felt uncomfortable about being different or about not being able 

to do well in the courses in her Canadian schools. She often said that she was not afraid 

of tests, sometimes even enjoyed the pressure in the school in her hometown in China. 

Here she had to skip many questions in the tests because she could not understand the 

meaning of the questions. Occasionally, she would let me see a little bit of her world in 

China: storybooks, music and cartoon series. She would tell me about the excitement 

she, her cousins and schoolmates shared. When I heard the stories JJ told me on various 

occasions, I worried about her because she seemed to be too much in her past stories. I 

considered her storied reasons to be insignificant because I thought she would soon get 

used to the change and to living new stories of new schools. Lugones' idea of world 

traveling makes me realize that I do not have to worry about her telling of her stories as 

long as I do not neglect her storied world and do not take my stories and my reasoning for 

granted. My reasoning is based only on seeing myself and JJ from within my storied 

world. By traveling to her world, I disposition (Vinz, 1997) myself to know JJ in her 

world. Thus, her stories become my stories and I am able to understand and respect her 

stories, as I understood how she constructed herself and me in her world. It may be that 

JJ, like many other newly immigrated children, will get familiar and begin to story herself 
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within her new school landscape. As I traveled to JJ's worlds, I came to understand her 

and "identify with" (Lugones, 1987) her. 

Delpit (1995) stresses the importance of the awareness of the existence of others' 

worlds. In my case, for example, my world is constructed by the stories I lived in 

different periods of time, the Cultural Revolution and the open door policy, and the 

family stories I learned from my father. In my experience with the American professor, 

she probably, as Delpit described, did not realize "our own worlds exist only in our heads 

and in the cultural institutions" (p. xiv). She neglected my world and did not realize the 

need to travel to my world to understand me. After so many years of being with 

kindergarten children, Paley (1990) realized that people should know and let the children 

know that it is all right, for example, for them to express emotions, to cry and to argue. 

This idea can be understood better by being aware of the existence of children's worlds 

and, in this way, teachers and parents can react to children's experiences in more resonant 

ways (Bateson, 1990). 

What are the children's worlds? How can we travel to their worlds to know them? 

From a narrative perspective, the children's worlds are worlds of stories, their stories of 

who they are, who their friends are, who their parents are and who their teachers are. 

Paley's advice was to let children tell and play their stories because "[sjtory and stage 

provide a laboratory for every sort of child: Those who are sociable but not articulate and 

those who speak better than they play" (Paley, 1990, p. 34). When we listen to their 

stories and when children are allowed to tell and play their stories, we will learn about 

their worlds and have some answers about how to communicate and work with them 
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(Paley, 1990). 

In her most recent book—"A child's work: The importance of fantasy play", 

Paley (2004) writes about children's worlds, which are worlds of fantasy play. These 

worlds of fantasy play, according to Paley, are "the heart of the early childhood" (p. 1). 

To Paley and Miss Wilson, the director of a nursery school in New Orleans where Paley 

used to teach, fantasy play is the work of children. To better teach the children, the 

teachers need to pretend to play a role in children's world of fantasy play. Thus, play 

should be the work of the teachers (Paley, 2004). Paley describes children's worlds with 

their fantasy play stories. To me, Paley's "call[ing] play the work of teachers" (p. 3) is to 

suggest that teachers travel to another's world, to a child's world and to pretend to be a 

child. Paley worries that teachers overlook children's fantasy play worlds. They teach and 

see the children through their teacher eyes, rather than through the eyes of young 

children: 

.. .today fantasy play is at the barricades with fewer and fewer teachers willing to 

step up and defend the natural style and substance of early childhood, the source of 

all this vocabulary building and image decoding and Socratic questioning. (Paley, 

2004, p. 32) 

When teachers are not able to see the world through children's eyes, teachers judge the 

children "according to arbitrary scales that seldom include the unfolding of children's 

imaginations as revealed in their play" (p. 25). Not able to recognize, respect and travel 

to young children's worlds, "We no longer wonder 'Who are you?' but instead decide 

quickly 'What can we do to fix you?'" (p. 47). Paley brings us back to Lugone's ideas 
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about who a daughter is in her story of herself and in her story of her mother. 

In small contexts such as a family, one like mine, or bigger contexts such as a 

school, one like Paley's nursery school, we cannot be independent from other family 

members or colleagues and children. Lugones (1987) states that "I am incomplete and 

unreal without other women. I am profoundly dependent on others..." (p. 8). In an 

interdependent world, we need to be open to and welcome others' worlds and, at the 

same time, travel to their worlds to understand and show love and respect, and eventually 

be able "to teach" (Delpit, 1995, p. xiv). 

Stories are lived individually. Everybody has storied worlds. In order to 

understand the intergenerational stories of school in immigrant children's families, it is 

important to be aware of children's worlds of stories. I imagine traveling to children's 

storied worlds will help unfold my research puzzles. 

Secret Stories of Immigrant Children 

As I wrote earlier, as an adult immigrant, I made the decision to leave my country 

and live new stories in Canada. As a mother, I also made the decision for my daughter, 

then a grade six child, to come to Canada. Because of the decision, JJ had to leave China. 

After a year in Canada, she still misses the stories of her Chinese way of life at home and 

school. 

"I've told you before I was very popular in the school back home." JJ could not 

hide her excitement when a friend of hers wrote to her that she was still remembered and 

teachers and classmates were still talking about her. I could tell that she really liked the 
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stories she lived in China because, when she said this to me, her face was shining with 

pride. She often said to me that she belonged to the other part of her class at school in 

Canada, the unpopular group. When she said so, she did not show she was interested in 

being a popular student in the new Canadian school. Yet, the pride she showed about 

being popular and liked in her Chinese schools made me realize that being popular was 

important to her. Being popular may be something to define who she was in China and 

who she is not in Canada. JJ had secret stories (Clandinin & Connelly, 1996) that she did 

not show until there was something that lit up the far away sparkle in the deep memory of 

her life back home. This seemingly common incident punches my heart as an immigrant 

mother who chose to live and bring up her child in Canada. 

There must be many different stories for immigrant families coming to Canada. 

Perhaps many, like me, were self-motivated come to Canada because Canada was storied 

as a democratic country, a better place for their and their children's future. They, as I, 

might have believed that Canada would treat them fairly and they would be better off 

because of Canada's Multiculturalism Act (1988). Behind the policy story of 

multiculturalism, immigrant families live their individual storied lives. These lived stories 

can be different from their imagined stories about Canada and the stories they are living 

when they are in Canada. Children may find the stories in the new school in Canada 

different from the stories they had lived in their home country. The discontinuity of the 

stories the children had lived in the home country and are living in the new country leads 

to another kind of stories, the secret stories, which may or may not be told. 

JJ's experiences in her school in Canada appeared to me to be fine considering the 
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progress she made in her schoolwork. For example, she was on the honor roll with the 

second report card. I was proud of her good work in Canadian schools. I thought JJ 

would eventually get used to the new stories. I thought it was only a matter of time. 

Thinking this way, I overlooked the complicated secret stories hidden in JJ's mind in the 

long process of fitting into new school stories. Only when J J laid the two stories of being 

unpopular in the new Canadian school and being popular in China alongside each other 

did I start to think of her secret stories that I had overlooked. I started to imagine what her 

secret stories were. 

I imagine Canada can be storied as a good place to be. I understand people's 

lives as accumulations of stories (Coles, 1989). For children, being transplanted from 

other cultures, I wonder if parents and educators paid enough attention to the stories 

immigrant children are living in Canada and their reorganizing of their lived stories. 

Christa Igoa (1995) was an immigrant and a teacher of immigrant children. At the 

age of five, she left the Philippines for Los Angeles, and then for Central America and 

Columbia. A few years later, the whole family went back to the Philippines. When she 

was thirteen, Igoa's family returned to the US. As an educator, who had lived stories of 

being an immigrant child in Central America, Columbia and California, Igoa, from her 

own stories, understands that immigrant children have mixed feelings of being in a new 

world. Based on her years of being with immigrant children, Igoa published her work, 

"The Inner World of the Immigrant Child," in 1995. The main purpose of her work is to 

understand immigrant children's experiences of "uprooting" and adapting to the life in 

America. Igoa emphasizes the importance of listening to immigrant children's stories 
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about their experiences of being transplanted in a foreign school. She believes that with 

these stories of immigrant children, teachers can better understand these children's needs 

and feelings and facilitate their adjustment to the American way of school life. To 

achieve this goal, the first step is to let the children express themselves. In the ESL 

classroom, Igoa encourages the children to use the words they learned to write anything 

they wanted to express. With the story a child wrote, Igoa worked with him or her to 

draw it and finally to make it into a filmstrip. The children's filmstrips opened the doors 

for Igoa to enter these immigrant children's worlds and to facilitate these children to 

adjust to the American school life through integrating the cultural, academic and 

psychological dimensions of the whole child. 

Igoa's work is valuable for my wonders about immigrant children's lives in 

Canada. I agree with Igoa (1995) that "[TJmmigrant children have individual histories 

and inner struggles as they wrestle with the changes in their lives" (p. 3). I understand as 

a mother that I need to listen to or even ask for a child's "individual histories and inner 

struggles", which, to me, are similar to what I call secret stories. 

One of Igoa's (1995) stories is told by Alice, a little Chinese girl: 

I didn't participate in a lot of stuff. I wanted to. You know, the other kids were 

doing certain things and I looked at them. I said, "Oh, they're having fun. I want 

to do that." But then, I was reluctant to do that because I felt maybe I couldn't do 

that, right? Maybe I thought I wasn't good enough to do what they were doing. It 

was really bad to just sit there and look at what they were doing with the feeling 

that I wanted to do it but just couldn't, (p. 83) 
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Alice's story reminds me of JJ's similar secret stories. Occasionally, JJ would say to me 

how much fun she had with her classmates at recess in China. But here in Canada, mostly 

what she did was to watch other children playing or to do her math assignments. She 

might want to be like her peers but, maybe, like Alice, JJ was not confident that she could 

be good enough for what her peers were doing. When Igoa provided Alice a space to 

express her feelings, Alice and Igoa could have a conversation. From that conversation 

Alice was able to understand herself better and Igoa was able to know Alice better and to 

better help her. I also believe that Alice and JJ would feel relieved when they could tell 

their stories to somebody who would listen to them and with whom they could talk about 

their secret stories. 

To Igoa (1995), immigrant children's experience is an experience of uprooting. I 

think the metaphor of uprooting is expressive. I can imagine that when a child being 

uprooted, she or he is "uprooted from all signs of the familiar and is transplanted to an 

unfamiliar foreign land" (p. 39). To me, the "signs of the familiar" are not simply the 

visual signs but also the stories immigrant children lived. They do not want to part with 

the familiar because they want to continue the past stories. They miss the familiar 

because they are living different stories in new places. Igoa (1995) tells a Mexican boy's 

story of leaving the familiar and heading to the unfamiliar: 

I felt sad when I had to leave. I was crying because I would not be able to ride 

horses, swim, or be with my friends..." (p. 41) 

The boy's feeling was one of uprooting because he had to leave behind all he was 

familiar with. He could not take his friends, relatives and the school with him to a new 
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place. When the uprooted boy was transplanted in a new place, he found the people 

around him were different and the games and stories in the school were different. 

When a plant is uprooted, in order to make a successful transplant, a handful of 

soil that supports its roots will also be taken to the new place. I wonder what the handful 

of soil is and what a gardener does with it. Technically, the gardener could provide the 

transplanted plant with similar soil, temperature and moisture. But I would imagine the 

handful of soil, a little bit of the familiar, helps to hold the plant's original messages to 

continue a new life somewhere, and the gardener carefully lets the handful of soil, the 

familiar, be honored and join the new soil. Technically, the new school could also offer 

the boy an environment of schooling: teachers, classrooms, playgrounds, books and 

classmates. However, immigrant children could still feel uncomfortable. A newly 

immigrated girl said to me that she liked the Canadian school, but she would have been 

much happier if all her friends had been here with her. For immigrant children, it is not 

the physical environment but rather the life, the familiar signs of life, and the stories lived 

with the familiar that make the transplant successful and comfortable. Like transplanted 

plants, immigrant children need the familiar and an experience that their stories are 

honored in foreign schools. 

Thinking of immigrant children being uprooted and leaving their stories of the 

familiar behind, I imagine how much they would miss their lived stories, how much they 

would want the new stories to be like the stories they lived in their home country, and 

how many stories they would have and want to tell. The little girl's wish that all her 

friends were here with her in Canada and JJ's recollection of being a popular student in 
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China are the secret stories of missing the familiar, the lived stories with the familiar. 

These secret stories warn me that even though I may be one of the parents who "trust... 

children's resilience and flexibility" (Igoa, 1995, p. vii), this gift cannot be taken for 

granted that the process of finding balanced stories of the familiar and unfamiliar is easy 

for the children. Besides experiencing uprooting of the familiar lives in their home 

countries, immigrant children have one more struggle, which is to live a balance between 

their storied lives with mom and dad at home and the stories they live with peers and 

teachers in the school. When immigrant children have to stay on an unfamiliar 

landscape, I can imagine their secret stories are about making sense of new school lives 

and making connections to past school lives. At the same time, I can also imagine the 

immigrant children have different family stories, and I need to attend to how their 

parents' stories of life and school might have shaped, and are shaping, who they are. 

McCaleb (1994) states that "[s]tudents are part of a cultural and linguistic reality 

and all knowledge that is brought to school is valued" (p. 41). I would like to imagine a 

school in which immigrant children feel supported and confident to represent their 

familiar, their stories of who they are, their stories of who their families are. Helping 

children find connections between what they know from home and what they learn from 

school is important. Igoa (1995) suggests that educators be aware of "the importance of 

the feeling of having roots" (p. 10). In Igoa's words: 

In the transplant, it is customary for the gardener to take as many of the plant's 

roots as possible to the new ground. In the uprooting experience, the children's 

family must do the same. Teachers as "gardeners" of these seedlings need to 
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understand the importance of cultural roots, (p. 40) 

The metaphor of roots is closely related to the metaphor of uprooting. When children are 

uprooted from the familiar, the important thing to do is to take as much of the familiar as 

possible just like the gardener who takes "as many of the plant's roots as possible to the 

new ground." Thinking narratively, I would say children's roots of the familiar are the 

stories of their lives lived in their home countries. McCaleb (1994) believes that 

"[sjtudents will not be truly educated if they don't receive an education that enables them 

to discover their own place in history" (p. 16). Again, thinking narratively I would say the 

stories of the roots allow the children to find a position on the landscape of new schools 

in Canada. 

Children have many stories to tell. Based on my experience with JJ, I feel it is 

important that immigrant children find school to be a place where they can tell these 

stories. It is also important that there are people at home and school who are willing to 

listen to their secret stories. Last semester (2004), sex education was scheduled for grade 

seven children at JJ's school. As her mother, I considered that JJ was not quite ready for 

the topic. I did not sign for her to go. She was fine with it. When she came back from 

school on the day the topic was discussed, she said it was OK to be in the library instead 

of at the presentation, but she did not feel comfortable to answer her peers' curiosity 

about her not going. While I was sorry that I put her aside from the majority, I was glad 

that she expressed her feelings to me. It was an opportunity for me.to communicate with 

my child about roots, family stories and individual choices. I wonder, when space is 

created and recognized for immigrant children's secret stories to be told and listened to, 
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the distance between the stories lived with the familiar and with the unfamiliar may be 

narrowed. 

It is pivotal to be mindful of, listen to, and attend to immigrant children's secret 

stories in order to understand the intergenerational stories of school in their families. 

Attending to their secret stories about their complex experiences on shifting landscapes, 

of a school, between home and school, from home country and Canada, deepened my 

inquiry into the intergenerational stories of school of immigrant children. 

Storied Selves in Storied Worlds: Searching for Theoretical Ground 

When I first encountered "thinking narratively" (Clandinin & Connelly, 200Q), I 

was intrigued, yet, it was not until recently that I started to understand what it means to 

think narratively. To me the premise of narrative thinking is to look at the world as a 

storied one. People live storied lives in storied worlds. That is to say, we find ourselves 

in the stories we live out and live by. When we say that we live storied lives, we 

understand experience narratively. Clandinin and Connelly's belief in experience and in 

studying it narratively originates from John Dewey's work on experience: "For us, 

Dewey transforms a commonplace term, experience, in our educators' language into an 

inquiry term, and gives us a term that permits better understandings of educational life" 

(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 2). Dewey (1938) points out two major principles of 

experience, continuity and interaction. Continuity of experience means that things that 

happened before have an impact on what is happening now and will continue to influence 

what is to happen in our lives. Thus, according to this principle, "every experience both 
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takes up something from those which have gone before and modifies in some way the 

quality of those which come after" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 35). In Clandinin and 

Connelly's (2000) words, continuity of experience is carried out through people 

"endlessly telling and retelling stories about themselves that both refigure the past and 

create purpose in the future" (p.24). 

Dewey's second principle of experience is interaction, which means that 

experience is both personal and social. Along with interaction between the personal 

individual and the social environment, and continuity, Dewey also raises the notion of 

situation, in which interaction takes place. Therefore, "[t]he conceptions of situation and 

of interaction are inseparable from each other" (Dewey, 1938, p. 43). To Dewey, the two 

principles of experiences, continuity and interaction, represent "the longitudinal and 

lateral aspects of experience" (p. 44). Based on the two principles of experience and the 

notion of situation, Clandinin and Connelly (2000) developed a frame of narrative 

thinking—the three-dimensional narrative inquiry space with the dimensions of the 

"personal and social (interaction); past, present, and future (continuity); combined with 

the notion of place (situation)" (p. 50). 

Thinking of JJ's resistance to coming to Canada within the three-dimensional 

narrative inquiry space, I first think of interaction and situation. I think of her experience 

as an individual living happily with comfortable connections at home and school. I think 

of her being displaced in different schools in Canada, where she could not enjoy the same 

comfortable interaction in her new experience of Canada with her Chinese stories. Then 

I think of continuity of experience. JJ wanted to continue her experiences in the school in 
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China because she could imagine her future if she carried on the stories she lived and the 

life she was living. She often thought of her second cousin. In the spring of 2002, both of 

them had passed the competitive examinations to be in a key middle school of their 

hometown. When a story came to JJ from relatives in China, telling her how well her 

cousin was doing, she felt the discomfort of the interruption that discontinued her stories, 

stories her cousin continued to live. JJ believed she could do better than her cousin 

because she used to be ranked ahead of her cousin in examinations when they both were 

in the same school in China. She wanted to continue the stories she lived out in China, 

even in her imagined world. She saw her cousin's image in the story passed to her and, at 

the same time, she saw herself in a story she imagined. 

Identities are expressed in told stories. At a conference on Narrative Matters, 

Crites (2002), a philosopher and theologian, demonstrated the relation between identity 

and narrative. Crites' friend, Homer, was in love with a hometown girl. He was 

experiencing love. However, he needed someone to tell about his experiences. Homer 

told Crites his love experiences so that he could figure out and make sure what was 

happening between him and his girl friend. To Crites, Homer's telling of his experience is 

making a story out of it. In the frame of narrative thinking, "the telling was his 

(Homer's) means of making the truth as clear as he could to himself and, at this point, 

"[fjhe story not only reshaped the experience but completed it" (p.l). From Homer's 

telling of his stories about his experiencing of love, I see that story and experience are 

inseparable and closely related. Thus, to understand human experience, stories lived and 

told need to be studied. To Connelly and Clandinin (1988), "[a] narrative is a kind of life 
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story" (p. 24). Experience is storied and narratively composed. Narrative inquirers study 

experience narratively. "Narrative is the study of how humans make meaning of 

experience by endlessly telling and retelling stories about themselves that both refigure 

the past and create purpose in the future" (p.24). When Homer was telling Crites his 

experience, he was telling and retelling his stories about being a boyfriend. He was 

"refiguring" what happened in the past and figuring out how or what he should do to in 

future. Crites' example of Homer fits into Connelly and Clandinin's views on the 

narrative study of experience (Connelly & Clandinin, 1999). As humans, we experience 

all the time, second by second, throughout our lives. When we tell about our 

experiences, we tell stories. There are many reasons for us to tell stories. To figure out 

who we are is one reason. Homer told Crites his story to make sure who he was in an 

experience of love. When JJ told me her story of herself as a good student in China, she 

was trying to think of who she was now in Canada. "Who am I?" is an identity query 

(Connelly & Clandinin, 1999). According to Connelly and Clandinin (1999), trying to 

figure out "who lam" is a process of developing a story to live by. Developing, 

composing and sustaining a story to live by (Connelly & Clandinin, 1999) is a storied 

understanding of identity and an answer to the question "Who am I?" By telling and 

retelling his story, Homer could figure out who he was in the romance. While telling and 

retelling her stories both in China and in Canada, JJ was also looking for and constructing 

stories to live by so that she could live out a new life, as a Chinese girl in Canadian 

schools. 

Storied lives are the focus of Connelly and Clandinin's narrative inquiry into 
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people's experiences and the contexts in which they live and work. Clandinin and 

Connelly (2000) state: 

Education and educational studies are a form of experience. For us, narrative is 

the best way of representing and understanding experience. Experience is what we 

study, and we study it narratively because narrative thinking is a key form of 

experience and a key way of writing and thinking about it. (p. 18) 

As stated earlier, the premise of thinking narratively is seeing the world as a 

storied one. Connelly and Clandinin (1994) write: 

In our work we read stories of people's lives, lives of disruption and lives of 

humble straightforwardness. We study people's lives, teachers', students', and 

children's lives. In our courses we tell stories of our lives both in and out of the 

classroom, in and out of school. We tell stories of the professional and stories of 

the personal, (p. 146) 

In what follows, I explore how scholars from other disciplines think of selves or 

identities and stories or narratives and the relationship between the two. 

According to Kerby (1991), a psychologist, self-identity is expressed in 

narratives: "When we ask of someone who they are, this question generally comes down 

to a recounting of their passage through time, their autobiography or self-narrative" (p. 

15). It seems natural for me to write about the stories I lived to figure out who I am. I 

knew that my father was happy when I entered a graduate program in North America. 

But when I started to think of writing about it, the stories came into my mind. I started 

from writing stories about my father's happiness. I thought further about the reasons he 
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was happy by recollecting (Crites, 1971) the stories he lived and told me. Later I figured 

out who I was through recollecting and telling my lived stories. Kerby (1991) links 

narrative and self-identity. For Kerby, our sense of identity presents itself to us from 

recollecting our lived stories. Identity is a result of our active interaction between present 

stories with our past experiences. "It is the narrative result that we take to be the 

structure and import of our past lives" (p. 31). Thus, time lets us have past, present and 

future. Memory enables us to remember our lived pasts. Telling stories with imagination 

weaves our temporal existence into a well-structured fabric of our identities. 

Silko (1996), an Aboriginal scholar, writes: 

The oral narrative, or story became the medium through which the complex of 

Pueblo knowledge and belief was maintained. Whatever the event or the subject, 

the ancient people perceived the world and themselves within that world as part of 

an ancient, continuous story composed of innumerable bundles of other stories, 

(pp. 30-31) 

To Silko, the Pueblo view of the world is in stories: "Standing deep within the natural 

world, the ancient Pueblo understood the thing as it was - Ancient Pueblos took the 

modest view that the thing itself would not be improved" (p. 28). To Silko it is 

"[fjhrough the stories we hear who we are" (p. 30). For Silko and Kerby (1991), self-

identity is expressed in storied narratives. It is interesting to note that they both write 

about stories from different perspectives, but draw the same conclusion. 

For Coles (1989), a psychiatrist, listening to stories is the best way a doctor can 

make meaning of a patient's life. Stories are where the mind is: "Do you see her mind?" 
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(Coles, 1989, p. 7), Dr. Ludwig, one of Coles' supervisors, asked Coles after a patient 

told him her stories. Resonating with Fritz's (1990) statement: "Everybody is a story" (p. 

29), Coles (1989) recognized the significance of storied worlds, in which we make 

meaning of the people with whom we interact. He states that "[t]heir story, yours, 

mine—it's what we all carry with us on this trip we take, and we owe it to each other to 

respect our stories and learn from them" (p. 30). In my family there were storied worlds 

of my father's, of JJ's and of mine. Each of us both carries stories and lives stories. The 

more we are able to respect each other's stories, the more we will be able to understand 

each other and learn from one another. I listened to and respected my father's stories, 

and I understood my father. I learned how to live my life by living out stories I learned 

from him. I did not listen to my daughter's stories so respectfully. As a result, I did not 

learn from my daughter's stories in order to understand the meaning of her stories, to "see 

her mind." 

Crites also wrote a number of articles on narrative and storying (Bruner, 2002, 

1994, 1990; Carr, 1986; Charon & Montello, 2002; Clandinin & Connelly, 1996; 

Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, 1994; Coles, 1989; Greene, 1994; Kerby, 1991; King, 2003; 

Mitchell, 1981; Neumann, 1997). He considers narrative to be a form of experience, the 

foundation for a history and a culture. Crites (1971) illustrates two types of stories "the 

sacred story" (p. 295) and "the mundane stories" (p. 296). A sacred story is "the 

fundamental narrative" (p. 295) that has an established position in the society and is 

considered to be able to "orient the life of people through time" (p. 295). A sacred story 

"cannot be fully and directly told" and it expresses "the authority of scripture for the 
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people who understand their own stories in relation to them" (p. 295). Mundane stories 

refer to the stories that are "directly seen or heard" (p. 295). 

Several years later, in another article, Crites (1979) wrote of another pair of 

stories, real stories and cover stories. People tell real stories, but also cover stories when 

they cannot face the real story. My high school Chinese language arts teacher read me 

through my written composition like an old man. Thinking now of cover stories and real 

stories, I wonder what kind of a story I wrote. I probably did not write a cover story. If I 

had, the teacher would not have been so surprised. I probably wrote a real story because 

I knew about such an old man as Confucius from my father and read about him in the 

influence from my family. If I wrote something about Confucius or referenced him in the 

composition, I probably wrote a story related to an untold sacred story that might orient 

my life. Thinking in the frame of Crites' two kinds of stories, we live in a storied world. 

We write, tell or listen to mundane, real and cover stories. To Crites, stories accompany 

people throughout their lives. Stories are lives. The world, then, is inter-woven with 

different kinds of stories. 

Self-identity, meaning, value, and culture are expressed in our stories. Everything 

can be a story (Silko, 1996). "Everybody is a story" (Fritz, 1990, p. 29). To Crites, it 

seems that stories are everywhere around us and in us. Carr (1986) helps me think about 

the nature of coherence of our life narratives, which resonates with one of Dewey's 

principles of experience—continuity. Narratives of our lives are coherent, according to 

Carr. Life experience, understood narratively, has three dimensions: value, significance 

and purpose. Carr (1986) links value to the present, significance to the past and purpose 
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to the future. The three dimensions of life experience form the nature of narrative 

coherence, the foundation of the quality of narrative. Therefore, "we can get to know 

another person by learning his life-story—what he's done and where he's been" (Carr, 

1986, p. 74). Carr (1986) believes our lives have a quality of narrative coherence: 

Our lives admit of sometimes more, sometimes less coherence; they hang together 

reasonably well, but they occasionally tend to fall apart. Coherence seems to be a 

need imposed on us whether we seek it or not. Things need to make sense. We 

feel the lack of sense when it goes missing. The unity of self, not as an 

underlying identity but as a life that hangs together, is not a pregiven condition 

but as an achievement, (p. 97) 

Narrative coherence in the unity of self is not a given but needs to be worked on. It is "an 

achievement" of narrative pieces together. Narrative inquirer's work is to make sense of 

these pieces of our lives. 

Continuity and interaction of experience, storied worlds and the nature of 

narrative coherence make the way for Connelly and Clandinin (1994) to think about 

experiences narratively and to make meaning out of stories. 

Thinking of life as a story is a powerful way to imagine who we are, where we 

have been, and where we are going. In our view, people live lives and tell stories 

of those lives, and people are characters in their own and others' lived stories. 

This is a consequence of viewing life as a story. We live stories. When we talk to 

others about ourselves we tell life stories, (pp. 149-150) 

Connelly and Clandinin put the ideas about and beliefs in stories together using the verbs: 
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living, telling, retelling and reliving. In this way, they see the storied world as a living, 

changing and interacting place in which meanings are constructed and new meanings are 

reconstructed in the process of living, telling, retelling and reliving stories. 

We live our storied lives, and tell our stories. We tell our stories again at different 

times, to different people and on different occasions. As we attend to the stories we tell, 

and begin to inquire into them, we are retelling our stories. In this process of retelling, an 

"act of repeatedly telling" (Pennebarker, 1997, p. 97), we may have new understandings 

of the story we lived. Retelling is a process of learning and changing. Changing is living 

in a new way. It is a kind of reliving stories. 

My daughter, JJ, was resistant to Canadian stories. In order to cheer her up in the 

cold Canadian winter, I, for the first time in my life, put up a Christmas tree in our small 

living room. However, I realized this did not make JJ happy. She did not even want to 

look at the tree or come near to it. This is a story JJ and I lived for our first Canadian 

Christmas. Almost one year later before she went to go "Trick or Treat" with her friends, 

JJ told me not to forget to distribute candies to the children at our door. She took out all 

the candies we had on the table and poured them into a salad bowl. I had bought a big 

pumpkin, while remembering her reaction to last year's Christmas tree, I said to her that I 

bought this pumpkin because she loved fine art. "Carving a pumpkin is creative art 

work." I said to her, trying not to connect the pumpkin with the Canadian Halloween. Out 

of my expectation, JJ was willing to be part of a Canadian Halloween. She took the 

flashing smiley pumpkin out and placed it by the door. 

I told the Christmas tree story at Research Issues in the Centre for Research for 
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Teacher Education and Development to show JJ's struggle in Canada, to show the 

discontinuity of her lived stories. With this year's Halloween story, last year's Christmas 

tree story has more meaning to me. When I retell the Christmas tree story alongside the 

Halloween story, I see the power of stories in our lives. JJ was reluctant to go "Trick or 

Treat" when her friends invited her to go with them in their neighborhood. But when she 

came back, she looked like she enjoyed it very much, as I remember now. Last year's 

fun experience has become an enjoyable Canadian story she lived. Stories lived and told 

may change our lives. I see JJ, whose lived stories in China live so strongly in her mind, 

beginning to relive her storied life in Canada. 

Thinking of my storied life alongside JJ's, "thinking narratively" became the 

way I worked on my research puzzles. Thinking narratively helped me understand JJ's 

experiences of her Canadian schools. I was able to see JJ as a whole person with a rich 

storied life. Respecting her stories is respecting her as a person. I am a storied person, a 

mother, who made many decisions that shifted the plotlines in JJ's stories. In a family, 

we live stories. In a family, I understand JJ by understanding her stories, by 

understanding how her lived stories shaped who she was, and are shaping who she is 

becoming on new landscapes in Canada. I see myself as a narrative inquirer trying to 

understand immigrant children by understanding them as storied persons. 

The research puzzles I explored in this inquiry were explored narratively: What 

are immigrant children's experiences of Canadian schools? What are the 

intergenerational stories of school in immigrant children's families? What are the 

intergenerational stories in immigrant children's experiences? How did/were lived stories 
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shape/shaping who they were/are on shifting landscapes? 

Family Stories Shape Who We Are 

When I think about who I am and how I ended up here in Canada, it is impossible 

for me not to think of stories, family stories and the stories I lived. I know many of my 

former colleagues have been doing very well in China, and there is no doubt that I could 

do just as well. I have not regretted the decision I made years ago to go to North 

America. My father's relieved face when I showed him the visa always affirms that I did 

what I should do. I came here not merely for a better life, but for picking up and 

continuing a family story. In reflection, I know how much my family stories shape me. I 

remember one day after school I came across my high school Chinese language arts 

teacher. He stopped and said to me that he was confused why, as a seventeen-year-old 

girl, I wrote compositions like an old man. At that time while I was not thinking 

narratively, I knew the stories my family and I lived had a strong impact on me and on 

how I thought about myself and the world outside my family. Family stories made me 

feel that my family was somewhat different and I felt that our stories were a kind of a 

cacophony alongside the mainstream stories. I tended to think beyond my immediate life 

because I was not so comfortable in it. I was interested in moral and philosophical issues. 

If a name such as Confucius appeared even once in the composition, the Chinese teacher 

surely would wonder what was in the mind of a seventeen-year-old girl. But in my 

family these old men were often in the conversation and I knew my father admired them. 

The conversation was part of my family story, and I admired these old men as well. 
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Family influence is strong. Lieblich (1998) did research on the narratives of 

Jewish immigrants to Israel. To demonstrate the four modes of analysis of the transcripts 

of interviews: holistic-content, holistic-form, categorical-content and categorical-form, 

Lieblich (1998) shared one interview transcription. In the first three stages of the 

interview from birth to eighteen, an interviewee was asked twice about who were the 

significant people in the periods, and the answers were always family members such as 

grandparents and parents. From Neumann's (1997) "Ways without words: Learning from 

silence and story in post-holocaust lives", I also sense the power of family. Neumann 

wrote that her mother's story learned in childhood, stayed in her throughout her 

adolescence. She came to know more about these stories when she grew up. In the same 

chapter, Neumann mentioned that in 1992 she wrote her "autobiographical account of 

what and how I learned, about myself and about learning itself, from listening to my 

father's accounts of his life throughout the course of mine" (Neumann, 1997, p. 97). 

Lieblich's and Neumann's research helped me reflect on my first experiences living in 

western Canada. For the first few months, I lived with a Burmese family. Their 16-year-

old niece came from Singapore to live with them to attend a college in the city. She 

could speak Mandarin, so I invited her to go to a Chinese movie with my daughter and I. 

While we were heading back, we passed by a Christian church. As I knew she spent most 

of her 16 years in Singapore, not in Burma, I asked her if she had ever been to church. 

She said without a second thought: "I think I will stick to my parents' religion." I was 

very impressed by her casual but firm response. Singapore is one of the busiest 

international harbors in the world. I imagine young children are exposed to various 
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temptations. The girl's answer made me realize family stories can be such a strong 

influence that they reinforce the young generation to hold on to family tradition. 

Family stories are being told by those outside the family. Those stories that 

others tell of the family shape and may become part of the stories of one's family. For 

those who knew about me and my family, it was not a surprise when they knew that I was 

studying for TOEFL. They thought it was the right story for me. In this sense, people 

are likely to be judged by the stories told of a family. Put in another way, if I did not 

pursue an academic story for my life, I would be thought as living outside the plotline of 

those stories told of my family. 

Neumann and her sister, as new immigrants to the US, knew their family stories 

were different. They wanted to fit into the life of the adopted country. They struggled 

"for semblances of meaning amidst American ways... that seemed oceans apart from the 

simpler, clearer, everyday knowing of our parents' lives" (Neumann, 1997, p. 102). 

Neumann and her sister thought their family stories that they carried to school were so 

different from what they imagined American stories were and they tried hard to look like 

the American children's stories. Neumann and her sister judged themselves by 

comparing their family stories with what they saw as American children's stories. 

Neumann's account of family stories and my stories indicate that family stories can affect 

children and adults in various aspects of their lives. 

Several forms of telling family stories were discussed by Neumann (1997). 

Neumann's mother's stories of her experiences of the Holocaust were first told in 

multiple fragments of stories as Neumann grew up listening to her mother. Neumann 
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remembered bits and pieces of the stories. The second form in which she heard her 

mother's stories was in an interview, tape-recorded at the request of Neumann and her 

husband. The third form in which she heard her mother's story was her mother's written 

text as a testimony. In all three forms, I understand from Neumann that family stories are 

told repeatedly in the family in different times, to different audiences, and for different 

purposes. I got to know some pieces of the story of why my brother did not go to junior 

high school almost at the end of the Cultural Revolution when I was considered mature 

enough to handle hard family stories. I knew that this story had been told many times 

before I first got to know it. When I passed the national entrance examinations to go to 

college, this story was told again. However, this time I knew more about the story and 

what the story meant to our family. I got to know what the elementary school principal 

said to my father: "All your family had education. Now it's the turn for others." Stories 

like this one in my family and Neumann's mother's story will surely continue to be told 

in the family in different forms, to different listeners, and for different purposes. 

Neumann (1997) wrote about "wordless stories" (p. 107). "People live their 

stories as much as they tell them in words. They live them in what they do not say" (p. 

107). People certainly tell stories. However, people do not always tell the stories they 

lived. There are silent, wordless or untold stories. For instance, we live our lives in a 

family. We know the stories going on in the family even though there is no telling of the 

stories. We, as family members, feel the stories in the actions, emotions, tensions and 

come to know the family stories being lived. I saw this happening in the Burmese family 

with whom I first lived in West Canada. Because they were from Burma, I assumed they 
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were Buddhists. As I was there longer, I got to know how they practiced Burmese 

Buddhism. For example, in their family room, a Buddha statue was worshiped. Every 

morning the lady would clean the candle on each side of the statue. The lady meditated 

every day. She meditated more if she considered someone in the family needed special 

prayers. Later in a conversation, the lady said they did not celebrate Christmas. There 

were no Christmas trees, present exchanges, or light decorations. Christmas Day was just 

another day. Neumann's "wordless stories" remind me of the silent stories in this 

Burmese family. Their children, living in the family with their parents, sensed the family 

story of Buddhism and they lived this family story without the need to be told what 

Buddhism was about. As days went on, this family's "wordless story" about Buddhism, 

a different religion than Christianity, became the story they could tell and write about. 

Perhaps their niece learned her family's Buddhism the same way. When asked about 

religious beliefs, she told a family story in response. Family stories are told and retold in 

the family. Family stories are lived every moment in the family. Some are told and some 

are lived "wordlessly". 

We live stories, tell stories and share stories in the family. There are also stories 

told about our family. We have family stories we want to live out and live by. Family 

stories shape who we were, who we are, and what we will be. Family stories helped me 

inquire into my research puzzles: What are the intergenerational stories of school in 

immigrant children's families? How do these intergenerational family stories shape 

children's stories of school? 
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Shifting School Stories Shape Parents' and Children's School Stories 

When I was a student in China, communication between the school and my family 

followed a plotline of the school informing my mother what her daughter did and what 

she should do. The same plotline shaped the end of term report card, which listed my 

grades of all subjects. At the bottom of the card, it said what kind of student I was. From 

the teacher's comments, my mother knew if I worked hard, was disciplined, showed 

respect to teachers, showed love for the motherland, did what I was told, got along with 

my classmates. While I don't remember if the school expected a feedback note from my 

mother, I do not think there was one. When I had my daughter in the school in China, 

some of the school stories stayed pretty much the same. However, there were new twists 

in the stories on the school landscape. For instance, as a parent my husband was asked to 

sign JJ's test paper to ensure she showed the test paper to him. The plotline of the story 

of one-way communication now had a feedback loop to the extent that there was parental 

confirmation of having seen the report cards and test papers. 

Since my daughter came to Canada, I have had many experiences signing papers 

to tell the school that, as a mother, I knew what I was supposed to know. However now, I 

also have an opportunity to tell the school what I would like my child to do. This was a 

new story for me. I was not used to it. Whenever JJ brought a form from the school, I 

would read carefully and made a decision of what to do. The old story that asked me to 

sign on a paper indicating that I had read the test paper and knew my child's score was an 

easier story for me. It was a tougher task for me if the paper from JJ's Canadian schools 

asked me to make choices about what I wanted JJ to experience at school. JJ's school 
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organized field trips each year and I was asked each time if I wanted JJ to participate or 

not. A Chinese mother suggested that I send JJ to another elementary school, one that 

organized fewer field trips. She said it was hard for her, considering their financial 

condition, to tell the school that her daughter would not participate in certain field trips. I 

shared similar feelings with this Chinese mother, but it was about more than just the cost. 

As I wrote earlier, one day JJ brought home a form asking whether I wanted her to go to a 

class on sex education. I considered the choice and, based on my experience, responded 

no. When J J came back and told me only a few more than ten children did not go to sex 

education, and that she was one of two in her class that did not go, I did not feel good. I 

wondered if my decision had made JJ feel different. Even though I thought it was better 

for JJ not to go to sex education at grade seven, I was not sure that I had made the best 

decision, that is, having JJ feel a little different than most of her peers. I was not sure 

what I would do in the future facing similar decisions to make for JJ based on my 

experience and my experience being with JJ. As I reflected on this experience of living a 

story in which schools send communications home to parents and where parents have 

input into school programming I thought about children having two parts to their lives, 

one at home and one in the school: 

Children live their lives in two worlds: that of the home and community and that 

of the school. When these two worlds fail to know, respect, and celebrate each 

other, children are placed in a difficult position. (McCaleb, 1994, p. vii) 

Acknowledging at least two worlds, that is, home and school, suggests the importance of 

two-way communication between home and school. On the one hand, I appreciate the 
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opportunities to make decisions for some of my daughter's school activities. On the 

other hand, there are difficulties for parents whose school experiences are from different 

places than their children's school experiences. The Chinese mother and I may feel we 

are put in a difficult position speaking for what our children's school experiences should 

be. As it turned out, JJ felt she did not belong to the dominant story of school life by 

doing what her parents chose for her. This experience makes me wonder how to let 

immigrant children and their families feel that, while their stories are different, they are 

also valued in school. 

Attending to Parents' Stories of School 

McCaleb (1994) believes that parental involvement is crucial to student success. 

Her research questions, "How do parents view their own children's educational 

experiences in the contexts of family, community and school and [how] can educational 

bridges be built between the home and the school that validate and celebrate the home 

culture and community? (p. 72)" are different but connected to mine. In my 

conceptualization, people live storied lives. Immigrant parents and children have lived 

stories before they came to Canada. When they arrive in Canada, immigrant children live 

storied lives on two landscapes, one at home and one in the school. In order to engage 

parents in their children's school experiences, I imagined that I would hear and 

understand children's stories as well as family stories about school and education. 

Hearing both children's stories and parents' stories may offer insight into how parents' 

stories shape the ways they understand their children's educational experiences. In my 
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research I explore how intergenerational stories shaped the stories children lived and told 

in their present day school experiences. 

As I reflect on my lived stories, I see these interconnections. My father taught in a 

middle school in China in the late 70s and early 80s. It was a time when learning was 

seen as useful and important. High school graduates could take national college entrance 

examinations to be college students if their total scores on the examinations were higher 

than, or equal to, the minimum admission score. Students had a strong motivation to 

learn. The story told of my father was he had a good knowledge of classical Chinese. He 

was asked to give lectures on classical model prose or poems. Students, teachers and I 

wanted to know how to learn classical Chinese well. My father's answer was always 

simple. To him, what was needed was to read and recite the classical texts. Gradually, in 

this way, students would get used to the flow of the language. When I was in grade 12, 

my father also taught grade seven English. I remember he told me the same thing about 

learning English. His suggestion was that I immerse myself in English. I should read 

and listen to English as much as I could. My father believed, then and now, that language 

comes naturally if the learner practices with the language frequently. He did not think 

students should rely on grammar and sentence structures to learn a language. Now, when 

I recall my father's stories of language learning, I see that his idea of learning languages 

reflected his own experiences of learning at home with his governess. 

My father did not go to school until he was about twelve years old. Before that, 

he and his sister learned classical Chinese texts, math and other topics from a governess. 

My father told me many stories about his governess. In my father's remembered stories, 
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she was a strict and kind lady. Even though she had a ruler, she seldom used it to punish 

him and his sister. He recalled learning classical Chinese texts by reading and reading 

aloud the texts in order to recite them even if he did not understand the meaning of the 

texts. He was a boy, while the texts he was learning were written by ancient Chinese 

thinkers, philosophers and Chinese language masters. As my father told me, the 

governess did not expect her young students to understand the meaning at the time they 

were learning. I do not know whether my father enjoyed this learning experience. 

However, I do know he believed it to be the right way to learn a language. His belief was 

affirmed when he got the highest mark for his written composition in classical Chinese 

for university admission. Now, as I metaphorically lay the story of my father's advice 

about learning languages alongside the stories of learning classical Chinese with his 

governess and of the story of writing in classical Chinese, I see that my father's view of 

learning and of certain school activities can be connected to his home school stories. 

To me my father's stories of learning at home with his governess shape how he 

thought I could best learn English. Drawing on McCaleb's (1994) question—"How do 

parents view their own children's educational experiences in the contexts of family, 

community and school" (p. 72), I see that he drew on his experiences to help me. While I 

imagine learning in a "home school" is quite a different story from learning in the school 

with many other children, I imagine my father would tell me how to live my school 

experiences based on his home school stories. 

Parents' stories of school shape children's stories. To McCaleb (1994), "[fjhe 

passing down of heritage and culture was also part of the family learning experience" and 
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"[ijmportant values were transmitted through these teachings, and participants 

[McCaleb's research participants] came to know both directly and indirectly what was 

expected of them as human beings" (p. 74). When I think of my father's language 

learning experience, I see it to be part of my "family learning experience". 

I learned little classical Chinese when I was in the school. I picked up some after 

I graduated from high school and became a college student. For two summers in a row 

when I was in the university, my father selected his favorite classical Chinese 

masterpieces including "Great Learning" and "the Analects", and taught me in ways 

similar to the ways he learned from his governess. From this learning experience I "came 

to know both directly and indirectly what was expected o f me from my father. This 

learning experience with my father is always part of who I am. 

School landscapes shift from time to time and from place to place. Landscapes 

change as school stories change. When I was at school during the Cultural Revolution, 

being politically correct was most important. I remember my Chinese language teacher, 

who was also the teacher-in-chief (homeroom teacher), told my mother that I was a good 

student because in half of the academic year I wrote seven rhymes showing my support to 

the campaign—Criticizing Confucius. Years later, in China, the landscape changed as 

the stories changed. JJ was a good student in China because she achieved high marks. 

When JJ arrived at a Canadian school, the landscape changed and the school stories were 

different from the school stories in China. In China she knew how to live a story of a 

good student. In Canada she was dispositioned, uncertain, confused. For example, in 

China she knew those who got good marks were popular. In her Canadian school, she 
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was surprised to find girls did not need to have good marks to be popular. There were 

many ways to be good students. She began to wonder about the target of attention. She 

was disappointed that one of her Canadian friends did not seem to pay much attention to 

schoolwork. In China all her friends studied hard for good marks. The story was that 

good marks lead to recognition by the school, the teachers and their classmates. When 

choosing junior high options, JJ could not understand why her friend ranked home 

economics as her number one choice. For JJ, cooking could be fun, but was not 

"academic." JJ was living on a landscape with new school stories and she was uncertain 

about who she was on that new landscape. 

As JJ's mother who is responsible for her coming to Canada, I wanted her to 

enjoy and go along with the new school stories. I saw diversity as beauty and I wanted JJ 

to see the beauty of diversity, to respect others' choices and to know how to make her 

own choices. While I could have worried about JJ because of her sometime strong 

opinions of disliking the new school, I realized I needed to understand her experiences 

narratively. In this way, I could understand her much better. She is comfortable in her 

familiar stories, "loyal" to her past. For five and half years, she lived school stories in 

China, where getting high marks meant she was a good student. She is a wonderful child 

in that way. Why should I worry because she is now living on a new storied school 

landscape? 

Thinking Narratively about Children's Experiences in School 

McCaleb's (1994) other question: "How can educational bridges be built between 
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the home and the school that validate and celebrate the home culture and community" (p. 

72)? directs me toward thinking narratively and valuing stories. I value JJ's stories. I 

listen to her and try to think about how her lived stories in school have shaped who she is. 

I know my view of her also bears the marks of my lived stories. I believe these stories 

matter. Both the intergenerational stories and the school stories have shaped JJ. If I want 

to help JJ enjoy her life in a Canadian school, I need to attend to these stories she lived, is 

living, told and is telling. I was surprised to see JJ enjoy singing "O Canada" at the 

beginning of her school award night because, just one month earlier she said to her 

grandmother that she wanted to go to China with her. She learned "O Canada" a year ago 

in her first Canadian school. Singing "O Canada" has become a story in her Canadian 

school life. Perhaps JJ is feeling less dispositioned in the Canadian school. 

In order to understand my daughter's life at home and school as she moved from a 

Chinese school landscape to a Canadian school landscape I need to look for lived and 

told stories. Where we go, we carry our lived stories with us and we live these stories out 

on new landscapes. These landscapes shape us, and our stories shift and are changed, 

restoried in the living and telling. I came to know J J by understanding her stories. As I 

try to attend to her stories, I realize that her stories have been shaped by my stories and 

my father's stories, by her father's stories and his family stories. Furthermore, as her 

researcher-mother, I realize I should attend to her stories in relational ways but I will say 

more about that in the methodology section. 

We live storied lives. We live in others' stories. Others live in our stories. In a 

family, we are characters in the stories of parents', grandparents' and children's. Stories 
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in the family also shape who we are. To understand intergenerational stories of school, I 

listen to parents' school stories. I imagine their school stories have an important impact 

on how immigrant children live their lives in Canadian schools. 

Therefore, the research puzzles I explored in this research are: What are 

immigrant children's experiences of Canadian schools? What are the intergenerational 

stories of school in immigrant children's families? What are the intergenerational stories 

in immigrant children's experiences? How did/were lived stories shape/shaping who they 

were/are on shifting landscapes? As I understood my research, I frequently revisited 

Clandinin and Connelly's (2000) straightforward statement: 

Education and educational studies are a form of experience. For us, narrative is 

the best way of representing and understanding experience. Experience is what we 

study, and we study it narratively because narrative thinking is a key form of 

experience and a key way of writing and thinking about it. (p. 18) 

The statement helped me focus on inquiring into immigrant children's and parents' 

intergenerational stories of school. 

Chapter 2 details the methodology of narrative inquiry. It describes the process of how 

this research was conducted, from entering the field, searching for participants to 

composing field texts and research texts. It ends with "Ethical Considerations." 
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Chapter Two 

METHODOLOGY 

This research5 is a narrative inquiry. Narrative inquiry is a research methodology 

that studies human experience (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, 1994; Connelly & 

Clandinin, 1990). Clandinin and Rosiek (2007) restate the definition of narrative inquiry 

Connelly and Clandinin (2006) work out: 

Narrative inquiry, the study of experience as story, then, is first and foremost a 

way of thinking about experience. Narrative inquiry as a methodology entails a 

view of the phenomenon. To use narrative inquiry methodology is to adopt a 

particular view of experience as phenomenon under study, (p.357) 

Dewey (1938) writes, "I take it that the fundamental unity of the newer philosophy is 

found in the idea that there is an intimate and necessary relation between the processes of 

actual experience and education" (p. 20). To him, education and experience are 

inseparable. As humans, we live to experience. We experience all the time. When 

"persons note something of their experience, either to themselves or to others, they do so 

not by the mere recording of experience over time, but in storied form" (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 1994, p. 415). When lived experiences are made known to the self or others, 

experiences become story. Telling stories of experiences, therefore, is the process of 

making meaning for the people who lived these experiences. "You can't understand the 

5 This doctoral research is framed within Jean Clandinin and Michael Connelly's research project 
sponsored by Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC), entitled "Intersecting narratives: 
Cultural harmonies and tensions in inner city Canadian schools." 
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world without telling a story" (Gerald Vizenor as cited by King, 2003, p. 23). Clandinin 

and Connelly (1994) write, "Experience...is the stories people live. People live stories, 

and in the telling of them reaffirm them, modify them and create new ones" (p. 415). 

Narrative inquiry draws attention to story as both the phenomenon under study 

and narrative as the methodology for the inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 1994). Thus 

"narrative is both phenomenon and method" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, 1994; 

Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). While conducting narrative inquiry, narrative inquirers 

record phenomena, the story, and use narrative, the method, to study and understand the 

phenomena. Narrative inquirers "describe ... lives, collect and tell stories of them and 

write narratives of experience" (Clandinin & Connelly, 1994, p. 416). In order to engage 

in narrative inquiry, one needs to think narratively, that is, to think of lived and told 

experiences narratively. Based on the two principles of experience: continuity and 

interaction (Dewey, 1938), Clandinin and Connelly developed a frame for narrative 

thinking—the three-dimensional narrative inquiry space: "our terms are personal and 

social (interaction); past, present, and future (continuity); combined with the notion of 

place (situation)" (Clandinin and Connelly, 2000. p. 50). The three-dimensional inquiry 

space reminds narrative inquirers that the moments they, and the participants, share in the 

research process are contextualized in time, place and are both personal and social. As I 

engaged in this narrative inquiry, I reminded myself frequently of the three-dimensional 

inquiry space and to compose field and research texts in the three-dimensional space. The 

three-dimensional narrative inquiry space is the frame that allowed me to think of, and 

understand, participants' lived and told stories of their lives: looking backward and 
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forward to inquire into the dimension of "temporality — past, present and future" (p.50) 

and inward and outward to inquiry into the dimension of "personal and social issues" (p. 

50). 

Relationship is pivotal in narrative inquiry: "It is people in relation studying with 

people in relation" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000. p. 189). Pinnegar and Daynes (2007) 

revisit the path that leads to narrative inquiry and identify four turns. One of the four 

turns identified is the recognition of the relationship of the researcher and the researched. 

They write: "[N]arrative inquirers recognize that the researcher and the researched in a 

particular study are in relationship with each other and that both parties will learn and 

change in the encounter" (p. 9). Connelly and Clandinin (1990) write: "Narrative inquiry 

is... a process of collaboration involving mutual storytelling and restorying as the 

research proceeds" (p. 4). Thus it is "a relational form of inquiry" (Huber & Clandinin, 

2002, p. 788). It is an unfolding and evolving process as narrative inquirers live 

alongside participants and feel their lives by listening to their life stories and sharing their 

own with them. As a narrative inquirer, I respected the stories my participants lived and 

shared with me, and attended to the relational stories constructed between me and my 

participants. I return to this in the section "Composing research texts," which details the 

relational experiences I lived with my participants in this research. 

As narrative inquiry does not proceed to answer "carefully crafted questions" 

(Huber & Clandinin, 2002, p. 787), this dissertation is a result of a relational inquiry over 

time when I lived alongside three immigrant junior high students and their families over 

18 months. The following sections, Narrative beginnings, Living in the field, Field texts 
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and Composing field texts, Composing research texts and Attending to ethical dimension 

in narrative inquiry, portray how this narrative inquiry unfolded and evolved as the 

research proceeded. 

Narrative Beginnings 

One of the starting points for narrative inquiry is the researcher's own narrative of 

experience, the researcher's autobiography. This task of composing our own 

narratives of experience is central to narrative inquiry... As we compose our 

narrative beginnings, we also work within the three-dimensional space, telling 

stories of our past that frame our present standpoints, moving back and forth from 

the personal to the social and situating it all in place. (Clandinin & Connelly, 

2000, p. 70) 

As I decided to conduct my doctoral research with narrative inquiry, I started to think of 

my position and to name who I was, why I was here and why I did what I was doing. In 

Chapter One, I reflected "on the aspects of [myself] that most importantly influence [my] 

perceptions of the world and in particular the issues being studied" (Delgado-Gaitan, 

2001, p. 154). This autobiographical writing was done in the three-dimensional space. I 

attended to the personal, the social, temporality and place. The writing was a process of 

thinking narratively of my lived stories over the years that eventually brought me here 

and shaped the stories I am now telling in this research. As I was figuring out my 

standpoints through writing and thinking of how I was shaped by the stories I lived and 
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told as well as the stories I was told, I, at the same time, wondered about what stories 

might have shaped immigrant students and their stories to live by (Clandinin & Connelly, 

1999). Thus, the autobiographical writing is my starting point to begin this relational 

narrative inquiry. To write about the inquiry process, from 2003 to 2007,1 start with 

"Living in the field." 

Living in the Field 

I first entered the field, River's Edge6, a public junior high school, on October 27, 

2003. The negotiated entry was an ongoing and unfolding process over time. Marilyn (a 

doctoral student and co-researcher), Jean (Marilyn's and my supervisor) and I first 

negotiated with the principal that we were welcome to conduct our research in River's 

Edge in order to understand students' intergenerational stories of school. The principal 

helped us find a fine art classroom where we might meet possible participants. We 

thought it was a good idea because we imagined in such a classroom there were more 

interactions among students and we might have opportunities to move around to be close 

to the students while they were preparing or practicing their assignments. We approached 

the teacher, who allowed Marilyn and I to sit in his class two afternoons per week. As a 

researcher who had only post secondary educational experiences in Canada, my 

knowledge of Canadian public schools mostly came from my involvement with my 

daughter's schools, one elementary school and one junior high school. Although these 

6 The name of the school and the names of participants are pseudonyms. 
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experiences helped me identify River's Edge's physical appearance with JJ's school, the 

hallways, the lockers, the gym, and so on, being in a Canadian junior high school as a 

researcher, meeting the principal to talk about my research and negotiating with teachers 

to be a classroom observer, was overwhelming. In the field, I experienced and felt what 

the word "unfolding" meant, that is, I learned to work with what happened. 

"Narrative inquiry in the field is a form of living, a way of life" (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 2000, p. 78). Narrative inquirers need to be familiar with the landscapes where 

the inquiry is based. Regular visits to River's Edge were important to me. Besides sitting 

in the classroom, I negotiated to visit and observe in a fashion class and later in an ESL 

class. Along with Marilyn and Jean in early February 2004,1 also attended a staff 

meeting and was introduced to the staff. I attended the school's open house, health 

education presentations, drama performance and graduation ceremonies in order to 

"become part of the landscape" (p. 77). Being in the school, sitting in the year seven and 

nine fine art classroom and listening to the stories of school as told by the principal and 

the teachers that were involved, were important ways to get to know the field in which 

my participants had been living. 

Narrative inquirers see lives as storied and thus "a school at any point in time is 

viewed as a story" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988). Students, including those who became 

participants in this study, were characters in the stories of the school. In the field, I was 

reminded constantly of multiple attention (Bateson, 1994), that is, that I needed to attend 

to not only the stories the participants fold, the stories that were happening around them 

but also the stories they lived by. I began to understand that "life is not made up of 
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separate pieces" (Bateson, 1994, p. 108). Attending to the stories that happened on the 

school landscape helped me be familiar with the context of my participants' lived stories. 

For this narrative inquiry, I wanted to include three students and their families. 

From January to June 2004, after negotiation with the fine art teacher, I was allowed to sit 

in year nine and seven classes two afternoons a week. At the beginning of each new 

course, I introduced myself to the students as a graduate student and a researcher. They 

knew who I was and I got to know them and the landscape on and in which they lived 

their school stories. Several months after living alongside the year nine and seven 

students in the fine arts classroom, with the help of the teacher, I approached four year 

seven students and asked them if they would be interested in telling me their experiences 

of school. Three agreed to participate. A letter to parents from the principal, along with 

consent forms for child participants, consent forms for parent consent for child 

participants and consent forms for parent participants, were sent to the three students' 

homes. Because the inquiry needed both the children's and parents' participation, the 

process of finding participation from both the child and his/her parents was complicated 

and took a longer time than expected. Although three students agreed to participate, only 

Yang, a student from a year seven class, brought back the signed consent forms for his 

and his parents' participation. By the end of June 2004,1 had only Yang and his parents 

as my participants. I needed to find two more participants. There was also another 

important unfolding story for me to live in the field, that is, in the fall 2004, the principal 

retired. I began negotiation with the new principal. He suggested finding participants 

through the ESL class. The ESL teacher allowed me to sit in the school's ESL classes, 
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where I met my second participant, Atoosa. A relationship was established between 

Atoosa and me almost at the first meeting. I was an ESL teacher in China. Atoosa was in 

the ESL class. I related to Atoosa, an ESL student, and she related to me, an ESL 

teacher. Atoosa was interested in sharing her new life in River's Edge with me. Three 

consent forms: for child participation, parent consent for child participants and for parent 

participation were sent home with Atoosa. I also requested that a letter from the school be 

sent to Atoosa's parents inviting their child's and their participation in my research. Two 

weeks later, Atoosa brought me the signed forms and became my second participant. 

My third child participant was Di. I first met her and her friends one day after 

school in February 2004. I recognized one of the girls from the year nine fine art class 

and went over to them. The girl I met in the year nine class introduced me to Di and 

another girl. (I described the meeting in my field notes and the field notes were used to 

describe the initial meeting with Di in Chapter Five.) Our brief talk impressed me as I 

remembered Di's name and her puzzled face. She reminded me of my daughter, JJ. Both 

of them entered their first Canadian school in the same year. Since that brief encounter, I 

continued to wonder about her stories of River's Edge. In September, 2004, when I 

asked an ESL teacher to help me find former ESL students, Di was one on her list. I 

immediately asked the ESL teacher to arrange a meeting with Di. A few days later, we 

met officially in the general office of the school. When she came into the office, Di 

realised it was me who wanted to see her. She smiled at me and said to her ESL teacher, 

"I know her!" Nine days later, Di brought back the signed consent forms for her and her 

parents' participation. 
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The three children joined me in the inquiry journey in different ways. To Yang, I 

was a regular visitor from the university. To Atoosa, I was like an ESL teacher, who 

might understand ESL students. To Di, I was a friend refound. The stories of finding 

my participants are part of the unfolding stories I lived alongside my participants. It 

seemed to take a long time to find participants, whose parents also were willing to 

participate in the inquiry. However, since this research explores immigrant children's 

intergenerational stories at home and in the school, immigrant children's parents' 

participation was of great importance in the inquiry. As the parents of the child 

participants signed for the permission of their child's participation, they also agreed to 

tell their stories of their lives in Canada and in their home countries. Their stories 

provided a temporal space to understand children's lives of tension, continuity and 

discontinuity (Bateson, 1994, 1990) as they lived their storied lives crossing home and 

school because "[w]e saw our research problem as trying to think of the continuity and 

wholeness of an individual's life experience (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 17). 

Experience is not "exclusively inside an individual's body and mind" (Dewey, 

1938, p.39). As immigrant children also lived their stories in the families with their 

parents, parent and family stories shaped their stories as well. These stories shaped who 

they were and influenced the ways they lived their lives in school. Sitting in the fine art 

and ESL classes allowed me to experience the rhythm of classrooms and the ongoing 

stories on the school landscape on which Yang, Atoosa and Di had been living their lives 

in River's Edge. Thus, in later conversations, when they told me about their stories, I 

could relate to the school landscape that was shaping their living and telling of their 
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stories of school. I could inquire into their lived and told stories in place. 

Field Texts 

Narrative inquirers compose various kinds of field texts (Clandinin & Connelly, 

2000). For this inquiry, field notes, photographs, personal artifacts, schoolwork, taped 

conversations of talks with children of their stories in and out of school, and talks with 

their parents were my field texts. 

Field notes were written about every visit to River's Edge or to Yang's, Atoosa's 

and Di's homes. Field notes were context based. My field notes were the accounts of 

every time I was with the three immigrant junior high students in their in- and out-of-

school places. 

The second kind was photographs. In the proposal, I imagined I would ask 

participants to tell stories of their photographs. When the inquiry started with the three 

participants, Atoosa and her mother, Ramesh, were not comfortable showing me 

photographs. Qin, Yang's mother, however, showed me photographs of Yang and their 

family. Di, too, showed me the photographs taken when they were in China and later the 

photographs she took on her first camping trip in Canada. The photographs of Yang's and 

Di's showed the landscapes on which Yang and Di had lived and who they were in 

relation with in their lives. While I wanted to have the same experience with Atoosa, I 

respected her choice and her mother's in not showing their photographs. 

Personal artifacts were a third kind of field text. They represented visual stories of 
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special moments in the participants' lives. Atoosa brought a little doll to school and told 

me the story of it: "This is a present my friend in Iran gave me..." (Atoosa's artifact 

story taped, November 11, 2004). The little doll and the story helped me understand how 

much friends meant to Atoosa and the memory of the doll later helped me write about the 

place of friends in Atoosa's life. On a visit to Di's home, she told me stories of all the 

beautiful things that decorated her bedroom. They all had a story and history that told 

who Di was in relation to the people who lived around her. Di also told the story of the 

two pieces of artwork on the wall in their living room, which her mother brought them 

from China. Like the bronze tea tray with which Atoosa's mother served me tea during 

my visits to her home, I understood the artifacts, Atoosa, Di and Ting brought to Canada 

were tokens of continuity while they lived in interruption (Bateson, 2004). 

Participants' school work was also an important field text. Yang, Atoosa and Di 

talked about their schoolwork. Because of the different relationships between me and the 

three participants and the different situations I lived with them in school, I experienced 

the three participants' schoolwork differently. I knew Yang's schoolwork by watching 

him in class. I saw him confront one classmate's comments on Canadian railway 

construction. Atoosa talked about her schoolwork, her ESL assignments, for example, at 

our meetings. Di, however, not only talked about her schoolwork, but also showed me a 

number of assignments for social studies and language arts. 

Taped conversations with the children alone and with their parents were major 

field texts. They were tape-recorded and transcribed into texts, including five 
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conversations in Mandarin Chinese. As a narrative inquirer, I made sure that the 

conversations were open and stories were encouraged. Bruner (1990) criticizes the 

structured/question and answer kind of interview: 

...in most interviews we expect respondents to answer our questions in the 

categorical form required in formal exchanges rather than in the narratives of 

natural conversation. We expect answers like "Meeting the financial strains" in 

response to "What were the hardest times early in your marriage?" As 

interviewers, we typically interrupt our respondents when they break into stories, 

or in any case we do not code the stories: They do not fit our conventional 

categories. So the human selves that emerge from our interviews become 

artificialized by our interviewing method, (p. 115) 

"Human selves" and their lived stories are what I looked for. Altogether, twenty-four 

conversations were tape-recorded from March 2004 to June 2005. Among them eight 

conversations were with Yang and his parents, eight with Atoosa and her mother and 

eight with Di and her parents. 

While field notes, the first kind of field texts, were accounts of what happened in 

the field, when I was in in- and out-of school places and when my participants and I were 

together, I also kept notes of my reflections on conversation transcripts, participants' 

photographs, artifacts and homework. I wrote reflective field notes to capture the 

feelings I had at the moment when I experienced them, my participants, their words, their 

actions or the environments surrounding them. The following is an example of a 

reflective note I wrote about a conversation I had with Yang: 
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It seems to me that Yang is always confident and easy-going. He is comfortable 

with what he has. He and JJ are of the same age, but maybe because of the 

different story lines they follow to live their lives, their reactions to Canadian 

school experiences are different. To JJ, Chinese experience is the origin of 

feelings when she encounters new experiences in Canada. Chinese experience 

seems to be the lived experiences she refers to in order to make sense of new 

Canadian school stories and judges the things she sees and lives in Canadian 

schools. Yang has no experiences of schools in China. He told me before that 

Canada was a different country. He identifies himself as a Chinese. But because 

he does not have school stories in China like JJ, he uses other stories to tell about 

his school experiences in Canadian schools. He once told me that there are bad 

people everywhere. The implication was if there were "mean" kids around, he 

would not complain about his Canadian schools because "bad people are 

everywhere." By this he meant that even if he were in China, his birth country, he 

would still meet "mean" kids anyway. (Reflective Note, Tuesday, Sept. 28, 2004) 

Reflective notes were a practice I maintained throughout the period of composing field 

texts. It was an exercise that allowed me to "slide back and forth between the experience 

under study and the records of [myself] as a researcher experiencing experience" 

(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 87). It is also an exercise I did to try to "feel" Yang, 

understand him in his world and "respond aesthetically" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988, p. 

26) in relation to my lived experiences. Keeping reflective notes was a way to track my 

on-going conversations with my field experiences. It allowed me to attend to a 
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Composing Research Texts - Yang 

It was an important transition from field texts to research texts. At one Tuesday's 

Research Issues Meeting7, Mary Young, a senior scholar of narrative inquiry, said 

research texts should be written in a way that readers can see "people." At that time, I had 

not started composing research texts even though I knew my experiences with my 

participants' lived and told stories were the center of my attention. When I finally 

reached the point of beginning the transition from field texts to research texts, I realized 

making "both stories and the humans continuously visible" (Pinnegar and Daynes, 2007, 

p. 7) was a challenge. I experienced the dilemma of what to do when "being there in the 

field" and how to represent it "being there in the text" (Geertz, 1988). 

Field texts were relatively independent from one another by time, place and 

events. When retreating from the field and coming back to sit in front of the computer to 

compose research texts from the overwhelming amount of field texts, I experienced the 

tensions described by Clandinin and Connelly (2000) as whether the research texts 

"speak to our readers", "capture and represent the shared stories of ourselves and our 

participants" and "represent the situatedness of the inquiry within place" (p. 139). 

Clandinin and Connelly (1994) explain a further dilemma, that is, "how lively our 

signature should be: Too vivid a signature runs the risk of obscuring the field and its 

7 A weekly meeting facilitated by a Horowitz Scholar and Jean Clandinin, the director, at the Center for 
Research for Teacher Education and Development (CRTED). 
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participants; too subtle a signature runs the risk of the deception that the research text 

speaks from the point of view of the participant" (p. 424). Composing research texts from 

field texts was a challenging and difficult task. The three-dimensional narrative inquiry 

space guided my thinking inward, outward, forward and backward and within places 

(Clandinin and Connelly, 2000) and I kept in mind ways to make my participants visible 

so their stories, their lives, would be seen through the texts. 

I started composing research texts in late July 2005 when I finished my last 

conversation with Yang's mother, Qin. The first thing I did was to pull out all the field 

notes I wrote about Yang when I observed in the fine art class; participated in the fashion 

class; conversed with him; visited his home, and met him in the grocery store and in the 

hallway in River's Edge. I saved the field notes and the eight conversation transcripts 

with him and his parents in a folder and printed them out. Facing the stacks of paper, I 

wondered how I could also pull out a "whole" Yang from the field texts. I started by 

reading my words, the field notes and reflective notes about Yang, as well as his words in 

the stories he told me in the conversations, and his parents' stories of him. I read the field 

texts to code for topics such as "Chinese school" and "marks." In this way, I reorganized 

the stories Yang lived and told around topics such as friends, teachers, history of River's 

Edge, sports and extracurricular activities, school rules, marks and report cards, academic 

challenge programs, schoolwork, study and play, bullying, discrimination, Chinese 

school and piano lessons. I started writing around some of these topics to see if the texts 

I composed "fit together" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 139). However, the texts 

turned out disappointing because they did not "fit together" to portray Yang as a 
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becoming person, with a past, present and future. Narrative inquirers do not seek to 

compose research texts around topics because, composing in this way, the temporality 

and connectedness of people's lived experiences do not become apparent. 

After a meeting with Jean, I reread all the field texts and reorganized them to 

search for narrative threads in Yang's experiences that embodied continuities in his 

experience. I pulled out four threads in Yang's lived and told stories: "living China-

related stories," "living competing stories," "living fitting-in stories," and "living stories 

of playing by rules." Composing research texts around these threads, I was able to 

position myself and Yang in the three-dimensional narrative inquiry space. 

During the time I was composing research texts around narrative threads, I met 

Jean once a week to discuss my research texts in progress. During this time, the tension 

between me, a narrative inquirer, who honors lived experience and studies it as it is 

(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Connelly & Clandinin, 2006; Clandinin, 2007) and me, the 

writer who is in charge of the writing, emerged on the surface from time to time. Most of 

the time, it was not because I forgot to "honor" Yang's experiences, rather I was not sure 

of how "vivid (my) signature" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 148) should be. The 

weekly meeting with Jean was important because I was reminded that it was about 

Yang's and my lived experiences. For me, a narrative inquirer, "a person's experience 

must be listened to on its own terms first" (Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007). "Is that what 

Yang said or you said?" Jean would ask me to make sure that I wrote around what Yang 

had said. 

During the time of composing research texts, I also wrote a couple of texts to help 
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myself understand narrative inquiry and live as a narrative inquirer. 

In the third summer since I started teaching, I was eligible to join a free trip to 

Guilin, a well known tourist city for its beauty of hills dotted in and around the 

city and by the rivers. The climax of the trip was a boat tour on the Lijiang River. 

As the boat was moving forward, the green hills and mountains passed one by one 

with their shadows reflected in the clear water of the Lijiang River. The scene was 

amazingly beautiful. I was deeply intoxicated by the gentle breeze, shining water 

and luxuriant mountains. It was just a masterpiece of the most skillful scenery 

painter! My friend, a math teacher, and I took turns to help each other take 

pictures, hoping to capture the memories forever. 

A week later, I got on the return bus. About half the way home, our bus 

pulled over at the foot ofHengshan Mountain, one of the Five Mountains that 

locate in five geographic locations: east, west, south, north and center. Hengshan 

Mountain is the mountain of the south. My colleagues and I got off the bus and I 

decided to climb up the mountain and to the top. As I stepped on the Hengshan 

Mountain, immediately I felt its roughness and authenticity. The rubble was under 

my feet. The withered leaves and dead twigs scattered by the side of the paths. 

Somewhere into the deep of the woods, birds were singing, and up high in the 

trees, cicadas were chirping. Half the way on the mountain slope, in a small 

pavilion, an old lady dressed in black was selling books of Taoism. I knew a little 

bit of Taoism, but had no idea that Hengshan Mountain was a mountain of 

Taoism. All of a sudden, I seemed to feel the spirit of the mountain. The charm 
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and beauty of it was not its look that pleased the senses. I suddenly felt the traces 

of the history of the rubble, the soil, the flowers in bloom and the withered life, 

which I touched and saw. They had lived different stories. They were the 

witnesses of the stories of the past and the present and will also be the witnesses 

the future of this mountain. Being in Hengshan Mountain, I was closer to it and 

everything I saw was enlarged so that I could see more detail. All became alive 

as if they were telling me their stories. As I stood in front of the "Gate of the 

Southern Heaven, " I felt I was part of Hengshan Mountain. I was in the beauty of 

it and in the stories of it. 

I always wondered why the excitement of the seven-day Guilin Tour faded 

after an hour in Hengshan Mountain. On reflection, it seems the one hour in 

Hengshan Mountain creates vibrant feelings when I was in the mountain 

experiencing its past and present. It was because when I was climbing up the 

mountain I was able to touch, see, hear, and feel the vividness, the 

"concreteness " (Greene, 1995, p. 29) of the mountain. Because I was in the 

mountain, I was able to tell stories about my experience of the rubbles, dust, and 

fallen leaves, which were components of the mountain. However I could not 

conceive their stories without being close to them, to hear, see and touch them. I 

could not have the experience of closeness to them without being in Hengshan 

Mountain. 

Looking backward to, and reflecting on, how the experience of climbing Hengshan 

Mountain overtook the pleasure the beauty of Guilin provided, I understood how 
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particularities (Schwab, 1971) could contribute to constructing the landscape. 

Composing research texts from Yang's lived and told stories was also a process of 

experiencing him, a particular Chinese boy, in his narrative world. Being close to the 

rubble and fallen leaves, I was able to tell the stories of Hengshan Mountain. Attending 

to Yang's lived and told stories, I was able to tell the stories of Yang and River's Edge. 

Writing this piece helped me understand that as a narrative inquirer I was composing 

research texts to see Yang big (Greene, 1995) and see him big narratively (Clandinin, 

2005; Clandinin, et al, 2006). 

I also wrote a piece about a metaphor of sweet potato vines for understanding 

immigrant children's experiences lived on shifting landscapes: 

If China ... is the soil where the sweet potato was planted and took root, the vines 

of the sweet potato traveled and spread. And on the routes they touched down 

and grew new roots. Yang's first roots were in China, his birthplace. The life and 

stories he lived as a Chinese in Canada prepared for his new roots in a new soil, 

Canada. I imagine the birth-roots in China and newly developed roots living as a 

Chinese boy in Canada are like the sweet potato roots and vines that lined his 

way to compose his identity as a Chinese boy living in Canada. ... The sweet 

potato vine has roots and routes of new roots, with which young immigrants like 

Yang constructs a "fluid, contingent, multiple and shifting" (McLeod, 2000, p. 

225) identity stories. 

Writing the metaphor of sweet potato vines helped me understand that the quality of lived 

experiences were temporal and shifting. Immigrant children composed stories of who 
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they were along the way as they, following their lived narrative threads, lived their stories 

from place to place on shifting landscapes. Both roots and routes provided them meaning 

of life. 

By the end of the fall 2005, the research texts composed around the four narrative 

threads for Yang were completed. They remained a draft until I negotiated the texts with 

Yang and his parents. While I imagined my larger audience was parents, teachers and 

teacher educators, my "first audience" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 173) was Yang 

and his parents, who lived and shared their stories with me. After the May 2006 visit to 

share the research texts with Yang and his mother, Qin, I wrote a letter to Marilyn Huber, 

my co-researcher: 

/ was so nervous that I made excuses to postpone the phone call to set a date to 

visit Yang and his parents. Last week, the date was finally set. I took the writing 

to Yang's home on Monday. My heart was beating fast and my palms were 

sweating as I rang the doorbell. Yang answered the door. Apparently he was 

waiting for me. 

Yang was curious and had an expectation for what and how I wrote about 

him. He remembered most of his conversations. He admitted he saw himself in 

my writing: "That was me. " But he said he was not "childish " anymore. We took 

turns reading from the first page to the last. He said he did not expect it could be 

this long. He was somehow surprised that I wrote about "everything." While on 

the whole, he was fine with the texts, he was not happy about how I wrote about 

his talking about "racism." He said he was "offended. " He even doubted he ever 
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said that. The piece was written in the first thread. I said that was what he said, 

and I also told him it was a draft. We could fix it. When we finished reading, I 

turned on the recorder to ask about his feelings. He said he was fine with the 

research texts now. I asked about the "racist" part. He said it was okay to keep it. 

I think he understood more about how his stories were retold when we read the 

whole story of him. Maybe that was why he changed his mind. 

It took Yang and me almost two hours to read the texts together. It took 

me two more visits to finish reading the research texts together with Qin. The 

experience of visiting to share the research texts was important, valuable and 

rewarding. I learned many things from the process. I was moved as the research 

texts made them appreciate themselves. Wensi, Yang's father, thought I was done 

with them when I phoned his home about sharing the texts. He later said to me: 

"You sure were serious. Yang said it was very long..." 

Yang's mother had a busy life, two children and a full time job and no 

other families around. At first she said: Do we also need to read from cover to 

cover? I said yes. After reading about 10 pages for her, I noticed she became 

interested and wanted to know the rest of the texts about her life, her son's and 

her family's lives. She showed she was doing this because of interest rather than 

duty. 

Qin proposed some minor suggestions and we discussed how I might revise the research 

texts accordingly. She never insisted that I must revise them and I promised that I would 

bring a copy of the final research texts to her home. 
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Composing Research Texts - Atoosa and Di 

I followed a similar process of composing research texts for Atoosa and Di. After 

pulling out the field texts, I started the feeling process, reading every word I wrote about 

my participants, Atoosa, her mother, Di and her parents and every word they said in the 

conversation transcripts. Because of the experience of composing research texts for 

Yang, my focus, this time, was on reading to compose for Atoosa's and Di's narrative 

threads rather than topics. For Atoosa, research text was composed around "living 

stories of'who I am,' "living family stories and fitting-in stories," "living family stories 

and Atoosa's stories to live by," and "living stories on shifting landscapes." Di's 

research text was composed around: "living family stories," "the tension of living 

between stories," "living relational stories," and "living stories on shifting landscapes." 

After I completed writing the research texts, I phoned Atoosa to set a time to 

share the texts and found the whole family moved to another province. From her friend, I 

got her email address. I sent the research texts to her through email attachment. Four of 

the emails I got from Atoosa regarding the research texts are as follows: 

Man, 12 Jun 2006 

Dear Guming, 

I am really glad that you sent me an email and that you still remember us. We live 

now in a very beautiful city. I found many new friends. Over all I like it here. I am 

really interested to be your first reader. My mom says hi to you. Thank you so 

much for your email. Good Luck! Bye. 

Wed, 28 Jun 2006 
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Hi Guming, 

Thank you so much for sending me the stories. I am really glad to see them. I 

have a question though, did they get printed or something? Also I wonder if I have 

to rewrite it and send you or what is it done or not? Again thank you for sending 

me those and thank you for keeping in touch with me. I hope to see you. Love. 

Sat, 15 Jul 2006 

Dear Guming, 

How are you? ... Is it too cold or is it nice out there? Here we are having a nice 

weather though it rains sometimes. I will start reading whenever I got some time 

because right now I am so busy. But I will definitely set aside some time for it. I 

will let you know how I feel about it and if there were mistakes. Thank you so 

much. Love 

Fri, 22 Sep 2006 

Dear Guming, 

I just read your email... Thank you so much for it. Tread a little bit of the stories. 

However I am still continuing reading. Something that I would be really glad 

about if you please change my name in the writings. Here are some the Persian 

names if you might like to use: Atoosa, Afsaneh, but also feel free to use English 

names if you want. Thank you so much. I will let you know as I read through the 

thing but now I am really busy concentrating on my school work but I will read 

more whenever I had free time. Have a great time and say hi to your daughter for 

met Thank you again. Bye. 
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I knew it was going to be difficult to get feedback from Atoosa through email. But 

Atoosa was responsive. I thought it was only a matter of time. Three months after she 

picked her pseudonym and told me she was reading the research texts, she stopped 

responding my emails. Despite many emails from me to Atoosa from October 2006 to 

March 2007, there was no further response from Atoosa. I understood being new to 

Canada, Atoosa had to move where her parents' jobs led. I know I will keep her in my 

thoughts. In an email she wrote that if there were mistakes she would let me know. I 

knew from spending time with her, Atoosa was a responsible girl both to this project and 

herself. I assumed if there was something she felt uncomfortable with in the research 

texts, she would let me know. 

I visited Di's home in December 2006 to share the research texts. Both Di and 

Ting, her mother, were surprised that their "casual talks" and their stories could be field 

texts and could be turned into research texts, which represented who they were. Like 

Yang, Di remembered the stories she told me in conversations. Reading the stories of her 

past, she realized she had changed eighteen months later after our last tape-recorded 

conversation in June 2005. Responding to her stories I wrote around the fourth narrative 

thread - "Living stories on shifting landscapes," she said, "Now I can be friends with 

anyone no matter who they are." Like Yang, although she "changed" and maybe was 

"smarter," Di respected and accepted her past because the research texts enabled her to 

read herself in intertwined stories that moved backward, sideways and forward (Nelson, 

2002). After a second of pondering, "It's profound," Di said it quietly almost as if to 

herself. I wonder if Di realized the complexity of experiences and the uncertainty of the 



research texts composed in the three-dimensional narrative inquiry space. 

I wish I had the same opportunity to read the research texts with Atoosa as I did 

with Yang and Di. The experiences of visiting the two families, Yang's and Di's, were 

encouraging for me as a narrative inquirer. I had high hopes that I would have a similar 

constructive experience with Atoosa. Composing research texts around narrative threads 

made me "faithful" to the participants' lived and told stories because the narrative threads 

followed a kind of narrative logic, continuity (Dewey, 1938; Clandinin & Connelly, 

2000; Bateson, 2000, 2004) in living stories. Both Yang and Di realized, in some ways, 

they were no longer the same persons as represented in the research texts. However, they 

both accepted and respected who they were in the stories they told me about themselves 

and in the routes of their lives because they realized they were shaped and were 

continuing to be shaped, by their lived stories. 

Ethical Considerations 

Narrative inquiry is relational (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Huber & Clandinin, 

2002). It is a caring process during which narrative inquirers show respect, 

understanding and appreciation of their participants and their own lived and told stories. 

As narrative inquirers, "our responsibility [is] not to cause harm to our participants" 

(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 173). In the last section of this chapter, I explain how I 

tried "not to cause harm" to my participants during the inquiry through protecting their 

anonymity and appreciating their lives as composed in research texts. 

Yang, Atoosa and Di were the three participants. They came into the researcher-
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researched relationship in different contexts. As I described earlier in this chapter, "To 

Yang, I was a regular visitor from the university. To Atoosa, I was like an ESL teacher, 

who might understand ESL students. To Di, I was a friend refound." As they started the 

relationships with me in different ways, they told different stories about the relationship 

with me. I realized I needed to live different relational stories with each of them so that I 

appreciated them as participants and danced with them in appropriate steps. 

Being present in Yang's fine art and fashion classes, I made myself known as a 

graduate student and a researcher to Yang and his classmates. Yang was comfortable 

having me around in the classrooms. Later when he was the only participant from his 

class, I was more careful not to make him visible in order not to harm a special 

relationship with me, a researcher. 

At the time she became a participant, Atoosa had just entered the second semester 

in River's Edge. River's Edge was new to her and she was new to River's Edge. Atoosa 

was learning new school stories of River's Edge and was trying to fit into new stories of 

which she was not sure yet. On the one hand, she was happy to have a special 

relationship with a researcher to tell her stories with. On the other hand, she "distancefd] 

herself from the project" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 174) trying not to be different 

from her classmates by being with someone who was from outside the school. I was 

aware that she liked to meet and talk to me in the office or the ESL classroom. I 

respected her feelings and let her have a space to live stories with me in her way, and not 

to make her visible in other places in River's Edge, such as in the hallway. 

Di was comfortable as a participant in a research project that was conducted by 
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someone who was not part of the school landscape. She felt safe to tell her stories of 

school to me who, like her, immigrated to Canada from China. Di even invited her friend 

to witness that I taped our conversations. But I postponed the scheduled meeting to tell 

her that I wanted to keep her anonymous. I was also invited to Di's graduation ceremony. 

I went. I applauded when she walked onto the stage to receive her diploma in the purple 

dress she described to me earlier. I saw her parents and her friend, Lili. Yet, I decided 

not to join them to meet her classmates because I was not an observer in her classes. 

Instead I asked Di to tell me about the party after the ceremony in our next meeting. 

I was aware of my responsibilities as a narrative inquirer to keep my participants' 

anonymity. Because of the different relationships with my participants, sometimes I 

attended to Atoosa's dancing steps to make her comfortable and sometimes I adjusted my 

dancing steps so that I did not interfere with Yang's and Di's rhythms. While living 

alongside my participants, I was mindful of my steps as a narrative inquirer in relation to 

their steps as participants. The relationship was sustained to carry on the inquiry in a way 

not to cause tension in the three participants' lives. While retelling and composing 

research texts, I was mindful of my responsibility to appreciate Yang's, Atoosa's and 

Di's lived experiences. Many years ago, my father taught me The Analects. As I was 

composing research texts, "The good man does not grieve that other people do not 

recognize his merits; his only anxiety is lest he should fail to recognize theirs8" entered 

my head to remind me that I should not fail to honor my participants' lived experiences. 

8 Confucius' teaching from the Analects, translated by Arthur Waley. All texts from the Analects cited in 
this dissertation are Arthur Waley's English translation. 
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As a narrative inquirer, I composed research texts not only to see "people", but also to see 

them with respect. I would be afflicted if I was not aware of the "wellness" (Connelly & 

Clandinin, 1990, p. 10) of my participants. Charon and Montello (2002) write: "In large 

part, the ethics in question are the ethics of ordinary life: how to fulfill life goals, to honor 

obligations, and to make sense of events in ways that make it possible to go on" (p. xi). 

In the retelling process, the process of composing research texts, "not to cause harm" was 

meant not to "rupture life stories that sustain [the participants]" Clandinin & Connelly, 

2000, pp. 173-174). 

The following chapters (Chapter 3-5) are the research texts I composed through inquiring 

into the stories the three immigrant children, Yang, Atoosa and Di, told and lived. 

Research texts were composed around narrative threads. 
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Chapter Three 

YANG: "I AM A CHINESE KID." 

Yang was born in a capital city in Northeast China. His parents were well-

educated professionals. Mother, Qin, was a physician in China. Father, Wensi, was a 

biologist. In 1997 after he received his doctoral degree in a university in China, Wensi 

and three colleagues went to several US research institutions respectively to contribute to 

scientific research projects. Yang and his mother went to the US the following year when 

he was six years old. Since then Yang has not been back to China. When he and his 

parents were in the US, his mother gave birth to a baby girl. She invited Yang's 

grandmother to the US to help with the newborn baby. Having been away from China for 

two years, Yang met his maternal grandmother again in the US, who had earlier cared for 

him in China. His grandmother was rejected for a visitor visa to Canada. Therefore when 

Yang's family immigrated to Canada from the US in 2000, his grandmother had to go 

back to China. She also took the baby girl, Yang's sister, with her to China to save her 

daughter from working too hard starting a new life in Canada. Two years later, Yang's 

grandmother got the Canadian visitor visa. She took the little girl with her to Canada. 

Yang then was able to have grandmother living with him for another year or so. She left 

Canada in the year when Yang went to River's Edge, the junior high school, and her 

granddaughter was about to enter the elementary school. In 2004, Yang told me the 

whole family was planning to visit China. So far it is still a plan. Yang is now fourteen 

years old. He has lived more time in North America than in his home country—China. 



I identified four narrative threads in the stories Yang lived and, maybe, is still 

living because this is how I understood him. I learned to appreciate his stories because 

"[t]he truth about stories is that that's all we are" (King, 2003, p. 2). The four narrative 

threads that helped weave Yang's intertwined stories. In this way I felt, in his life, 

continuity of experiences (Dewey, 1938; Clandinin & Connelly, 2000,) and narrative 

coherence (Carr, 1986). The four narrative threads are "living Chinese-related stories", 

"living competing stories", "living fitting-in stories" and "living stories of playing by 

rules". 

Living Chinese-related Stories 

Yang identified himself as a Chinese boy. His lived Chinese-related stories were 

the source of his Chinese identity. At home, Yang spoke Chinese to his parents. He ate 

and enjoyed the Chinese food his mother cooked. On Saturdays, he went to Chinese 

school where his classmates were Chinese boys and girls. For quite a time, he went to 

group piano lessons with three other Chinese children. In the summer of 2005, his 

mother, Qin, signed him to three sports camps: tennis, badminton and ping-pong. It is 

easy to notice that among the three sports he, with his mother's guidance, chose to go to, 

two were many Chinese people's favorites, badminton and ping-pong. Yang first learned 

to play badminton with neighboring Chinese students when he was in the US. This time 

he went to the three sports camps with a Chinese boy, a very good friend of his. It seems, 

in many ways, Yang's life lived outside River's Edge bore some kind of Chinese taste 

and color. 
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When he was in the classrooms, in the gym and cafeteria, in the hallways and the 

playground of River's Edge, he was a student who lived many stories which seemed 

related to Chinese people. These stories helped him tell who he was in a Canadian school 

landscape, a landscape where he lived with other children with various cultural stories. 

"We're all different people here." (Tape-recorded Conversation with Yang, March 2004), 

Yang said to me when he was telling a story of racism and trying to ignore what he saw 

as stories of nuisance he lived at school. I imagined that when he said, "We're all 

different people here", he was telling me and himself that he was different because he 

was a Chinese boy. 

Yang told me: "I don't need more practice on my English" (Tape-recorded 

Conversation, September 26, 2004). I understood this to mean he had no problems 

experiencing the shades of meaning in the Canadian school landscape, where the 

language of English was the language in which stories were lived and told. He could live 

stories and tell stories in English. However, he experienced the stories and told them from 

his vantage point as a Chinese boy. In telling school stories, he located himself in a 

Chinese boy's position in River's Edge, a Canadian school. He made sense of the stories 

he lived through connecting to his Chinese heritage. He told me "there's a lot of 

discrimination... as in racism sometimes. But I don't, but that's rare because I don't, I'm 

not really sure but L.. this happened to me once but like and there's also people that calls 

names and everything" (Tape-recorded conversation, March 12, 2004). Here Yang did 

not tell me more specifically about his stories of discrimination or racism. I wondered, 

though, if students calling each other names might make a racist story to Yang if he 
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understood the intent of name calling was to hurt his feelings as a Chinese boy. 

Since English for Yang was the language in which he lived his school stories and 

he could speak English as well as many of his classmates whose first language was 

English, he was well aware of the school life storied in English. On the one hand, he was 

experiencing River's Edge in English. On the other hand, he was experiencing River's 

Edge from a perspective of a Chinese life lived with his family. The feeling, experiencing 

and expressing of his experiences came from life of being a Chinese boy, from his lived 

stories at home and in other China-related places such as in Chinese school. 

Yang identified himself as a Chinese boy because of the Chinese stories he lived 

outside the school. In the school, then, he defended those with whom he identified 

himself. The following words described Yang's speaking out for Chinese workers' 

contributions to Canadian railway construction: 

For a sewing project, Yang was pinning. Ken was cutting. One boy just started 

measuring his fabric. The boys were talking pretty loudly. I had to intervene 

sometimes to warn them to quiet down... All of a sudden somebody mentioned 

railways... Ken said he did not like railways and it was not the Chinese who built 

the railways. Rather, it was the English who built the railways. The Chinese only 

built the last part... Yang refuted back immediately: The Chinese built the whole 

thing... Yang said at least two or three times: racism. The voice was not too loud, 

but I noticed that his cheeks turned red... (Field Notes, Thursday, May 6,2004) 

Later, in a recorded conversation, when I asked about the incident in the sewing class 

where he called his classmate racist, Yang said: "I like to rub it in. It's like you're a 
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racist" (Tape-recorded conversation, June 1, 2004). He said he knew his classmates were 

just "kidding", but he liked to "rub it in" because "that's really cool" (Tape-recorded 

conversation, June 1, 2004). I was surprised by Yang's playful way of living out the 

situation in which he interpreted his classmates as not being respectful to Chinese he 

identified himself with. However, as I reflect back on the moment, I thought Yang was 

indeed upset. I remember as he said the word, "racism", he turned away from Ken as if to 

avoid a confrontation. 

I was also surprised when Yang took "racism" or racial experiences as "nothing" 

as shown in the following tape-recorded conversation. Since Yang had mentioned racial 

discrimination in River's Edge, I asked him about his experience a couple of times. I 

thought it was a serious issue for immigrant children, especially when they were visible 

minorities. I asked Yang if he ever told his parents when such unhappy things, like being 

teased, happened to him, Yang's quick response was: 

I take it as nothing because I know they're stupid so... so I just don't talk really. 

And um I don't get bothered really and I just ignore them because um well so 

what? Who cares? (Tape-recorded conversation, March 26, 2004) 

Yang would not talk about it. Indeed, in a later conversation with his mother, Qin told me 

Yang expressed the existence of racism in the school. "But he did not tell me the detail" 

(Tape-recorded conversation, July 19, 2005). 

As a Chinese woman researcher, I was surprised when Yang called his classmate, 

Ken, racist. I wonder how, on the one hand, Yang wanted to draw attention to racism, on 

the hand, "took it as nothing." I wonder what I would do in a similar situation where 
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someone said something about China which I did not believe. Would I "rub in"? What 

would make me feel ready to "rub in"? Would I take racism as "nothing" if I felt I was 

discriminated against? I wonder why Yang would not talk these experiences. 

It seemed the wonders and questions got cleared up bit by bit as I tried to 

understand Yang's lived and told stories. Yang rubbed it in because, in the stories he 

lived in the school, he saw rubbing it in as a "cool" thing to do. He would rub it in to 

show he was able to be cool. He knew the stories of the school and the stories of his 

classmates. He knew that they were "kidding." He knew Ken would not get angry if he 

called him "racist" in a "kidding" context. Being aware of the narrative context seemed to 

shape whether or not, and how, Yang took action. 

Yang refused to tell his mother about his experiences of racism in the school. Did 

he think his parents did not know much about stories of racism because such stories were 

not told much in the family? On my three visits to his home, Yang's parents did not say a 

word about racism. His parents encountered many difficulties, especially in seeking 

professional jobs. The stories they told of seeking jobs were related to language ability: 

Qin and Wensi held a congratulations and farewell party for their friend, Jian, 

because he got a faculty position and would move to NYC. Qin said everyone (who 

knew Jian) thought his English was excellent. In Qin's words, Jian wrote beautiful 

English. To Qin, it's not a surprise that Jian got a faculty position because Jian spoke 

and wrote good English. (Field Notes, Tuesday, July 19, 2005) 

Having a good command of English was a major story line in Yang's parents' stories of 

finding good jobs and living good lives in Canada. Their stories linked regrets or 
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complaints to their inability to speak and write good English. The plotline of who they 

were was shaped by their insufficient English. If racism was not a story told at home, I 

could understand that Yang might not tell it either. 

In his storied world, Yang could tell who he was, who his friends/classmates 

were. Yang identified himself as a Chinese boy. Yang lived and told his stories at and 

out of school as a Chinese boy. Telling stories was a process of reasoning to figure out 

his position, a Chinese boy's position, on Canadian school landscapes. Knowing and 

telling the school stories helped him locate himself in relation to the school stories of 

River's Edge. 

Yang had special feelings to things that were related to Chinese. For the first 

conversation after the summer of 2004,1 asked Yang if he went to the Heritage Festival, 

an annual summer event in the city. He said he did and remembered "the tents." I asked 

what "tents" he visited. "I visited China definitely" (Tape-recorded Conversation with 

Yang, September 28, 2004) he answered without a second thought. "...I visited Greece, I 

visited Spain, I visited everywhere." he continued. When asked which tent was the most 

impressive, he said: "China." 

I took my daughter to the Heritage Festival too that summer and we visited the 

Chinese Pavilion and many others like Yang and his family did. I did not ask my 

daughter if the Chinese pavilion was the most impressive, but I found it attracted Yang 

more than it did me. My daughter and I looked for the Chinese pavilion and hung around 

for a while waiting for shows on the platform. Yang went with his parents. They did 

similar things like we did, visiting the Chinese pavilion in order to be close to something 
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Chinese in Canada. 

Until then Yang had been in China for six and half years, about two and half years 

in the US and about four years in Canada. Probably he would identify himself as a citizen 

of the world. For example, he said while watching the Olympic games, he would "cheer 

for everyone," Chinese, American and Canadian athletes "because I went everywhere" 

(Tape-recorded Conversation with Yang, September 28, 2004). But the stories lived as a 

Chinese at home with his family shaped his identity to be a Chinese boy. "I'm a Chinese 

kid" he introduced himself at our first tape-recorded conversation. I wondered what made 

the Chinese pavilion the most impressive to him. I asked what the performers were doing 

on the stage when he visited the "Chinese tent." He did not remember exactly what was 

happening: "I don't know what they did, but it was kind of acting.... I don't know what 

it is. ... It might be their traditional Chinese like (dancing)" (Tape-recorded Conversation 

with Yang, September 28, 2004). Yang was interested in "Chinese like" things. It did not 

matter that much if he knew what was going on when "Chinese like" things were 

happening. It was important that he was to live a story that connected to him, his family 

and the place where his family came from. 

As a Chinese living in Canada, I was happy to see a Chinese pavilion among 

many other cultural pavilions and thankful for the Chinese volunteers' effort to make me 

feel part of the multicultural landscape. My stories lived in China might provide me with 

a vision about what I might want to show the Canadians about China. Thus, as I was 

visiting the Chinese pavilion, I was enjoying and, simultaneously, seeking connections to 

my stories about China; while for Yang, a boy who lived his Chinese life mostly outside 
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school, what interested him more was living a Chinese-related, a "Chinese like" story. 

Visiting the Chinese pavilion, I sought connections to my lived stories as a Chinese lived 

in China. Visiting the Chinese pavilion, Yang also sought connections. He sought 

connections to who he was as a Chinese boy living in Canada. He was living Chinese 

stories to shape his Chinese identity as he lived his life in Canada. 

Yang lived Chinese stories in Canada as a Chinese boy. I imagine Yang would 

live different stories as a Chinese boy in China. I imagine he would interact differently 

with Chinese things as a Chinese boy in China and a Chinese boy in Canada. As a 

Chinese boy living in Canada, Yang lived Chinese things mostly at home; while the 

dominant stories were not Chinese outside home. However, what was important was that 

he related to these "Chinese like" things as a Chinese boy in Canada. The feeling of 

being a Chinese boy in Canada was like a growing vine of sweet potatoes. Yang was 

born in China. Like a sweet potato, Yang took his roots in the soil in China. As the sweet 

potato grew in the ground, its vine also grew and spread out. At the age of six, Yang 

traveled across the Pacific Ocean to the US. As the vine traveled away from where the 

sweet potato first took roots, it had different experiences every moment it reached out. As 

Yang lived more and more years away from China, Yang was no longer the boy he was 

when he first left China. He was no longer a boy who lived only Chinese stories in China. 

As he grew like a sweet potato vine from the soil where the first roots sprouted out, Yang 

traveled from China to the US and Canada. He became a boy who lived many stories as a 

Chinese boy in U.S. and Canada. He was a person being shaped and, in becoming, living 

different stories. "Chinese like" things might become more and more like "their" things. 



Yet, they were always fascinating because no matter how far and how long he was away 

from China, while tracing back along the vines of the sweet potato, he always knew he 

was a Chinese boy. He knew he was from China and his stories lived as a person started 

from China. 

The most important festival in the autumn on Chinese calendar is the Full Moon 

Festival. It is always in late September or early October, about a month after the fall 

semester starts. The first conversation with Yang in the fall of 2004 was on September 

28, which happened to be the Chinese Full Moon Festival. I was curious if Yang would 

know anything about it. The following is an edited conversation between Yang and me 

about the Chinese Full Moon Festival: 

GUMING: Do you know... today is the Chinese Full Moon Festival? 

YANG: Yeah. 

GUMING: You know it? 

YANG: Yeah. ... My mom told me yesterday. 

GUMING: OK, what are you going to do tonight? 

YANG: Nothing too much. I still have to study for my test. 

GUMING: How about your mom and dad? 

YANG: They're going to do something definitely. 

GUMING: Really. 

YANG: They're going to do something. 

GUMING: Do you remember last year, what did you do? 

YANG: Yeah. I just looked out at the moon and then it looked different. It 
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looked big. 

GUMING: Wow that's different. You will watch the moon tonight? 

YANG: Mmmhmm. This time, I'll have to look at it from my window. I'll have 

to look outside.. .when I do my homework... (Last year) I chose the back 

spot. I should have chosen where my dad was... (Tape-recorded 

Conversation, September 28,2004). 

The Full Moon Festival is a special day for the Chinese people and is marked on the 

Chinese calendar. But it is a normal day on the Canadian school calendar. However, 

Yang knew the Tuesday night of September 28, 2004 was Chinese Full Moon Night 

because his mother told him and he remembered it and also remembered last year's full 

moon night. He regretted that he did not watch the moon from his dad's room. He would 

not repeat last year's mistake. He was telling his last Full Moon night's story. He was 

serious. He was looking forward to it and wanted to live the story carefully. He might 

not have any tangible memories about a Full Moon Festival when he was in China. 

2004's Full Moon night was a normal night in Canada. Yang mentioned twice his 

homework. But the Full Moon Festival was special for him to be a Chinese boy in 

Canada. He would watch the moon while doing his homework. Who would watch the 

full moon on the Full Moon night while doing homework? Chinese children would do 

so. He would do so because he was a Chinese boy. I said earlier that the Full Moon 

Festival was special for Chinese people. In retrospect, I would add that the Full Moon 

Festival, to Chinese people in China, is both special and normal. It is special because it is 

a festival. It is also normal because it is the result of hundreds of years of history. To 
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Yang, a Chinese boy in Canada, it was only special. It was special just because the day 

was a normal day in his school in Canada. It was a special event for him to live as a 

Chinese boy, to feel different and to enjoy the difference. To live the full moon night, to 

Yang, was a story to tell "I'm a Chinese kid." 

2004's Full Moon Festival was not his first time. From last year's experience, he 

was certain his parents would do "something" to celebrate a Chinese festival: "They're 

going to do something definitely." "Definitely" was such a confirmation he got from his 

Chinese stories lived in his home. The Chinese stories lived at home was the answer to 

the identity question: "I am a Chinese kid." He wanted to have a Chinese vision and 

taste, which came from the Chinese stories he lived and bore a mark of his own 

particularity. Although he did not quite remember what kind of dance the Chinese 

performers were demonstrating for the Heritage Festival, he still had a feeling of 

satisfaction because he had one more Chinese experience and one more Chinese story to 

tell who he was. For that day's field note, I recorded Yang's lunch: 

Yang came in with his heavy back-bag and his lunch. Today his lunch was not a 

sandwich. It was steam rice, Tofu, and tomato fried with egg. (Field Notes, 

September, 28, 2004) 

Many people know Tofu was a Chinese invention and a symbolic type of Chinese food. 

What is interesting to point out here is how Yang's mom cooked tomato. She fried 

tomato with eggs. Frying tomato and eggs together is also my way and I believe many 

Chinese mothers have cooked tomato as Yang's mom did. Yang did love his mom's 

cooking and Chinese food: 
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My mom cooks almost every meal, almost every meal. ... It's all Chinese, I like 

Chinese more than fast, the fast food. So every time I go somewhere to eat I 

choose Chinese more than fast food. (Tape-recorded Conversation, March 26, 

2004) 

Yang liked the Foods class at River's Edge: "I like foods and option foods" (Tape-

recorded Conversation with Yang, March 26, 2004). "Who doesn't like food?" he said. 

In the school kitchen, he learned to make cookies, muffins and pizza. He liked them all, 

but he would choose Chinese food over pizza or hamburgers. He was in a non-Chinese 

kitchen making non-Chinese food at school. He enjoyed the foods he learned to make. 

But as a Chinese boy, he had different food he loved more. 

Some Chinese stories like eating Chinese food Yang lived mostly everyday. 

Some Chinese stories like appreciating the full moon on the Full Moon Night he lived 

with his family as a special event. Some Chinese stories he chose to live like visiting the 

Chinese Pavilion during the Heritage Festival as an extra treat. Yang was attracted to 

things that were Chinese-related and was happy to be a participant or an observer. Living 

as a Chinese boy was his life. 

Using the metaphor of the sweet potato vines, the lived stories as a Chinese boy in 

Canada were the sweet potato vines that grew and spread out on new landscapes. Yang 

constructed his identity with and by the vines. The sweet potato vines started from the 

soil in China. The Chinese things might be "their" things, but they shared the origin with 

him. Yang had special feelings to Chinese-related, "Chinese like" things with which he 

constructed and storied his Chinese identity. 
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Living Competing Stories 

Yang's name first appeared in my field notes on February 11,2004. January 15 

was the first time that Marilyn, Jean and I were introduced to Yang's class, the grade 

seven fine art class. Although Yang's name was not mentioned in my field notes until 

after six visits to his class, he was in my head before February 11. I might not have 

known his name then, but I remembered his face and his performances in the class. Since 

February 13, 2004, when he accepted my invitation to be a participant in the inquiry, I 

had been "following" his "routes" in River's Edge, the school, and his home, fifteen 

minutes' walk from the school. With the permission of his teachers, I also visited his two 

other option classes. The five tape-recorded conversations were all in River's Edge, 

either at lunch break or after school. I visited his home three times. He was at home on 

my first visit. At this point, I think I could say, apart from JJ, Yang was the other lively 

storied figure in my vision. He became a boy I knew from my observation in the 

classrooms, in the hallways of the school and in the private room where the conversations 

were tape-recorded. I got to know him from our story telling: his storied life of school 

and home, and his parents' stories of him. He became vivid to me as I experienced him 

by visiting his home and his parents. 

One Saturday in the summer of 2004,1 bumped into his whole family in a local 

grocery store. I was surprised to see how tall he had grown. His mother said he was 

almost as tall as his father. I remembered he was about my height when he was in the 

grade seven fine art class. As I now recollect the images I have of Yang, I know Yang is 

a becoming (Vinz, 1997) individual. He must have changed a lot as he is heading to high 
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school next fall (2006). It is so wonderful with him and his parents that I have a sense of 

the passing images of him, which allows me to trace back down his "routes" and help to 

understand him then, at present and imagine his future. 

I have experienced Yang in several dimensions: from his stories and stories of 

him, from being with him in the classrooms and other spaces in the school, and from field 

notes. As a narrative inquirer, I understand that persons have histories and stories out of 

which their storied lives come. Connelly and Clandinin (1994) state: "Thinking of life as 

a story is a powerful way to imagine who we are, where we have been, and where we are 

going" (p. 149) and "every experience both takes up something from those which have 

gone before and modifies in some way the quality of those which come after" (Clandinin 

& Connelly, 2000, p. 35). As I prepared to write about Yang, I read and reread Yang 

from these stories and experiences. I read and reread for those "somethings", the 

narrative threads, which in many ways shaped Yang's becoming as a boy and Chinese 

boy in River's Edge. In this section, the 'something' I follow is in the stories he told and 

his parents told of him. From these stories I read how he came to terms with competing 

stories: the stories his parents expected him to live, the school stories and the stories he 

wanted to live. 

Yang in many ways amazed me. One of the things was that he seemed to be able 

to live up to his parents' expectations of him and simultaneously live stories he wanted 

to. In Wensi's and Qin's stories, Yang was a good boy: "docile" (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Wensi, April 2, 2005) and "reasonable" (Tape-recorded Conversation 

with Qin, July 19, 2005): 
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Yang has always been reasonable. Just tell you one story. When he was little (in 

China), we did not want him to watch too much TV for the sake of his health. We 

only allowed him to watch TV for one hour. One day, probably at 2:00 in the 

afternoon, he started watching TV. As I was engaged in doing something else, I 

forgot about the time. At 3:00, Yang came to me and said: Ma-Ma, how come 

you forgot to tell me to turn off the TV. It's already 3:00 o'clock! It seemed he 

considered not watching TV too long was right and should do accordingly. (Tape-

recorded Conversation with Qin, July 19, 2005) 

Yang was "reasonable" because he listened to his mother and did as he was told. Born in 

the generation of the 90s, millions of children in China lived their lives as the only child 

to their parents. Yang was one of them before he and his mother went to the US to join 

his father there in 1998. He was cared for with great attention by his mother and 

grandmother in China as his mother realized he was not a particularly strong child. His 

parents, Wensi and Qin, both of them told me later that Yang got ill easily. When Wensi 

was doing his doctoral program in another city, Qin had to rely on her mother to help take 

care of Yang. "I did not send him to the daycare because Yang might get ill" (Tape-

recorded Conversation with Qin, October 24th, 2004). Grandmother looked after Yang at 

home while Qin worked in the hospital in the daytime. "For a long time (when Yang was 

little), we did not allow him to run and jump" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Qin, 

July 19, 2005), Qin told me. Yang was never left unattended when he was little in China. 

At a very young age, Yang had lived his stories following his mother's storyline. 
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My daughter, JJ, was the same age as Yang. She started school in the fall of 1997 

when she turned six. In Yang's hometown, most of the children started school at the age 

of six. Yang should have been in grade one in 1997. But Yang was not sent to school 

when Qin found out she could choose to register Yang one year later, at the age of seven. 

Yang's parents made many decisions for Yang, for the sake of his health as Qin said. It 

seemed Yang felt his parents' care and love by living by the stories his parents prepared 

and expected him to live out. As we read Qin's story of Yang, at a very young age in 

China, Yang lived following the storyline he was guided to live. I imagine Yang's story 

line: Mom loved me and cared about me because I was not a strong child since I got ill 

more easily than other kids. What mom and grandma did was to protect me from falling 

ill and getting hurt. If I wanted to be well, I should listen to mom and grandma and live 

the way they worked out for me. 

As a Chinese mother, who experienced many competitions for better grades, 

better programs and good universities, I wanted to know Yang's stories about marks in 

Canadian schools. In September 2004, Yang was in grade eight. At the first conversation 

of the new semester, I asked Yang if he was satisfied with the marks he got in grade 

seven. Yang said, "I didn't like it very much. I did way better this year.... I got like a 

seventy-four. That sucks" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Yang, September 28, 

2004). I asked him if he thought a lot about his marks because he seemed to have much 

to tell about his marks. "I have to get at least eighty-five or higher" Yang told me. From 

the way he told his stories about the marks he got for his last report card of the seventh 

grade, I felt he had an expectation that he had wanted to reach and was fairly vexed by 
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not being able to do so. He did have a goal, which was "partly me, like forty percent of 

it's me. Mmm. Thirty percent is from my mom and thirty percent from my dad." While 

he was telling me that his parents thought he should have done better, Yang also said to 

himself and me "seventies are not good. They're not even B. I hate B's. I must get A's." 

Children may have different stories of marks. From this short conversation about 

marks, I see how Yang tried to live out the stories of obtaining good marks. He knew 

what his parents' stories of his marks. He tried to live by their stories of his marks. 

I guess Yang would not forget how angry his mother could be if his marks were 

not good enough. Qin was very angry with one particular report card, the final report card 

of grade four: 

It came the end of second year and Yang's report card was very bad. I was so 

mad... For a week, the atmosphere was tense at home... I was angry. I scolded 

him. The whole family was in a solemn mood. The atmosphere was choking... 

Yang told his teachers and other people that his mother was very concerned about 

his grades. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Qin, July 19, 2005) 

In Yang's stories of marks, obtaining good marks was more of his parents' story. He said 

so too: "Partly me, like forty percent of it's me... Thirty percent is from my mom and 

thirty percent from my dad." Even though he realized that the stories in which he had to 

get A's were mostly his parents, he lived by them and made the story his own by adding a 

smaller portion. Marks, in Yang's story, were also important; but much less so than in 

the story his parents told him, in which marks were very important. Qin was happy that 

Yang lived out her stories of earning good marks: "His next year's grades were much 
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better. I remember the following two years, grade five and six, among the seven subjects, 

the four core subjects, math, LA, science, social and PE, music, Yang got 5 A's" (Tape-

recorded Conversation with Qin, July 19,2005). To Qin, Yang was "reasonable" 

because Yang lived out her reasonable stories of expectation of and care for him as she 

always did. The plotline Yang lived was living by his parents' stories of him, which 

came down from the days when he was little in China to the days when he was in 

Canadian schools. 

Shortly after this conversation with Yang, JJ brought her report card home. It was 

interesting to read JJ's telling of her marks alongside Yang's telling of his. JJ got ninety-

seven for math; but she was not happy because, to her, the math was so easy that she 

should get at least ninety-nine if not perfect marks. She said ninety-seven would be 

superb if she got it in China. However she could live with the mark story of seventy-four 

for her language arts because the course was a lot more difficult than the English subject 

in her school in China. I do not think JJ would tell her teachers, as Yang did, that her 

mother pushed her to get A's. Lived storylines directed her telling different stories about 

her marks, comparing the marks she got from the school in China, for example, so as to 

make meaning of school stories such as report cards. Reading JJ's telling of her mark 

stories side by side with Yang's, I see different storylines provided Yang and JJ with 

different ways of telling who they were in the stories of obtaining good marks. 

The stories Yang lived with his parents told him his parents' stories of him were 

for his well-being. Because of this, Yang seemed to be willing to live out their stories of 

him. Yang said, his part of the mark stories was only "forty percent." What might be the 
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"sixty percent" of his stories that had been taken by his parents' stories of him? How did 

Yang want to live out the "sixty percent" of his stories? 

An important plotline in Yang's storied life was going to piano lessons. This 

plotline first came to Yang from his parents. He then lived it out and finally it became 

one rhythm of his life. Qin liked singing. Her regret was she did not have the 

opportunity to develop her interest in music or other talents when she was young in 

China: 

I like to sing very much. Sometimes I was invited to friends' home for Karaoke. I 

like singing, but I don't read music notes. I still feel sorry for that, not being able 

to play a musical instrument. You see, I can sing well and friends also think that 

way. I was fond of sports. When I was a child, I had a broad interest in a lot of 

things. But I did not have any special training. As a result, I was not able to excel 

at anything... I think we should invest in (children's education). You'll see the 

difference if a child is trained or not. Like piano, if you have never learned it, how 

do you know if you'll like it or not or play it well? (Tape-recorded Conversation 

with Qin, July 19, 2005) 

Qin's storied experience was "training" can make a difference. Not having a chance to 

be "trained" in a music school or with a music teacher, she ended up not being able to 

read music notes or to play a musical instrument. No matter how she liked singing and 

could sing well, she was always an amateur. She did not want to see her regret be 

repeated for Yang: 

We got here in September and Yang started piano lessons in October. I had a 
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long-term plan for him [in Canada] because we didn't have to worry about 

moving from one place to another. You know, in the States, only Wensi had a job, 

and I didn't. If he had a new contract, we had to follow him and move to another 

place. Actually if we had bought a house when we got here in the first year, it 

would have been much cheaper. But we felt the first priority should be Yang's 

education. Money should be spent for him so that he could learn something, like 

the piano. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Qin, July 19, 2005) 

In the stories lived in Yang's family, education was important including learning playing 

a music instrument. Yang's parents had good educations in China. In Wensi's and Qin's 

stories, they had been good students in schools and universities. They lived out the 

stories of good students/children to teachers/parents. Although the good education stories 

they had lived seemed to be interrupted by an insecure life in the US, they quickly picked 

them up when they immigrated to Canada. Qin had a "long-term plan" for Yang. The 

availability to go to piano lessons awoke Qin's memory of the stories she could not live 

but had wanted to. She registered Yang for piano lessons almost right away after he 

came to Canada and the Canadian school. Yang has been living the piano story ever 

since. 

The conversation with Yang on June 1, 2004 was in the afternoon. I thought it 

could be longer than the ones we had at lunch break. But twenty minutes later, Yang 

seemed to remember something and said he had to leave earlier. He told me he needed to 

practice piano because he had piano lessons that evening. He went to the teacher's home 

for a thirty-minute lesson every Tuesday evening. 
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A few months after the conversation, I visited Yang's home for the first time. I 

saw his piano in the living room, where it took almost one third of the space. I also 

noticed the sheets of music notes on the piano. I knew piano was a lived story for Yang 

and Yang also knew I knew his piano story. I asked him one day if he would like to play 

a piece of music on the piano for me on the next visit to his home. "No" he replied as if 

there was no room for negotiation. I was surprised and had thought he would be proud 

and happy to have a show time for his talent because, in my impression, Yang was open 

and easy-going. He did not seem to be a shy boy. I was puzzled why he would not give 

my request a second thought. Now I wonder how much he enjoyed playing the piano. I 

wonder if practicing the piano was a story he lived for his parents, himself or, like the 

story of marks, was partly his and mostly his parents'. I remember in another 

conversation, he did not seem to be so enthusiastic about practicing piano: 

I don't have more time to practice. Sometimes I have so much homework. I do it 

till like ten, eleven. Like sometimes I just don't have enough time to practice 

every day. Sometimes I'll only practice like thirty minutes, forty minutes. Some 

days I can't practice at all. Too busy. My other friends are like that too. But 

some, they probably just squeeze it in their schedule. I have a life too. (Tape-

recorded conversation, September 28, 2004) 

Here I see at least three competing storylines: schoolwork, practicing piano and his "life." 

His homework took much of his time. Little or sometimes no time was left for piano 

practicing. He implied if he squeezed time for practicing piano, he would not be able to 

do something he enjoyed, which he called "life". He drew a clear line between 
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schoolwork and practicing piano, and his "life." It seemed to Yang, schoolwork was 

mandatory and practicing piano was mandatory to a certain aspect. Both competed with 

the stories he liked to live, his "life." In the same conversation, Yang said: 

I study, I try to... I play a lot of Saturday though. Saturday I usually play. I 

don't like to put Saturday into piano. I like to rest on Saturday. And Sunday. 

Well, I do homework on Sunday. (Tape-recorded conversation, September 28, 

2004) 

It seems the "sixty percent" of Yang's stories was those he considered to be his "life". 

He reserved a choice to live these stories on Saturdays. 

Qin noticed Yang did not practice piano every day. She might not be aware that 

Yang did not practice every day because he had his own stories he wanted to live, which 

came out of his own interests as a boy. He had much work from school. He had school 

stories he had to live: 

Well even if I don't do good, I can't blame myself now because I have no more 

time now. 1 have hardly any time. Mostly it's all homework. I study less than 

doing homework. I study way less than doing homework. I still study but 

sometimes when I have a lot of homework, I can't open my book. I won't, I 

won't be able to study on that day like, I have a test tomorrow... And I'm 

supposed to go over to my friend's house. We two study together... And he needs 

my help on homework sometimes. (Tape-recorded conversation, September 28, 

2004) 

From the above description, I see two competing plotlines: homework and study. I see 
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homework for Yang was the work he must finish before the due time. Study was what he 

wanted to study for, either out of need or interest. In his study-related stories, as he 

described above, there was one more plotline in which Yang was personally involved: 

"I'm supposed to go over to my friend's house. We two study together... And he needs 

my help on homework sometimes." I understand this was a story Yang called "life." For 

Yang, homework, study for the tests and practicing piano could be stories lived for 

"others," such as teachers and parents. Stories of being with friends, such as being with 

the boy who needed Yang's help doing math assignments, were those he lived for 

himself. Studying and practicing piano were stories to live, but he enjoyed some freedom 

to choose a "life" to live. 

Seeing Yang practice less than she thought he should, Qin asked him if he would 

want to continue or quit piano lessons. Yang said he would not quit. He had lived the 

story of piano for many years. He lived out his parents' stories of him for years and it had 

become his story and a rhythm of his life. He might not feel practicing piano always to 

be an enjoyable story to live; but he might also like to stay within the story of learning, 

practicing and getting better at it. 

In this section so far, I showed that Yang tried to live out his parents' stories of 

him such as getting good marks. In the stories of going to piano lessons and practicing 

piano, I see how the piano story came to him through his mother's telling of the stories 

she lived. From the piano stories, I also got to know how Yang lived out competing 

stories in his life. He had school stories to live such as doing homework and studying for 

tests. He had parents' stories to live out such as practicing piano. Apart from these 
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stories, Yang had a "life" he wanted to live, which was composed of the stories he 

wanted to live for his own happiness. Sometimes he had to balance his time on how to 

live competing stories. For example, when he had homework to finish or when he had to 

study for tests, he would do less piano practicing. It seems Yang would always save some 

time for his "life" as he said "Saturday I usually play." Yang lived different parts in the 

three competing storylines, as a student, a son and a boy who had friends and interests of 

his own. In the remaining part of this section, I bring forth one story of Yang from Qin's 

telling so that we see how Yang came to terms with competing stories. 

Like many boys, Yang liked computer and computer games. "That's a good thing 

because I get the computer" (Tape-recorded conversation, June 1, 2004). Yang took the 

advantage of being home alone while his parents took his sister to grocery shopping. He 

liked playing computer games. He could tell many stories about video games. Since the 

family moved to where they are now living, he made friends more easily because they 

lived closer to each other. He could visit his friends' homes and they could visit him in 

his home. He and his friends lived stories together and he could tell the stories of his 

friends and his own of being a boy, a Chinese boy, and a student in River's Edge. He told 

stories about who his friends were and what he wanted from his parents. One time, he 

asked his parents if he could own a video game by convincing them that all his friends 

had it. He wanted to have the same story told of himself. Qin and Wensi might not be so 

willing to spend much money on a computer game for Yang, but it seemed they had to: 

The boys are crazy about it... Especially, a neighbor's child... They had it a long 

time ago. Yang went to their birthday parties (and knew it)... Some of his 
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Chinese friends had it and his Canadian friends also had the game. So, I thought, 

well, since other families' children had, so should Yang. (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Qin, July 19, 2005) 

It was hardly Yang's parents' story of paying two hundred and twenty dollars for a video 

game. Qin negotiated with Yang if he could wait a few months till the Boxing Day sale 

when it might be sold at a discount as a friend told her. It seems Yang knew he could 

live his story of owning a video game easier if he accepted part of his parents' story. He 

agreed to wait till December. On Boxing Day morning, Qin and Wensi went out early, 

leaving their little girl with Yang. To their disappointment, the game was not on sale, but 

at the regular price. Qin phoned Yang and asked if he could wait one more week because 

she just got the following week's flyer, which said for a purchase of $200, one family 

could get $30 rebate. Yang had been waiting for three months. He could not wait any 

longer for a video game to tell the story of having it. He lived Mom's story of waiting 

three months, but not her story of saving $30. He said on the phone: 'Mom, I have 

already waited so long. If you didn't buy the game today, I would be very angry.' 

Qin could have pushed her story a bit harder, but she did not. At the moment she 

dispositioned herself and thought of Yang as a son in the family, who had done his share 

and deserved a story to live for his own: 

When we just moved here, my daughter started her kindergarten. Since last year, 

last September, sometimes, Wensi and I worked late. Then none of us could go to 

pick her up. So I called and asking Yang to help pick up his sister. He was 
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fourteen and was eligible to do things like this. Yang helped me many times, not 

just one or two times. He helped us and we need him to be helpful. I thought we 

should award him for that. Then I said I would buy him the game. (Tape-recorded 

conversation with Qin, July 19, 2005) 

Finally Qin bought the game as promised. She thought she did the right thing: 

The child had already compromised. He agreed to wait from September till 

Christmas. He had been waiting for three months... I thought we could not 

disappoint him just for $30... We promised and we prolonged the promise. It did 

not seem to be right... So we bought the game. (Tape-recorded conversation with 

Qin, July 19, 2005) 

Qin probably could have been much happier if what Yang had asked for was a collection 

of piano tunes because that would have been the story she wanted Yang to live. But the 

reality was Yang had stories that sometimes went away from the plotline of his parents' 

stories. Qin and Wensi might prefer that Yang spent more time on schoolwork or the 

piano, instead of computer games; but their caring for Yang's happiness, respect for his 

"life" and being aware of Yang's contribution to the family, pulled them back from 

imposing some of their stories like saving $30 over Yang's. By doing so, they prevented 

turning more healthy competing stories (Clandinin, et al, 2006) into more harmful 

conflicting stories (Clandinin, et al, 2006). Conflicting stories might hurt Yang and 

might be too much for him to feel willing to accept mom and dad's stories into his storied 

worlds. Accepting other's stories and avoiding imposing one's stories into other's 
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maintained a trustworthy relationship in Yang's family, which helped create a space for 

Yang to live out competing stories with a peaceful mind. 

It would be lovely if there were no competing stories in the family. As I noted 

earlier, Yang was not physically strong when he was little. In Qin's words: "For a long 

time, we did not allow him to run and jump." But one day in the park, Yang insisted that 

he slide down the slide by himself. Qin did not encourage Yang to do that and she would 

rather Yang did not had such an idea. On second thought, Qin told herself: if Yang had 

not had the confidence, he would not have made the request. Qin gave Yang permission. 

She trusted him. Yang wanted to live a story of his own and Qin let him live it. This 

might be one of the very early competing stories Qin and Yang experienced. Here, I 

would like to believe one reason for Yang's being "reasonable" and "docile" in Wensi 

and Qin's stories for him is because Yang was trusted and allowed a space to live stories 

of his choice. 

Living Fitting-in Stories 

Yang came to the U.S. with his mother in 1998 to be with his father, who was 

involved in a post-doctoral research project there. In March that year, his parents for the 

first time registered Yang in school, an elementary school in a New England state. When 

Yang was in the school in the US, Qin and Wensi were not certain about their future. 

They had a few choices. Wensi came to the US with three of his colleagues from China. 

Two of them went back to China after their research projects were finished. Wensi could 

take the family back to China like them. He could also try to find other research projects 
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and stay for another year or another few years. Yang's parents quickly decided they 

would choose to stay in North America when they learned the stories of immigrating to 

Canada from their Chinese friends (Tape-recorded Conversations with Qin, October 24, 

2005; Tape-recorded Conversations with Wensi, April 2, 2005). 

Qin and Wensi chose for themselves and for their son, Yang, as well, to 

immigrate to Canada and live there. They chose to adapt to new stories they thought they 

needed to. Reading through Yang's and his family stories, I felt their efforts and 

sometimes struggles as he and his parents lived to adapt to new stories that were different 

in many ways from those stories they lived in China. Despite the difficulties, the stories 

they lived in the US and especially in Canada, where they have lived since 2000, seemed 

to be interwoven by a plotline of "fitting-into" these new stories with a positive attitude. 

The fitting-in stories they lived out were mostly by active participation. In this section, I 

will follow another "something", a thread in the stories Yang and his family lived to fit 

into new lives in the US and Canada. 

Yang came to the US speaking no English. Qin's second language was Japanese. 

When they arrived in the US, only Wensi spoke English. When in China, Qin took care 

of Yang in almost every aspect. Yet, she found she could hardly do anything to help 

Yang when he was in the US school because she could not speak the language. "I could 

not speak a word of English" Qin told me. For the first six months in the US, Qin did not 

answer the phone: "I dared not answer the phone. I remember the first English sentence I 

had to learn was 'I don't know English'" (Tape-recorded Conversations with Qin, 

October 24). In China, Yang was always within the care of his mother and grandma. I 
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can imagine how hard it was for Qin to hear the story of Yang's first lunch in the school: 

I remember I asked him what he had for lunch when he came back the first day. 

He said he had pizza. He might have asked for pizza by pointing to it. (Now Yang 

likes pizza the most, like the pizza from Pizza Hut. Then he had not got used to it 

yet.) He took a bite and wondered what it was, weird. It was different than 

Chinese food. He did not like it. He mustn't have enjoyed his lunch... We 

couldn't do anything about it. Just like this, you imagine, two months of grade 

one was over (from March to May). I really did not know what he had learned (in 

the school). And I could not help him anything because I knew no English at all. 

(October 24, 2004) 

Qin could do little for her son just because she could not speak English. Because Yang 

spoke very little English at the time and knew almost nothing of the stories of food and 

lunch in his American school, he was not able to choose the food that he might have liked 

better. Because of their inefficiency of speaking English, both of them were not able to 

ask for help to make their life easier. Qin also worried that Yang would learn very little if 

he could not pick up the language quickly enough. It seemed learning English well was 

the decisive story to live in order to make life easier and comfortable. From the 

conversations with Yang's parents, the first "something" I read to "fit into" the stories of 

living in the US and Canada was to learn good English. 

In the conversations with Qin and Wensi, I read their fitting-in stories as not 

negative and passive experiences. They lived the fitting-in stories in order to live a better 

life. In China, they lived many fitting-in stories such as studying hard to enter universities 
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and graduate schools, and even doing research abroad. In many ways, living fitting-in 

stories was the way to better lives. When Qin spoke of why she sent Yang to piano 

lessons, she said: "Both Wensi and I grew up in ordinary families. Maybe not only our 

families, I guess, in China 80-90 % families were not able to let their children to learn to 

play musical instruments..." (Tape-recorded Conversation with Qin, July 19, 2005). If it 

were in China, going to piano lessons would be a fitting-in story only for the privileged. 

To live out a fitting-in story like this would lead to a good life, if not a better one. It 

would not be a negative experience of coercion, but rather an effort to improve the 

quality of life. Qin and Wensi were voluntary immigrants. They chose to live and bring 

up their children in Canada. Thus, to them, learning English was a story they chose to 

live to better their lives in Canada. It was a fitting-in story of choice. 

Qin and Wensi worked hard to learn and improve English and were also eager to 

see that Yang learned it faster and well. Wensi and Qin, in two separate conversations, 

told me how excited they were when they saw Yang on the stage playing an Apollo 

astronaut. Wensi remembered and described in detail Yang's role, a Mississippian and a 

crewmember of one of the Apollo moon-landing missions. Yang wore the astronavigation 

uniform, held an astronavigation helmet, and said his lines. Qin did not hide her pride 

and excitement: "In the play, Yang needed to say a very long passage. Really, I was 

excited that Yang was able to perform on the stage with other American kids" (Tape-

recorded conversation with Qin, July 19, 2005). To be able to speak English and perform 

with American school boys and girls, to Qin and Wensi, seemed to be a successful 

fitting-in story that showed Yang could live the stories of the American school children 
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because his English allowed him to. 

In the first few months in the US, Qin worried about Yang's English because she 

could not help him. After two and half months, when the school was over, Yang stayed 

at home and spoke Chinese. Qin worried that Yang practiced little English and his going 

"back to Chinese life" (Tape-recorded conversation with Qin, July 19, 2005) would slow 

down making progress in learning English. But Qin and Wensi were proud of Yang's 

"talent" of "picking up English fast": 

Even though Yang went to school from grade one, English was not his mother 

tongue after all. In the beginning, he did not do language arts as well as the local 

children. But thanks to his talent in languages and coming here at a young age, he 

almost had no accent. I was not able to help him with the language. It was like he 

was thrown into the school. Haifa year later, he could speak fluent English. 

When we moved to the south, he even picked up the southern accent. (Tape-

recorded Conversation with Wensi, April 2, 2005) 

Two or three months later (after Yang went back to school after the first summer 

vacation), he did not need his father any more. He did his schoolwork all by himself. 

(Tape-recorded Conversations with Qin, October 24). 

To be able to fit into the stories of English schools, the primary and most 

important thing to do was to speak the language and use the language to live the stories 

that the English speaking children have been living. Qin and Wensi were relieved that 

Yang had a talent in languages and spoke English as well as the children for whom 

English was the first language. They seemed to believe a good knowledge of English 
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would surely help Yang fit into the stories of English-speaking schools. 

Qin liked to see Yang be friends with Canadian children and fit into the stories 

because it meant Yang was in the stories. He was a player, rather than an onlooker in 

Canadian or American schools, which to her more or less were "their," not "our," 

schools. One time Yang brought his classmates home for a group project and it happened 

Qin was at home. As she told me the story, she emphasized that they were all Yang's 

Canadian classmates and Yang spoke English with them. Of course, Yang spoke English 

at school. Qin must know that, but when she saw Yang speaking English with his 

Canadian classmates, she was impressed by Yang's "fitting-in" well by doing a school 

project together with schoolchildren from a Canadian school. Working with Canadian 

children and speaking English were like a miniature of how to fit in in Canada. As Qin 

saw Yang was quite himself among his Canadian classmates, spoke the same language, 

and knew what he was doing and who he was and who his friends were, I imagine the 

Canadian school, River's Edge, would become more and more like "ours" to Qin and 

Yang. She realized Yang fitted in and was in the stories. 

From the stories Yang and his family shared with me and through the time I was 

with them, I knew the English language, especially to Qin and Wensi, was like a lifelong 

effort. They did not want to see English to be a setback story for Yang to live in Canada: 

"I hope [Yang] will work hard so that he won't have any language problems. I don't 

think he will have any problem at a job interview. I hope he participates in more 

activities" (Tape-recorded conversation with Qin, July 19, 2005). Earlier I touched the 

thread of "participating" in the stories of Yang's piano lessons Qin signed him in. In 
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Qin's stories, to learn music instruments or sports was a kind of fitting into stories of the 

privileged, because the majority of Chinese when she was of Yang's age would not have 

a chance to participate in training lessons (Tape-recorded Conversation with Qin, July 19, 

2005). She herself missed the chance of being trained in music and sports in which she 

felt she had interest and talent for. She believed unless one tried something, like piano, 

out, he wouldn't know if he would like it or do it well. 

As in River's Edge, Qin and Wensi encouraged Yang to be part of almost all 

school-related activities. I remember I did not let my daughter "participate" in a sex 

education program. As a result, she was among the few grade seven students in the 

school library that whole afternoon. She later told me she was embarrassed being asked 

why she did not go. My thought was that a sex education program was too early for her. 

Just about the same time, I was in River's Edge doing fieldwork. One afternoon, in the 

school library, I saw a girl I knew from the fine art class. None of her classmates were 

around. She told me that all her classmates went to the sex education lecture. In a later 

conversation, I asked Yang about the sex education program. He said it would be the 

following week for his class. I asked if his parents would give permission before he could 

go. "They already signed" he said, "Mm ah ah aha ha..." (Tape-recorded Conversation 

with Yang, June 1, 2004). My thinking paused and I started to ponder. I did not allow JJ 

to go to a sex education lecture. I would certainly have done the same for a boy if I had 

had a son. I knew the girl's family immigrated from Hong Kong and I knew from JJ that 

most of the children who did not go to the sex education lecture were like her, of Asian 

heritage. I then thought of Yang's parents. I wondered who they were because at that 
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time I had not met Qin and Wensi. Now as I am rereading the stories of Yang and his 

parents' and thinking in the three-dimensional narrative inquiry space, I see how the 

plotline of Qin's participating helps me understand the school stories Yang lived. His 

"Mm ah ah aha ha" told me the topic was somewhat embarrassing, but he needed to live 

the school story and his parents' "participating" story as well. 

Yang had interest in sports: "...really I want to get involved in [school sports 

teams] too because there's a lot of cut outs and I, really I was really thinking of getting 

like more people into teams and everything..." (Tape-recorded Conversation with Yang, 

March 12, 2004). His mother noticed that: "I found he developed his interests in various 

aspects. Like, he got interest in volleyball and badminton. River's Edge had volleyball 

team and badminton team. He always wanted to join the team" (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Qin, July 19, 2005). But Yang was not a strong child to Qin and 

Wensi. For this reason, they were careful about what sports activities Yang participated 

in. It seemed to hurt Qin's feelings that Yang was not on any of the school sports teams, 

especially when she knew Yang "always wanted to." As Qin realised Yang was growing 

stronger physically, she could not wait to encourage him to participate in school's cross

country race. Qin was not at all disappointed that Yang was not among the fast, instead 

she was just happy that Yang finished the race. Qin was glad to see Yang get stronger 

and "participate in more activities." In the summer of 2005, Yang was registered in three 

sports camps: tennis, badminton and table tennis. I met Wensi, his father, one day on the 

bus and learned that Yang also had piano theory lessons to attend to. I thought it would 

be too many "activities" for Yang. Qin definitely did not think so. She told me Yang 
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wanted to go to these summer sports camps. Yang had told her his classmates 

participated in more after school sports activities than he did. It seems it was a story from 

outside for Yang to go to summer sports camps, but it was also a story that Yang wanted 

for himself. It then became a fitting-in story of joy to live for Yang. 

Yang lived many fitting-in stories his parents considered would help him live a 

good life. As Yang just arrived in the US, the fitting-in stories to live were to learn 

English so that Yang could get involved in the everyday stories such as choosing a tasty 

lunch like everyone else. Qin and Wensi were glad to see that soon Yang could speak 

English well and handle the schoolwork all by himself. But they knew English was not 

Yang's first language and they still paid close attention to Yang's marks for language 

arts. Under the thread of "living competing stories" I know Qin made a big fuss over 

Yang's final report card in grade four. At the teacher-parent conference, Qin asked 

Yang's language arts teacher how Yang could improve his English and do better for the 

subjects. From the story, Yang learned how important it was to do well for schoolwork 

and he did better and better in his marks after that. When Yang and his family 

immigrated to Canada, their life became stable. It seemed they started to live stories as 

Chinese Canadians. They were Chinese living in Canada. The fitting-in stories for Yang 

then were not only learning English to fit into Canadian schools better, but also learning 

Chinese to fit into the stories of being a Chinese boy living in Canada. While Yang was 

improving his English, Yang started to learn Chinese language from a Chinese school 

with other children of Chinese origin. Before Yang participated in the summer sports 

camps, Yang had been an active participant in the camps organized by the Chinese 
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Community Center: "... except this Saturday I'm gonna go camping so I'm not gonna go 

[to Chinese school]... I have to though because it's a community affair (the Chinese 

Community Centre)... I go with other kids (Chinese kids) because only kids go. And 

then we stay there for a day. I went camping a lot with urn, the community centre" (Tape-

recorded Conversation with Yang, June 1, 2004). To Qin, participating in Chinese 

Community's youth camps could help Yang "build confidence, develop interpersonal and 

self-reliant skills" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Qin, July 19, 2005). On the one 

hand, Yang was involved in the activities with the Chinese Community Centre to fit into 

stories living as a Chinese boy. On the other, a sense of self-esteem and interpersonal 

and self-reliant skills were stories to live to fit into a competitive free market. To his 

parents, Yang seemed to need to live these stories as they imagined future job interviews. 

From the participating stories Yang lived, I saw Qin's "fitting-in" stories were meant to 

help Yang live a good life. 

The major "fitting-in" stories Qin and Wensi lived when they were of Yang's age 

were the stories of working hard to gain excellent marks and go to universities and 

graduate schools and eventually live stories told to be a good life. They successfully 

fitted into the stories encouraged and praised by media, teachers, friends and parents. 

Their efforts to live "fitting-in" stories were positive experiences. By living out the 

fitting-in stories, they made themselves experts and earned enviable titles as prestigious 

professionals. Yang was guided to live out fitting-in stories with a positive attitude. He 

once told me, "Every Chinese family expects you to have good marks" (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Yang, March 12,2004) so that I could understand his parents who 
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helped and encouraged him to do well in the school. It seems he also expressed the way 

he lived his life, which was to live and fit into stories being from a Chinese family. The 

fitting-in stories Yang lived were mostly from Qin and Wensi's belief that they would 

lead Yang to have a good life and that was also their experiences lived from China. They 

believed getting involved and being an active participant were to bring bright futures. To 

Qin and Wensi, this was a principle for living "fitting-in" stories. They seemed to have 

lived their kind of fitting-in stories with positive attitudes and by active actions. I see 

they guided, and may still guide, Yang to live fitting-in stories. 

Living Stories of Playing by Rules 

I understand Yang as a child who lived out many of his parents' stories such as 

getting good marks and going to Chinese school and piano lessons. Although Yang also 

wanted to do well in the courses, he knew his parents were very concerned with his 

studies in the school. However, learning Chinese and the piano were stories arranged by 

his parents for him to live. These stories started from his parents and Yang lived them 

out. Yang went to River's Edge and did homework and other things to live school 

stories. For example, he once expressed his idea about "studying" and "doing 

homework". To him sometimes the two competed against each other because he would 

not have enough time to "study" for a test, if at the same time he had a fairly large 

amount of homework to do. In the section of "living competing stories," I wrote that 

Yang had his own stories he wanted to live for himself such as doing homework with a 

friend who needed his help. To live these stores was, to Yang, was his "life". In these 
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stories, Yang was the initial player in the worlds of lived stories. 

It seems I have come closer and closer to Yang from reading the plotlines of the 

stories he lived: "living as a Chinese boy", "living competing stories" and "living fitting-

in stories." In this section, I will follow one more "something", a thread I read to be 

"Yang's stories of playing by rules." It seems to me Qin had a. principle for Yang to live 

fitting-in stories, which was to "participate in more activities." Through Yang's stories 

and the stories of Yang from his parents and my experiences with him, I read a 

"principle" Yang lived in his stories. It was "playing by rules." The principle also served 

as a plotline I follow to understand his experiences of school. Yang shared his lived 

worlds with me and allowed me to be present in some of his classes. As just described 

above, Yang had a world of stories in which he lived his life with joy and his own 

initiatives. He lived these stories from "within", which were somewhat different from the 

stories he lived from "outside". In telling the stories of marks, Yang thought sixty 

percent was from "outside", from his mom and dad. No matter the stories he lived were 

from within or outside, I felt his plotline of playing by rules. 

In my field notes about Yang, on several occasions I described Yang's backpack 

to be "big and heavy". He carried it to the classes and to meet me in the chat room where 

we did our tape-recorded conversations. In our first conversation, Yang told me he 

carried "his heavy sack all the time" (Tape-recorded conversation with Yang, March 12, 

2004) in case he would forget things. I wrote the following in a field note when I was 

observing in Yang's grade seven fine art class: 

The classroom assignment was finished a few minutes before the bell rang. The 
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teacher said the students should take the time to finish their journals. Bob, Yang, 

Carl, Ken, etc soon started writing. But Gary did not have a pen. He took a pencil 

from a nearby pencil box. It happened to be Yang's. Yang took the pencil away 

from Gary and told the teacher that Gary took his pencil from his pencil box 

without asking his permission. The teacher did not interfere. Gary really did not 

have a pencil to write with. Reluctantly, Yang let Gary use the pencil. The bell 

finally rang and the children rushed to the door. Yang came to collect his stuff. He 

said to himself or maybe to me: "I wonder whether they (Gary and another boy) 

returned the pencil. I don't trust them." I did see a boy (don't remember who) put 

a pencil back to the pencil box and said to Yang one boy returned a pencil to his 

pencil box. (Field note, Friday, Feb.20, 2004) 

This piece was written at an early stage of this research. It was the third time that Yang 

appeared in my field note. I wrote it down because I felt the tension. At the time, I was 

concerned how Yang as a Chinese boy got along with his classmates. As a Chinese boy, 

Yang lived different stories, which might cause tension, I thought. This situation 

reminded me of my daughter's stories of her Canadian school: JJ was very uncomfortable 

if her classmates asked to use her pens. She did not mind her classmates using her 

stationery. What bothered her was the lent stuff seldom came back to her. It bothered her 

more because sometimes it was her friends that came to borrow but forgot all about it. In 

this case she had to say bye to her pens. She would not ask her friends to return the 

borrowed ballpoint pen because she thought doing so would ruin their friendship and she 

would not ask for her borrowed stuff from other children because doing so she would be 
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storied as a "stingy" girl. When JJ told me these stories, I tried to think narratively: In 

China, JJ's story was that pens or pencils were bought one or two at a time. They would 

be with her for quite a long time. But here in Canada in the supermarket, pens and 

pencils were mostly purchased by packages. Children might not use them as carefully as 

JJ did and might easily forget about borrowing and returning. Thinking narratively of 

JJ's lived stories in China helped me understand how she was living her Canadian school 

stories. To understand Yang, I needed to be patient to experience a little more about him. 

The recorded event might mean more than the surface meaning I was observing at that 

moment. Now, as I go through the conversations and field notes again, I read something 

else about Yang, which was different from JJ's lived stories that helped me understand 

her confusing experiences in Canada. The "something else" was his stories of playing by 

rules. In the field note, I recorded that Yang was offended because Gary took his pencil 

from his pencil box without asking his permission. If Gary had done so, Yang might 

have lent him the pencil more willingly. Here I read some of Yang's rules. First, students 

should have everything needed for school. He did so by carrying his heavy backpack "all 

the time", to all classes. Second, one should not take things from somebody else without 

asking permission. Third, when conflict occurred, he went to the teacher for solution. It 

seems Yang had had similar unpleasant experiences that his classmates borrowed or took 

his things and did not return them to him. So he did "not trust them." Not returning 

borrowed things and taking things away without asking permission were disturbing 

stories for Yang to live because children who had done so did not respect rules. The same 

would be true if Yang had lived such stories that his classmates asked for his permission 
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for using his belongings and returned with appreciation. Yang would have been satisfied. 

After all, it was a world of order in which stories were lived by rules. 

Yang was concerned with rules and told his version of the school stories of rules: 

And um well sometimes the school has some rules that I really think are 

ridiculous. Like some rules as in 'don't throw snowballs'. Even though I know 

it's dangerous, even, I really think snowballs are fun and if we do not throw it at 

their face I think it would be alright. But some people don't follow those rules so I 

still think it's part OK and part not OK. Some other rules such as... like not going 

to our lockers..., even though I don't go in my locker because I carry a heavy 

sack all the time, um I really think we should get a little bit of a, like a 30 second 

break to the lockers because that way we could get prepared and then we like 

don't forget as much, because there's a lot of kids that forget things... (Tape-

recorded Conversation with Yang, March 12, 2004) 

Yang told his stories of playing by rules in our first conversation. In the telling, Yang 

questioned some rules of the school. He picked up a particular rule story of the snowball. 

He cared about rules because they guided him on how to live stories in River's Edge. To 

him, an important "principle" in living stories seemed to be to follow rules. If they were 

bad, they could be "ridiculous". Since he respected rules, he wanted the rules to be good 

and reasonable: Why ban throwing snowballs completely? Why not change it by not 

allowing snowballs to be thrown at people's faces? But he knew some stories about 

some students who did not follow rules closely. He then accepted the rule but with 

reservation: "... it's part OK and part not OK." 
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Another story he told about bad rules was "not going to lockers." As I was in 

River's Edge, I knew Yang was talking about the transition between classes when 

students only had time to run from one class to the next. In order to live by the rule, 

Yang carried "his heavy sack all the time" in case he should forget things. It might be 

because of the rule that Yang lived some unpleasant stories like the one I discussed 

earlier. He realized "a lot of kids that forget things." I imagine Yang would wonder: 

Why not fix it? Thirty seconds might solve the problem. If so, I would not have to carry 

the heavy sack all the time and students could have time to fetch things from their 

lockers. 

From Yang's telling stories of playing by rales in the school, I see rules created an 

important plotline for him to lead his life and live his stories. The following two 

incidents show the plotline of Yang's living out stories of playing by rules. I observed 

Yang's fashion class for several times. One afternoon, a few boys, instead of using 

scissors to cut their fabric, played with them. It seemed dangerous to me. I stepped in 

and asked them not to. As Yang was not far from me, he said to me: "They won't listen" 

(Field note, Thursday, May 6, 2004). My immediate reaction was, because I had a 

special relation with Yang, he was trying to comfort me if the boys ignored me. He 

might care about me for that. But by reading this story alongside other stories and the 

following one, Yang's warning meant more than my first reaction. A couple of weeks 

later, I wrote another piece about Yang in my field note: 

Yang was sewing and Carl and Bob were sewing opposite to him. About 5 

minutes before the end of the class, the teacher reminded the students of their 
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duties, some responsible for cleaning, some putting things back together... Yang 

asked: "Who is doing the floor?" (Field note, Tuesday, May 18, 2004) 

This note tells me that Yang cared about rules and also about the rules being followed by 

everyone, Reading the previous field note again, I saw another facet of Yang's warning: 

"They won't listen". He was telling a story about his experiences of rules and living by 

rules. He had experienced some children in the school who did not take rules seriously 

and they did not respect rules they were supposed to. Because Yang lived his stories of 

playing by the rules, he paid attention to rules and rule-related behavior and stories. My 

first reaction probably was right because he might not have said something to me if I did 

not have this special relation with him. However, I would have missed the then untold 

stories about how much rules meant to him in living stories on the school landscape. I 

sensed a tension in Yang's living rule-related stories: On the one hand, he always lived 

by rules; on the other, some students just ignored them. He wanted so much a world of 

rules that he did not care if he was being nosy: "Who is doing the floor?" He certainly 

was not on duty that day because the field note continues: "When the bell rang, the 

instructor let the kids out. Yang went out of the classroom with his big and heavy 

backpack" (Field note, Tuesday, May 18,2004). Yang's concerns with rules were not 

determined by whether or not he was involved. Living by rules was very much his 

principle of living stories in the school that could make sense to him. 

At our first conversation, Yang told me stories about rules in River's Edge. He 

picked up two examples to explain his stories of bad rules of the school: "no throwing 

snowballs" and "going directly from class to class." A few places in my field notes, 
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discussed earlier, also showed Yang living his stories of playing by rules. Yang did not 

tell me living by rules was his principle of living stories. I sensed that living stories of 

playing by rules was a plotline within which Yang lived his stories through the stories he 

lived, told and my observation. I traced the plotline further to the stories he lived at home 

and at younger age. I felt continuity of this plotline. In the second conversation with 

Qin, she focused on Yang. In the conversation, I followed up Qin's story of Yang that he 

adored her little sister by saying "Yang is a good child." Qin could not agree more and 

said "Indeed." Then she quickly told me another story of how Yang did what he was told. 

"He trusted your words" I said when she finished the story. "He minded the rules. For 

example, while in playing games such as poker... if he realized someone was cheating, 

he would be badly hurt because he would not do things like that" (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Qin, July 19, 2005). It is interesting when I read Yang's stories of 

rules and his mother's stories of him as a son who "minded the rules," I felt the continuity 

of stories lived in the family. However, at that time, I had not studied all the stories yet. I 

did remember in the first conversation with Yang, especially his story about snowballs. 

"You remind me of the 'rules' Yang told me about. It seems to him people should abide 

by rules and he would do so." I said. My words seemed to remind Qin: 

He is like me in this aspect. I taught him this way. My daughter, Ying, and I had 

not lived together for two years. In my mother's opinion, she was a baby. As a 

grandmother, my mother was tender to her. But she used to be strict with us, her 

sons and daughters, the four of us. But now... in China... the only child [for a 

couple] is spoiled... My mother told me: Your brothers' and sister's children were 
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all like Ying. They did not criticize them if they did things wrong. My mother 

tried to tell me big kids were spoiled, so there was nothing wrong with Ying. 

Sometimes on the phone, I told them (mother, brothers and sisters) Ying needed 

my discipline. Of course, she is much better. (Tape-recorded Conversation with 

Qin, July 19, 2005) 

Qin was telling me she used to discipline Yang the way she was doing to Ying. In the 

previous discussed stories under "living competing stories", there was one about "rules" 

of watching television. Yang was only allowed to watch TV for an hour when he was 

younger in China. When Qin forgot about the time, Yang himself called his time up 

realizing he had watched for two hours. The stories of rules Yang lived had good reasons 

and they were from his mother. It seemed Yang understood the rules. He followed the 

rules and respected the person who set them. At our second tape-recorded conversation, 

Yang said: "I don't need their (Mom and Dad's) help because the homework is already 

easy. But um I get help, I get um a lot of encouragement um and I get discipline and I get 

um, yeah and they expect me to do good" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Yang, 

March 26, 2004). Yang said this to follow my wonder if his parents were very much 

involved in his schoolwork. That Mom and Dad helped him when he needed it and 

encouraged him to do well in school could have answered my wonder about Mom/Dad 

and his schoolwork. But in the stories lived at home, besides care and help, there was 

discipline, which was as important as the stories of getting from help Mom and Dad. 

Yang's stories of discipline were his stories of living by rules and he had been living 

them for a long time. 
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Yang had started living stories of rules at the time from when he was little. 

Living stories of playing by rules was a plotline and that "something" in Yang's lived 

stories. The plotline can be traced to the early stories Yang lived when was at a young 

age. Qin might say she would not do like her brothers and sisters, who "spoiled" their 

children. Instead Qin might "criticize" or even "scold" her children if they had done 

things wrong. To her, this was a way to set rules for proper behavior. Qin felt Ying "was 

better" because she was living the stories of playing by rules like Yang used to. Looking 

into the future, Qin could see Ying becoming more and more like Yang, "docile" and 

"reasonable" because she was teaching the same way she had taught Yang. As for Yang, 

I wonder, having lived stories of playing by rules since a young age, how stories of rules 

would shape him living in his storied worlds as a person and Chinese living in Canada. 
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Chapter Four 

ATOOSA: "FRIENDS ARE LIKE MY NUMBER ONE THING" 

Meeting Atoosa 

I first met Atoosa on September 15th, 2004, about ten months after I entered 

River's Edge. While I initially had several children interested in participating in the 

research and talking about their experiences of school, only Yang was able to continue. 

The others either lost their enthusiasm or told me their parents were too busy to 

participate. In the fall 2004,1 continued to seek interested children and families as 

participants. I used to teach ESL in a college in China. When I learned River's Edge had 

ESL programs for students who came with limited English, the school principal, Jean and 

I agreed that I found interested students in the ESL class. The principal introduced me to 

Nora, the ESL teacher. Jean explained briefly our idea that I could meet students in her 

ESL classroom, who might be interested in participating in the research. Nora said she 

remembered seeing us in the school. My frequent appearance on the school landscape 

seemed to pay off when Nora welcomed me into her classroom. She listed a number of 

names of students she thought I might be interested in talking with and asked if I wanted 

to come immediately to the ESL classroom, explaining there were students there. I was 

more than happy to follow her to the classroom. 

The ESL classroom was in the general office area. No other classrooms were 

around. It neighbored the principal's and vice principal's offices. Two ESL students were 

in the room. As I was asking Nora about her schedule, several more students came in. 
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One of them was a tall girl. Nora introduced her to me. She was Atoosa, a grade eight 

student from Iran. "Do you live with your parents?" Nora asked. Atoosa said "Yes." 

Nora told me in the back of the classroom there was a smaller room where I could have a 

private conversation with Atoosa. It was a nice place, in which there were two chairs and 

a desk. I asked Atoosa to sit in a chair. My first notes of Atoosa were as follows: 

Her smile was sweet. Her eyes were shining with expectations. Atoosa seemed to 

be enthusiastic about being needed. I introduced myself and explained what I was 

trying to do in the school. When Atoosa realized I was looking for students' 

experiences of the school, especially the experiences of students of other cultures 

than the mainstream one, she expressed her eagerness to tell her stories. She said 

it was hard to have friends because she could not speak English well enough. I 

explained to Atoosa that this project also needed parents' participation. I asked if 

it would be possible for her mother and/or father to talk about their experiences of 

school with me. Atoosa was quite positive. She said her mother was a medical 

doctor but also a teacher. "She shouldn't have problems talking to people..." 

Atoosa said. I said to her that consent forms would be prepared for her and her 

parents soon if she felt comfortable. She happily said "Yes." Atoosa wrote down 

her full name and home phone number for me at the end of the conversation 

(Field notes, in River's Edge, Wednesday, September 15, 2004) 

The first meeting with Atoosa was beyond my expectation. I was very happy that it 

seemed Atoosa trusted me at first sight. Two days after the first meeting with Atoosa, a 

letter from River's Edge was requested and a set of consent forms were prepared for her 
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to take home. Atoosa took the letter and forms home on September 21s and, three days 

later when I was back in the ESL classroom in River's Edge, Atoosa returned the forms 

to me with her and her mother's signatures. 

Atoosa and her Family 

In the first research conversation (September 24, 2004), Atoosa told me her whole 

family came to Canada from Iran in January 2004 because her father was invited to join a 

medical research project with a major academic institute in Western Canada. Atoosa's 

parents were both graduates from medical schools. Her mother, Ramesh, was a medical 

doctor. Later, when I spoke with Atoosa's mother, she told me she was very proud that 

she had a position that was usually for men in her country: "I had a very, very good 

position, I think, because I take a position that belongs to men" (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Ramesh, October 13, 2004). In later individual conversations with 

Ramesh and Atoosa, I learned Atoosa was very close to her maternal grandparents. 

Atoosa's grandmother was an elementary teacher and retired from the position of the 

school principal. In Atoosa's story of her grandfather, he was interesting and capable of 

many things. He tried many jobs. Atoosa told me she was surprised to know her 

grandfather once owned a store. Atoosa was the third of three children in the family. 

When Atoosa and her brother and sister arrived in Canada in January 2004, her brother 

was registered in a senior high school. She and her elder sister went to River's Edge. 

Atoosa was in grade eight and her elder sister in grade nine. 

Atoosa seemed to be close to her parents, sister, brother and her grandparents. 
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Later in this chapter, I will say more about Atoosa and her family through hers and her 

mother's telling of their lived stories. In what follows, I use Atoosa's words to describe 

who Atoosa's parents were: 

The father-

He loves to help people and he always likes to be [with] his children and his wife. 

And he says... when we go to shopping, he buys whatever we want. And he said, 

'Well, this one is better.' and, bought the expensive ones and he always wants we 

have the very best. Yeah, he always works, always works... and like till seven 

o'clock or something and he says, 'I work just for my children and for my wife 

because I want them to have best life so they don't feel bad or uncomfortable... 

(Tape-recorded conversation with Atoosa, October 8, 2004) 

It seems, in Atoosa's eyes, her father was a family person. He liked being with his family. 

The major plotline of his story of life was taking good care of his family. He wanted his 

wife and children to have the best of life. He worked hard to reach the goal. I could 

imagine that, Atoosa, as a 14-year old girl, when she described her father's words: 'I 

work just for my children and for my wife because I want them to have best life', felt her 

father's love for her, her brother and sister and her mother. Atoosa seemed to have felt 

caring and working for a good life were strong threads in her family stories. 

The mother— 

OK I think my mom is, well I mean here she doesn't work but in Iran she 

worked... She came home before us and when we came (from school), she was at 

home and [when we came home,] the table was ready for us and, and she made, 
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she made everything ready and when we came back and wash our hands and 

change our clothes and come and eat... But when we moved to a northern city, 

my mom came home very late about 4,4:30, 5 but uh we, we came about 1, 12:30 

something like this and everyday my mom make, made lunch ready for us and, 

and wrote a letter or whatever. Everyday she called and told us about what to eat 

for lunch. Yeah... [When] we moved to the new place, we didn't eat our lunch 

and we just ate chips or candies we had in Iran. We didn't eat our lunch and 

when our mom came home she was very sad. She said, 'Why you didn't eat your 

lunch, you can't get energy or something for you are students, you are growing, 

you have to eat.' And then we changed... and everyday ate lunch first and then 

we ate all the candies. Then my mom came home and she always had something 

for us like our favorite magazines, candies or some food... and my mom mostly 

always had something when she came home and that made us happy. And we 

really liked her. We loved her. And she was very good... (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Atoosa, October 15, 2004) 

In Atoosa's eyes, her mother was a loving and caring person, just like her father. But her 

mother was described in more detail in how she cared about the daily lives of Atoosa and 

her brother and sister. Atoosa picked one particular story to tell about her mother's love 

for them. No matter how difficult her work schedule, Atoosa's mother cooked lunch for 

her children. She called and left notes to make sure they ate properly to get "energy" to 

be students. Another interesting detail Atoosa told about her mother was she brought 

home reading materials, their "favorite magazines." I was impressed when Atoosa 
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commented that her mother's bringing something home was to make them "happy." 

When Atoosa was telling the story of her mother, at the same time, she was telling it with 

appreciation. Atoosa storied herself as living in a family where the stories of caring were 

lived and also told. In this way, stories of caring became what the family valued. 

From Atoosa's telling of her father and mother, I imagine Atoosa lived in a family 

where she could get the support she needed in order to do good work in school. Now, of 

course, Atoosa and her family live in Canada. Ramesh told me they would be happy to 

stay in Canada: 

So because of my children uh, we decided to stay in Canada and... we'll do 

something about staying here at least if I couldn't be uh successful for 

immigration or something like that... Actually I'd like to have some visa from 

Ottawa. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Ramesh, October 13, 2004) 

In Ramesh's stories, Canada would be a place for her children's future and a place to 

which she and her husband would try to immigrate. 

This chapter is about Atoosa. By tracing the threads of the stories she lived in 

Iran and Canada, at home and school, I explored her lived stories in the three-dimensional 

narrative inquiry space (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000) to understand Atoosa, an Iranian 

girl who just started to live in a new school, River's Edge, in a new country, Canada. In 

my reading of my field texts, I wrote around the following narrative threads: "living 

stories of "who I am", "living family stories and fitting-in stories", "living family stories 

and Atoosa's stories to live by" and "living on shifting landscapes". 
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Living Stories of "Who I Am" 

In Iran, Atoosa was a good student. She worked hard and did well in the courses. 

Getting perfect marks was her way of being a good student. Being a good student, she 

was a popular girl: "I was friends with all of [my classmates] and I think there was 

nobody that didn't know me in school" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, 

October 15, 2004). Living the stories of a good student with good marks was her life and 

who she was in Iranian schools. Shifting from Iranian school landscapes, Atoosa started 

living new stories in River's Edge, a new school landscape in Canada. Living out a life 

of a good student was still in Atoosa's plotline of life in River's Edge: 

Language is not a big problem for me in math; but I'm trying to, to be good at it. 

I may have no problems in math because it's just numbers. But I have problems in 

social. There are so many words I don't know. I use my dictionary and that's 

very good, that really helps. Social is very hard because the words are so hard. I 

just don't have much of that vocabulary. The textbook has lots of words and 

sentences. That's why it is hard. I don't have language arts since I have ESL 

instead. And I do my science in ESL class. But they say they may transfer me to 

regular science class after Christmas. I don't like it because science is very hard 

because social is already hard. If they send me to science regular and now I have 

social regular, it will be very hard. I can only do one of them in regular class. If I 

do both in regular classes, I will get a very low mark for social and I will not 

understand science well. That's why I don't like them to transfer me. Also, I 

think the thing that can't happen to me about school is low marks. That will be 
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very, very sad. I may talk with them about it. Yeah. It's so hard if you have low 

marks and if you can't pass tests. That's very bad. (Tape-recorded Conversation 

with Atoosa, October 8, 2004) 

Marks defined who she was. Atoosa found she could do math well in River's Edge. But 

some other subjects like social studies were difficult because she had to learn new 

vocabulary. Atoosa appreciated the ESL program because she could get better marks if 

she could do the courses in the ESL class. She worried that she would get low marks for 

science because there was talk about transferring her to the regular class for science. She 

thought it was too hard for her to do both social studies and science in regular classes. 

She worried she would get low marks for both of them. Having low marks was not part 

of her stories to live by. It was a story that did not belong to her as she said: "I think the 

thing that can't happen to me about school is low marks." There might be various 

reasons for students whose first language was not English to be in the ESL class. But 

Atoosa's reason was to live out stories of a good student with good marks. She was a 

new student, an ESL student who was not yet familiar with the complexity of the stories 

of River's Edge. But one thing was clear for her, that is, she needed stories to identify 

herself as a good student. '"I may talk with them about it" she told me and herself. She 

was thinking of "talking with them", the teachers, the principal, and whoever she thought 

might have made that decision to send her to the regular class for science. 

In one conversation (October 15, 2004) in River's Edge after school, Atoosa 

began the conversation by telling me about a volleyball game: "Today I went to watch a 

volleyball game in the gym and I spent all my lunchtime in there. I really enjoyed it I 
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liked the B's team. They played amazingly well." Suddenly she changed the topic and 

said, "Today we got our report cards and I didn't really like it. I should have got ninety 

or more." Since it was the first time she had talked about sports, I ignored her comment 

about the report cards and asked if she liked playing volleyball: 

Actually I love basketball, but I can't be in team because they practice long after 

school till very late like 7 or 8 o'clock sometimes. Then I can't study like for 

quizzes or my homework and that makes my marks come down. So, I didn't go to 

the basketball team. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, October 15, 2004) 

Atoosa "enjoyed" watching the volleyball game. But it could not prevent her from 

thinking of the report card and her marks. 

I once asked Atoosa to do a drawing for me about her life. The drawing was of 

geometrical shapes and lines. Scattered through the drawing were several recognizable 

objects: a ball, a book, an artist's palette, piano keys, and an honor roll with a prize 

ribbon on it. Atoosa loved the fine arts. She told me that for all the courses, core courses 

and options combined in River's Edge, she had the highest mark in drawing. Her mother 

told me Atoosa went to piano classes in Iran and could play very well. Atoosa's interests 

in arts, music and sports were all part of who she was. It seemed, however, the most 

important story to live as a good student was to get good marks. Being a good student, a 

prize-winning student, was the story with which she identified herself. The prize ribbon 

seemed to be the strongest thread in Atoosa's lived stories as a student in Iran and at 

River's Edge. She loved sports and basketball in particular and might join the team only 

when it would not interfere with her studying for tests to get good marks of "ninety and 
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more". 

Atoosa was concerned about her image as a good student: 

In here like I don't know like some [English] sentences. This may make 

everybody think I don't know. But if I went to like somebody that he or she was 

Persian and I went to his office and I knew many Persian sentences, I could speak 

fast without making any mistakes. I knew the right words to ask for what I 

wanted to ask. It would make people imagine like I am, like being very good. But 

in here I don't know any of those kind of sentences and I can only say, 'Hello I'm 

so and so, an ESL student. I want to, I need to talk to you about this subject'. 

You know I just know these sentences to say who I am and what I want. (Tape-

recorded Conversation, December 10,2004) 

In Iran, she knew how to present herself in her mother tongue and how to speak for her 

needs and her classmates: "In Iran we didn't have like exams on the same day. If this 

thing happened, one person in class and usually that person was me because I was a very 

good student, would go to the main office to negotiate with the teachers" (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Atoosa, October 26, 2004). But in River's Edge, Atoosa worried what 

the teachers would think of her if she could not speak good English. She worried she 

might be storied as a student who could not speak a language well. She worried she 

would be storied as an incompetent student who she was not and had never been. 

In order to learn well and get good marks, Atoosa preferred to stay in the ESL 

class. When "they," her teachers, were talking about having her take science in the 

regular class, Atoosa was frustrated. She thought doing social studies in the regular class 
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was already hard. If she had to be in the regular class for science, she might have low 

marks for both social studies and science. She was thinking of "talking with them about 

it." Atoosa later expressed how she was troubled by her experiences in regular classes: 

I don't want to be like in the regular class. I don't like to be a student who needs 

special help. I really don't like that. I want to be like everybody else. I don't want 

to be treated as an ESL student in regular classes. It just, like before in my social 

class there was a teacher sitting beside me and yeah I was like so special. I don't 

want to be like that. Yeah and because if I say I'm an ESL student, then [the 

classmates] won't think I know a lot of English. I'm not afraid to say I'm an ESL 

student, only not in the regular class. I don't want to be like a special student. I 

want teachers to give me extra help with my studies like at lunchtime or after 

school, but I don't like this to happen in the class. (Tape-recorded Conversation 

with Atoosa, May 19, 2005) 

The dilemma Atoosa faced was being who she comfortably wanted to be. She wanted to 

be who she had always been in Iran, a good and respectable student. In River's Edge, she 

tried hard to fit into the plotline of being a student who did a good job in schoolwork. 

Being an ESL student and in the ESL class were fine because she knew it was a way she 

could compose a life on the new school landscape close to the one with which she was 

familiar. She could get good marks because, in the ESL class, she got the needed help 

and attention from teachers. She needed extra help and wanted to be helped because she 

could learn better and get better marks this way. However, if the help made her visible in 

front of non-ESL classmates, she would rather not have it. She did not want to be storied 
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differently from the rest of the class. She did not want to be storied, among her 

classmates, as an inferior student, an image that conflicted with her story of who she was. 

Atoosa needed help, as she said, at lunchtime or after school, but not in the classroom, in 

front of the non-ESL classmates. 

Atoosa had her favorite teacher, her social studies teacher: 

My favorite teacher is my social teacher and I think she's very, very amazing. 

Yeah. She tries to speak easy. But like my other teachers, not all of them but some 

of them, speak very hard even though they know I'm an ESL student. Some 

teachers can't speak easy like my social teacher. I don't know. Yeah. My social 

teacher is wonderful. Yeah I don't know if I can say but I just know she's 

amazing. She tries to speak very easy. She's very kind and like even though I 

think social is the hardest. But this teacher makes it easy for me. Like, now I'm 

trying to study my social by myself like at home. (Tape-recorded Conversation 

with Atoosa, December 10,2004) 

Even though "social is already hard" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, October 

8, 2004), Atoosa liked her social studies teacher. She was Atoosa's favorite teacher 

because she attended to her needs as an ESL student, who wanted to do well in the course 

even if it was a totally new one. Atoosa had "problems in social" because "[t]here are so 

many words I don't know" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, October 8, 2004). 

The social studies teacher made the subject less hard by "speaking easy" which, for 

Atoosa, allowed her to understand the new subject. Atoosa wanted to learn courses well 
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to be a good student in River's Edge. She appreciated her social studies teacher for being 

"kind," "wonderful" and "amazing" as she tried to make the course comprehensible for 

her when reading was daunting because of "so many words I don't know." Atoosa 

wanted all her teachers to be like her social studies teacher and to teach in ways that 

helped her learn well. 

In Iran, school ended at noon. Students then went home to study by themselves 

for the rest of the day. Atoosa was happy that she could now study social studies at home 

just as she had done in Iran. I would imagine studying at home was a familiar story for 

Atoosa. She had lived in Iran as a conscientious student who was good at learning. 

I wonder if Atoosa did go to "talk with them about it." In our conversation after 

Christmas 2004, Atoosa was in the regular class for science: 

The hardest subject is science now. They sent me to the [regular] science class 

for this unit. It was pretty hard for me in the regular class. Well, usually [in ESL 

class] we didn't have any homework because I used to do it in the class. So it was 

easier. Like, it's so good, like so open because ah, well the teachers would work 

with you and explain for you. But [in the regular class] like the students ask 

questions in the class. I was afraid if I did so, everybody knew the answer except 

me. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, May 19, 2005) 

Atoosa's stories of her experiences in the ESL class and in the regular class were 

different. The ESL class, in Atoosa's words, was "good", "open" and "easier". The 

teacher worked with individual students. In the regular class, students seemed to be more 

confident in what they were learning. They asked the teacher questions without hesitation 
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in the class. Atoosa was afraid she might make a "fool" of herself by asking questions to 

which everyone knew the answers except her. While she took her social studies in the 

regular class, the social studies teacher was Atoosa's favorite. Atoosa was happy that she 

could now study the course at home by herself. Because of the social studies teacher's 

attentiveness, Atoosa was able to do the homework for social studies at home by herself. 

Doing homework at home or doing courses in regular classes did not bother Atoosa when 

she was able to learn the course well. She might not need to ask "stupid" questions if the 

other teachers in the regular classes were like her social studies teacher who "tries to 

speak easy." I imagine how frustrated Atoosa was when she wanted to live out her stories 

of being a good student that she believed she should be and that she had always been in 

Iran because to live out stories to be who she thought she had been in Iran and wanted to 

be in River's Edge was so important to Atoosa. 

Last semester, after being in River's Edge for one and half years, Atoosa finally 

entered a math contest: 

We (she and her friend from the ESL class) took the math contest, which I 

couldn't do it last year and I was really sad about it. I did it this year and my 

parents really encouraged me to do that. And so did my math teachers and my 

brother and sister too... I think I did well in it but we don't have the results yet. I 

really wanted to do something like that. (Tape-recorded Conversation with 

Atoosa, May 19, 2005) 

Being able to participate in the math contest seemed to be a relief for Atoosa. Finally, in 

River's Edge, she could live a story that told so much of who she was in her Iranian 
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schools. Atoosa won many prizes for the excellent work she did in subject matter 

contests in Iran. That was who she was in Iran, a prize winner. In the first year at River's 

Edge, Atoosa did not participate because her English was not good enough. In the second 

year, her last year in junior high school, she finally did. It was like a full circle for Atoosa 

to live out the stories that composed who she was as a student. Atoosa worked hard to 

learn and to live out the stories of being a good student, stories she had lived in Iran. She 

learned new stories to do well, look good and appreciate teachers. 

Living Family Stories and Fitting-in Stories 

Similar to how Yang and his family's experiences, Atoosa and her family came to 

Canada because her father was hired to contribute to a research project. He could have 

come alone to Canada to work on the project and have gone back to Iran when the project 

was finished. But Atoosa's parents made the decision to take Atoosa and her brother and 

sister to Canada. Before the decision was made, Atoosa and her family had many stories 

they composed about living in Canada. They imagined their stories of living in Canada 

from what they learned about Canada from friends, relatives and the Internet. I imagine 

there were stories about how they would "fit in" in Canada. Atoosa and her family may 

have imagined living in Canada as living out the most attractive stories, that is, the stories 

of Canadian education. Even though there were many good stories about living in 

Canada, it was not an easy decision to make for Atoosa's mother, Ramesh, a medical 

doctor: 

I had a very good position in Iran. At first, I couldn't decide to come to Canada. 
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My relatives in Canada told us Canada was much better for children's education. 

My husband and I finally decided to come to Canada and bring our children. 

Because our culture is so different from Canadian culture, I didn't know whether 

my children would feel comfortable in Canada. (Tape-recorded Conversation with 

Ramesh, October 2, 2004) 

Ramesh was uncertain if her children would feel comfortable in Canada. But the one 

thing that seemed sure was that Canada had a better educational system. She and her 

husband had been told many of these stories about Canada and Canadian schools. Even 

though the stories were mostly institutional, they became the decisive stories for Ramesh 

to leave her job and to help her children pursue better educations in Canada. Children and 

their education were the most important story to live in her life, "My children are so 

important. They are all of my life. I live because of them." In Iran, she and her family 

seemed to live their lives centering on children's education. Ramesh told me, "In Iran 

we paid one million Iranian rial for Atoosa and her brother and sister to go to private 

schools" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Ramesh, October 2, 2004). I can imagine 

how attractive Canada looked to them when they were told stories that there were no 

entrance examinations that high school graduates needed to take and pass to enter 

universities, and that public schools were available without tuition fees. 

Atoosa lived many stories in her home country, her schools, friends and relatives. 

She was a very good student at school. She had many friends. She won many prizes 

from taking part in subject matter contests. I imagine it was hard for her, too, to leave the 

good stories behind: 
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Ah, when we were in Iran my parents were very happy that they were taking us to 

Canada to go to school. They thought my brother was happy too, but me and my 

sister were thinking about family. We wanted to be able to visit our families 

(grandparents and other relatives) because in Canada, we haven't relatives to visit. 

Except for my mother's cousin's family, we haven't anybody in Canada. They are 

just in Iran. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, September 24, 2004) 

Atoosa had her concerns and worries about leaving home and going to Canada, a place 

which only existed in her imagination. But she knew her parents were happy because she 

and her siblings could go to good schools in Canada. Atoosa and her parents told the 

same stories, that is, they were going to Canada to have better education. Giving up 

stories of school life lived and enjoyed in Iran might be sad, but the sadness seemed to be 

made up by the possibility of living better and more comfortable stories of school in 

Canada. Leaving home was not easy. While Atoosa and her sister knew they would miss 

other stories about home, including visiting their relatives, especially their grandparents, 

whom they visited quite often, schools and education were the most important stories. 

She would have to learn to live without her grandparents living close by, and she was 

convinced by the good stories about Canadian schools: 

My parents or anyone who once studied in Canada said in Iran the high school 

was very, very hard, and in Canada high schools were easier and going to 

university wasn't so hard... And something very, very good about Canada was 

students did not have to take entrance exams to go to universities as long as you 

were very good students. Iran was different. You couldn't go to universities 
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unless you passed very, very hard exams. (Tape-recorded Conversation with 

Atoosa, September 24, 2004) 

The meaningful stories about Canada to Atoosa were those stories of "easy" schools and 

no entrance examinations to universities. Although there were many things about Iran she 

did not want to part with, going to schools and universities were the major plotline of her 

and her family's lived and told stories. If Canada was storied to be a place that provided 

good education, she would give up some happy stories of living in Iran such as visiting 

her families. 

Atoosa, her brother, sister and parents seemed to have no regrets coming to a 

country of different languages and cultures because they knew the reason why they chose 

the route. They came to Canada because they wanted to live their lives in new ways. 

They came to Canada to continue living school stories on a new landscape that was 

storied as better for their children and future. It seemed they had to fit into the new 

storied landscapes of schools. Living stories with a fitting-in plotline became a family 

story: 

On the first day (to school) I told [my children] not to wear the clothes they wore 

in Iran such as the thick and long jacket and the socks, and also not the scarf. And 

my children were frustrated not knowing what to do, 'If people see us wearing 

differently, what would they say about us?' (Tape-recorded Conversation with 

Ramesh, October 2,2004) 

Ramesh worried that her children might look different if they wore the clothes they wore 

in Iran. Atoosa and her brother and sister were "frustrated" not knowing what to wear to 
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school. Atoosa's mother imagined stories of being dressed right in order that Atoosa, her 

brother and sister could fit into the new school landscape. Atoosa was confused because 

it seemed that she had not lived such stories in Iran where she did not need to think about 

dressing right in order to be accepted. One way to think about Atoosa's frustration is to 

see that in Iran she just knew these stories so well that it had not bothered her before 

about what to put on to go to school, parties or meet friends. I imagine Atoosa might not 

have been worried about what to wear to fit into River's Edge so much if the story of 

fitting-in was not a family story being lived. Ramesh reminded her of it. Fitting-in 

stories lived at home seemed to be new in her life. In a conversation with Atoosa, she told 

how she became Atoosa, a new name to go by in River's Edge: 

The second day after we got to our home in Canada, my dad took me and my 

sister to River's Edge. We were asked to take an English test so that they knew 

how much English we knew. And on that day they gave us a piece of paper to 

write the names we wanted to be called in the school. We had to choose my name 

and Isaid, 'I want to think about it', but my father said we should choose it very 

quickly. And because we chose very quickly, we just picked Atoosa, shorter and 

easier to pronounce in English. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, 

October 8,2004) 

This was another fitting-in story Atoosa lived, but this time she lived it with her father. 

For the past fourteen years, Atoosa lived her life with her Iranian name. Her name 

seemed to include the stories of who she was. Atoosa wanted to consider the matter 

seriously. She might need some time to understand the situation. But her father was 
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thinking more from the school's position, that is, they wanted his daughter to have an 

easier name. Atoosa's Iranian name seemed to be too long. The spelling and 

pronunciation seemed to be different. Atoosa's father might have thought, with an "easy" 

name, Atoosa would avoid being visible in embarrassing situations when her Iranian 

name was pronounced awkwardly. Atoosa might fit in more easily with her an easier 

name. Later, in another conversation, Atoosa told me that nobody she knew in Canada 

could pronounce her Iranian name correctly. But the story showed how ready Atoosa's 

father was for new stories for his children in Canadian schools. He hoped in this way 

Atoosa could fit into the new stories of River's Edge comfortably. 

I phoned Atoosa many times. For several times, it was her brother who answered 

the phone. Every time he called out Atoosa's original Iranian name indicating the call 

was for her. But in conversations with Ramesh, she referred to her daughter to me, an 

outsider, by her new name. "Atoosa" was part of a fitting-in story, a new identity to be 

built as an Iranian girl living Canadian school stories. To Atoosa's parents and Atoosa, 

the fitting-in story that Atoosa had a new name was a story of hope and, perhaps, a 

compromise. Atoosa accepted living the fitting-in story with encouragement from her 

parents, who hoped it would help her live a success story as a student in River's Edge. 

With her original Iranian name, Atoosa lived family stories and Iranian stories in Iran and 

at home in Canada. The new stories lived under the name of Atoosa was a sign of 

Atoosa's new life shifting from Iran to Canada. 

Atoosa's parents encouraged their son and daughters to get involved in Canadian 

school stories because it was the reason they brought their children to Canada: 
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But ah, me and my sister were in ESL together... Because me and my sister never 

were in the same class before; so that was very cool. Ah, at first everybody ... in 

our family said to us not to be together, be with others in the school. It's good for 

English: 'Your English will improve that way.' (Tape-recorded Conversation with 

Atoosa, September 24, 2004) 

In order to fit into the new storied landscape of school, Atoosa's parents wanted her to 

improve her English. She needed to practice it with those who spoke English. That meant 

she should not be with her sister all the time rather with other classmates. However 

making friends and speaking English were not easy for Atoosa even though she wanted 

very much to do both. 

Atoosa and her sister became friends in River's Edge9, Atoosa was happy that she 

found her sister to be her friend in the Canadian school. She could share her secrets with 

her sister. I wonder if Atoosa was negotiating between composing stories. One set of 

stories was about having close friends to share secrets with and the other stories she was 

supposed to live were to spend more time with English speaking classmates. 

Ramesh also told me that Atoosa liked music. In Iran Atoosa went to music 

classes to learn to play the piano. But she could not resume taking piano lessons in 

Canada because she had homework to do in English. Speaking good English could help 

Atoosa negotiate a way between the competing stories and continuing to live past stories. 

She seemed to have to give up the stories such as being friends with her sister and going 

to piano lessons in order to live the "fitting-in" stories, which her parents thought to be 

9 Atoosa's stories of friends written under the heading, "living on shifting landscapes," have more detail. 
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necessary for future success. 

It seemed to Atoosa's parents that living fitting-in stories meant living out new 

stories. They encouraged their children to be part of Canadian school stories as much as 

possible: 

Last night I went to [msister and brother's high school] at seven o'clock 

because their school had a Thanksgiving Party. There was singing and dancing. 

That was very cool. In this high school every year there's Thanksgiving 

celebration party. They sing in German and perform German dance. [My brother, 

sister and I] went together. We got there at six o'clock because my brother's 

friend was supposed to be there waiting for us, but he wasn't because something 

happened... So when we were there, there was nothing yet... and we didn't really 

like it. Then we went home... And my father said, 'Why did you come back?' 

We went back to the school and found things were getting more interesting... The 

dances had started and [so did] singing and eating. It was very fun. The party was 

over, I think, finished at nine o'clock. We stayed as my father told us until the 

end. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, October 8, 2004) 

The children made an effort to live new stories of school because they were encouraged 

by their parents, because these school stories were stories their parents thought would be 

good for their futures. Atoosa, her sister and brother went early to meet a friend whom I 

imagined had lived this story of the school Thanksgiving party before. They might feel 

comfortable if they were with an insider who had more experience than they did. They 

were disappointed that their friend was not in the school waiting for them. They did not 
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really know what to do and what to look forward to. They did not like the situation they 

were in, knowing little about what was going on. The three went back home. But their 

father did not expect them to be back so soon. His question seemed to encourage them to 

return. They went back to the school at the time the party started. To Atoosa, the 

Thanksgiving party turned out to be "very fun." It seemed that they liked the new 

experience and "stayed till the end" as their father had told them. 

Atoosa and her family might give up something such as long Iranian names to "fit 

in" to what they saw as the dominant stories in Canada. This "something" given up was 

believed to bring forth something more important to their future stories to be lived in 

Canada. These fitting-in stories that Atoosa was living seemed to agree with what the 

family storied about living out Canadian educational stories. They gave up something to 

fit in. Yet, there were still stories they would try not to give up and would try to continue 

to live. 

Living Family Stories and Atoosa's Stories to Live By 

In later sections, I describe how it was not an easy decision for Atoosa's mother to 

make the decision to go to Canada because, as a medical doctor, she had an important 

position in Iran. Her mother, Ramesh, finally decided to leave her job and came to 

Canada because Canada was storied as a place in which her children, Atoosa, her brother 

and sister, would have good educations. In the previous section I described how Atoosa's 

mother and father seemed to encourage Atoosa to live "fitting-in" stories in Canada. 

Atoosa's parents seemed to want their children to fit into the Canadian school landscape, 
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to dress right and to have the right names. It seemed to them these fitting-in stories might 

help their children live better lives in Canada. Atoosa and her family had lived many 

stories in Iran before they came to Canada. However, the fitting-in stories were helping 

their transplanted roots grow well in Canadian soil, the roots of the Iranian stories were 

also nurtured and lived in Canada in the family. For the second visit, I wrote: 

At 10:00 a.m., I was at the door. Ramesh opened the door as the doorbell rang. 

Leading me to the living room, she asked me to make myself comfortable. She 

said she would be back with me because she was in her kitchen clothes. The 

kitchen clothes looked nice to me... Ramesh told me she was baking in the 

kitchen. I asked if I could visit her kitchen. She said "Yes, but it may not be so 

tidy" as I followed her to the kitchen. In the kitchen, Ramesh said she was also 

making tea and proudly showed me a copper tea tray. She said she brought it 

with her everywhere. It was oval in shape and had two handles. It was different 

than typical round trays I knew in China. Ramesh made some tea and brought out 

a Persian New Year treat, baklava, a pastry of walnut, almond and coconut. 

Ramesh told me her mother mailed it to her grandchildren. This pastry (baklava), 

Ramesh said, was made and served particularly for the celebration of the Iranian 

New Year... Ramesh looked to be more comfortable and prepared for my second 

visit and knew what she wanted to say. "I want to tell you about our customs" she 

said. And then she started from baklava, the special pastry for the Iranian New 

Year. (Field Note, Wednesday, October 27, 2004) 

I once asked Atoosa if she brought special things, presents or gifts, to Canada. She said 
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she wanted to bring her books and all the gifts her friends gave her to Canada, but 

because of the limitation of the weight of luggage, she had to pick only a few. I imagine 

the copper tea tray must be very special for Ramesh. Perhaps it was a symbol of 

"continuing identity" (Bateson, 1994, p. 78). When we were at the table, she treated me 

Iranian tea and baklava, and started telling me about food, making pastry and celebrating 

Iranian New Year: 

I want to tell you there are more than twenty kinds of pastry we make for the 

celebration. A major treat is called Samanoo, which may take more than ten hours 

to make. But I love making Samanoo because it is all about happiness... And 

everybody, poor people and rich people, makes the special pastry. Everybody 

celebrates the New Year. It's a tradition of more than two thousand years. It 

belongs to everyone. Yeah, it's the most important celebration. (Tape-recorded 

Conversation October 27,2004) 

Ramesh enjoyed being part of the celebration. Making a special pastry might be time 

consuming, but she liked living out a cultural story of that tradition. She emphasized the 

New Year celebration was every Iranian's holiday. It is a tradition for everyone, rich and 

poor. The New Year celebration seemed, to Ramesh, to bring the country together and 

the family together as well. 

Ramesh started the second conversation telling about Iran, the birthplace of her 

and her family. She said, if I did not mind, she could tell me the whole story of 

Zoroaster, the founder of Zoroastrianism. From baklava to Zoroaster, from family to 

social change, Ramesh shared with me the stories of her roots: her culture, history, home 
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and family. The copper tea tray and grandmother's baklava and her trying to help me 

understand where the family was from and who they were let me see another narrative 

thread other than the one of "fitting-in" in Atoosa's storied life. Stories of the values the 

family cherished and "fitting-in" stories interwove into each other and mingled together 

in her telling. About six months after the second visit to Ramesh, Atoosa described a 

joyful story she lived to celebrate Iranian New Year in Canada: 

[The Iranian New Year] was March 21 s t . . . And then we were lucky because it 

was really, really close to spring break. So yeah, it was just like my country. And 

like after that we had holidays. On that [the New Years Day] everybody ah, woke 

up in the morning like at the time. Like we didn't change the time. We just 

celebrated it [according to the Canadian calendar]. It was really, really good. And 

then everybody, the friends we have here, came to our home, and because my 

father and my mother are the oldest ones, everybody came to visit us first and 

then later we went to visit them. [In our tradition] the younger ones go to visit the 

older people and then after that older people go to visit the other ones. Yeah. Or 

like if we want to phone ah, we call all my uncles and my aunts first because in 

my father's family he is the youngest. But my mom is the oldest person in her 

family, like among their sisters and brothers, so we got calls from my uncle and 

my aunt and my mom called my grandmother. It was pretty fun. We had lots of 

good things and then in the spring break we went outside to enjoy some pretty 

places in here. Being with our friends [to celebrate the Iranian New Year] was 

fun. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, May 19, 2005) 
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It might look like a fitting-in story that Atoosa, her family and friends celebrated Iranian 

New Year by the Canadian calendar. However, as I listened to Atoosa, I thought it was 

more about living out a story of an Iranian tradition practiced in the family. It was 

"really, really good" to Atoosa. The celebration was like in Iran, a lot of "good things", 

friends visiting, phone making and good wishes coming in from, going to families. 

Atoosa even brought Canadian school's spring break and Iranian holiday for the New 

Year celebration together to feel a harmony of living Iranian stories in Canada. Atoosa 

knew many details of the stories of celebrating the New Year in her family because she 

had lived such stories many times in Iran. While she might live or have lived many 

stories to fit into the Canadian school landscape, I imagine stories of wishing other 

families the best on Iranian New Year's Day was a story for Atoosa to live by as an 

Iranian girl living in Canada. She and her family composed their lives to live these 

stories in Iran and these stories continued to be lived out alongside the other stories of 

fitting-in. 

Responding to my question if she had any concerns about Atoosa and her other 

two children living in Canada, Ramesh said: 

I don't worry about my children's future in Canada. No. I'm sure that they can 

go to universities or colleges. I'm sure. I know my country is different, but my 

children, I think, can understand. They would respect some of our values. I don't 

have anything to worry about them [living in Canada]. I know my children. I 

think they have good personality. For Iranian culture, I would like my children to 

always respect their parents, have good relationship with the family, love their 
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families. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa's mother, Ramesh, October 

13,2004) 

Here, Ramesh tells me two major plotlines she wanted Atoosa, her brother and sister to 

live out, that is, getting an education and "having good relationship with the family." To 

do well in schools and go to universities, the children might need to fit into new stories of 

school such as making friends, keeping friendships, handling marks and so on. Atoosa 

and her brother and sister were good students in Iran and Ramesh trusted that her children 

could go to universities in Canada. The other plotline was composed out of familiar 

Iranian stories in which they would be as responsible family members. Ramesh seemed 

to have imagined competing cultural stories her children might encounter in Canada as 

she said Canada and Iran have very different cultures. She wanted to teach Atoosa, her 

brother and sister to "always respect their parents, have good relationship with the 

family". Ramesh's, and her husband's, lived and told stories involved caring for each 

other, their children, and their extended families. As Ramesh spoke, she said how she 

wanted her children to continue to live stories in which they would value family. These 

were the family stories they had lived in Iran and did not want to lose but to sustain. 

Living on Shifting Landscapes 

Before I move on to the plotlines of friends and marks that I follow to explore her 

experiences she lived on shifting landscapes, I revisit and retell part of Atoosa's lived and 

told stories in a few paragraphs. 

The stories Atoosa told me were mainly about her school life in Iran and Canada. 
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In her stories of her family, the main thread was also about her stories of school. I can 

imagine as a teenage girl, her whole life was about school: her classmates, friends, 

teachers, courses, tests, marks and going to universities. The stories she dreamed most 

about as she planned to come to Canada were stories of better and easier education. 

These stories about Canada were also told in the family. When Atoosa's parents decided 

to go to Canada, the story they told of Canada was centred on living stories of education. 

Atoosa and her family sought to live out these stories. 

Atoosa's parents were medical doctors in Iran. Their education and professional 

knowledge enabled them to live a good life. Ramesh said "Um, ... I had a very nice job, 

satisfying job in my country and our life was very, very good uh, comfortable and we had 

two houses in our country and we had lots of things..." (Tape-recorded Conversation 

with Ramesh, October 13, 2004). When Atoosa's father got an opportunity to work for a 

research project, the whole family came with him to Canada. Atoosa's mother with little 

regret giving up the job she was proud she was trusted to do. She said she had to be with 

her family: "Because of my children uh, we decided to stay in Canada" (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Ramesh, October 13, 2004). She wanted to be with her children in 

Canada because, in her story, Canada was a place where her children, Atoosa and her 

brother and sister, could have good education on a less competitive landscape, and they 

could live good lives with that education. 

Ramesh and her husband worked hard for their good life in Iran. As a medical 

doctor, Ramesh also knew stories of less fortunate women, who "had no right to choose 

the hospital and their doctors" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Ramesh, October 13, 
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2004). She considered herself to be lucky to have a "special" husband, who "understood 

me very well" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Ramesh, October 13, 2004). But luck 

could not be planned. Canada was storied to be the place that had a better educational 

system around going to universities. Canada was certainly not storied to be a place where 

women could not decide where to deliver their babies. Stories of how institutions shaped 

people's lives seemed to be more dominant than stories of luck and personal hard 

work. Ramesh's lived stories told her education led to a good life. The stories she lived 

and heard were that Canada provided better and less competitive education than Iran. She 

was imagining that her children could have more fun in schools and, at the same time, go 

to universities. 

The stories about going to Canada for Atoosa and her brother and sister had 

plotlines of going to good and internationally famous universities. Atoosa was a grade 

seven student in Iran at that time. Her older brother was in grade eleven. Atoosa knew a 

lot of her brother's stories of studying for passing the entrance examinations to enter 

universities. In later conversations about her life in Iran, Atoosa told me she also lived 

her stories of taking all kinds of tests just as practice for the big ones. Studying hard and 

passing tests with good marks seemed to be the most important parts of Atoosa's life as 

she told her stories of living in Iran. Atoosa might feel sad leaving Iran behind to go to 

an unknown country. She said: "Except a relative in Vancouver, we haven't any family 

here... And we were lonely... and ah, when we were in the airplane me and my sister 

were crying..." Before they left Iran for Canada, Canada was a country that existed only 

in imagination and in cyber space. "When we were in Iran, my mother was always 
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searching Internet for Canada. What the weather was like in Canada. One day she... 

said, 'now in Canada is negative forty'" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, 

September 24,2004). However, expecting to live a better and easier story of going to 

universities in Canada was the hope and comfort for Atoosa to leave her home country, 

Iran: "We came to Canada because we can study here and go to better school and 

university" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, September 24,2004). Living in 

Canada made sense to Atoosa when the imagined stories of living in Canada were 

connected to her lived stories in Iran. 

Before Atoosa and her family moved to Canada, they, together, storied Canada to 

be a place of better education and better life. Atoosa and her family came to Canada with 

their lived stories of Iran. Atoosa came to Canada with lived stories of Iranian schools. 

She was sad leaving her home country, her friends and grandparents. She and her sister 

cried on the plane. Because they were prepared for changing stories to live in Canada, 

Atoosa tried to learn to live different stories in Canadian schools. Canadian schools were 

different landscapes for living stories even though the stories were all stories of school. 

Thinking narratively in the three-dimensional narrative inquiry space, I saw how 

Atoosa's past storied life influenced her present and might influence her future behavior. 

Atoosa was prepared to come to Canada for education. Canada was positively storied to 

her and by her. On the one hand, she looked forward to new stories of school; on the 

other, she lived her new stories as a person who had lived many stories in Iran. These 

new stories were on a different landscape than her earlier ones. With the "moving force" 

(Dewey, 1938, p.37) of experience, Atoosa imagined to live her past stories on a new 
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landscape. Atoosa also learned to live new stories on the shifting landscapes as she 

moved from Iran to Canada. Now, in the next section, I explore Atoosa's lived stories on 

these shifting landscapes by following two plotlines: plotline of friends and plotline of 

marks. 

Plotline of Friends 

In Iran, a very important plotline of school stories to Atoosa was friends: "Friends 

are like my number one thing." Friends meant so much to her that she said, "I really 

cannot live without a friend" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, May 19, 2005). 

Friends were the centre of Atoosa's school life in Iran. Atoosa loved being friends with 

her classmates. In her world of friends, they were close: "I had friends and they were very 

good and kind to me but ah, I think I should be closer to them to say my secrets" (Tape-

recorded Conversation with Atoosa, September 24, 2004). Atoosa needed close friends to 

share her world and her stories: 

We were always together and we knew each other's secrets. If we were sad 

because of a teacher or other classmates, we would turn to each other and help 

and if something good happened, we would share that together... That was very 

good. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, September 24, 2004) 

Her close friends were good students who studied as hard as she did: "... when I say my 

friends, I mean my close friends. They were hard workers like me" (Tape-recorded 

Conversation, October 15, 2004). Atoosa made friends with those who studied hard and 

had good marks as she did. In this way she was always encouraged to study harder: 
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If you were friends with somebody whose marks were not very good, your marks 

would come down too. But if you were close to those who wanted to get perfect 

marks, you would be likely to do the same. (Tape-recorded Conversation, October 

15,2004) 

The memory of the lived stories of school in Iran often came back to Atoosa when she was 

in River's Edge: "[In Iran], me and my friends I mean me and my two other friends stayed 

in the school until twelve and we just talked, laughed and then that was so cool" (Tape-

recorded Conversation, October 26, 2004). Atoosa described her "cool" stories of friends in 

Iran. She always had friends spending time together, "talking" and "laughing", and with 

whom, she happily composed her storied life of school. In the afternoon when school was 

over, Atoosa and her friends went home. They called each other to tell stories of their lived 

stories. Atoosa described one of her days in Iran: 

I went to my home and [my friends] went to their homes and when we were at 

home at noon, we did homework, and then we phoned each other and we spoke 

about one hour and on until our parents [came home]. ... First we asked about 

questions ... like I had a question on that page. We talked about school, teachers, 

students or like what happened that day. Every day you could find something [to 

talk about] (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, October 26, 2004) 

However, Atoosa realized her lived stories were not the same on the new school 

landscape. For example, Atoosa told me in one conversation that students in River's 

Edge could be friendly, but it was hard to develop a friendship to become close friends: 

".. .some people in here were nice and I was kind to them too. But a few days later, they 
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wouldn't be with me anymore" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, October 16, 

2004). I would imagine she had no friends with whom she could "talk" and "laugh" 

together for hours as she was new in River's Edge, a new school landscape. Atoosa 

looked forward to living similar stories to the ones she lived in Iran: "In here I don't have 

such close friends yet, that's why I miss them so much. I don't have any [close friends 

like I had in Iran]" (Tape-recorded Conversation, September 24, 2004). The stories of 

friends in River's Edge happened to be different. Atoosa did not have stories of close 

friends. The "cool" stories she and her friends lived in Iran could only be revisited in her 

memory. She longed for living stories of close friends. She missed her friends because 

she wanted to live similar stories in the new school. She hoped she could live the "cool" 

stories she enjoyed in her schools in Iran in River's Edge. She was a good student and 

had many friends and close friends. In Iran, she had no problems making friends: "I was 

friends with all of [my classmates], and I think there was nobody that didn't know me in 

the school" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, October 15,2004). 

Atoosa looked forward to living similar stories of friends in River's Edge. Yet, 

she found it was not easy to make friends. She storied the difficulty as arising from the 

language: 

We don't know the language and then you don't know the language of some 

people, you, and you can't make ah, conversation with them and so it's hard to 

find friends... For example, I can't just say to my friends, 'Hi, how are you? 

What do you have next? How much homework do you have?' Just this, nothing 

else. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, September 24,2004). 
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In Iran Atoosa had friends and also close friends with whom she shared her secrets. She 

knew she did not just say "Hi" to her friends, her close friends. She knew it did not work 

that way to make friends and keep a close relationship with friends. Friendship was 

composed of sharing stories with more than superficial information. Friends were what 

she enjoyed so much about school in Iran when she and her friends spoke the same 

language. She could share any feelings and stories with her friends in Persian. On a new 

school landscape, she found she was not able to enjoy school as much as she realized 

making friends was hard: "...some people in here were nice and I was kind to them too. 

But a few days later, they wouldn't be with me anymore". Atoosa had lived stories of 

having fun with friends in Iran. River's Edge was "hard" to her "because everywhere 

humans need somebody to be with" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, 

September 24, 2004) and she did not feel she had people to be with. To be with 

somebody was a basic "human need" for Atoosa. It was not supposed to be so difficult 

because, in Atoosa's lived stories in Iran, it seemed natural and easy to make friends. 

v Atoosa did not tell me she felt she was intentionally excluded out of a group in 

River's Edge even though she felt confused that "[b]ut a few days later, they wouldn't be 

with me anymore". She was trying to live her stories of being with friends in the 

Canadian school. Atoosa found she and her sister were closer on the new landscape. Her 

sister had always been one grade her senior in school in Iran and never in the same class. 

In the new Canadian school, she and her sister were in the same ESL program and in the 

same classroom. Her sister became her close friend like the friends she used to have in 

her schools in Iran. Her sister was more than a sister in River's Edge. She was a close 
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friend with whom to share secrets. She had a new story of friends, that is, Atoosa found a 

friend in her sister, who seemed to be merely a sister in Iran. It was a new story of "being 

with somebody." Atoosa was excited she had her sister as her close friend in River's 

Edge: "We were like very close friends and everybody in the [ESL] class was like . . . 

'They are lucky they are always together'. Like when she was in Iran, Atoosa now had a 

close friend, her sister, to whom she could tell her secret stories: "We know each others' 

secrets" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, September 24,2004). Being friends 

with her sister and sharing her secrets with her were a new story Atoosa learned to live 

out "being with somebody" on a new school landscape. Atoosa's sister had already 

moved to senior high school when Atoosa was a participant in my research. She said: 

"We are not just sisters. We are friends to each other and now me and my sister love each 

other. Now, my sister tries to help me in everything and I try to help her in everything" 

(Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, September 24, 2004). On a shifting 

landscape, Atoosa not only lived new stories of friends but also new stories of herself and 

her sister. Stories of who could be friends shifted as Atoosa shifted from Iran to Canada. 

In Iran, Atoosa's close friends were those who, like her, were good students and 

well recognized in the school. Living her stories in River's Edge, Atoosa found new 

meanings about who could be friends. Her sister became her close friend. She also 

learned to find friends among those who were not so visible as good students. She made 

friends with ESL students in her class. She tried to be close them. Instead of having 

lunch in the school cafeteria, Atoosa ate lunch in the ESL classroom because "...they eat 

their lunch in ESL room too so we talk and we laugh..." (Tape-recorded Conversation 
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with Atoosa, October 26, 2004). I imagine the closeness with classmates talking and 

laughing was similar to the stories she lived in Iranian schools. I imagine Atoosa might 

feel it "cool" to talk and laugh with classmates in ESL classroom. 

At the conversation on May 19,2005, five months after the previous one, Atoosa 

could not help telling her most exciting story she had been living in the past five months: 

In the past few months, I found a really, really, really, really close friend and ah, 

she's Chinese. And we are now so close together. Well, now I feel really, really 

better than the past and well, then you have a friend in the school and then it 

makes things really easier than before. I get help and stuff. We usually spend lots 

of time together. Like after school and in the morning. (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Atoosa, May 19, 2005) 

Till then Atoosa had been in River's Edge for seventeen months. In a few weeks, she 

would leave River's Edge for the senior high school. Having been in the Canadian 

school for three semesters, finally Atoosa felt that she was living out a story of being 

close to someone. The "really, really, really, really close friend" seemed to remind 

Atoosa of "cool" stories of being with friends, of spending "lots of time together", of 

talking, laughing, sharing secrets, and helping each other when she was in Iran. She 

learned new stories about friends on her new school landscape, but she did not give up 

her hope of living a story of having close friends in school. She was excited and happy to 

reconnect the story of her new friend with the stories of friends she lived in Iran. New 

stories of making friends and being a friend sometimes might be frustrating and 

confusing, but Atoosa learned to live new stories of friends and to understand the new 
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stories. In Iran, she was a popular student and "there was nobody that did not know her 

in the school". In River's Edge, she shifted her orientation of living stories of close 

friends. The close friend she made was a Chinese girl from the ESL class. The Chinese 

girl was close to Atoosabut seemed also to belong to a Chinese group: "... we have a 

Chinese group and everybody is Chinese in it except me". Atoosa was the only non-

Chinese in the Chinese group. Atoosa learned to be close to her friend in a way that was 

not the way she experienced in Iran: 

They speak mainly Chinese but I don't feel bad among them. Like it's really 

weird if you are with someone who are speaking the other language and like you 

are the only [one who does not understand a word]. But I don't feel like that at all. 

Like, if you are really together. Like, now everybody knows I belong to that 

group. We don't visit each other and meet outside. (Tape-recorded Conversation 

with Atoosa, May 19, 2005) 

To Atoosa the Chinese girl was special and, like the close friends she used to have in 

Iran, she could share her feelings and secrets. I imagine that Atoosa's experiences in 

River's Edge would lead her to tell different stories of who a close friend was. For 

example, Atoosa storied the Chinese girl differently than her close friends in Iran. 

Atoosa might do different things with her and the Chinese group from what she did in 

Iran. But there was no doubt for Atoosa that this Chinese girl was her very good friend: 

"I tried [to make friends]. ... But this Chinese girl is special." (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Atoosa, May 19, 2005). With the Chinese girl, Atoosa learned to live 

new stories of who made a close friend. She might not speak Persian. Like Atoosa, she 
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was learning to speak English well. Atoosa also learned how to be a close friend. Atoosa 

stayed close to her good friend, hanging out with her friends to belong to a group. As the 

landscape shifted, Atoosa shifted her way of living stories of friends and of making new 

meaning of living school stories. 

Plotline of Marks 

Having good marks was another major plotline of Atoosa's stories in school in 

Iran. Marks were part of the storied school life. In her stories of school, good students 

had good marks: ".. .We (Atoosa and her friends) loved to get good marks and we were 

good students" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, October 15, 2004). If anything 

could make her happy, having good marks certainly did: 

The thing that always makes me happy in a class or something is my mark. If I 

get high marks, I'm so happy. This is something that makes up for all the 

unhappiness. When I'm tired, I'm going like... 'Yeah anyways my mark is very 

high in school.' (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, October 8, 2004) 

Good marks comforted her, gave her confidence and meaning in school life. 

In Atoosa's stories, marks were not secret stories. She knew her friends' marks 

and she would tell her friends her marks. On the one hand, it seemed to be a way to tell 

who they were and how they might want to study for coming tests. On the other hand, it 

was a major part of her and her friends' school life: 

I like to have that in here too (that you could talk about marks). Like in Iran if I 

asked whoever's mark for a math test, she would tell me what she got and I would 
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tell her my mark. (If my mark was a good one), she might say 'that was very 

good'. In River's Edge if you asked people's marks, they might think you wanted 

to know everything about her or him. That's not like that (In Iran). If you were 

asked, 'What did you get?' You would sit on your seat and say your marks... If 

you get a hundred, everybody would say, 'Well, she got a perfect mark'... I liked 

everybody knew me (to have good marks)." (Tape-recorded Conversation with 

Atoosa, October 15, 2004). 

Good marks defined Atoosa as a good student in her school in Iran and she storied herself 

as popular because of that. She was confident that everyone in her school knew her 

because she was a good student and always earned good marks. On the Iranian school 

landscape, marks were lived as a major plotline. Atoosa and her friends talked about 

marks. She knew how she had been doing in the courses by knowing her marks and her 

friends' marks. 

Atoosa found the past lived stories of marks were not the same on the new school 

landscape in River's Edge. Marks were not supposed to be asked about and shared with 

classmates and friends as they used to be in her Iranian schools. But marks were still 

important stories of school for Atoosa. She, therefore, tried to understand new stories of 

marks in River's Edge from talking about the experiences with her brother and sister: 

They (Atoosa's friends/classmates) told me nothing. But my brother, my sister 

and I were at home and we talked about our experiences ... We understood that 

they (students in Canadian schools) don't really like that if you ask, 'what was 

your mark' or something ... (If they have to say marks)... they have secret names. 
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You choose a secret name for yourself and when they want to say your marks 

they use your secret names... (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, October 

15,2004) 

Atoosa might have many secret stories she would want to share with her close friends. 

Marks seemed not to be a secret story in Iran. But in River's Edge, they seemed to be. 

Stories of marks used to be lived as something that defined who you were in the stories of 

your friends in Atoosa's Iranian schools. In talking about marks, one might use secret 

names. This was a new story to live for Atoosa in Canadian schools. Atoosa had to learn 

to live new stories about marks. She still (when the conversation was taped) hoped she 

could talk about marks and tell stories of marks: "I like to have that in here too [that I 

could openly talk about marks]" as she used to in Iran. She tried to understand new 

stories about marks on the new school landscape so that she could live and tell stories of 

marks in a new way by using secret names or some other ways to reflect new shades of 

meaning in telling stories of marks. 

Atoosa also had to learn new stories other than marks from quizzes and tests to 

tell stories of good students. She had to learn what stories of school to live by. In Iran, 

various levels of subject matter contests were organized all year round. Atoosa's father 

used to register her to participate in the contests: 

We had national contests in math, science, history, geography etc. In Iran, you did 

not have to go to these contests. But it was for everybody as long as you paid the 

registration fee. If you win, you get prizes. In the summer, there will be a big 

festival, and the winners will be presented the prizes in front of everybody, 
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parents, students, teachers... My best prize was (I missed one because I came to 

Canada and couldn't go to the festival) a calendar music box. If you press the 

button, you will hear that day's music and that was so cool. My father paid lots of 

money for me and my brother to go to the contests because this way we could 

practice for formal entrance exams to good high schools and universities. I liked 

to be busy with contests like this because I enjoyed when I was first or second or 

my name was on the winners' list... (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa 

October 15, 2004) 

Contests, exams and prizes were stories for Atoosa to live in Iran to be a student. She 

lived the story of being a prize-winner with her family. She enjoyed being storied as a 

winner at the festival and to have her name on the winners' list. Atoosa found in Canada 

there were only math contests for junior high students. But Atoosa still wanted to live 

similar success stories in River's Edge so that she could, like before, construct who she 

was becoming by living these success stories. In the second year in River's Edge, when 

her English was better, Atoosa was thinking of going to the math contest in the final year 

in junior high. Although she was not sure if her English was good enough to allow her to 

do well in the test, she did go for it because she wanted to and her family and teachers 

encouraged her to do so. Atoosa was proud to tell me that she and her best friend, 

described earlier, went to the math contest. She did not know the result when the 

conversation was taped. But I could see Atoosa was satisfied that she took the math 

contest in English. She "really wanted to do something like it" (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Atoosa, May 19, 2005). It seemed to me that Atoosa was happy 
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because after a year's interruption, she finally resumed a story that had told so much of 

who she was in Iranian schools and that she could now live in River's Edge. Reliving the 

story of participating in a subject matter contest, to Atoosa, reflects Carr's (1986) three 

dimensions of life experience: value to her present to tell who she was, significance to her 

past as a good student and purpose to her future becoming as good as she used to be. I 

also imagine, however, that although there were math contests when she was in River's 

Edge, the story was not lived the same for Atoosa. She might not be as competitive as 

she had been in Iran because the contests were in English. She might feel it was not an 

important story for students in River's Edge to live and define who they were. She might 

feel that taking the math contest was not an anxious story for students to live in River's 

Edge as it was in Iran. Atoosa might be happy that she could continue a story that was a 

part of her life in Iran and that meant so much in shaping who she was in Iran. While in 

River's Edge, a new landscape, Atoosa might also have new experiences to tell new 

stories of math contests and prizes. They might not be as compelling as they used to be 

in Iran because the students in River's Edge might tell different stories about subject 

contests. Their many other stories of school might dilute the excitement Atoosa might 

have about subject contests on shifting landscapes. 

Participating in contests, exams and earning good marks were stories for Atoosa 

to live to be a good student and eventually a university student. The plotline for Atoosa 

was very clear in Iran. Atoosa had always been in the plotline of studying hard to go to 

good universities. This story made contests, exams and good marks meaningful stories to 

live. From her parents, brother and sister and other friends and relatives, Atoosa storied 
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going to universities was easier in Canada "because you don't have to take exams for 

universities" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, October 15, 2004). It was a new 

story that Atoosa had been looking forward to. 

Also from her brother and sister, Atoosa learned about the International 

Baccalaureate (IB) program in Canadian high schools. The story of passing with high 

scores in the examinations to go to good Iranian high schools or universities was shifted 

to have an average of eighty or higher in the core courses finishing grade nine in River's 

Edge to enter the IB program in senior high schools. Atoosa said, "For your last report 

card (of grade nine), you should have eighty" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Atoosa, 

October 15, 2004). However, on the one hand, Atoosa was excited that the IB program 

could even lead her to well-known universities outside Canada: "IB students might go to 

universities in California ... because the curriculum was similar" (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Atoosa, October 15, 2005). Atoosa went to the high school principal to 

ask about the IB program because she and her father, who used to pay for Atoosa to 

practice on testing skills, wanted to continue to live the academic stories. On the other 

hand, she found new stories of school in the high school in non-IB and regular classes 

appealing: 

But if you don't, if you don't choose IB, you can have lots of fun for school life. 

You can take easier things and also you can have like construction technology, 

cosmetology, fashion... If I don't choose IB, I can have these much fun and if I, 

for example, cannot be a doctor... I can do these things and make a living out of 

them. But if I choose IB, I will have a very, very, very hard time in high school. 
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But everybody who says 'I enjoy high school' is the one who is not in IB 

program. [These words] make me think about: hard work or fun? (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Atoosa, October 15, 2004) 

The new school stories on the new school landscapes were shaping Atoosa's stories to 

live by. She was a hard working student in Iran. She took every effort to study for good 

marks, schools and universities. Being a doctor like her mother and father might be the 

story she wanted for her future. Universities in California might be a goal to work for. 

But the new story of fun in school seemed to be shifting Atoosa's plotline of working 

hard. The story of choices seemed to reshape Atoosa's lived stories of school, which had 

long been shaped around working hard for high marks to enter good universities. The 

story of fun in school, which seemed to be never lived in Iran, was making sense to 

Atoosa on a new school landscape. 

Ramesh said to me: "[To be a fashion designer] is okay in Canada, but in Iran, 

not" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Ramesh, October 13, 2004). It seemed also to 

Atoosa's mother, stories to live would shift from landscape to landscape. Atoosa and her 

family learned new ways to live past stories such as in the stories of marks. They also 

intended to adopt new stories to shift away from past lived stories such as in Atoosa's 

telling of non-IB programs in high school. It might not be that Atoosa did not want to be 

a hard-working student, but rather she found stories of having fun in school meaningful 

on new storied school landscapes. 
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Chapter Five 

DI: "I JUST WANT TO BE MYSELF" 

Meeting Di 

In the afternoon, the students were dismissed. The hallways turned into the six 

o'clock highways, busy and noisy. At the corner by the main entrance, I caught 

sight of Su, whom I met in the grade nine fine art class, and two other girls sitting 

on the floor. I waved to Su and walked over. Su introduced her friends to me. 

They were all from China. Lili came here five years ago. Di and her parents 

immigrated to Canada only a few months ago. She is already in the regular class. 

She could be in the ESL program, but she was told it was OK for her to take 

courses in the regular classes. She is now in grade 8. She looked sad. She did not 

smile like the other Chinese girls. Di looked upset. She said she missed her home, 

school and friends in China. She had so many friends at home because she had 

been in the same school for seven years. All of a sudden, she was placed in a 

different and unknown school landscape. "People live far away from each other 

and it's difficult to visit friends you make in the school." Di turned to Lili: "Lili, I 

haven't been to your home yet." (Field note, Thursday, Feb. 5, 2004) 

This was the first piece I wrote about Di. Because she was not in the fine art class, I did 

not meet her again until October 2004. When I turned to the ESL class seeking student 

participants from newly immigrated families, Nora, the ESL teacher, introduced Atoosa 

to me. Mrs. Jones, a teaching assistant in the ESL class, recommended that I see Di. The 
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following field note described the "official" meeting I had with Di when I invited her and 

her parents to be research participants: 

It has been eight months since I first met Di in February when she was with Su 

and Lili. Today's meeting was an official one. Mrs. Jones had told her about the 

meeting, but in case Di forgot, Mrs. Jones called her over the speaker at 12:30 

PM, assuming Di had finished her lunch somewhere with her friends. A few 

minutes later, Di came to the general office with a friend. Di recognized me 

immediately. It seemed we did not need an introduction. I thanked Mrs. Jones 

and she left the office. I tried to find a quieter place, but couldn't. Well, since Di 

knows me, the talk can be short. We spoke in Mandarin. Di nodded her head 

when I explained my research intentions. In this conversation, I told Di about 

consent forms that she and her parents needed to sign in order to be participants in 

my research. I had her home phone number and told Di I would phone her 

parents. (Field note, Wednesday, Oct. 20, 2004) 

I had hoped Di would remember me and would want to share her stories with me. When 

she accepted my invitation without hesitation, I was happy and touched at the same time 

by her trust in me. I felt my responsibility to listen to her stories. Di came in with a friend 

who was neither Su nor Lili. I imagined Di's life would have changed since the first time 

I met her. I was also eager to know her and her parents and her family stories that 

brought her here to live her new stories in Canada. 

Our first conversation was tape-recorded during a lunch break in River's Edge on 

November 4, 2004, two weeks after our "official" meeting. Over the next months, there 
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were six tape-recorded conversations, one in the school, four in Di's home and one in my 

home. The last conversation was in Chinese and tape-recorded on June 28, 2005. During 

this time, over three hours of conversations with Di's parents were tape-recorded in April 

and June 2005. Reading Di's and her mother's telling of their lives, I seemed to see 

many ways Di followed in her mother's footprints. 

Living Family Stories 

Di and her parents immigrated to Canada in the summer of 2003. The 

immigration process took them about three years. Di's mother told Di about the family 

plan to immigrate to Canada when Di was still in the elementary school. When the whole 

family received immigrant visas, Di was already a grade seven student. In June 2003 

when Di arrived at River's Edge, she was a grade eight student. The first notes I wrote 

about Di were sad. She was quieter than Su and Lili. She did not smile. She looked 

confused on a new and different landscape. "Lili, I haven't been to your home yet" was a 

cry for connections. Listening to her mother's stories enabled me to understand Di and 

how family stories shaped Di's lived stories. 

Five months after my first conversation with their daughter (October 20, 2004), I 

visited Di's parents, mother, Ting and father, Bo. The conversation was mainly between 

Ting and me. Bo joined in when I asked him if, like his wife, he also went to the schools 

that were run by the municipal education bureau. Bo said: "My school was run by the 

factory for its staffs children" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Ting, April 22,2005). 

Ting's and Bo's schools were different in the sense of who went to the school. Ting's 
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school was for children who lived close to the school, while Bo's was for the children 

whose parents worked in the same factory. Bo continued his school stories, when Ting 

and I were talking about our school experiences during the Cultural Revolution. The 

Cultural Revolution had an impact on Bo. In the school he took part in writing big 

character posters as coursework. In senior high, like most of his peers, he became a red 

guard. Writing big character posters shaped his school stories even though he did not 

know much about politics. He remembered he was appointed as a newspaper reader who 

read editorials in order to get involved in political campaigns. As for learning things other 

than politics, he and his classmates went to school-ran workshops. He dismantled a diesel 

oil engine to find out how the four strokes worked. Unlike Bo, Ting went to learn farm 

work in the suburbs. She learned to transplant rice seedlings and other work in the water 

rice fields. She felt working on the farm was fun. Although during the Cultural 

Revolution the school seemed to be fun, having little homework and thinking little about 

marks, the issue with this period, for both Bo and Ting, was "no quality in education." 

An example Bo gave was, when he graduated from this school in the early 1980s, only 

two or three percent of the high school graduates could go to colleges. 

The first conversation (April 22, 2005) with Ting was one hour and thirty-two 

minutes. Ting had been a science teacher all her life before she immigrated to Canada. 

In the family stories she told, stories of education dominated the first conversation and 

the later one. Education was also the main plotline of her lived stories and they were also 

the main stories of life in her family. Alongside Ting's telling, I began to see why Di was 

sad and disappointed when she was not able to live happy school stories in River's Edge. 
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"In my family, my father valued education" Ting started her family stories. 

"Maybe I was four years old. My father brought home the elementary textbooks. I 

learned Chinese characters at home. Therefore I learned to read at a very young age" 

(Tape-Recorded Conversation with Ting, April 22, 2005). Ting's telling of the stories of 

her father centered on the plotline of education: 

If my grandfather had not died that early (when her father was nine years old), my 

father could have had many more years of education and could have got a much 

higher education. Because my father was the only son in the family, he had to 

help his mother, my grandmother, raise his two younger sisters. He was a very 

good student and got good marks. He was attending a private school at that time. 

Because he had to make money for the family, he quit school and worked in a 

store, helping the owner to look after the shop. In this way, he made money to 

support the family. He was heartbroken that he had to leave school. The principal 

even came to his home to persuade him not to leave school and told him his 

tuition could be waived. "I want to learn, but I have two little sisters. We have to 

live" he turned down the principal's kind offer... After the liberation (1949), he 

worked in a big chemical factory. Later he was promoted as an accountant. For 

this position, he took classes in his spare time in a financial university. He was a 

self-taught accountant. To understand him, I think [he quit school to learn to be an 

accountant] was because he was the only son and he had the traditional view that 

education was the most important of all. This view was deep-rooted in his head. 

(Tape-Recorded Conversation with Ting, April 22,2005) 
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Ting understood her father's success in his career was related to his several characters: 

responsibility, self-reliance and valuing education. While working to support the family, 

her father always believed education could bring a decent life. Even though he could not 

live the stories of education in school, he tried to live it out in other ways, that is, through 

taking accounting courses after work. Ting had always admired her father's self-reliance 

in shouldering the responsibility of helping his mother bring up his younger sisters, both 

of whom finished high school and followed his vision to lead the family on the route of 

"valuing education." 

Ting lived her father's stories of "valuing education" from a young age. Her 

father brought home elementary textbooks when she was only four years old. She then 

entered the elementary school one year earlier than most children. When she graduated 

from high school, the policy of going to colleges and universities through taking the 

national entrance examinations had been enacted for several years. Ting took the entrance 

examinations, but her total score was not high enough to go to the dreamed prestigious 

universities. Her father supported her to return to high school for one more year so that 

Ting could go to one of the storied best universities the next year. Ting, indeed, did 

better the second time and realized her dream of education from a better university. 

Sadly, her father did not live to see her graduate from the university. When her father 

was alive, Ting lived the stories of education her father valued very much. As the only 

child in the family, after her father passed away, Ting also lived the stories of self-

reliance and responsibility her father had lived out. She graduated from university and 

kept her promise and went back to her father's chemical factory that had supported her 
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university education after her father passed away. She became a teacher to train factory 

staff. Although the factory provided good salary and welfare, a few years later the 

seemingly carefree life was boring for Ting. The factory, to Ting, was a small and 

isolated world. She did not want to "live like a frog in a well" (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Ting, April 22, 2005). She found a job in downtown and, as Di 

reached the age to go to school, Ting started preparing for the examinations for graduate 

programs. Like her father who took night classes to learn to be an accountant, by means 

of education, Ting climbed out the "well." With a master's degree from another well-

known university, she became a faculty member in a college, a bigger and more 

demanding world. 

In our over three hours of conversations, Ting's stories were also all centered 

around education, self-reliance and independence. When Di was born into the family, 

these plotlines of education, self-reliance and independence became Di's family stories, 

told and lived. In the remainder of this section, I explore how Di lived out these stories 

and how she was shaped by them. 

In our second conversation (November 11, 2004), Di told me the lived stories of 

her family: 

I think my family is a hardworking, and actually a very happy family. In New 

Year holidays or sometimes any holidays, we just like to get together, playing and 

having dinner. Yeah [when in China], my cousins were really nice. There are lots 

of people. I have two older cousins. One's twenty and the other's eighteen. And I 

have lots of younger cousins. Some of them are boys, some of them are girls. 
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They're in the elementary school and some of them are in the kindergarten and I 

have two cousins that I've never met because they're just born. Both of the older 

cousins are in universities. One of them is in liberal arts. And the other is learning 

chemistry. Their marks were not very good. I think I can do better than them 

when I'm in university. (November 11, 2004) 

Di's lived stories of her family were of a family that was hardworking and happy. Her 

family stories included her extended family. "We" included her, her parents and members 

of her extended family. Apart from her parents, her cousins seemed the most important 

people of her life. Di's stories of her cousins were school-related. She knew who she was 

in the family as a cousin and student: "I can do better than them when I'm in university". 

Di's mother was an important person to her: 

I think my mom is important to me... Sometimes, not very often, she gets mad at 

me. But still she's a really good advisor. She's a really independent woman. I 

would say that, and really strong. Yeah. Like she has her own ideas. As my mom 

told you like when she was very young her family wasn't that good. Like my 

grandfather died from an acute illness. Yeah, so she had a really hard time 

because of her father's passing away. I think those hard experiences made her 

really strong. And she has really independent ideas. She is kind of [a role model]. 

Yeah, I want to be independent. That's why I want to go to a university in another 

province. Like I want to live by myself. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, 

May 5, 2005) 

Ting was "important" to Di. She let Di know what she should or should not do. Di 
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learned to respect her mother's advice and live in the storyline her mother wanted for her. 

Di seemed to see herself in her mother's lived stories. In Di's telling, her mother was a 

"really strong" woman and had "really independent ideas." Ting's lived stories made Di 

want to be like her mother to live stories of being independent: "Yeah, I want to be 

independent. That's why I want to go to a university in another province. Like I want to 

live by myself." Di understood that to be independent was a plotline in her mother's 

lived stories. Although she did not live her mother's hard stories, Di knew her mother's 

hard stories by being told these stories when she grew older: 

Like before when I was younger my mom or my grandparents didn't tell me much 

about their lives. But when I got kind of older, like thirteen or something, they 

kind of started to tell me what's the life like before. And sometimes I kind of even 

imagine that the life they had before. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, May 

5,2005) 

In the family, stories were told. Di heard more about the stories lived in the family as she 

grew older. When family stories were told, Di seemed to understand her mother more and 

know who her mother was: strong and independent. From the told family stories, Di 

seemed to understand from where her mother's strength and independence came: "When 

she was very young her family wasn't that good. Like my grandfather died from an acute 

illness. Yeah, so she had a really hard time because of her father's passing away." When 

she knew her mother's lived stories, the stories her mother wanted for her made sense to 

her. Thus when Ting "got mad" at her, Di understood the stories behind the anger. 

Therefore, her mother was "still a really good advisor" and an "important" person in her 
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life. 

On shifting landscapes, family stories seemed to be Di's grounding for living life. 

From the family stories she knew who she was and was becoming: 

I worry about my marks. Yeah, because uh, you know, my mom wanted me to go 

to that [academic challenge school]. Yeah, if I go to that school, my average mark 

should be like higher than 85. And I want to go to that school too, yeah, although 

it's hard. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, November 4, 2004) 

She knew what she should do. She had an expectation for her performance in River's 

Edge. She should get eighty-five or higher because that was what she needed to go to an 

academic senior high school. "I wanted to go to that school." Di was certain that was the 

right thing to do because her mother wanted her to be there, too. 

I don't know [if I could go to the academic challenge school]. I'm really not sure. 

[My mom wanted me to go,] but I want to go there, too. That school, she said, "If 

you go there, like ninety percent of the students there go to university. Some of 

her coworker's children go to that school. Yeah, like they say that school is kind 

of like Chinese schools. Like teachers give you lots of work to do. (Tape-

recorded Conversation with Di, November 11,2004) 

In the first semester in River's Edge, Di had already looked forward to entering the 

academic challenge high school. She "worried" and "was not sure" if she could get the 

required score for grade nine core courses: language arts, social studies, science and math 

in order to be recommended to go to the school. She also worried if she could do the 

entrance examinations well enough to be admitted into one of the most challenging senior 
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high in the city. But her mother's story was compelling that "ninety percent of the 

students there go to university." Even though she was not sure if she could make it to the 

school, it certainly was her imagined story to live: "I want to go there, too." And there 

was no hesitation because it was also her mother's story of her. 

As I noted earlier, her mother's lived stories were a thread that helped Di 

understand her mother's expectations for her. From her mother's lived stories, Di figured 

out that her mother's suggestions and encouragement had well-rooted reasons. "I can 

never imagine that was my mom's kind of life." (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, 

May 5, 2005). Di said that when she and I talked about a photo Ting showed to Di and 

that Di emailed to me. It was a photo of school children having lunch, standing in front 

of a worn-out building. In the center of the photo was a boy eating from an enamel mug: 

It was just as the life [I lived]. Each of us had an enamel mug, which was a little 

bigger than the ones [in the photo]. And each of the mugs had a number. 

Everyone remembered the number [to claim the mug to have her meals]. (Tape-

recorded Conversation with Ting, April 22, 2005) 

It was hard for Di to imagine her mother's lived school stories. But she tried to imagine 

her mother's life from the stories her mother told her. The telling of the stories seemed to 

justify the mother's expectations for her the daughter. Ting told me and, perhaps many 

times, to Di, about her one year experience in a rural school: 

The result from my first entrance examinations could allow me to go to a 

university. In another word, I had a university to go to for post secondary 

education. But it was not a good university that matched my dream. My father 
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said: 'No. It is not good enough. You go back to a senior high for another year 

and take the exams again.' (laughs) I felt my experience of my returning-school 

was quite special. The school I went back to was one in my ancestors' 

hometown, which was nicknamed as the home of "the Number One Scholar" (A 

title conferred on the one who came first in the imperial examination). The school 

in that town produced the highest score winners of the national college entrance 

examinations... The proportion of students entering colleges from the school was 

95% to 99%... Going Beijing University and Qinghua University (the most 

prestigious universities in China) was the goal for many of the students. 

Sol went to the home of the number one scholar, a rural county and 

stayed for a year and did not even go home to visit my parents for the whole year. 

I lived in the school dorm. (Sigh) You just can't imagine. I felt it was more 

crowded than in jail. It is not an exaggeration. It was very dark. Every bunk bed 

had four students to sleep on, two on the upper bed and two on the lower. My 

meals were from the school kitchen. I showed [Di] a photo of it just now. It was 

just as the life [I lived]. Each of us had an enamel mug, which was a little bigger 

than the ones (in the photo). And each of the mugs had a number. Everyone 

remembered the number [to claim the mug to have her meals]. Turnip or 

pumpkin was cooked in a big wok with little oil. [The food] had little flavor... It 

was really bad. At the end of the year, I had dozens of empty bottles of Shanghai 

pickles my parents mailed to me during the year. 
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I thought I could only see this kind of classrooms in the movie. But I saw 

it with my own eyes. In a not bright classroom, a leather shoe was hung on one 

side of the blackboard and a straw shoe on the other. The two shoes were 

teachers' caution to the students: Just look at the two shoes in the classroom, 

'Which shoe you want to wear?' (Chuckle) And the test papers and books were 

piled up [on the desk] higher than my head, which made a window. I looked 

ahead through them. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Ting, April 22, 2005) 

Ting did not have to go back to a senior high for another year. She did so because her 

father told her she should go to a better university. Ting knew her father's stories of 

education as her family tradition. She accepted her father's suggestions and advice and 

lived out a family story of "valuing education." For a whole year, she did not go home to 

visit her parents, living among her new classmates who, unlike her, grew up in the rural 

area. She endured hard living conditions: sharing a single bed and eating tasteless food. 

She lived dull and depressing classroom stories: working on piles of test papers and 

facing one leather shoe and one straw shoe in a dark classroom. In the telling, Ting 

laughed and chuckled. She did not tell the story just to complain. She told Di her lived 

school stories as success stories: "I was proud of myself being able to live in a rural 

school away from the city and mom and dad" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Ting, 

April 22,2005). And, finally, Ting went to her dreamed university. I imagine Di 

respected her mother more and also understood hard stories as blessings in disguise: 

"Sometimes I kind of even imagine that the life she had before. I think her experiences 

were really... I cannot say that's fun, but I think that's a really good experience" (Tape-
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recorded Conversation with Di, May 5, 2005). 

Before coming to Canada, Di had taken very competitive entrance examinations 

in order to go to a foreign languages senior high school. She entered the second round of 

competition and, in the final, was only three scores short of being accepted. I imagine 

her mother's lived stories of studying for better universities and of taking examinations to 

the best senior high school in the city prepared Di's determination to take the tests for 

entering an academic challenge senior high school in Canada, even though she had only 

been here for two years: 

I did the test. I felt kind of good although I have no idea [if I could be accepted by 

the school]. All the questions were like knowledge-based questions, like memory 

stuff and patterns. But they only give you a few minutes to do those questions, so 

I really had to be fast. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, March 31, 2005) 

Di "did the test." It was a relief. She lived a story she and her parents wanted her to live 

even if it was not an easy story. She told her favorite teacher in River's Edge, Mrs. 

Jones, that she would take the test to go to the academic challenge school. To her 

surprise, Mrs. Jones was not very encouraging. She said that school would be too hard. 

Di was puzzled: "I don't know why" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di March 31, 

2004). She had hoped Mrs. Jones would praise her courage to take the competitive test. 

When the result arrived, Di was disappointed and cried. However, Ting told me: 

I let her cry. I think it was a way to lessen pressure. It's good. I thought there 

should be a good way to face problems. It is not always good that everything goes 

so smoothly. Some setbacks are good for children to grow mature... And of 
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course, it was also good to take the effort to do the test. It was an experience to 

feel what the testing here was like. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Ting, June 

29,2005) 

Ting was, again, telling a story of blessings in disguise. Ting's comments that "[s]ome 

setbacks are good for children to grow mature" is very much like Di's interpretation of 

her mother's hard stories: "I cannot say [my mother's experiences were] fun, but I think 

that's a really good experience." It seemed both the mother and daughter were telling a 

story of being strong, hardworking and self-reliant. I imagine Di's story about the type of 

questions and time limitations of the Canadian test could fit with Ting's story that Di had 

"an experience to feel what the testing here was like." 

Di might have expected Mrs. Jones to say encouraging words like her mother. 

But Mrs. Jones expressed concerns that the academic challenge school might be too hard 

for Di. Mrs. Jones was an important person for Di in River's Edge, like Ting was at 

home. Because of the lived and told stories in the family, Di did not turn away from to 

her family stories. She only wondered why Mrs. Jones was not excited for her. Her lived 

family stories were powerful for Di. They shaped, and were constantly shaping, who she 

was and who she wanted to be. 

Telling family stories was a lived family story for Di. She talked about her 

problems with her mother and her mother helped her by telling something about the 

family: 

She always talks to me at dinner, yeah, something about my family in China. Like 

my uncle's and aunt's job, like something like that my uncle had a new baby. 
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Yeah, those things made me feel better sometimes. (Tape-recorded Conversation 

with Di, November 11, 2004) 

Telling stories about family for Di helped her reconnect with families in China. Telling 

family stories was to tell stories of hope and roots. The telling provided something for Di 

to tell stories about her, her life, and her family life no matter where she was. I imagine, 

when she encountered confusion and difficulties, the roots of the lived and told family 

stories gave her strength. 

The Tension of Living between Stories 

Di was from Central China. She was born to well-educated parents. Her mother, 

Ting, was a faculty member in a prestigious university in China. Her father, Bo, was an 

engineer in a major chemical industry in their province. When Di was in grade five, her 

mother submitted the application for immigrating to Canada. Di was excited: "I'm going 

to another country, yeah, another part of the world" (Tape-recorded Conversation with 

Di, November 4, 2005). I imagine Di was thinking of traveling during summer vacations 

with her parents to see beautiful scenery in other parts of China. It was a travel indeed, 

but different from a tourist trip. While she was excited to leave her country to live in 

Canada, she, like Atoosa, worried: "I was very scared like I didn't know anything about 

Canada." She tried to recollect the stories related to her knowledge about Canada: 

"Canada is right beside the United States. America is more famous. They are together. 

So, [Canada] must be a good country" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, November 

4,2005). The telling seemed to make Canada lively to Di as she related Canada to the 
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US. But soon she became convinced Canada was a good country to go to and to live in 

when her mother told a story of specifics: '"The schools there are much easier than 

schools in China.' Then I said, 'Okay, I will go'" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, 

November 4, 2005). With her mother's story, Di was fully convinced: "Okay, I will go." 

Immigrating to Canada was a long process. About three years later when Di was 

in grade 7, her mother told her they were leaving in two months. "What?" Di was not so 

excited this time because she had almost forgotten about immigrating to Canada: 

I was very excited hearing the news three years ago. But I like um, wait for too 

long time. I kind of forgot it, like you know, yeah, not so excited any more. And 

then I was like, 'What?' like really surprised. (Tape-recorded Conversation with 

Di, November 4, 2005) 

Three years was a long time for approval but two months for packing for an immigration 

journey seemed to be just too quick for a change. Di arrived in Canada in June. Thus it 

was April when she knew that, in two months, she and her parents would fly with Air 

Canada. She was leaving China and her new school where she was just starting her 

junior high school life. In a later conversation Di said, "In my memory, the happiest 

things that happened to me were when I was in grade seven" (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Di, April 7, 2005). I imagine that, in the middle of the second half of 

grade 7, being told she was leaving the school and her best memories in just two months 

was somehow shocking to Di: "What?" Giving up all the happy stories of grade 7 was 

hard. But soon Di started shopping for moving to Canada: "I did lots of shopping and 

bought lots of CDs of pop music and TV serials" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, 
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November 4, 2005). I wonder what made Di so sure of her family's choice. 

During the three years of application process, Di occasionally heard stories of 

immigration. Di's mother's friends also were trying to immigrate to other countries: 

"Yeah, and they were planning to go to England. Yeah, and um, while we are here, they 

are still in China. So I feel we are lucky" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, 

November 4, 2005). It seemed being able to immigrate to Canada or England composed 

a story of success and luck. It was a good story to tell to friends and families. In the 

beginning one family member thought immigration was a bad idea because it was 

difficult and impossible. But when friends and relatives knew Di's family was approved 

for the visas, they all congratulated Di and her family: "My friends, like they said that I 

was lucky. At that time, I really felt I was lucky" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, 

November 4, 2005). Even though she lived good stories in grade 7, Di was confident that 

she would live, perhaps, more good stories by immigrating to Canada. 

Before coming to Canada, Di learned and was told many stories about going 

abroad to live a presumably exciting life. Her fear of a strange place and meeting 

strangers in the school was overpowered by exciting stories and being storied as a lucky 

girl. The strangeness became more positive newness. Among her friends, she was storied 

as the lucky one, which made her feel so too: "At that time, I really feel I'm lucky." 

After two months of preparation, she and her parents arrived in a Western Canadian city. 

A family friend helped rent an apartment and their new life began. To Di, Canada was 

not no longer a place in her imagination and in her telling. Now it was a place in which 

she lived stories: 
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In the first day of school, I was standing in front of the school. And I was like 

OK, 'that's the school?' It's like only one, one floor. I was surprised. I told my 

Chinese friends [in China]. They said, 'Well, it's fun'. Maybe because they were 

not actually here, they don't know this kind of buildings. They were different, 

very different. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, April 7, 2005) 

At first, the physical look of the school was not like what she had imagined. She had 

thought of tall buildings like the schools with which she was familiar in China. Not only 

the look but also the experiencing was not so appealing to Di: 

In the first day, I went to the homeroom. The teacher gave us timetables or some 

kind of forms. And I didn't know what they were for. One girl in my class was 

from Hong Kong. She spoke a little Mandarin. But not very much. The first 

period, I remember, was food studies and she told me where to go and something 

like that. Yeah, the second period was music. I lost my map, you know, and, I 

went here and there. Finally I found the music classroom, but I was late, twenty 

minutes late. When I walked in, everyone was playing and I stood there... It was 

so embarrassing. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, November 4,2004) 

The first experience of River's Edge was "embarrassing." Di was lost in the school, 

which was supposed to be her world. In China, it was not possible to be lost in a school. 

But Di knew it was possible because in the new Canadian school, it was the students who 

walked from one classroom to the next, not like in the Chinese school, in which the 

students stayed in their classrooms waiting for teachers to show up. Di found the food 

studies classroom in time because a girl who spoke a little Mandarin told her where to go. 
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But she was not so lucky to have someone help her for the next class. What made things 

worse was she lost her map. As a result, she was twenty minutes late for the music class. 

As all her family and friends told her, Di felt she was lucky. However, she began to 

double this as she lived her own stories of River's Edge: 

But two or three months after I came here, I felt I was not that lucky. Here, I had 

no friends and I did not speak English and I was very lonely. (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Di, November 4, 2004) 

Di was disappointed because the stories she was told and imagined about Canadian 

schools and about living in Canada were not like what she experienced. She doubted if it 

was a lucky thing for her to leave her friends and familiar stories in China and come to 

Canada. Di was a good student in China. She had good marks and lived stories of being 

disciplined, smart and hardworking. She did well in the English course in China. Going 

to the best middle school of her city, a foreign languages middle school, was her big 

dream. She took the municipal entrance examinations. It was very competitive: "About 

two thousand students took the exams and only the top two hundred could be accepted." 

On the day she went with her parents to River's Edge for registration, Di passed the 

English assessment test. Because of this English test, she did not have to be in the ESL 

class. But passing the English test did not seem to make learning easy for her in River's 

Edge: 

The social studies is the hardest. Well, last year in social we were studying 

Canadian history. I didn't know anything about it and my English was bad and I 

couldn't read the text, the textbook. So, that was really hard. I had no idea. [I 
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struggled] half a year. Sometimes I feel like really upset about my mark. Those 

are really low. And I always need help from the ESL teacher. I feel mad about 

myself. Yeah like 'why can't I learn a little faster' or something like that. 

Sometimes I really want to go back to China. And I really, really want to. 

(November 11,2004) 

Di was a good student in China and could learn any subject well. She was upset that she 

could not get good marks in River's Edge, especially in social studies. She was upset that 

she always needed help for her studies. She wanted to learn faster because if she learned 

faster, she would be able to live the good stories of good marks earlier. If she could not 

do well in courses, what was the point of coming to Canada? She wanted to go back to 

China. 

In the new school in Canada, Di lived unexpected hard stories: 

I got no partner for group projects. I got like left out. The teacher had to put me in 

a group. I felt pretty bad about that. I have never experienced being left out. Like 

when I was in China because I was a top student I got a lot of friends and was 

sociable and you know, and if we had a group project or something, lots of people 

would come to me. But in here, no. I got left out. (Tape-recorded Conversation 

with Di, April 7, 2005) 

Canadian schools were storied as happy places for students before Di came to Canada. 

Ting did some research about the Canadian educational system and from friends she had 

an idea about Canadian schools. Ting liked the stories she learned about Canadian 

schools. One reason for immigrating to Canada was for Di so that she could "escape the 
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harsh competition" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Ting, June 29,2005). Di was told 

the stories that Canadian students did not have to take college entrance examinations in 

order to go to universities. They were true. However, in River's Edge, she lived different 

types of harsh school stories. No one wanted to have her in group projects. She was left 

out. She felt excluded. In China, her stories were just the opposite. Being a good 

student, she was the one her classmates came to for teamwork. The stories told to her 

about Canada and stories she lived in Canada were different. I imagine good stories told 

about Canada pushed Di to come to Canada eagerly, while the harsh stories she lived in 

Canada turned her around and she wanted to go back to China. 

Di told her lived stories to her friends in China: 

I told my friends. I emailed them about my problems I had in River's Edge. Well 

my friends just like, 'It's OK you can get through it.' Yeah like something like 

that. I was a good student when I was in China and my mark was really high. But 

when they said that, I actually felt upset because they don't understand me. They 

don't know how I feel. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, November 11, 

2004) 

It seems Di could not get much help from her friends in China. They still told the same 

good stories about Canada. Di was "upset" when her friends in China told her not to give 

up the good stories about Canadian schools because, to Di, the lived hard stories were not 

easy to get over. Di felt sad that her friends could not understand her lived stories in 

River's Edge. I imagine Di's friends would not tell her that going back to China was a 

good idea. 
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Di also told her mother about her problems and difficulties in the Canadian new 

school: 

I told my mother. I remember that was in November last year (2003). And that 

night I was crying really loud. Yeah, really loud like I was so sad and uh so mad 

like 'I want to go back to China'. Well [My mom] was worried and sad and also 

mad. I think my mom was trying to let me understand. (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Di, November 11, 2004) 

Di was very upset one day and she was crying. She said to her mother "I want to go back 

to China." Ting was worried and sad because Di was unhappy. She was mad because 

there seemed no other way to tell stories about Canada and the decision she made to 

immigrate to Canada. Ting wanted to help her daughter "escape" Chinese school stories 

of too much competition. She thought Di should understand her decision. Di was once 

again pushed to accept her lived stories of River's Edge with a troublesome story of the 

Chinese educational system and a better story of the Canadian educational system. The 

told stories from friends and her mother pushed Di back to River's Edge's new stories. 

She, therefore, shifted her attention and learned to tell compatible stories with her 

friends' and sometimes her mother's stories about Canada and Canadian schools. In this 

way, she could do what her mother told her to, that is, "experience new things": 

Last Saturday, I went camping. Do you (Guming) know? Did I tell you? I went 

with the friends from the bakery and church. There were ten of us. We went to a 

place, north of a National Park. The scenery was very nice too. Well, it was my 

first experience, a pretty good one. The pity was it rained continually for two days 
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there. It was my first time sleeping in the tent, too. It was so cold, cold to death. I 

caught a cold. I still have a little of it. We climbed a mountain, saw a river and a 

lake. There was also a stream. I took a lot of photos. And I can also email you 

some. It was fun. I had little opportunities camping in China. Yes. It was pretty 

good. Yes. I was preparing to write to my friends, but had not done so because I 

had exams. So I did not have time. And there were lots of mosquitoes and it 

rained most of the time. It was terrible. But it was really fun. We also saw an elk. 

It was a nice experience. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, June 28, 2005) 

Camping was a new experience to Di. She was excited because "[t]here are little 

opportunities camping in China." She experienced something different, but interesting 

and meaningful. She was able to be close to nature: climbed a mountain, saw a river, a 

lake, a stream and an elk. Even though "[fjhere were a lot of mosquitoes; it rained; it was 

cold sleeping in the tent, I caught a cold," it was still a good experience. She said three 

times about the experience. They were all positive: "It was my first experience, a pretty 

good one", "It was pretty good" and "It was a nice experience." She said she was going 

to write to her friends. I imagine she would pick the very best pictures to share with her 

friends. She would chat with her friends in China about her first and nice camping 

experiences in Canada. I also imagine when she wrote her good stories about living in 

Canada, she must feel good about herself because she was in the same plotline again with 

her friends, telling good stories about living in Canada. 

When Di told her friends that she was going to Canada, her friends "all envied 

me" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, May 5, 2005). I imagine it would be hard for 
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Di to tell a convincing story for her and to her friends to go back to China to give up the 

enviable stories told among her friends in China. Although she could not say having no 

partners for group projects was a good story, being in between the told good stories and 

lived hard stories, Di learned to find and appreciate good new lived stories in Canada, 

such as the camping experiences. She also began to tell good stories in River's Edge. 

The following was a story about her first Halloween party in River's Edge: 

The best thing last year, I think, was the Halloween party we had at school. That 

was really fun and in China I had never had those kinds of parties. Not in the 

school like all dressed up and played games. I was a vampire. I did not do 

anything to my teeth because I didn't like to put like things into my mouth. But I 

had lots of scars on my face. Later in the evening, I went to "treat or trick" with 

my mother's friends' children. They're little. One is in grade four and one is in 

grade five. We got lots. Yeah lots of candies. It took me and my father a week to 

eat them all. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, November 11, 2004) 

Halloween was a new experience. Having a Halloween party in the school was even 

more impressive because in her lived school stories in China, there were no such things 

as costume parties. The Canadian school was fun for Di. Like camping in the woods, 

sleeping in the tent and having a costume party at school were interesting stories to live 

and tell about Canada and Canadian schools. These stories and the "memorable 

experience of graduation ceremony" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, June 28, 

2005) were lived out visibly when Di found these stories were in her friends' and her 

parents' storyline of living in Canada. 
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Di found she changed: 

I changed a little. When I just came here, whenever I wrote email to my friends, I 

just complained a lot. You know like 'I don't like Canada." But now I write more 

about the fun things about Canada. Yeah like that. I think maybe my attitude has 

changed a little too. Sometimes I talk to my mom. And sometimes she gives me 

some advice. For example, she says something like, 'actually the Canadian kids 

are really easy to get close to.' But they will not come and find you. So, you 

should go and find them to talk to. But well, I don't do that very often. Like if we 

say, there's a new kid in our class, a Canadian, I still can not just go ahead and 

talk to her. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, May 5, 2005) 

Di found she changed. She wrote more about good things she lived in Canada. It was 

not that she did not live hard stories in River's Edge any more. In a conversation in 2005, 

two years after she went to River's Edge, she said she was still among the last to be 

picked for team work, especially in gym. She changed because she chose to tell positive 

stories to her friends about her life in Canada. Di felt good that she could change because 

in this way she fit within the plotlines of her friends told of her life in Canada. She knew 

it was within the plotlines her parents hoped and wanted for her. "Actually the Canadian 

kids are really easy to get close to" her mother told her. With her mother's encouraging 

story, Di tried to change to take initiatives to make friends in Canadian schools although 

it was not an easy change. 
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Living Relational Stories 

Previously I used sweet potato vines as a metaphor to help me understand 

uprooted immigrant children's experiences in new soil. Like sweet potato vines growing 

and reaching out to search for proper spots to hold on to, when Di, an immigrant girl, 

arrived in Canada, she also started searching for something to hold on to. This something 

for Di was the relational story that connected her to the new soil in Canada. In the 

conversations with Di, I felt her yearning for friends and connections in River's Edge. In 

this section, I follow another thread in Di's stories to live by, that is, living relational 

stories. 

In the Helping New Immigrants Center, I made a friend and her name was 

Audrey. She was a university student and a volunteer. We kept in touch for a 

while but not anymore. She's a teacher now in a junior high school. (Tape-

recorded Conversation with Di, November 4, 2004) 

Di and her family landed in Canada in June 2003. hi the summer, Di and her parents 

attended the provincially supported programs in the Helping New Immigrants Center. 

For the first two months' experiences of Canada that summer, Di only told me about 

Audrey, the first friend she made in Canada. The first relational story Di lived with 

Audrey connected her with something Canadian. I imagine the relationship with Audrey 

was important to Di. The lived relational story with Audrey was that something that Di, 

an immigrant girl from China, held on to in a new soil in Canada. 

In the fall of September 2003, Di was registered in grade eight in River's Edge. 

She had hoped to make friends in the new school. I remember the first time I met Di with 
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Su and Lili. While she should have been proud of herself for her passing the English 

assessment tests for students whose language was other than English, Di was not happy. 

She did not smile. She wanted to visit Lili. She wanted to live stories of closer 

relationships. When she was new in River's Edge, Di's relational stories were to "listen 

to music" and to revisit the presents from her friends in China: 

I'm really glad I brought the music here because when I just came here, I had 

nothing to do. I had no friends. So, I just listened to music all day. Before I came 

here, my friends bought me lots of presents. I also brought them here. I put the 

cards in a box. Sometimes I take them out and read them. I still do. I email 

them. And sometimes I phone them like on their birthdays and during New Year 

holidays. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, November 4, 2004) 

The music and the presents reminded Di of the relational stories she lived in China. When 

she had no friends in Canada, the relational stories lived in China reminded Di she was 

not alone as a person in this world. She had enjoyed relational stories before. When this 

conversation was taped, Di had been in River's Edge for over a year. She had made 

some friends in the new school. But she still wrote and phoned her friends in China to 

keep the past relationships alive. 

Di told me school stories about China. Many of them were about being with 

friends: 

In China, we phoned each other and actually we never did those study things 

together. Me and my best friend liked roller-skating. On Sundays, we went 

roller-skating. We liked those little things, you know, like dolls. So we would go 
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shopping together. I met my best friend in grade two. We have been friends for 

about six years. We lived in the same neighborhood. When I just came here, I 

thought of her everyday. I cried a lot. Well now, not everyday, but I still miss her 

a lot. When I was in China, we kept diaries. And before I came here, we put our 

diaries together. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, November 4, 2004) 

The friendship between Di and her best friend started in grade two. It was a long 

relationship. They were neighbors and went to the same school, from elementary school 

to high school. The girl was Di's best friend and they shared their stories in and out of 

school. They developed shared interests, roller-skating, shopping and keeping diaries. It 

seems school became meaningful and enjoyable to Di because of the relational stories she 

lived with her best friend. Sharing each other's diaries was a symbol of unbreakable 

friendship. Thus when Di had no relational stories to tell of her life in River's Edge, she 

cried. She cried because she missed her friend in China. She also cried as she yearned 

for relational stories in this new school in Canada. 

When in China, Di went to school early: 

[My best friend and I] took the bus and went to school together. When we were in 

grade seven and in the elementary school, we loved to be early. Like usually we 

were the earliest in the whole grade. I didn't know why. Maybe it's because it 

was very quiet in the school early in the morning. (Tape-recorded Conversation 

with Di, May 5,2005) 

Di and her friend went to school together and went early. She said maybe they liked the 

quiet morning in the school. I imagine she might have liked the feeling of being the 
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earliest student with her friend. I wonder if Di would try to be the earliest in a school 

without a relational story to live with a friend. 

But here the school starts much later in the morning. Although I get up early, I 

can't go to school very early. And I think the second reason that I don't go to 

school early is I don't have a very good friend like ah living close to me to go to 

school with. I miss those days very much: getting up early and going to school 

with my friend. We are still friends. Sometimes we chat on MSN. (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Di, May 5, 2005) 

Di found the new Canadian school was different. It started much later in the morning. 

She could not live the same story to be early in River's Edge. She did not have a friend 

to live the story of arriving early at school. To be early in the school with a friend seems 

to have two layers of meaning: the first was to be with a friend from the school; the 

second was being early in the school. I imagine, for a moment, Di and her friend owned 

the school. That moment created the connections with the school. There seemed no way 

for Di to do the same thing as she did in China. She said she missed her friend. She 

missed the lived relational stories with her friend and her school. 

Di had looked forward to making friends and living relational stories in the new 

school in Canada as she did in China. She thought she could make many friends because 

she had many friends in the school in China. However she found making friends was 

harder than she thought: 

Before I came here, I thought I could make lots of friends and I even thought 

some day I didn't need my old friends anymore. But that's not true though. I am 
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making friends, but not as fast, you know. Now I think I have two or three close 

friends. But they are not that close as my friends in China. (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Di, November 4, 2004) 

Di thought she could make many friends in the new school, but she found it was not true. 

Firstly, it took some time to make friends. Secondly, she could not make "a lot o f 

friends. Thirdly, the few friends she made were not as close as her friends in China. 

Having friends and close friends made big differences in Di's living and telling relational 

stories. She needed close friends to share her life with, telling stories of feelings, 

spending time together and being comfortable together. 

Before she came to Canada, Di imagined starting new close relationships with her 

classmates in Canadian schools. While in River's Edge, she lived different stories of 

relationships. She found her classmates were friendly. They "helped me with my 

schoolwork." (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, November 11, 2004) and "I can do 

projects together with my new classmates or if I have any questions I can ask them" 

(Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, March 31, 2005). Di's lived stories of 

relationships were not like this in China. "We never did those study things together" 

(Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, November 4, 2004). What made her friends in 

China special was they played together and did fun things together such as shopping. 

The friendship was so strong that they combined their diaries. The relational stories Di 

lived in China were more than studying and doing homework. They made up her whole 

world as a girl and a student in her Chinese schools. I imagine without these kinds of 

relational stories, to Di, school was less like school. 
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"I feel I belonged to my school in China. I had so many friends there" (Tape-

recorded Conversation with Di, March 31, 200). Friends and the sense of belonging were 

closely related in Di's life. She had friends in the school. She then felt the school was 

hers. Alongside the relational stories with friends, Di also lived relational stories with 

teachers in China: 

The relationship I had with the teachers in China, I think, was much closer than 

the teachers in River's Edge. Maybe that's because I had good marks in China, 

teachers always asked me to do important things for them and the class. I felt I 

was trusted and I felt important. But in here now it's November 11. I've been in 

the class for more than two months, but I don't think some teachers like my social 

teacher know my name. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, November 11, 

2004) 

Di's relational stories lived in her schools in China was that she was recognized by 

teachers because she was a good student with good marks. She was therefore entrusted 

with "important" duties. I imagine for Di being visible as a good student was a relational 

story that made her relationship to teachers and school closer. In contrast, she did not 

feel about River's Edge the same way as she had to her school in China. Having been in 

the school for fifteen months and over two months in grade nine, some teachers did not 

even know her name. She felt invisible as a student in the class to some teachers. "It's 

sad" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, April 7, 2005). Being invisible and having no 

relational stories were not part of the life Di used to live in China as a student. Di was 

"quiet" (April 7,2005), but it did not mean she liked to be alone and "left out." She tried 
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to live relational stories in the new Canadian school. She found a relationship with Mrs. 

Jones, "the nicest teacher I first met." "And she helped me a lot with my English" (Tape-

recorded Conversation with Di, March 31, 2005). Because she passed the English 

assessment test, Di did not have to be in the ESL class. At the same time, as an ESL 

student, she still needed help with her schoolwork. Mrs. Jones' kindness invited her into 

a new relational story in River's Edge. To Di, Mrs. Jones was a teacher with whom she 

lived relational stories because she not only helped her with English, but also cared for 

her "life", her emotional desire: 

The girl accompanied me to see you (Guming) at the office was Mei. She came 

here one year before I did. That was last year. I was sitting in the ESL room. She 

came in and Mrs. Jones told her 'here is a new girl' and pointed her to me. 'She's 

Chinese too and you can talk to her.'(Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, 

November 11,2004) 

Di felt closer to the teachers in her schools in China because she was acknowledged as a 

good student. In River's Edge, Mrs. Jones became Di's favorite teacher because she 

cared for her as a new student. Di needed friends. She needed to live and tell relational 

stories. Mrs. Jones introduced Mei to Di. She helped Di live relational stories with 

friends. At the same time, Mrs. Jones herself was a relational story for Di to live on the 

landscape of River's Edge. Mrs. Jones was so important to Di that she told her secret 

story: 

I told Mrs. Jones I wanted to go to the academic challenge senior high school 

because she is the nicest teacher I first met. Really nice. And she helped me a lot 
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with my English. Yeah like, with my school. Everything. That's why I think of 

the relationship between me and teachers, Mrs. Jones is the closest. That's why I 

told her first. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, March 31, 2005) 

Mrs. Jones was special to Di. She helped Di with "English", "school" and "everything." 

Di needed help in English. She also needed to live stories other than learning English. 

Mrs. Jones was "the nicest teacher" to Di because she created opportunities for Di to live 

stories that she used to live in China. Mrs. Jones also opened herself to Di to live close 

relational stories with on a new school landscape. School, to Di, was not only a place to 

learn, but also a place to live relational stories. School was her world of lived stories. 

School was a place to share stories. School was "everything." Di needed to live 

relational stories. As well she tried to live the relational stories. She visited Mrs. Jones 

in the ESL class to "chat" with her: 

Now maybe sometimes, I showed [Mrs. Jones] my report card. And she always 

says like I improved a lot or something like that. Sometimes we chat a lot. Yeah, 

you know like chat about my mark, how I study, if I have a lot of stress and how 

my family is doing. I think last year she gave me more help in my study. But this 

year I got more help from her by telling her about my life. You know if I have 

nothing to do, I just walk around the school. Yeah maybe at this moment, I want 

to chat with her. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, May 5, 2005) 

Di wanted to have somebody to talk with, to share her feelings and stories with in the 

school. Apart from living stories with friends, Di tried to be close to Mrs. Jones, a 

teacher, on the school landscape of River's Edge. Di needed this relationship to feel 
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connected with her new school. She once told me that because of the connections she had 

in the school with friends in China, pressure and severe competition became less 

important. Connections and friends made school and schooling enjoyable. She needed 

that relational plotline of school in River's Edge. She needed it to feel engaged and 

involved in the school. Di said many times she liked being busy, living a rich life. Mrs. 

Jones might initiate the relationship with Di as an ESL teacher. Di developed the 

relationship by visiting her in the ESL classroom and showing her report cards. Mrs. 

Jones became closer to Di by listening to her stories and asking about her studies and 

family. By the time Di finished junior high in River's Edge, Mrs. Jones was not merely a 

classroom teacher. She was a teacher friend with whom Di told her life stories. I 

imagine the relational stories with Mrs. Jones made River's Edge unforgettable as a 

school for Di. 

To have friends and live relational stories with friends was Di's plotline in 

China. She had friends to be together with both during and after school. She might be a 

quiet girl, but not among friends: 

I was kind of quiet in China. But if I was around my friends, I could talk to them 

like ah, forever. Like talk, talk, talk and, you know, never stop. I think when I 

came here, I became quieter. I didn't have friends and I didn't know English. So 

during that period of time, I didn't feel like talking to people... If I were alone in 

the school, walking through the hallway, I would not talk to anybody. You know 

just walked and yeah just like that. And not like other students, they walked and 

said hello or something to other people. So I got like more and more quiet... It's 
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sad. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, April 7, 2005) 

Di had friends, many friends in China. She said she was "kind of quiet." I imagine she 

attracted her classmates and made friends with them because she was an acknowledged 

good student. She enjoyed being with them, "talk, talk, talk and never stop." But when 

she had no friends, no relational stories to live and tell, in River's Edge, she was forced to 

be quieter. It's "sad" with no one to live relational stories. But Di noticed students in 

River's Edge, like her in China, enjoyed relational stories. They were not alone. They 

seemed to have a lot of friends. They said "Hello" walking in the hallway. Di wanted to 

live relational stories badly, but not know how to do so on a new school landscape. 

Because relational stories were so important to Di, she tried to adjust to new 

stories of relationships. Not long after she entered River's Edge, Di became friends with 

Lili, also from a Chinese immigrant family. The relationship with Lili was important to 

Di. Since Lili had lived more Canadian stories than Di, Lili was a person of know-how in 

River's Edge. Sometimes, however, Di found Lili was different from her friends in 

China: 

Lili is my friend. She has been here for four years. I think she changed a little bit, 

yeah, I think so. Girls in China when they are sixteen, they have too much 

schoolwork to do other things. But here, she sometimes dresses herself like an 

adult. I think that's something I didn't see in my friends in China. If my friends 

were sixteen, they wouldn't be like her. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, 

November 4,2004) 

Lili's interest was not always Di's. But she still was a good friend. Although Di thought 
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she "changed," "dresses like an adult" and was not like her friends in China, who were 

too busy to think of how they looked, she learned to accept Lili's differences in order to 

keep a relationship because, for Di, it was important to have friends and live relational 

stories. For her graduation ceremony, Di asked Lili to help her dress up. Lili was the 

only friend Di invited to her graduation ceremony. In order to keep living relational 

stories, Di learned to adjust to new relational stories in Canada. 

Di had friendships in China and still keeps in touch with her friends in China by 

emailing them or phoning them on special occasions. She was confused and disappointed 

on the last day in River's Edge: 

Yesterday was the last day in school. In the morning we took the exams. We 

went home in the afternoon. I don't know. Maybe it's because I don't have a lot 

of Canadian friends in the school. After the exams, we went to the locker and took 

our stuff and left. We did not even say good-bye to each other. I have been in the 

school for two years after all. In the evening, I chatted with my friends in China 

on MSN. The day before yesterday was their last day. They told me after the 

exams and before they left the school, they all said they'd write to each other and 

keep in touch. I feel the relationship among the classmates was deeper/stronger 

than that in here. It's a big, big, big difference. I don't know. It happened so 

quickly. I felt like it's over without emotions. So we went home and left the 

school and we were gone. I just felt it should not be so easy to leave the school. 

(Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, June 28, 2005) 

The last day in River's Edge was like an ordinary school day, no good-byes, no wishes 
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and no promises. It was different from Di's imagined last day of school. It was different 

from the stories her friends told her about their last day of school in China. She was 

disappointed that classmates did not do something to mark the ending of three years' of 

junior high. For her, two years in River's Edge was special. She not only survived in the 

new school, but also did well enough to be admitted into the academic challenge program 

in senior high school. I imagine the two years in River's Edge for Di was as memorable 

as the graduation ceremony (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, June 28, 2005). When 

her classmates left without leaving contact information, it seemed to Di that she lost 

connections with the past lived stories in the school. She lost that something to hold on 

to as the sweet potato vines of her reached and grew in River's Edge. "It should not 

happen so quickly." It might be OK that no classmates came to say goodbye to her since 

she did not have many friends. But, at least, they, her Canadian classmates who had been 

in the school for three years, should say something to each other. Di was confused that it 

seemed it was hard for her to hold on to the relational stories she valued very much when 

shifting to new school landscapes in Canada. 

Di lived and enjoyed relational stories in China. She tried to live new relational 

stories in Canada. She was thinking of future relational stories in senior high school and 

how to keep living past relational stories in River's Edge: 

And in senior high, there won't be even homeroom. I saw on Lili's exercise 

books, she just put on her name and grade. No such thing like class and grade... I 

think the senior high will be a lot of work, I may miss the fun in junior high, not 

much pressure from the courses, relaxing... Particularly, I may miss my teachers, 
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good teachers such as Mr. Chan, Mrs. Jones, and the LA teacher, Mrs. 

Richardson. I like them. I think I will visit them when there is a break from 

school. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, June 28, 2005) 

Di once said that in China because each class had a fixed classroom, she felt she 

"belonged to the class" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, April 7, 2004). She 

wondered how to keep close relationships if, in senior high school, there were no home 

classrooms like in River's Edge. She said she would miss River's Edge, the "fun" of 

junior high school. But what she said she really wanted to do was to visit her favorite 

teachers, Mrs. Jones, the math teacher, Mr. Chan and the LA teacher, Mrs. Richardson to 

revisit her lived relational stories with them. I imagine Di would do the same to her 

classmates if they had said "keep in touch" and left their addresses because Di's stories to 

live by were relational stories. 

Living Stories on Shifting Landscapes 

Di immigrated to Canada with her parents. While the whole family was waiting 

for approval of their application, Di imagined her stories of living in Canada: "Before I 

came here, I thought I could make lots of friends and I even thought some day I didn't 

need my old friends anymore". Di's imagined stories of Canada like this were appealing 

and she looked forward to living them. At the same time, her parents also imagined less 

competitive school stories for Di: 

When [Di] was in the elementary school, I did not send her to after school subject 

enhancement classes. Instead, I sent her to classes of interests to take painting 
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lessons. I had some issues with Chinese educational system. While she was in the 

junior high, I thought she had enough pressure from her regular schoolwork. 

However, if I had not come here, I would have been forced to do like others to 

register her to subject enhancement classes so that she would be able to compete 

with other children. Yes, I would have to do so. (Tape-recorded Conversation 

with Ting, June 29,2005) 

Ting learned from the web, her friends, and some other sources that Canadian schools 

had less pressure and offered more time for "children to be children" when reflecting on 

hers and Di's lived school stories: "Studying under high pressure [for national entrance 

college examinations] might force learning, but I thought it suppressed human needs. 

Children didn't have time to be children. They ended up learning for learning's sake" 

(Tape-recorded Conversation with Ting, June 29, 2005). Ting imagined more relaxing 

school stories for Di in Canada maybe because she could not imagine Canadian schools 

could be more competitive and stressed than the ones she had lived in a middle school in 

her hometown, nicknamed as "Number One Scholar Hometown." I imagine it was 

because of her school experiences, Ting later "had some issues with the Chinese 

educational system." She thought in Canada she did not have to send Di to take lessons 

after school in order to prepare for colleges, but she would have had to do so if they had 

stayed in China. She thought in Canada Di would have time to enjoy her personal 

interest in painting, for example. Di and her mother had imagined Canadian school 

stories. They had hoped for better stories on a new school landscape in Canada. 

Shifting to River's Edge, Di started experiencing different stories of school. It 
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was more complicated and different than she had imagined. In this section, I explore 

Di's lived stories of shifting schools from Chinese school landscapes to Canadian school 

landscapes. I try to reveal a course of life Di went through on shifting landscapes as an 

immigrant girl from China to Canada. With her lived stories, I try to understand how her 

roots and her routes shaped her route of living her stories in River's Edge. 

A Changed Rhythm 

At first, I really couldn't get used to it. But now it's OK. Like the first day at 

three o'clock, my classmates told me the school was over. I was like, "What?" 

It's so early. Now every day I get up maybe like seven-thirty. But when I was in 

China, I usually got up at five-thirty. When I was in China, I was the first to leave 

home everyday in the morning. And then I went to school. There were five 

periods in the morning, but each period was shorter, forty-five minutes. But here 

every class is fifty-two minutes... At lunchtime, sometimes I went to a nearby 

restaurant with my friends to have our lunch. But usually we had faster food, like 

hamburgers. I miss those days very much, too. Here the lunchtime is just fifty 

minutes. But in China the lunchtime could be two hours. Usually after lunch, we 

walked around the school, you know, having a walk and chatting. Yeah, that's 

really nice. In the afternoon we had three classes. Our school ended at 5:06 in 

the afternoon. But here the school is over a little over three o'clock. Yeah that's 

really different. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, May 5, 2005) 

The first difference Di experienced in River's Edge was the changed rhythm. She got up 
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two hours later than she did in China. She "couldn't get used to it," to be dismissed from 

school at about 3 o'clock which was another two hours earlier than in her school in 

China. Di described in detail the rhythm of her school day in China. She had eight 

periods each day in China, five in the morning and three in the afternoon. Although each 

period was eight minutes shorter, her day in the school was much longer. The two-hour 

lunchtime recess was enjoyable. She had lunch with her friends. Compared to the fifty 

minutes lunch break in River's Edge, she had much more time chatting with friends and 

walking around the school during the two-lunch break. Based upon Di's description, it 

seemed after the two-hour lunchtime recess, three o'clock might be the time to begin the 

second period of the afternoon and she had one more class to go. It was not a time for Di 

to go home in China, but it was in Canada. 

The rhythm changed and Di needed to adjust her body and mind to the new 

rhythm of school stories in River's Edge. "Although the life was kind of busy [in China], 

I was really happy. In here maybe sometimes I feel kind of boring, though, because I 

really don't have much to do" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, May 5, 2005). 

Shorter days in school seemed to be her reason for being bored. I imagine that when she 

got home at 3:30 in the afternoon and if there was little homework and no friends to hang 

out with like in China, Di felt bored: "don't have much to do." In "living relational 

stories", I felt Di's "yearning for friends and connections." In field notes, I wrote about 

Di's yearning: "Lili, I haven't been to your home yet". (Field note, Thursday, Feb. 5, 

2004). While in China, it was a very different rhythm of life. When she got home around 

5:30 in the afternoon, Di carried her school stories home because she usually had plenty 
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of homework to do. "...in China, it's really normal [to have lots of homework]" (Tape-

recorded Conversation with Di, May 5 , 2005). On the one hand, homework kept Di too 

busy to feel "bored." On the other hand, she could hang out with her friends all the time, 

in and after school because her friends were either classmates or neighbors. Di loved to 

be with friends. As a good student with good marks, Di experienced no problems having 

friends in school. For Di, the most compelling school stories seemed to be "a lot of 

work" and "severe competition," not friends because friends usually came along easily. 

Di was not afraid of competition since she had been successful from the first day of 

school. However, as a child and teenage girl, she had dreams. She also experienced her 

mother's unfavorable telling of the Chinese educational system, which, to her, imposed 

too much pressure on children. Thus I imagine when her parents told her that they were 

immigrating to Canada where she would have less homework, Di was excited because 

less homework meant less pressure. Yet, because she was used to the rhythm, spending 

hours living school-related stories each day with her friends, the pressure was not that 

unbearable. While in River's Edge, a relaxing school rhythm turned to boring because 

she could not live school stories with friends like she used to in China. Visiting friends 

here in Canada was just too hard. But she could visit friends almost any time she wanted 

in China. 

"After school, my friend and I went home by bus. Sometimes we bought snack on 

the way home. But now here after school I take the bus and go home by myself because 

no friends live really close to me" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, May 5, 2005). 

Di's mind also needed to adjust to River's Edge's rhythm: Going home alone, at a much 
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earlier time in the middle of the afternoon and without friends to hang around, Di needed 

new stories for this "emptiness." It took a while for Di to get used to living this new 

rhythm: "At first, I really couldn't get used to i t But now it's OK." On a new school 

landscape and living school stories with a new rhythm in River's Edge, Di had to learn 

how to take advantage of the free time without friends: 

As I said in China there's more pressure. In here I have more free time. But 

sometimes maybe I've got used to the way in China. So sometimes I even give 

myself pressure. Yeah you know like tell myself to get higher marks. (Tape-

recorded Conversation with Di, May 5, 2005) 

The rhythm of her Chinese school life was a rhythm of pressure, while in River's Edge, 

the rhythm was one of "more free time." Di said she had got used to "the way in China," 

a rhythm of pressure. I imagine when she pushed herself to work harder and longer hours 

to get better marks, she was trying to live a new rhythm of school that was closer to her 

familiar Chinese school rhythm, a busier and more pressured school rhythm. 

Stories of Teaching and Learning Changed 

Di experienced a new rhythm of school in Canada. She lived many other new 

stories shifting to River's Edge, a Canadian school landscape. These new stories were 

different from her lived school stories in China. Getting comfortable with the new stories 

in a new and different school needed a bit effort. Di tried hard to live the new stories and 

made them come to terms with her lived stories in China. 

The school is really different and uh the way teachers teach us is different too. 
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And the homework is different. At first it's really hard because I didn't 

understand anything well to do my homework. Yeah that was really hard. And I 

remember that in the first month (September 2003) everyday I came home and 

when I did my homework I didn't know how to do it. Everyday I worked on 

homework till like midnight. It's so hard. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, 

November 11,2004) 

Living school stories was hard for Di when she realized River's Edge was "really 

different." Not only did the language make learning difficult but also the way teachers 

taught and the way students did assignments. These were all new but difficult stories Di 

had to live in River's Edge. If there was homework, Di spent hours trying to figure out 

how to do it rather than doing it. "It's so hard." 

It seemed to Di that she did not learn much in River's Edge because teachers did 

not teach much from textbooks. Thus she did not know what she learned. It was a 

different school experience: 

In China, we learned new things every day and when we went home and we 

needed to review and I still study like this... Well the teachers here sometimes 

don't teach that much. They just like hmm, give you some assignments and you 

read a book and do something about it. And they give you like projects and while 

you do the projects, you learn things, you know, like that. It's kind of more like to 

learn it by yourself. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, November 4, 2004) 

In our first conversation, Di described in detail how the teachers taught and how the 

students learned on two school landscapes, China and Canada. Her teachers in China 
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were more straightforward in terms of teaching answers to questions. Everyday or for 

every lecture, the teachers delivered something new. Listening to the lectures, doing 

homework and preparing for tests were Di's lived stories of learning and rhythm of 

learning in her Chinese schools. In River's Edge, Di's teachers "did not teach that 

much." Di realized that the part the teachers did not teach in the classroom was the 

something left for students to discover for themselves so as to finish assignments such as 

projects and book reports. Di realized there were different stories of teaching in China 

and in Canada. However, she still tried to live her past stories of learning and with her 

past rhythm in River's Edge because those stories were easy for her. In a later 

conversation, Di said: 

My math teacher is Chinese (laughs) and he's also really a good teacher... 

Sometimes I solve his math problems in my way that I learned in China. He 

could understand but my classmates couldn't. They were like, 'OK. What the hell 

is that?' Yeah, they didn't know. That's OK. I think anyways the teacher knew 

my way of solving the problem was right. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, 

March 31, 2005) 

While she was solving math problems in the way she learned from her Chinese schools, 

Di was trying to relive a Chinese story in River's Edge. It was a different story, one her 

Canadian classmates did not understand: "What the hell is that?" Di wanted her Chinese 

way of doing math to be accepted because she did solve the math problems. I imagine, if 

the story was lived in her Chinese school, her classmates would have reacted differently. 

They would have applauded her as a math master. Di was somewhat disappointed and 
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puzzled that her knowledge was questioned: "What the hell is that?" She received 

comfort from her math teacher, who, some time ago, was also from China. He 

understood her and made Di's Chinese story of doing math eligible on the new school 

landscape. Her math teacher, Mr. Chan, soon became her favorite teacher, who was not 

only a good math teacher, but also someone who understood her Chinese stories. 

Di wanted to keep her way of learning. But it was not easy for her to do so 

because she found the teachers in River's Edge taught differently than her teachers in 

China. They did not "teach that much" as her Chinese teachers did; therefore, she could 

not get ready answers from her Canadian teachers. She needed to search for her own 

answers for assignments. It was a different learning process for Di. Even though she said 

she still studied in her old way, it was not the same any more when she was a student 

living and learning in River's Edge. In River's Edge, for instance, assignments were 

different: 

In China our homework was like to do questions from one to four on page twenty-

one, for example. But now in here homework is more creative. We do projects. 

We need to do research from the Internet. We make posters. We use PowerPoint 

to do presentations to show the class what we found. In China, my teachers 

taught things. But in here I need to discover things for myself. (Tape-recorded 

Conversation, March 31, 2005) 

This conversation was taped in Di's last year in River's Edge. By then, she had been in 

Canada for almost two years. She had two parallel stories of school regarding doing 

schoolwork. Her lived stories of doing homework in China were question and answer. 
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What she needed to do was to follow the instructions and give answers. She realized 

school stories of learning and teaching changed in River's Edge. Having been in River's 

Edge for two years, Di seemed to be shifting to new stories of teaching and learning in 

River's Edge. She understood because teachers taught differently, as a student, she also 

needed to learn in a different way and do homework in a new way. She needed to 

"discover" answers for herself because in River's Edge, teachers did not teach to give 

direct answers. For assignments such as projects, she could not look for the right answers 

as she used to in China where her teachers taught her what the right answers were. 

While she was packing and preparing for a new life in Canada, I imagine Di 

expected change and new experiences. But the stories of change and difference 

sometimes were complicated as she was experiencing them on new school landscapes. 

The rhythm of school was changed and stories of teaching and learning were "really 

different." And the way to deliver what was learned was different: 

I'm not comfortable to be the center of attention. That's why I hate presentations. 

When I speak in front of a lot of people, I get so nervous that sometimes I can't 

even speak as I normally do. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, April 7, 2005) 

When she was in China, learning was a more private matter. The students got the 

questions and then worked out the answers. They did the homework and examinations 

this way. That was how they were marked. That was how school stories were lived in 

Di's Chinese schools. She did not have to be "the centre of attention" to present what she 

learned to get marks. She showed the teachers what and how she learned by writing tests 

and exams. While in River's Edge, Di had to live different stories of getting good marks. 
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She had to make what she learned public. She had to speak and speak loudly and clearly 

in the front of the classroom, a place that belonged to teachers. Di had not lived stories of 

sharing and representing knowledge before in China. I can see how hard it was for Di to 

live a story she had not lived before: "... sometimes I can't even speak as I normally 

do." It seemed she was trying to live a story that needed to transcend herself. But Di 

knew she had to shift to River's Edge's stories of learning because this was how she was 

marked and there were no other stories to live to get good marks. 

Stories of School Culture Changed 

Shifting to River's Edge, a new school landscape in Canada, was not easy for Di. 

The rhythm of school changed. Stories of teaching and learning and doing assignments 

were different. Yet, it was not only about studying. She found many differences around 

other aspects such as school culture, friends and relationships with classmates. 

Students here in Canada are like more open you know than my classmates in 

China. And some often wear like makeup and they look more like adults to me. 

And the students in China thought the mark was the most important thing. Yeah 

but the students here, some of them, don't think so. They don't think the mark is 

that important. But I still think marks are important and I think fashion is not that 

important. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, November 11, 2004) 

In China, the plotline of learning for good marks was for all students no matter if one 

could or could not live the story of being a student with good marks. It was accepted by 

everyone: students, teachers and parents, that good students were those who got good 
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marks. Therefore, to Di, "students in China thought the mark was the most important 

thing." It was quite a different experience in River's Edge where good marks were not 

the most important thing for "some" students' stories to live by. Di was puzzled that, at 

school, stories other than marks could also be important to students. In Di's lived stories 

in China, there was some "fashion." For example, she told me she and her friends liked 

to shop together. They liked the "little pretty things." In the conversation, she could not 

find English words to describe the "little pretty things." I understood the little pretty 

things were things like address books, bookmarks, hair clips and so on because I 

remembered the treasures JJ brought from China. I also remember how Di's bedroom 

was decorated by the "little pretty things" such as puffy teddy bears and sandalwood fans. 

Shopping for the "little pretty things" with her friends was a good and meaningful story 

to live for Di to feel connected and keep friendships. These stories seemed to accompany 

Di and help her live stories of good marks as she knew she could only go to good 

universities with good marks. Her stories of school in China were not, and could not, be 

centered on "fashion", although she liked shopping with her friends and doing things that 

were not directly related to schoolwork. Di seemed to have brought the idea of her "good 

marks" stories to live in River's Edge. She puzzled that for some students in River's 

Edge, "fashion" was important and marks were not as important. I imagine what puzzled 

Di more was that "wearing black chains or wearing makeup" was a fine story in River's 

Edge. It was a symbol of "being cool" (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, May 5, 

2005). Before she could understand the new school stories, Di tried to hold on to her past 

lived stories that made sense to her. She tried not to be affected: "I still think marks are 
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important and I think fashion is not that important." She still wanted to live by the story 

that studying was the top priority for her as a student. 

However, living by the stories of good marks was not the same anymore on this 

new school landscape. Di might be able to choose to continue to live stories of good 

marks in River's Edge, but she could not avoid living on a school landscape where 

"some" students lived stories of "wearing black chains and makeup" in order to be storied 

as "cool". I imagine Di had to make an effort to try to live the stories of good marks, 

which in her schools in China were non-negotiable and taken for granted. 

Di did not want to live the "fashion" story and tried not to be affected by it; but 

she found her best friend sometimes surprised her and puzzled her: 

Lili is my friend. She has been here for four years. I think she changed a little bit, 

yeah, I think so. In China when girls are sixteen, they had too much schoolwork to 

worry about to think of other things. But here, she sometimes dresses herself like 

an adult. I think that's something I didn't see in my friends in China. If my 

friends were sixteen, they wouldn't be like her... Last time I went shopping with 

her. She was looking for those clothing and uh hairstyle, something like that. I 

wasn't very interested. But, yeah, she's my friend. (Tape-recorded Conversation 

with Di, November 4, 2004) 

In "living relational stories", I wrote that being close to people, friends and teachers, was 

very important for Di. She could be quiet but with her friends she could talk on and on. 

Lili was a friend and very important to Di in River's Edge. She spoke Di's mother 

tongue, and like Di, immigrated from China. Being new in River's Edge, Di hung around 
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with Lili and Lili's friends. Lili told Di many stories of River's Edge, but Lili puzzled Di 

sometimes because she "changed a bit." Lili was not quite like Di's friends in China 

because Di and her friends in China did not "dress like adults." They had "too much 

schoolwork to worry about to think of other things." Since working for good marks 

rather than dressing like adults was her lived school story in China, Di had not expected 

Lili, a girl immigrated from China like her, could shift from the plotline of being a 

student in China. But Di still wanted to be friends with Lili although she was living in 

ways Di and her friends in China did not share. Di knew Lili immigrated to Canada a 

few years earlier than she did. I wonder if Di wondered if she would be more like Lili as 

she lived longer in Canada. In River's Edge, Di made friends with people she might not 

have if she had been in China. On a new school landscape, Di made friends who cared 

about different things. 

The story Di took for granted, as a student in her Chinese schools, that the most 

important thing to care about was studying hard for good marks, became more complex 

in River's Edge. Lili, Di's best friend in River's Edge, was fascinated with "fashion." Di 

was puzzled that Lili lived some stories that she and her friends in China did not 

experience. To Di, relational stories with classmates and friends were as important as 

stories of marks. Di found Lili different from her friends she made in China. She also 

experienced different relational stories in River's Edge: 

I feel I belonged to my school in China. I had so many friends there and they were 

all really close friends because we went to the same elementary school and then to 

the same junior high. We had really long time of friendship. We were all Chinese 
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there and we all spoke the same language. And everybody's involved in 

everything. So I really felt good. But in River's Edge, there's fewer friends and 

they are not that close friends. And we are not very involved with them, the 

Canadian kids. The relationship I felt with the Canadian classmates is different 

from that with my Chinese friends. Like with Chinese friends, we can like joking 

you know, and like laughing together. We go to movies and you know like we do 

everything together. Well like with my Canadian friends, we can do like project 

together or if I have any questions I can ask them... But I can talk with my 

Chinese friends about anything. Like I didn't tell any of my Canadian friends 

about my birthday. But I told every Chinese friend of mine. And they celebrated 

for me. It is really a different feeling. The relationship between me and my 

Canadian friends and that with my Chinese friends is really different. I don't 

know what kind of feeling that is. But it's really, really different. (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Di, March 31,2005) 

Di felt she belonged in her Chinese schools but not as much in River's Edge. The reason 

seemed to be that she had many close friends with whom she was comfortable to be who 

she was in China. In River's Edge, however, she felt she could not live all her stories 

with her classmates. Conversations with them were limited to schoolwork. Di's lived 

stories of being with friends were that she was able to "laugh" with them. It seemed that 

if she could not laugh and share her life stories with her friends and classmates, school 

was not like the story of school she had lived in China. She tried to look for friends with 

whom to share her life stories. Di had a few close Chinese friends in River's Edge. She 
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found Lili and a few other girls. They were important for her because they helped her 

connect the two school landscapes, the Chinese and Canadian, even though they were not 

the same. Di relived relational stories in River's Edge with her Chinese friends in 

Canada. They shared some of her lived stories in China such as music and readings. She 

wondered why she did not feel like telling her Canadian classmates about her birthday. 

On the one hand, Di was happy that her Chinese friends "celebrated" her birthday. On 

the other hand, she was puzzled that she could not "involve" her Canadian classmates to 

live stories with her. The "really, really different feeling" was not what she had 

anticipated in a Canadian school when she was packing for going to live in Canada. Di 

had to live stories with experiences like this, puzzling ones, for some time while her 

stories to live by shifted within the new plotlines on her new school landscape. 

Looking for Continuity in Discontinuity 

Di lived different school stories on a new landscape from learning as a student to 

keeping relationships as a person. In the first half of this section I wrote about her 

experiencing the differences shifting onto a new school landscape in Canada. For the 

proceeding section, I focus on Di's dealing with, and living with, River's Edge's school 

stories that were new and different from those stories she lived in her schools in China. 

Di knew Canada was different. The students there spoke a different language 

than she did in China. From her mother, friends and movies, she pictured Canadian 

schools not as difficult as her Chinese schools, where she and her classmates must work 

very hard in order to do well in the national entrance examinations to go to universities. 
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For the past seven years in her Chinese schools, studying hard was her major plotline of 

school stories. As a student, Di was successful in this plotline, doing well and having 

good marks. Although the school was demanding and difficult, being acknowledged as a 

good student, Di enjoyed her school stories in China. She was in the well-accepted 

successful stories of school. It seemed her way was the right and successful way of 

living school stories. 

Although in China it was hard for high school graduates to get into universities, it 

would not be a problem for Di. She was confident that she could do better than her 

cousins and go to better universities. Immigrating to Canada might be like what Di's 

mother said to "escape competition," but it was certainly not to escape education. Instead 

it was a chance to get better education. While in River's Edge, it was not the tension Di 

experienced to compete for entering universities, but rather the tension to live 

comfortably as a person and student from another country in the stories on new school 

landscapes. Di sought to live the familiar stories she had lived before she came to 

River's Edge so that the sweet potato vines could hold on to nutritious and meaningful 

soil in Canada: 

After Christmas, it's very busy because that was term two. And in term two, the 

mark was very important for senior high school. You know I am trying to get into 

the academic challenge senior high school. In order to get in, my average score 

from the four core courses has to be above eighty. For term one, my average was 

like eighty-two. That's above eighty but not very high. So in term two, I kind of 

worked harder to get better marks. And at the end of term two, my average mark 
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was eight-six. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, March 31, 2005) 

For all the time I was with Di and from reading back and forth across our conversations, I 

sensed Di's struggle in living different stories in River's Edge. In the first half of this 

section, I wrote River's Edge was difficult for Di because she had to get along with the 

stories of doing homework in new ways and of being a Chinese girl in a Canadian school 

with new classmates and teachers. Presentations made her nervous because she was not 

used to speaking loudly and in English in front of the classroom, the teacher's territory. 

Group projects made her nervous because her classmates were reluctant to invite her to 

be a partner. These stories were hard. But these stories fit in her familiar plotline of 

studying and studying for good marks. I see here she relived the familiar Chinese story 

of learning to earn good marks in order to go to good schools in the story that she needed 

an average of at least eighty to get into an academic challenge program in senior high 

school. Experiencing continuity of her lived stories in China in River's Edge was 

important. She found focus and purpose of living her stories in River's Edge, which was 

to pass the minimum score and higher. She felt better that for the second term her 

average was eight-six. 

Connecting to her past lived stories, for Di, was to recollect who she was and used 

to be before shifting tonRiver's Edge. Because of the new and different school stories, 

she had to un-know many things in order to do things right on a new storied school 

landscape. She had to change to fit into new stories of doing assignments in "their" 

ways, new ways. On a new storied school landscape, Di did not feel like who she used to 

be. She referred to her lived stories to find a place to live who she was in River's Edge: 
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I feel not many people are paying attention to me because, you know, I am kind of 

quiet and walk down the hallways by myself. I don't like to catch many people's 

attention. So, like only a few people know I exist (laughs). Yeah really, like last 

week one girl from an option class even asked: "Are you new here?" (Laughs). I 

was like, OK (laughing). Like she didn't notice me in the class we have been in 

for two terms. Or maybe it's a big class, and she has a lot of friends to hang 

around. She never stops talking to people around her. You know, so she's kind of 

too busy to notice me (laughs). (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, April 7, 

2005) 

Di said to me before that she was quiet. Usually she was not the person to initiate a 

conversation with people she did not know. But it was not a problem in China. Di 

laughed several times while telling the story of how a classmate did not know that she 

and Di had been in the same class for two terms. She laughed because she knew who she 

was in China. In China, she was quiet but not forgotten for being quiet. Di seemed not 

hurt so much because she remembered who she was in China. Although in River's Edge 

she was not able to continue the same story she used to live, referring the good memory 

enabled Di to hold on to good stories to live up to on a new school landscape. Here I 

revisit her told stories discussed in "living relational stories": 

The relationship I had with the teachers in China, I think, was much closer than 

the teachers in River's Edge. Maybe that's because I had good marks in China 

and uh there were teachers who always asked me to do important things for the 

class or the teachers. I was trusted. I felt important. But in here now it's 
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November 11. I've been in the school more than two months but I'm not sure if 

some teachers like my social teacher know my name. (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Di, November 11, 2004) 

Di lived "important" stories in China. She was acknowledged as a good student. She was 

trusted with important duties because of that. In River's Edge, she felt she was invisible. 

Di might wish to continue to live similar stories in River's Edge to those stories lived in 

China. But she was not obsessed with the idea. Her lived stories were important to 

remind her of what kind of a student she used to be. These past stories portrayed an 

image of who she had been and what stories of her she could live out. She learned that 

she could live in River's Edge by recollecting her old stories to live by. Even though she 

felt invisible in River's Edge, she could go on. 

Di might feel River's Edge was a "rough" place. She could not live as 

comfortably as she used to in China as a member of the class. She knew who she had 

been but wondered who she was in a Canadian school. Again I revisit Di's told stories 

discussed in "the tension of living between stories": 

I got no partner for group projects. I got like left out. The teacher had to put me in 

a group. I felt pretty bad about that. You know, yeah. I have never experienced 

being left out. Like when I was in China because ah, in China I was a top student, 

and I got a lot of friends and was sociable and you know, and if we had a group 

project or something, lots of people would come to me. But in here I got left out. 

(Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, April 7, 2005) 

Di was upset that she was left out. It was a story she never lived before in China. As she 
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said she was quiet. But in her schools in China, it was the mark that defined who she 

was. She was a student with good marks, therefore, she had many friends. If there was a 

group project, she was the one who could make significant contributions. Her classmates 

knew that and wanted to be with her in a group. Being left out in the school in Canada 

was not a happy story to live. On the one hand, Di was upset being left out. On the 

other, she knew her potential as a good student in River's Edge when she revisited her 

past lived stories that told her she used to be important. Lived stories as a recognized 

good student in China came alive in her memory. These past lived stories continued to 

live with her to give her hope and confidence when she was living hard stories on new 

and different school landscapes. 

New Stories to Live By 

On the school landscape of River's Edge, Di lived many different stories from 

those she was familiar with or even those she might take for granted such as stories of 

good students with good marks: 

When I was in China, yourself, your friends, your teachers and your parents, all 

cared about your schoolwork, your marks. In here maybe the teacher thinks 

seventy or eighty is good enough. And maybe sometimes even yourself thinks the 

same way. You and your friends don't care very much about what your marks 

are. They just care if you are a nice person. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, 

May 5, 2005) 

Di lived different stories regarding what story to live by to be a student in River's Edge. 
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In China, doing well in courses was the leading story to live for almost everyone, friends, 

teachers and parents. Other stories than this were just not as important. Working hard to 

get good marks was Di's school story to live by in China. In River's Edge, Di realized 

students had a different orientation in living school stories as students. It seemed in 

River's Edge to be "nice" was more important than having good marks. Being nice was 

not necessarily those who had good marks. It seemed Di had to shift to living the stories 

the students in River's Edge valued. Living stories of being a nice girl was a new story 

Di figured out in River's Edge. I imagine Di would like to fit into the stories of being 

nice so that she could be liked as a student and friend. She was liked in her schools in 

China where she was storied as a good student with good marks. I imagine the plotline of 

being liked as a student and friend could continue as Di shifted to live appropriate stories 

of popularity in her new Canadian school. 

Being nice and having good marks were not contradictory to Di. She could be 

both. But how to be nice and what was storied as nice were new to her and sometimes 

confused her: 

Here being a nice person maybe is easy to get along with, not getting mad easily 

at somebody or sometime maybe like kind of helping people. Some students think 

being nice is cool, you know, like those cool students. Actually some of them are 

cool, but not nice in my opinion. Actually being cool usually is like wearing 

black chains or maybe, you know, really dark makeup. Maybe some people think 

that's cool. But actually those people are not necessarily nice. Well, I want to be 

a nice girl, but not that kind of cool. While in China, people thought more about 
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marks, but here maybe more about how much fun one has with you. When I was 

in China, a student was judged maybe by how many hours spent on studying each 

day. But in here, if you study long hours every day, maybe some people will think 

you're boring because they think you are a bookworm or something like that. Like 

maybe in here being nice is to let others feel you are fun to be together with. 

(Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, May 5, 2005) 

On a new school landscape, school stories were different. Di came back and forth from 

her lived school stories in China attempting to make sense of new school stories in 

River's Edge. She learned new stories about being a good student such as "being nice." 

Different language was used to tell stories of students. Being nice was not new to Di but 

it was not understood the same way. "Being helpful" might be easily related to "being 

nice." However, that "being nice is being cool" was not so because Di had not lived that 

kind of story before in China, wearing makeup and black chains, for example. On this 

new school landscape of River's Edge, Di learned new school stories. At the same time, 

revisiting her lived school stories in China, she was figuring out her own new stories to 

live by. Di learned that to fit into the school stories of "being cool" in River's Edge, one 

needed to be "fun" and not a "bookworm." She might like the idea of being a fun person 

to classmates and friends although being fun was not so much of her experience in China. 

Because in China spending a long time on studying did not mean one storied as a 

bookworm but rather as diligent, I imagine Di might continue to work hard to be a good 

student with good marks as she used to in China since in River's Edge there was still the 

soil, the grounding for her Chinese plotline. To be cool was a fine story to be in. 
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However, if it meant to wear "dark makeup" and "black chains," Di would rather live 

away from this kind of story of being cool. In River's Edge, Di lived new stories and 

tried to figure out her stories to live by in a new school alongside living her remembered 

lived stories in China in memories. 

Di was shaped by her past lived stories and was being shaped also by new stories 

in her new school in Canada. On shifting school landscapes, she constructed her own 

world of stories. She lived stories, learned new stories and by shifting herself in a new 

storied school landscape, she chose to stick to stories that she had lived for years before 

she came to Canada and also chose to change to fit into new stories that made sense to 

her according to her lived stories in China: 

At first I didn't like the school here. Sometimes the teachers really try to help. 

You know like they helped me get into groups. And then the team-mates talked to 

me or something. But the teachers just got me into the groups. They could not 

help me when I was in the group. So if I want to get involved in a group project, I 

think, I need to change to be more active. So I think it's my problem. Well maybe 

I think I should change... (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, May 5,2005) 

Di did not like River's Edge in the beginning because there were stories she had not lived 

before. She did not find it easy to get into some stories, to be a team member of a school 

project, for example. Di understood group projects were a common type of schoolwork. 

She needed to do well to get good marks. She appreciated that her teachers stepped in 

and helped her get into groups. At the same time, she realized that her teachers could 

only help her this much. "They could not help me when I was in the group." On a new 
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school landscape of new stories, Di realized that it was she that needed to change. She 

could change herself to be "more active." It might not be easy because she was a quiet 

girl in her Chinese schools. But she thought that was a way to "get involved." She could 

not wait for things to happen to her even though, in her Chinese schools, usually her 

classmates came to her if there was a group project. On a new landscape she needed to 

create opportunities for herself. She needed to change. I imagine she might think, "I'm 

the different person, the mixture. I am a person to change because nobody would change 

for me." Di shifted, lived new stories and figured out new stories she thought would be 

hers to live by in River's Edge. 

As an immigrant girl from China, Di was a knower of, and player on, her Chinese 

school landscapes. Shifting to River's Edge, Di learned to live new stories to become a 

knower. Being in River's Edge for two years, Di seemed to be a knower, but not so 

much a player yet: 

Now I think everything's OK (laughs). Yeah. I can't be certain part of the school 

culture, but I don't feel guilty about it because I still have a lot of friends. They 

share my feelings. Yeah, so I think it's OK. You know like those kinds of 

fashions. I don't want to be part of it. But also I don't hate the exotic fashions. So 

I think I will just be an audience maybe to be that kind of person. And I think 

that's enough. Yeah, so yeah, I just want to like be the person I want to be. I don't 

change myself to get involved [in those things I don't want to be]. I just want to 

be myself. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, April 7, 2005) 

Living on the new school landscape for two years, Di seemed to become a knower of the 
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stories of River's Edge. She seemed to have passed the time when she was overwhelmed 

by new and different stories in a new school. She felt better at this moment: "Now I 

think everything's OK." Being a knower of the school stories, Di could make her 

decisions on what school stories to live. She thought of becoming "more active" so that 

she could do well in group projects and presentations to get good marks. She wanted to 

continue to be in the plotline of being a student with good marks. She made decisions to 

live without some school stories. She felt comfortable with her decisions: "I can't be 

certain part of the school culture, but I don't feel guilty about it because I still have a lot 

of friends." Di was shaped by lived stories in her schools in China as to who she was. 

When she was not sure about the school stories in River's Edge, she was not confident to 

be different. She was not sure if she could live her old stories in a new school. When she 

found out she had friends in River's Edge and with them she could choose to live 

meaningful stories together and to stay away from those stories such as pursuing 

"fashion," Di figured out her new stories to live by as an immigrant Chinese girl in 

River's Edge. On a new school landscape, Di learned to live as a player or an outsider. 

At the same time, she was also being shaped by new stories. She learned to be open-

minded: "I don't want to be part of it. But also I don't hate the exotic fashions." Di 

learned not to judge her classmates by her lived stories as to what stories should be lived 

as students. On a new school landscape, Di learned to be who she had been and who she 

was. I wonder as she moves on to the senior high school, who she will become. 

Di seemed to have sensed the uncertainty of her future since she lived stories that 

reshaped her: 
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Maybe for the near future, my goal is to get an average of ninety for all the 

courses in grade ten because now my average is eighty-eight or eighty-seven. And 

now I am thinking of going to a university outside this province. But maybe in 

three years, during the high school, I may change my mind. Who knows? But I 

really don't think that I'm certain about what I want to do after school you know. 

But my parents wanted me to be a medical doctor. (Tape-recorded Conversation 

with Di, May 5, 2005) 

In River's Edge, Di was not sure of her future. She seemed to be only certain about her 

short-term goals. She could not be certain about who she might become even she knew 

her parents would be happy to see her become a medical doctor. On shifting landscapes, 

Di sensed her own shifting among different stories and she imagined it would be so in 

planning her future. I wonder, living on shifting landscapes, how differently Di might 

value her family stories and her mother's story of her. 

Complexity of Stories 

Di immigrated to Canada after living thirteen years of stories in China. Most of the time, 

she enjoyed living Chinese stories as a girl and student although her school stories were 

compelling, demanding and not always easy to live. When her parents told her that they 

were to immigrate to Canada, she also looked forward to living new stories in Canada, a 

country she imagined inherited ancient European civilization. She packed her Chinese 

stories with her and traveled with them to Canada. On a visit to her home, I saw how Di 

exhibited her lived stories on her bedroom walls and on her bookshelf. With the lived 
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stories in China, she started her new stories in River's Edge. Different stories, sometimes 

confusing and unappealing, occasionally contradicted her imagined stories of Canadian 

^schools. Hoping to "escape" Chinese competitive stories, Di encountered new difficult 

stories: 

In China there's competition even among friends. Like we talked about our 

homework, but we tried not to tell each other how hard we were going to work on 

the homework because we would not want to get behind our friends in marks. The 

reality in China, maybe, was kind of cruel, yeah tough. (Tape-recorded 

Conversation with Di, May 5, 2005) 

In River's Edge, Di felt the complexities of lived stories. On the one hand, the 

experience of "being left out" made her cherish the closeness with friends in her schools 

in China: 

I feel I belonged to my school in China. I had so many friends there and they were 

all really close friends because we went to the same elementary school and then to 

the same junior high. We had really long time of friendship. We were all Chinese 

there and we all spoke the same language. Everybody's involved in everything. I 

really felt good. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, March 31, 2005) 

On the other hand, the competition for better marks among classmates and even between 

her and her friends was "cruel" and "tough". In River's Edge, Di missed the closeness 

with friends because she "felt good" to be "involved in everything" with her friends in 

the school. "Being left out" became another kind of "cruel" and "tough". However, in 

River's Edge, Di felt less competition among classmates and friends in terms of marks. I 
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imagine the complexities of experiences shifting from China to Canada was shaping Di 

as a person, new to herself, her parents and her friends in China and Canada. 

The following is another excerpt from a tape-recorded conversation that 

demonstrates Di's experiencing complexities of stories on shifting landscapes: 

I still think the way I used to in China. So like when I got seventy for a test, I was 

upset. But when my teacher here told me that I did good, actually this made me 

really sad because this made me feel like my teacher thought this was the best I 

could do. But actually I knew I could do much better. Yeah, you know, because 

it's like my teachers thought that's the best I could do. One time, I got sixty-eight 

on my LA test. My teacher told me that I did good. I know she was trying to 

praise my effort. But actually I felt really upset and when I got home, I actually 

cried because, you know, I really thought I could be better. I was asking: "So 

what do you think? I'm good enough? What? That's not good." Yeah, yeah, 

like that. But in China if I got kind of low marks, my classmates and my teachers 

would say that I really did bad and I needed to improve. Actually this, 

sometimes, made me uncomfortable, too. But when they said that to me, I knew I 

needed to work harder. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, May 5, 2005) 

Di still judged herself by marks. Eighty and higher for all the courses was her story to 

live by as a student. That was who she was in China and who she thought she should be 

in River's Edge. Di was puzzled by her teacher's story of as a mediocre student. 

Although she understood that her teacher was trying to be gentle, Di was hurt because she 

knew her past stories. She was a much better student than the one who got a mark of 
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sixty-eight. She was so hurt that she went home and cried. She admitted it was hard that 

in China if she got a low mark, her friends and teachers told her directly that she should 

do better. Yet she understood they had a high expectation of her because she had always 

been a good student with good marks. That was how she was storied and lived her life. I 

imagine trying to be always on the top would be a story of pressure and Di might have 

sensed that. But sixty-eight was just too low. She would not appreciate her teacher to 

story her as a mediocre student who did not have potential to do better work. 

On shifting landscapes, Di lived different stories of being a student. These 

different lived stories were not only different, but also confusing and contradictory. She 

enjoyed being storied as a good student in her school in China. She could appreciate her 

language arts teacher's gentleness and recognition of her efforts in learning English in her 

second language. Being told "you did bad" was hurtful. At the same time, it was equally 

hurtful to be told, "you did good" when she just received a mere pass score. On the 

conversation taped on April 7, 2005, almost two years after she entered River's Edge, Di 

thought "everything is OK." She thought she had figured out her own stories to live by 

on a Canadian school landscape. I imagine she worked hard trying to understand old and 

new stories and figure out stories to live by out of the complicated experiences. Di did so 

by revisiting her past lived stories and alongside her lived stories in Canada. She 

understood new stories which also shed new light on her lived stories in China: 

Yeah, as I said, in China, there's more pressure. In here I have more free time. 

But sometimes maybe I've got used to the way in China. So sometimes I even 

give myself pressure. Yeah you know like tell myself to get higher marks. (Tape-
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recorded Conversation with Di, May 5,2005) 

From her lived school stories, Ting was concerned with too much pressure on students 

from the schools in China. She believed that young students should haVe time to be 

themselves. Di, like her mother, preferred "free time" than "pressure." Shifting to 

River's Edge, however, Di wanted some pressure to make herself busy and work harder 

to get better marks. She thought if she did not give herself some pressure, her marks 

would go down. More free time and little pressure were the stories told about Canadian 

schools before Di and her parents immigrated to Canada. Limited free time and too much 

pressure were lived school stories in China, which both Di's parents and her had wanted 

to avoid. Shifting to a new school landscape, Di understood "pressure" in a new light by 

living new stories in River's Edge. Sometimes pressure was needed to get self-motivated 

to study harder for better marks. Di did not have much "free time" in schools in China, 

especially when she was in junior high. Di had "more free time" in River's Edge, which 

was new and had been expected. Yet until she had known ways to make good use of 

"more free time," Di would be upset idling around and having little to do. Having little 

to do was not a story for Di in China. Remembering her lived stories in China, Di 

seemed to consider free time not so attractive. She thus gave herself pressure so that she 

could spend "free time" reasonably. 

Di was living new school stories in River's Edge. At the same time, she 

constantly referred to her lived school stories in China to help understand new stories. In 

this way, she retold her lived stories in a new way: 

I think like a long time ago I already told you (Guming) like something about the 
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teachers here right? Yeah, the teachers are really different. And I think I like 

both ways. The teachers here, you can get really close to. Like you can feel 

you're friend with them. In China the teachers kind of keep a distance, you know, 

'I'm the teacher.' You have to think like the teachers are teachers. You have to 

respect them. It's not like no joking around. (Tape-recorded Conversation with 

Di, April 7, 2005) 

Di once told me she felt she was closer to her teachers in her Chinese schools. Here she 

said in this paragraph that students could "get really close to" teachers in River's Edge. 

Yet, she was not contradictory. By living new stories and visiting past lived stories, Di 

was telling new stories of "closeness." She felt Chinese teachers were close because she 

felt they shared social, cultural and historical stories, the same language. The closeness 

between teachers and students in her Canadian school was understood by comparing 

stories she lived in China regarding teacher-student relationships. Another layer of the 

stories of teacher and student relationship in her lived stories in her Chinese schools was 

teachers "keep a distance" to show their authority as teachers. I imagine in a way, 

sharing the social-cultural code, Di understood the story that her Chinese teachers "kept a 

distance" to their students. Thus it did not interfere with Di's feeling of the closeness to 

her teachers, especially when she was a good student and was entrusted with 

responsibilities. I imagine, without living the stories that her teachers in River's Edge 

could be students' friends and maybe share a little joke sometimes, Di might be able to 

tell only one side of the story of teacher-student relationship about her teachers in China. 

Di's lived stories shaped how she lived new stories on a new school landscape. She 
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composed her own stories to live and tell, the past and the present, old and new. She 

found meaning in the stories she lived with her teachers in River's Edge. She figured out 

the reason that students did not joke around in her Chinese schools. 

In the complexities of stories on shifting landscapes, Di revisited lived stories to 

live new stories. Her family stories were also visited and revisited when Di composed 

her own stories to live by. Di had said many times that she was the one to change. She 

relied on herself to live the stories that were not easy for her to live. I saw her mother, 

Ting, in Di. To Di, her mother was a strong and an independent woman. Being strong 

and independent became Di's story to live by. That was her plotline to follow and the 

nutrition for her sweet potato vines living on shifting and changing landscapes. 

The following chapter (Chapter 6) was composed to reveal how the three immigrant 

children's lives reverberated across each other's lived stories. 
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Chapter Six 

RESONATING NARRATIVE THREADS ACROSS THE LIVES OF 

YANG, ATOOSA AND DI 

For the past two years, I lived alongside Yang, Atoosa and Di, three immigrant 

junior high students, in various ways and on various occasions. I sat in their classrooms 

and watched their classroom performances. In River's Edge, I encountered them in the 

hallways and on the playground while they were socializing with their classmates. I 

talked with them and recorded our conversations in the private interview room at lunch 

breaks and after school. I went to Di's and Atoosa's graduation ceremony and witnessed 

their achievements. I visited their homes to see and talk with their parents. I talked with 

them on the phone, on the bus and in the grocery store where I met them. As an 

immigrant and a mother of a teenage daughter, I often saw myself in their lives and them 

in mine. At the same time, the experiences of living alongside Yang, Atoosa and Di and 

the stories they shared with me shaped my understanding of the lives of immigrant 

children. 

I first started writing about Yang in the summer of 2005. When I finished writing 

about Di, another year had passed. Yang, after reading the stories I wrote about him, said: 

"I changed." When Yang said he changed, at the same time, he was also telling me he 

changed from what he had been. Change was not water without a source. It was from his 

living in an "already existing repertoire of roles" (Carr, 1986, p. 84) and from being 

constantly shaped by the stories he lived. During the time of the research, as I shifted 
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from composing field texts to research texts (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000), Atoosa and 

her family had moved to another Canadian city where she attended the high school. Di 

and Yang still live in the same city but left River's Edge for different high schools. They 

shifted to new landscapes again. Yang said he changed. Di felt her changed as well. 

Atoosa might have similar feelings. They will continue to be shaped as they live on new 

storied landscapes. 

The three students came to Canada from different places and at different ages. 

Yang immigrated to Canada via the US. Di was from China and Atoosa from Iran. Di and 

Atoosa started their first Canadian schooling in grade eight in River's Edge. Yang's 

education was all in North America. River's Edge was Yang's junior high school and 

prior to that he had attended elementary schools in the US and Canada. When I met them, 

like the sweet potato vines, they had traveled from somewhere to River's Edge. When I 

started writing this chapter, Yang, Atoosa and Di had moved on to different senior high 

schools. No matter whether they feel it or not, the routes their metaphorical sweet potato 

vines created will always, in one way or another, leave messages on their becoming as 

they live on new landscapes. While they left River's Edge to go to different schools and 

will meet and live with new classmates and teachers, they won't leave their families as 

they did not when they followed their parents to Canada. Their unfolding stories lived out 

on shifting landscapes shaped who they were to their parents at home and who they were 

to classmates and teachers in schools. 

I wrote Chapters 3, 4 and 5 about my experiences respectively with Yang, Atoosa 

and Di. They lived in their own storied worlds in both in- and out-of-school places. From 
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their lived stories, I saw how unique they were as students in River's Edge: Yang's 

stories to live by as a Chinese boy; Atoosa's stories to live by as a good student with 

good marks; Di's stories to live by as wanting to still be a Chinese girl. As students from 

different social and cultural landscapes than the Canadian one, they were aware of their 

differences and found meaningful soils in which to touch down as their sweet potato 

vines spread and grew as they shifted to the school landscape of River's Edge. 

Yang, Atoosa and Di are three unique individuals. They lived their own stories in 

their own worlds following their "story-line[s] constituted by [their] protentions, 

retentions and intentions" (Carr, 1986, p. 75). Atoosa's sister was one year older than 

Atoosa was. She was fascinated by the many options in her Canadian high school and 

wanted to be a fashion designer. Atoosa, however, was not sure. She said she might take 

the "harder" route to finish her high school in the academic challenge program. She said 

her father would be happy if she took a different route from her brother's and sister's 

because she had more time in junior high to catch up English that would prepare her to be 

successful in the academic challenge program in the senior high school. Atoosa was 

considering living her senior high school stories from a different route. Atoosa was 

unique within her own family. As I finished writing about Yang, Atoosa and Di tracing 

their narrative threads, I found that each of them had their own wisdom shaped in, and 

from, living their lives. Yet in many ways, I could also see some of each of their stories 

in the others' stories. In some measure, Yang's story was in Atoosa's and Di's, Atoosa's 

in Yang's and Di's, and Di's in Yang's and Atoosa's. 

Bateson (2000) wrote: 
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Wisdom comes not by accumulation of more and more experiences but through 

discerning pattern in the deeper mystery of what is already there... Wisdom, then, 

is born of the overlapping of lives, the resonance between stories. To become 

human our species had to evolve a distinctive rhythm of development that allowed 

for this interaction... (pp. 242-243) 

Searching for overlapping lives and resonance between stories is a way to wisdom. For 

Bateson, we, as humans, need this interaction to be wiser. There were moments when I 

saw myself in Qin's, Ramesh's and Ting's lives and them in mine while I heard and read 

their stories. Qin was proud that Yang played an astronaut in Yang's American school. I, 

too, clapped my hands and to cheered JJ as she walked onto the stage to receive awards 

for excellent performances in her Canadian school. In Atoosa's Thanksgiving story I saw 

how I, too, wanted JJ, like her classmates, to enjoy stories such as Halloween. When Ting 

told me why she brought her family to Canada, I nodded my head for her and for myself. 

Like her, I also came to live in Canada with a dream for JJ. These were the moments of 

resonance, when I felt, in Bateson's words, overlapping lives among us, as immigrants 

and mothers. These were the moments when I saw me in their stories and felt they or I 

lived out each other's stories. That is how I understood Bateson's "resonance between 

stories." 

In "Composing a Life", Bateson (1990) wrote about five women's lives, an 

engineer, scientist, artist, scholar and administrator. Each of them composed her life in 

her way and lived her life following a unique path. In writing and thinking of the four 

women and herself, Bateson (1990) recognized "composite" (p. 15) patterns of these 
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lives. When she laid these life stories side by side, Bateson found that these women's 

lives resonated with each other as they made sense of what Bateson saw as interruption 

and discontinuity in their lives. These resonating stories were illuminating: "All of us are 

increasingly torn between conflicting loyalties, yet our lives are longer and more full of 

possibilities than ever before" (Bateson, 1990, p. 15). From the composite patterns of the 

lives of these five women, she hoped readers would become wiser and more hopeful as 

they realized their own lives were full of possibilities. 

In my doctoral research, I encountered three young lives. Feeling and touching the 

narrative threads in their lives, I wrote about them in three chapters. In "Composing a 

Life", Bateson, by laying the five women's life stories side by side, identified patterns in 

how they lived their lives, that is, with interruption and discontinuity. In this chapter, I 

lay Yang's, Atoosa's and Di's stories side by side in order to feel their patterns, which I 

identified to be their narrative threads. As students from immigrant families, Yang, 

Atoosa and Di sought ways to make sense of their lives at River's Edge. In this chapter, I 

pull out three narrative threads that resonated across their lived stories, one from each of 

the three immigrant students, "fitting-in" from Yang, "friends" from Atoosa, and "living 

on shifting landscapes" from Di. As I lay their lived and told stories side by side as 

Bateson laid the five women's stories side by side, I hoped to show "resonance" in their 

overlapping stories. 
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Narrative Thread One: Fitting-in 

Living fitting-in stories was a strong narrative thread in Yang's life. At the age of 

six before he had a chance to start school in China, Yang went to the US where his father 

was engaged in a scientific research project. Yang's parents were well-trained 

professionals in China before they came to North America. Yet, the language barrier was 

a high threshold for them to cross in order to find jobs that would match their 

professional knowledge. It also limited their chances to become involved in the lives of 

their American and Canadian colleagues. In the beginning, Yang's fitting-in stories were 

shaped by his parents' lived experiences that English was important for a good life in 

Canada. Wensi, Yang's father, did not hide his pride that Yang had a talent in language 

noting that Yang picked up the language quickly and spoke just like the children whose 

first language was English. Yang's parents were pleased to see Yang play an astronaut 

with his American classmates and to speak his lines in English on the school stage. Years 

later in Canada, Qin, Yang's mother, was filled with joy to see Yang speak fluent English 

and act as an equal partner in practicing a group school project. 

In China, Yang's parents lived their lives fitting into the social-cultural stories of 

that landscape. They fitted in well in these stories and were successful in China. After 

high school, they both entered universities and lived a competitive but enviable story that 

was promoted in the society. When graduate studies became promising stories, they took 

the entrance examinations and earned their master's degrees. Wensi earned his doctorate 

before he went to the US to work on research projects. Qin and Wensi's experiences were 
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lived within the plotline that fit into the dominant landscape stories that prepared people 

for better education. I was not surprised that, in the three one-hour tape-recorded 

conversations, Qin and Wensi did not challenge the authority of River's Edge and other 

schools Yang attended as long as the schools were trying to educate Yang to be 

successful in Canada. Yang was encouraged to participate in school activities including 

the sex education curriculum of grade seven. Qin not only let Yang fit into a Canadian 

school story, but also let her and Yang fit into a Canadian social-cultural story that 

includes sex education as part of Canadian schooling. Fitting-in to societal stories was not 

necessarily negative to Qin and Wensi. They believed it was part of living a good life in 

both China and Canada. 

Unlike Atoosa and Di, Yang did not have any experience of living stories in 

schools in his home country, China. His schooling started in English speaking schools. 

As Wensi said, Yang picked up English very quickly and soon English was not a problem 

for Yang to live school stories as his English-speaking classmates did. To Wensi and Qin, 

their son's performing on the stage with the American children was a perfect fitting-in 

picture. They were more excited than Yang because Yang did something they could not. 

Yang's fitting-in stories were mostly guided by his parents through showing their 

satisfaction in his achievement and support for curriculum requirements. Yang felt able to 

be a full participant in school. Sometimes he picked his own fitting-in stories to live. He 

was more than happy to live out his mother's story of him to be registered in summer 

sports camps to learn tennis and badminton because his Canadian classmates were active 

in after school sports games. 
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Yang's fitting-in stories were embedded within Wensi's and Qin's fitting-in 

stories. With the fitting-in stories, Yang knew his parents supported him to participate in 

school activities and programs. When Yang and his classmates came to his home to work 

on the group project, Qin not only welcomed them, but also made room for them and 

invited them to drinks and snacks. To her, being nice was a way to help Yang fit in and 

be accepted. Yang's good command of English allowed him to be a full participant in 

school stories and a knower (Vinz, 1997) of school stories, which prepared him to live 

fitting-in stories that were, in some ways, different from his mother's. He could choose to 

be nice if he wanted to be liked. He could also choose to express his opinions. For 

example, he did not hide his disagreement with the rule that students in River's Edge 

were not allowed to throw snowballs at recess. I wonder if Qin and Wensi would be 

surprised again or if they would encourage Yang to do so had Yang told them about it. 

Yang's lived school stories were a shift from his mother's stories of how to fit in. His 

mother's story was to fit in through being nice to classmates. Yang's story was one of 

expressing his own opinions while still being nice to classmates. 

Atoosa left Iran and came to River's Edge with her family. Her father, like Yang's 

father, was invited to contribute to a research project. Atoosa's mother, Ramesh, left her 

professional career in Iran believing that Canada was a place where her children could get 

good educations. Before the whole family decided to go to Canada, they liked the stories 

they had heard about Canadian schools. In Iran, Atoosa was a competitive student in a 

competitive educational system. She won many prizes for subject matter contests 

sponsored by independent examination agencies. She had to do so because she needed, as 
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her brother had, to practice her testing skills so that she could perform well in college 

entrance examinations. In one conversation, Atoosa told me that in Canada there were a 

lot more good universities that she could choose to go to. Although Atoosa was 

successful and fitted in well in the stories in Iranian schools, opportunities in Canada 

were more attractive. Atoosa and her family looked forward to new Canadian stories and 

to fitting into them. 

Atoosa was the youngest in the family. When Atoosa registered in grade eight in 

River's Edge, her sister was in grade nine and her brother in a senior high school. 

Ramesh and her husband's hope was that their three children would go to universities in 

Canada. They hoped Atoosa, her brother and sister to fit in well on the new Canadian 

school landscapes. Atoosa's fitting-in stories were shaped around this future storyline. On 

the second day in River's Edge, it was suggested that Atoosa choose an easier name 

because her Iranian name was long and difficult to pronounce in the English phonetic 

system. It was a request that Atoosa had not expected. She thought she needed some time 

to think about it. Realizing that they needed to pick one right away for the English 

assessment tests, her father did accordingly by picking the few three letters from Atoosa's 

Iranian name. Later Atoosa seemed to have become used to her shortened name and the 

family seemed to have no hard feelings that Atoosa's Iranian name was changed. Yet, at 

that moment of the request, she was not prepared. While Atoosa's father might not have 

been prepared either, I imagine she saw his cooperation as an impressive fitting-in 

experience. 

Atoosa's parents, like Yang's parents, supported her and her siblings to be 
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successful in Canadian schools. They encouraged Atoosa to speak English and fit in. In 

their first semester when Atoosa and her sister were at River's Edge, both of them 

attended the ESL class. For the first time, the two sisters were in the same class. But 

Ramesh encouraged them to be friends with their classmates in order to have 

opportunities to speak English. As Qin was happy to see Yang speak English, Ramesh 

was proud that Atoosa could speak English well in a short time: "I cannot believe my 

children could speak so well in such a short time." For Qin and Ramesh, their children 

needed to speak English to be successful in Canadian schools. 

Fitting-in was a visible story lived and told at home. Atoosa and her siblings were 

told that they should make an effort to participate in school activities. Because Atoosa 

had a brother and sister, she lived fitting-in stories along with them. She went to the 

parties in her brother's and sister's school. She, then, experienced her siblings' fitting-in. 

Because at home fitting-in was encouraged by her parents, Atoosa learned to try to fit in, 

even when it was not easy. For Yang, fitting-in was not so difficult by the time he was at 

River's Edge. For Yang, it was a question of when and how to fit in. He wanted to be like 

his classmates in learning more sports as well as to fit in through forming his own 

opinions. For Atoosa, fitting-in was harder and more complicated because she was a 

newcomer and had just begun living her stories in English in River's Edge. In many ways 

she was not a knower of the stories of the new school landscape and thus was not able to 

fit in with Yang's confidence about choosing when and how fit in: 

As usual, Atoosa came to the ESL room to have lunch. Unlike some of her 

classmates, she was not in a Halloween costume. I saw puzzles and uneasiness on 
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her face for not knowing a proper way to be in the story. (Field Notes, Friday, 

Oct. 29, 2004) 

Yet, just two weeks earlier (October 8, 2004), Atoosa told me the exciting experience of 

her first Thanksgiving party in her brother and sister's high school. Although she knew 

her parents encouraged her to participate, sometimes she could not fit in by herself 

without her brother and sister around. Both Yang's and Atoosa's parents supported their 

children to live fitting-in stories for the sake of their education and success in Canadian 

schools, hi River's Edge, as a knower of the school stories, Yang had different 

experiences of living fitting-in stories than Atoosa did. 

For Di, the narrative thread of fitting-in was not shown as strong as in Yang's and 

Atoosa's narratives of experience. Immigrating to Canada was a three-year process. 

During these three years, Ting and Bo, Di's parents, decided not to pay a large 

registration fee for Di to go to the best senior high school in their hometown. They gave 

up something which might guarantee a good university for Di for they had hoped for a 

different education for Di in Canada. For Di and her parents, the three-year wait was an 

imagined process of fitting-in. Ting learned from her experiences that education should 

give students freedom to be the persons they wanted to be. She pulled herself and her 

family out of China to immigrate to Canada for the freedom she thought they could not 

have in China. She believed that Canada had more reasonable paths and more than one 

path for success. I asked her how she found out about Canadian public schools such as 

River's Edge. She said, "It's the same as I had imagined before coming here." She meant 

Canadian public schools like River's Edge opened up more space for students to develop 
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their own interests and creativity. Ting, therefore, did not hesitate to support Di to fit into 

the school stories of River's Edge. 

Like her parents, Di had also hoped for a different but interesting educational 

experience for herself. She imagined she would like Canadian schools which, in her 

imagination, were like what she read in novels and saw in movies. Instead of her Chinese 

name, Di registered by her English name she had already received in China. She 

registered in River's Edge in September 2003, four months earlier than Atoosa. River's 

Edge, however, surprised her in many ways because it was not like what she had 

imagined. She found the school different, interesting but also difficult She had difficulty 

in getting used to the new stories on the new school landscape, for example, the new 

stories of how teachers teach and how students do assignments, make friends and keep 

friendships. Although she was prepared for fitting-in, Di was frustrated by her new 

experiences. She asked for her mother's advice about making friends and was told 

"Canadian kids are really easy to get close to." Ting advised Di to speak to her 

classmates and not to wait for them to come to her. Like Qin and Ramesh, Ting 

encouraged her child to fit in to the already existing Canadian school stories. 

Di told me she was quiet. To start a conversation with someone she did not know 

was not her lived experience in China. She had been quiet in China but popular because 

she was storied as a student with good marks. If there was a group project, her classmates 

came to her. In River's Edge, things were different. She was left out for being quiet. At 

several times, Di said to me she was the person that needed to change if she wanted to get 

involved in group projects: "I need to change to be more active... I think it's my 
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problem." Di thought she needed to follow her mother's advice on how to fit into 

Canadian school stories. 

However, Di was not always willing to change for the sake of fitting-in. I revisit 

her words discussed in "living on shifting landscapes": 

Now I think everything's OK. I can't be certain part of the school culture, but I 

don't feel guilty about it because I still have a lot of friends. They share my 

feelings. Yeah, so I think it's OK. You know like those kinds of fashions. I don't 

want to be part of it... So I think I will just be an audience maybe to be that kind 

of person. And I think that's enough. Yeah, so yeah, I just want to like be the 

person I want to be. I don't change myself to get involved [in those things I don't 

want to be]. I just want to be myself. (Tape-recorded Conversation with Di, April 

7, 2005) 

Like Atoosa, Di also took the English assessment tests and passed. Di then went 

to regular classes and sometimes she went to the ESL teachers such as Mrs. Jones for 

help with her assignments. Di seemed to have more opportunities than Atoosa to make 

friends with those who spoke her mother tongue, Chinese. Belonging to a group of 

friends who shared her stories as a Chinese student in River's Edge shaped Di's fitting-in 

experiences. It gave her space to be the person she thought she was and needed to be. 

She, therefore, did not feel she had to fit into some school stories since she lived 

comfortably in stories with a group of friends who were part of the school landscape. I 

wonder if Di would have had to force herself to change to fit into "those kinds of 

fashions" without that particular group of friends. It seemed belonging to a group directed 
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Di away from the frustrations of living the fitting-in stories that were not in line with her 

lived stories as a Chinese girl. She did not talk much about trying to fit in. Rather she 

talked about living as a Chinese girl in River's Edge. 

Yang, Atoosa and Di all lived fitting-in stories. Their lives resonated across a 

narrative thread of fitting-in. Their parents came to Canada with expectations to live and 

fit into Canadian stories. They wanted their children to be part of the storied Canadian 

school landscapes so that their children would be successful in schools and have good 

lives in Canada10. Yang, Atoosa and Di were three unique individuals. Their uniqueness 

shaped how they lived their fitting-in stories. Their parents' experiences and beliefs in 

living good lives in Canada also shaped how they lived fitting-in stories in River's Edge. 

Their own lived stories also shaped their own way of living fitting-in stories. Yang, 

guided by Qin to fit in, sometimes did not realize he was living fitting-in stories. Di and 

Atoosa were mostly aware that their parents encouraged them to live fitting-in stories and 

sometimes they, themselves, made efforts to fit in. While the parents were all 

encouraging and helping their children to live fitting-in stories, they also had their own 

ways of helping their children hang on to family stories. Yang was registered in Chinese 

school to keep up with his ancestors' language. Atoosa, who already spoke and wrote 

good Persian, participated in celebrating Iranian holidays with family members and 

family friends. Di, who spoke and wrote good Chinese, was suggested to take.Chinese 

painting classes after school. Fitting-in to Canadian school stories was one part of 

10 All three students were strong students and could fit into an academic plotline of success in River's Edge. 
I wonder what happens to immigrant children who do not have access to the academic plotline in Canadian 
schools. 
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Yang's, Atoosa's and Di's stories to live by. Yet, they also had stories to hang on, their 

family stories. They continued to live their stories of who they were in their families and 

communities while living in Canada. 

Narrative Thread Two: Friends 

The important stories that Atoosa tried to live out in River's Edge were stories of 

friends. In her telling, friends were Atoosa's "number one thing." Atoosa had shorter 

school days, which ended every day around noon. In the afternoon, Atoosa was home 

doing homework and preparing for school the next day. Before she started doing 

homework, Atoosa and her friends called each other to tell school stories and discuss 

assignments. Although in her Iranian schools, obtaining good marks was her story to live 

by as a student, Atoosa lived out the story with her friends. School became enjoyable 

when Atoosa had close relationships with her friends. 

Shifting to River's Edge, Atoosa, maybe for the first time in her life, did not take 

friends for granted. She realized that friends did not come as easily as they had when she 

was in Iran. At the same time, keeping close relationships with classmates was not the 

same in this new Canadian school. She found some girls were nice to her. She thought 

that was a sign to start friendship. But a few days later, "they were not with me 

anymore." She was puzzled. She thought it was her English that limited her chance to 

make friends: "I can't just say to my friends, 'Hi, how are you? What do you have next? 

How much homework do you have?'" because her lived stories in Iran were that she and 
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her friends shared secrets and "laughed" together. Atoosa thought in order to develop 

friendships with her classmates and to share secrets with them, she needed to enlarge her 

English vocabulary that would allow her to understand the complexities of the school 

stories. 

Being a new student in River's Edge, Atoosa needed to "be with somebody." To 

her it was a "human need." Her sister became that somebody to be with. Atoosa was 

surprised that her sister could also be her friend. Chinese girls from the ESL class also 

became her friends. Atoosa told me that she had not met a Chinese person in Iran. At first 

I wondered what brought her close to girls who had to communicate in their second 

language. Later, I wondered if it was their shared experiences as immigrant students 

taking courses in ESL classes together. Living stories as new immigrants together may 

have brought them closer. 

Atoosa was a good student in Iran. She worked hard to be a student with good 

marks. She was happy when she earned high marks. Her parents, brother and sister knew 

when she did well in tests, because, if she did not, she would not want to talk. During my 

six tape-recorded conversations with Atoosa, she spoke constantly about her marks. She 

did well in most courses. She was confident she would do better as her English improved. 

While she was happy that she was on top in math and fine art in River's Edge, she was 

most happy when she talked about the new friends she made. "I found a really, really, 

really, really close friend. She is a Chinese... we are now so close together... I feel 

really, really better." Atoosa talked about this close friend at our last scheduled 

conversation near the end of grade nine, on May 19, 2005. It seemed having a close 
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friend was her most important achievement as she finished her first Canadian school. At 

the end of the last semester of grade nine, she had a "really close" friend to live stories 

together. "We usually spend lots of time together... after school and in the morning." To 

have good marks was important for Atoosa, but she also needed to have friends with 

whom to live and tell stories about her life, her stories of marks. 

Atoosa was looking for relationships and friends from the beginning. She talked 

about girls who were nice to her. She talked about a girl who could speak a little Persian. 

Atoosa anticipated, wanted, and tried to be friends with her classmates in Canadian 

schools. But to her puzzlement, she could not develop close friendships with them where 

they could tell secrets. The relationship with her Chinese friend was the relationship she 

dreamed about. She spent "lots of time together" with the Chinese girl, "after school and 

in the morning." I remember the moment Atoosa told me about her "really, really, really, 

really close friend." She just could not hold back her joy. Finally she found a friend that 

fit her definition of friendship and "had somebody to be with" and to "laugh" together. 

Atoosa's narrative thread of friends resonated in Di's narrative thread of living 

relational stories. While Atoosa obtained ideas about Canada from the Internet, friends 

and family, Di's ideas about Canada were partly formed from novels and movies. An 

imagined relation with Canada brought Di to Canada with good feelings. As soon as she 

landed in Canada, Di started seeking relational stories. She first developed a relationship 

with Audrey, a university student and summer student volunteer in the Helping New 

Immigrant Centre. While I imagine she was nice to all new immigrants including Di and 

her family, Di developed a relationship with her as Audrey responded to Di's desire for 
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friendship. After reading the research text together with Di and Ting, Ting said that all 

the persons I wrote about were important to Di: Audrey, Mrs. Jones, the ESL teacher, Mr. 

Chan, the math teacher and Lili, Di's best friend. 

Similar to Atoosa, Di needed friends. Like Atoosa, Di wanted to have close 

friends. Atoosa was excited to tell me she found a "really, really, really, really" close 

friend because they stayed together "after school and in the morning." Di, too, wanted to 

visit Lili. Atoosa missed the laughs she shared with her friends in Iran. Di also missed the 

laughs she shared with her friends in China. To Atoosa, friends meant she could tell her 

secrets. To Di, friends meant she could say anything. They both looked for deeper 

personal relationships on new landscapes. Atoosa realized she needed a larger vocabulary 

so that she could say more than "Hi". Di was not satisfied that her conversations with her 

classmates were mostly about school assignments. Di and Atoosa looked for friends to 

live stories with and to tell stories about their lives. 

Compared to Atoosa, Di told me more than yearning for friends. Her plotline of 

friends was within a storyline of living relational stories. Audrey, Mrs. Jones and Lili 

were all important to Di. Di made friends with Lili, girl from China. She developed a 

friendship with Audrey, a university student. She also made efforts to keep a close 

relationship with Mrs. Jones, her ESL teacher. She visited her in the ESL classroom to 

chat with her and showed her the report cards. Di said she would come back to River's 

Edge to visit her favorite teachers: Mrs. Jones, Mrs. Richardson and Mr. Chan. I imagine 

Di's relationships with them were all different. Lili was a friend with whom Di might say 

anything and could spend time together after school. Audrey was a friend from whom Di 
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asked for advice and information about living in Canada. The relationship with Mrs. 

Jones was that of mentor and student. To Di, Mr. Chan and Mrs. Richardson were 

respectable teachers. Different relationships shaped Di's world of stories. She went 

camping with friends from a church although she told me several times that she was not 

interested in religion. Di yearned to have friends and multiple relationships in order to 

feel connected with school and a country in which she and her family chose to live their 

lives. She needed relational stories in order to feel she belonged. 

Even though Atoosa's and Di's lived stories were different, as new immigrant 

students, they both longed for friends and relationships and lived out relational stories in 

their own ways. The narrative thread of friends and relationships was not as strong in 

Yang's lived stories. Atoosa and Di wanted to make friends because they both came from 

landscapes where they felt connected and knew where to go, what to do and how to do 

things. They had friends to hang around with in and out of school. They felt lost and 

isolated because these past connections were cut off in the sense that they could not live 

school stories with their friends in River's Edge. Yang, on the other hand, had fewer 

connections with friends and schools in China because he had neither attended preschool 

nor had other school experiences in China. When he and his family immigrated to 

Canada via the US, he had finished grade three. Even though Chinese was Yang's first 

language, three years of living in America and American schools had made English 

comfortable for Yang to live school stories when he immigrated to Canada via the US. 

Coming to Canadian schools was a shift, but the language was continuity. Yang did not 

feel lost in the same way as Atoosa and Di did in a new school. He knew the language 
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and did not, as Atoosa did, feel he needed to learn more English words. 

Friends were important for Yang, too, although making friends seemed not to be 

his "number one thing" in his telling. When I visited River's Edge twice a week, I never 

saw Yang alone. At lunch break, I saw him play soccer in the soccer field and chess in 

the hallway. His father, in a recorded conversation, said he was impressed by how Yang 

comfortably socialized with his classmates. As a knower on the landscape of River's 

Edge, Yang could navigate comfortably among classmates. He was able to manage 

different types of relationships. Yang said to me he had friends come over for his 

birthday. I asked if Bob and Carl were there. Yang said they were not his friends. I 

referred to them as his friends because they did three options together and they 

occasionally did projects together. Yang was very particular in distinguishing friends 

from classmates. 

Even though in Yang's telling, developing and keeping friendships did not seem 

to emerge on the surface in living school stories, he still enjoyed friends. When he said 

Bob and Carl were not his friends, I asked who his friends were. He said I did not know 

his friends because they were not in the fine art class and the other two classes I visited. 

He said he had friends in grade eight and even in other junior high schools. He explained 

he could not go to the same junior high school with the friends he made in the elementary 

school because his family moved. Like Atoosa, who had her sister and her Chinese 

friend, and Di, who had Lili and Mei, Yang had close friends. He was happy to spend 

time with them after school. Yang was excited about his 13 birthday party because, for 

the first time, he was able to have his friends sleep over in his new and bigger home. I 
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saw the excitement was not just that his friends came for his birthday and stayed for the 

night. It was also an excitement that he could do the same thing his friends did for him, 

that is, to have sleep overs. He finally was able to show his friendship in the same way 

his friends treated him. In "living competing stories", I wrote about Yang and his 

commitment to his friend. He needed to study with his friend who needed his help. Like 

Atoosa and Di, Yang needed friends and made an effort to keep good relationships with 

his friends. In their home countries, like Yang, Atoosa and Di did the same thing as Yang 

did to be with friends and to keep friendships with them. Atoosa phoned her friends after 

school and shared school stories. Di went roller skating and shopping with her friends. 

The three children, Yang, Atoosa and Di, experienced their immigrant parents' 

care about their relational stories in Canadian schools. The storyline of friends resonated 

across the three immigrant students' lived and told stories that they should be friends with 

classmates in Canadian schools. Atoosa's mother, Ramesh, encouraged Atoosa to spend 

time with Canadian girls. Di's mother, Ting, suggested that Di take the initiatives to 

make friends. Yang's mother, Qin, showed her satisfaction that Yang brought his 

classmates home to do projects. Their immigrant parents encouraged their children to be 

close to the people they chose to live with. 

Narrative Thread Three: Living on Shifting Landscapes 

Bateson (2004) wrote: 

We all live as immigrants. We are strangers in a strange land. We're going to be 
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strangers for the rest of our lives, not just when we decide to travel or go out on 

the Internet, (p. 87). 

Bateson helps me see that we are all strangers because we live on constantly shifting 

landscapes on which we meet new people and deal with new inventions. We do not have 

to travel to realize we live as strangers and immigrants because of our constant new 

encounters. Bateson (2004) suggests that we keep on learning from people living around 

us, that is, we learn from our landscapes and the people on them. Yet, Di, Yang and 

Atoosa also traveled. They traveled from China and Iran to Canada. They found they 

lived stories as immigrant students in River's Edge, a strange place to them. They learned 

new stories on shifting landscapes. 

"Living on shifting landscapes" was Di's strong narrative thread in living school 

stories in River's Edge. In December 2006,1 visited her to read with her and her mother 

the research texts of their lives. After the reading, Ting said, "[Di] really had a hard time 

in the first few months in River's Edge." I agreed with Ting but I also knew Di continued 

to be puzzled by her experiences at River's Edge, even after her ninth grade graduation 

ceremony. She wondered why her Canadian classmates did not do or say something to 

show emotions to their classmates and the school. My conversation with Di on June 28, 

2005 marked her two-year anniversary of immigrating to Canada. Even after two years in 

River's Edge, Di was still trying to understand and learn the school landscape of River's 

Edge. 

After Di, Ting and I finished reading the last sentence of the research texts, I 

looked at Di, waiting for her comments. She did not respond right away. Her eyes were 
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still on the pages. She was thinking. A moment later, she said, "It was profound." I asked 

if she saw herself in the text. She said she did but had also changed. I asked in what way. 

"Now I can be friends with anybody." Di was responding to the texts written on her lived 

stories of shifting to Canadian school landscapes. She was responding to a process of 

living through the new landscape. 

More than half of the research texts were written about the stories Di told me 

about making sense of the new school landscape. She wondered why the buildings were 

one-story and had few windows. She wondered how to fill the time she was alone when 

she got home from River's Edge three hours earlier in the day than she would have in 

China. She realized she needed to "change" if she wanted to perform well in 

presentations and group projects because of new ways of teaching and learning. The 

students she met in River's Edge had different interests. She was puzzled how, for some 

students, marks were not important and how they cared more about following the latest 

fashion. Di made an effort to change to fit into new stories. She also tried to hold on to 

the stories that made sense to her according to her lived stories in China. She looked for 

continuity in new stories of school to make sense of discontinuity. She knew the stories 

of being a good student and she was one. She lived out the stories as a good student being 

liked and praised by teachers, classmates and friends. She found she could still live out 

the stories of good marks in River's Edge, and she continued to live this story. On 

shifting landscapes, Di struggled with figuring out new stories to live by. She knew who 

she had been and what the stories of school were in China In River's Edge, she 

wondered whom she could be in order to be accepted into new school stories, while at the 
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same time she was trying to understand who her classmates were and who could be her 

friends. When she felt she had figured out new stories to live by, Di found peace in mind. 

She smiled again. She laughed to tell me: "Now I think everything's OK." She became a 

knower of the stories of the school and of who her classmates were. She figured out she 

could choose to live stories that made sense to her. She found friends with whom she 

could live stories that were meaningful both to her and her friends. She could choose to 

be the person she wanted to be. 

Living on shifting landscapes for Di was a process of making sense of her new 

life as an immigrant Chinese girl. She was aware of the differences. While experiencing 

the differences, she tried to understand and come to terms with the differences. The 

differences she encountered on shifting landscapes made her uncertain about her career, 

something she seemed so sure of before: "But maybe in three years, during the high 

school, I may change my mind... I really don't think I am certain about what I want to do 

after school..." She realized she had changed as she lived on shaping landscapes. She 

realized she was a person of becoming on shifting landscapes. 

Yang lived stories on shifting landscapes. He had two big moves in his life, at six 

from China to the US and at nine from the US to Canada. Before he went to River's 

Edge, he lived his elementary stories in three different schools, two in the US and one in 

Canada. Yang experienced living on shifting landscapes, moving from school to school 

and from country to country. He showed his awareness of experiencing living stories on 

shifting landscapes. He said he felt he was a citizen of the world. He could cheer for 

everyone, the Chinese athletes, the American athletes and the Canadian athletes. He took 
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it as an advantage that he lived his stories in the three countries. 

Unlike Di, Yang did not focus on telling his experiences of making sense of 

shifting landscapes from China to the US and Canada. He shifted back and forth from a 

China-related landscape to a Canadian school landscape. On Saturdays, he went to the 

Chinese language school to learn his mother tongue. He was a Chinese boy living 

Chinese stories with boys and girls who shared his cultural heritage. Living stories with 

family friends, he knew who he was and he told relational stories with Chinese students 

that "all Chinese families wanted their children to do well in schools." Shifting to River's 

Edge, Yang lived Canadian school stories. His lived China-related stories shaped how he 

lived school stories in River's Edge. He was not convinced by his classmate's story that 

he did not have a chance to practice Laotian. Yang went to Chinese language school to 

learn and practice his mother tongue. What he learned from the Chinese school and the 

stories he lived as a Chinese boy in out-of-school places made him proud of his heritage. 

He was offended that his classmates said Chinese laborers only built the last part of the 

cross Canada railway. "They built the whole thing!" I imagine in the Chinese language 

school or when he was with his Chinese friends, he might not confront this kind of 

challenge. 

Di had a strong sense of who she was as a Chinese girl from the stories she lived 

in China. Di developed a new sense of who she was as an immigrant girl in River's Edge. 

For Yang, his sense of being a Chinese boy came from living China-related stories in out-

of-school places, his home, the Chinese language school and the homes of his family 

friends. His shifting landscapes were out-of-school places and school landscapes. Coming 
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back home from school, Yang experienced his parents' stories about how English limited 

their chances to have the positions that matched their professional training. He comforted 

his mother by telling her that she should not blame herself. Qin was surprised and 

impressed that Yang told her to believe in herself: "It was the employer's loss for not 

hiring you." Qin was surprised and she seemed to realize that her son brought in a new 

way of telling lived stories from a different storied landscape. At the same time, I 

imagine Yang also realized the different stories he experienced on shifting landscapes 

from home and school. As immigrant students in River's Edge, Yang and Di lived 

different stories of shifting landscapes. However, they both experienced stories on 

shifting landscapes. 

The shifting landscape stories Atoosa told were from Iranian school landscapes to 

Canadian school landscapes. Her lived experiences on shifting landscapes resonated with 

Di's experiences. Atoosa went to River's Edge knowing who she was in her Iranian 

schools. She was a good student. She realized school stories in River's Edge were 

different from school stories she lived in Iranian schools. She realized the story of her 

was different too in River's Edge. She was an ESL student in River's Edge. Like Di, 

Atoosa also tried to learn new school stories so that she could live to fit into the stories of 

River's Edge. She tried to understand who her new classmates were in order to figure out 

who she could be as an Iranian girl in a Canadian school. Similar to Di's experiences, 

Atoosa searched for connections between her lived stories in Iran and River's Edge. 

Atoosa played basketball and volleyball in Iran. At one lunch break, instead of going to 

the ESL classroom, she took her meal to the gym to watch a volleyball game. At a later 
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conversation, she told me stories of the Iranian sports curriculum and how she hurt her 

wrist while playing volleyball in Iran. Visiting the scene of the school volleyball 

tournament was a different experience from playing in the game. But, to Atoosa, it was a 

story that connected two school landscapes. 

Living on shifting landscapes was a strong narrative thread in Atoosa's lived 

stories in River's Edge. Atoosa did not tell as much as Di did about living out her stories 

on shifting landscapes. However, in her telling, there were clearer plotlines within this 

thread: making friends and earning good marks. She was eager to make friends but 

frustrated that it was hard to make close friends to whom she could tell secrets as she had 

with her friends in Iran. On a new landscape, Atoosa needed to live familiar stories in 

order to tell who she was. She learned that there were subject matter contests in River's 

Edge. She was proud that she took part in a math contest. Living on shifting landscapes, 

it was important for her, an immigrant student, to realize that she could be involved in 

something related to her past lived experience. 

Di and Atoosa experienced confusion in River's Edge. Di was confused that for 

some students, marks could be less important than "fashion". Atoosa was confused that 

students in River's Edge generally did not share marks with one another. Di was 

confused by a changed rhythm with a shorter school day. For Atoosa the school day was 

longer. Di was frustrated with the lonely hours after school. For Atoosa, it did not seem 

to be a problem. Although they were concerned with similar issues, such as friends and 

marks, they lived their own versions of living on shifting landscapes. While their stories 

were different, they all experienced shifting landscapes. On a new landscape, they were 
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strangers. However, they did, as Bateson suggested, learn to make sense of new 

landscapes as they restoried their lives. 

The five women's lived stories in "Composing a Life" resonated around patterns 

of living with interruption and discontinuity. To Bateson, these patterns appeared in 

different contexts. Bateson (2004) described the importance of searching for patterns and 

learning new patterns in order to attend to each other. To me, I saw the three immigrant 

students', Yang's, Atoosa's and Di's, lived stories resonated in narrative threads. They 

wanted to fit into new stories. They needed friends with whom to live new stories. They 

tried hard to understand new stories and themselves on shifting landscapes. Within the 

resonating narrative threads, Yang, Atoosa and Di composed their own ways of living 

through. They had their own "patterns" because each of them had her/his own roots and 

routes. 

Resonances across the Three Immigrant Children's Stories 
and Other Research 

Living to fit in, yearning for friends and experiencing shifting landscapes also 

resonate in one way or another in many other researchers' studies and writings on 

children's and families' immigrant experiences (Ahmed, 2002; Xue, 1995; Druley, 2002; 

Chang & Rosiek, 2003; Kirova, 2001; Hurlock, McCullagh & Schissel 2004; 

Minichiello, 2001). To Ahmed (2002), fitting-in, for immigrant children and their 

families, is seen as human capital assimilation. In Xue's (1995) studies, her teenage 
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Chinese immigrant participants "try to be like Americans" (p. 9). Hurlock, McCullagh 

and Schissel (2004), for their Calgary based research project, identified fitting-in to be a 

priority among immigrant youths' needs. Druley (2002) told immigrants' stories as she 

wrote about the complexities of immigrant youths' and their parents' experiences of 

fitting-in: a Latino girl refused to speak Spanish in school in order to fit in; a Norwegian 

parent's experiences were that parents stopped teaching their language so that they would 

not interfere with their children's fitting-in; a Cambodian father insisted on speaking 

Khmer to his children at home so that they could communicate with their grandparents in 

Cambodia. Chang, a Hmong-American teacher, did not question his "tools" (Chang & 

Rosiek, 2003, p. 278) of becoming a storied successful Hmong living in America as a 

high school science teacher until a Hmong student asked him: "You don't really believe 

[that virus causes people to feel ill], do you?" (p. 261). For a long time Chang took for 

granted the ways he fit into the western ideology of science. 

Fitting-in seems to be an experience that resonates across many immigrant 

children's and families' lives. However, understanding fitting-in experiences within the 

narrative threads of children's lives allowed me to see the complexities of three 

immigrant children's fitting-in experiences. Druley's (2002) stories showed the 

complexities of fitting-in experiences in three families. Yet in a narrative thread of living 

fitting-in stories, I felt the complexities of living fitting-in stories in each one of the three 

children's lives. Yang, Atoosa and Di wanted to fit in. For example, they wanted to learn 

English and study hard through the curriculum in Canadian schools. Yet they also 

reserved spaces to live stories for whom they wanted to be. They did not want to just live 
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to fit into the dominant stories of school. They also lived to fit into the stories of their 

families and communities. 

Making friends was another priority need for immigrant youth (Hurlock, 

McCullagh & Schissel, 2004). Minichiello's (2001) study showed her foreign-born 

Chinese immigrant participants needed friends to share lives with. Kirova (2001) wrote 

how friends affected immigrant children's school experiences. In her study, friends were 

the source of joy and also the cause of loneliness if without. In Xue's (1995) study, all her 

22 new Chinese immigrant teenage participants responded that having friends was 

important. Xue (1995) discussed three cases to show the difficulties that teenagers from 

immigrant Chinese families faced in making friends. Case one showed an isolated 

situation after school. Case two showed the unstable situation of a new immigrant family 

resulting from constant moving to new jobs. Case three showed the puzzling situation of 

wanting to make friends of the same cultural background. 

Similarly, reading the lived experiences of Yang, Atoosa and Di within narrative 

threads allowed me to see how they lived their stories of making friends and keeping 

relationships through the difficulties and puzzlement when friends seem to be a common 

desire for immigrant children. Within the narrative thread of making friends, I was able to 

see the process of making friends, which was both bumpy and full of surprises in 

Atoosa's, Di's and Yang's lived lives. In order to live relational stories, Di and Atoosa 

made compromises and learned new meanings of being a friend and being with friends. 

For example, for Di, friends had a new meaning while she was living her stories in 

River's Edge, which expressed in her words: "I can't be certain part of the school culture, 
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but I don't feel guilty about it because I still have a lot of friends. They share my 

feelings." From her telling, I learned friends gave her strength and confidence to be 

different. In River's Edge, Di found herself telling a new story of friends. 

Language played a role "in regaining the joy of friendship" (Kirova, 2001, p. 5). 

Understanding Atoosa's experience within a narrative thread, I felt something other than 

language nurtured her friendship with the girl from China. As shown in Xue's case three, 

starting and keeping cross cultural friendships may not be easy. Atoosa, too, had not 

thought of making a friend with a Chinese girl in Canada. Thinking narratively and 

within Atoosa's narrative thread, I understood how sometimes lived stories rather than 

cultural awareness shaped living out cross cultural friendships. 

"I feel that my cross-cultural experiences in Canada stimulate [the change in my 

way of thinking] every day, every minute" (Wu, 1993, p. 112). I may understand the 

"cross-cultural experiences" that Wu felt changed his way of thinking were the 

experiences he lived on Chinese and Canadian landscapes. The stories he lived on 

Chinese landscapes shaped his telling of the stories he lived in China and Canada. Stories 

he lived on Canadian landscapes also shaped how he retold his lived experiences in 

China. And later on, the stories Wu lived on shifting Canadian landscapes shaped his 

retelling the stories he lived at the stage of "initial euphoria" (Johnson as cited in Wu, 

1993, p. 114) in Canada. 

Dissertations such as Wu's (1993) and other research such as Xue (1995), 

Minichiello (2001) and Buki, Ma, Strom and Strom (2003) show facets of how shifting 

landscapes might have shaped new stories immigrant students lived. For example, 
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Minichiello (2001) found some of her participants who identified themselves as Chinese 

thought that having fun was more important than academic success. Their behavior 

seemed to be "atypical" (Minichiello, 2001, p. 84) to some researchers from their Chinese 

immigrant participants. As a narrative inquirer, I wonder about their lived experiences 

and the new landscapes they moved into that might have shaped these Chinese 

immigrants' telling of their school stories in Canada. Reading different research findings 

found in immigration experiences from within narrative threads help me better 

understand immigrant experiences. Xue (1995) wrote "[immigrant teenagers] definitely 

more flexible than their parents in accepting new things and are more easily assimilated 

by the new culture" (p. 18). Buki, Ma, Strom and Strom's (2003) research on Chinese 

immigrant mothers was based on the assumption from many other researchers' 

(Agbayani-Siewert, 1994; Baptiste, 1993; Garcia Coll; Meyer, & Brillon 1995; Uba, 

1994; Ying, 1999) conclusion that "[i]n any family, the pace of individual acculturation 

varies with children usually adjusting more rapidly than parents" (Buki, Ma, Strom & 

Strom, 2003, p. 128). As I thought about the stories of my participants, both the children 

and their parents, I saw new layers of complexity. Qin, Yang's mother, was surprised that 

her son comforted her by saying something she thought was very Canadian, "It was the 

employer's loss for not hiring you;" when she blamed her English for an unsuccessful job 

interview. In this interaction between mother and son, Yang was "quicker" than his 

mother in retelling the story that she was an equal player in the society or at least the 

Canadian job market. He told the story in a way that showed the storied landscape, not 

his mother, was where the problem was situated. Qin was surprised again that Yang 
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showed little interest when she told him the family was about to apply for Canadian 

citizenship. Perhaps this time, the mother was "quicker" in telling a story of change. 

As I laid my narrative inquiry alongside the other research into immigrant 

children and their families' experiences, I saw resonances across the research. However, I 

also saw that in my narrative inquiry, I showed the complexities of living these 

intergenerational stories over time on shifting landscapes. I saw the interwoven 

dimensions of sociality, temporality, and place as the participants lived out their 

experiences and as I attended to their lived and told stories. For me, being mindful of the 

complexities of experiences is a step forward to wisdom. Wondering in narrative threads 

helps me keep a mindful mind. 

Chapter 7, the final chapter of this dissertation, was composed to invite teachers and 

teacher educators to join conversations on teacher education. The final chapter took the 

narrative journey back to the beginning inquiry: the power of stories. 
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Chapter Seven 

FROM CHILDREN'S STORIES AND FAMILY STORIES TO 
CONVERSATIONS OF TEACHER EDUCATION 

The truth about stories is that that's all we are. 'You can't understand the world 

without telling a story,' the Anishinabe writer Gerald Vizenor tells us. 'There isn't 

any center to the world but a story.'(King, 2003, p. 23) 

To King, the center of the world is a story. The center of a person's life is a story. We 

live stories and tell stories. "When we talk to others about ourselves we tell life stories" 

(Connelly & Clandinin, 1994, p. 150). When we tell stories, we are reflecting on the 

lives we lived to understand who we and others are. As I was narrating my journey to my 

doctoral research, I realized how the intertwined stories I lived led me here on this 

narrative journey. Through telling family stories, social-cultural stories and school 

stories, I narrated my path here to the US and Canada and also brought my daughter here 

to Canada. Through writing and reflecting on my storied life, I also realized how I was 

shaped by the stories that I lived on storied landscapes. My narrative journey was my 

starting point for this narrative research. In the final chapter of this dissertation, I 

continue to focus my attention on the shaping power of stories in the lives of Yang, 

Atoosa and Di. On the one hand, I was moved by their strength, courage and openness. 

On the other hand, I experienced the tension, confusion and struggles they experienced as 

they lived their lives in River's Edge, a culturally and linguistically different school 

landscape. Their strength, courage and openness remind me that immigrant children are 

not only children who need to get an education from teachers and parents, they are also 
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becoming persons to whom we owe our respect because we can learn from their lived and 

told stories of their lives in school and at home. The tension, confusion and struggles 

Yang, Atoosa and Di experienced became forward-looking stories (Nelson, 2002) in this 

chapter as I think about and compose possibilities for future action by teachers and 

teacher educators. 

It has been three years since I first met Yang. Now he is a tenth grader in a high 

school. Atoosa and Di, eighth graders when we started our relationships in this narrative 

inquiry, too, have moved on to high schools. Yang and Di told me they "changed." From 

the emails Atoosa wrote me, I felt her confidence in using English to communicate, 

which I did not see during the conversations we were engaged in two years ago. They are 

not the same Yang, Atoosa and Di I experienced when they were in River's Edge junior 

high school. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) describe the situation as narrative inquirers 

leave the field, "[Participants'] lives do not begin the day we arrive nor do they end as we 

leave" (p. 64). I know as I left River's Edge and my participants, "[t]heir lives continue" 

(p. 64). In this final chapter, I use a narrative language that "will permit us to talk about 

ourselves in situations and that will also let us tell stories of our experience" (Connelly & 

Clandinin, 1988, p.59), which is "temporal, located in our past, present, and future" (p. 

60). 

As a teacher and teacher educator for many years in China prior to my present life 

as an immigrant, mother of a teenage girl and narrative inquirer, experiencing my three 

participants and their families was multi-dimensional. In this final chapter, drawing on 

backward-looking stories (Nelson, 2002) and with a focus on what I learned from 
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Yang's, Atoosa's and Di's lived and told stories of school, I compose forward-looking 

stories (Nelson, 2002) for teachers and teacher educators situated on changing 

demographic landscapes in Canadian schools. According to Statistics Canada (2006), 

"immigration is now the main component of population growth, accounting for more than 

66% of our population growth from 2000-2004." I hope to suggest conversations around 

what teachers and teacher educators may do to work with immigrant children like Yang, 

Atoosa and Di in order to create spaces in which they can learn and also come to love11 

learning. 

Nelson (2002) describes backward-looking and forward-looking stories: 

But understanding how we got "here" is crucial to the determination of where we 

might be able to go from here, and this is where narrative is indispensable. The 

story of how the participants of the case came to their present pass is precisely a 

story, as is the narrative of the best way to go on in the future. The backward-

looking story is explanatory; the forward-looking story is action-guiding, (pp. 39-

40) 

The research texts that I composed from the lived and told stories of Yang, Atoosa and Di 

have become the backward-looking stories, which I hope may be "explanatory" for me 

as I compose the forward-looking stories that can be "action-guiding" in conversations 

for teachers and teacher educators. 

Confacius said: "To prefer it is better than only to know it To delight in it is better than merely to prefer 
it". 
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A Note on Shifting Landscapes 

The research texts of this dissertation were composed in the three-dimensional 

narrative inquiry space (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000), that is, participants' lived and told 

stories were inquired into within the dimensions of time, place and sociality. Therefore, 

the texts of the dissertation are context-bound and have qualities of temporality, sociality 

and place. Landscape is the metaphor that helps me think of the three-dimensional space: 

A landscape metaphor.. .allows us to talk about space, place, and time. 

Furthermore, it has a sense of expansiveness and the possibility of being filled 

with diverse people, things, and events in different relationships. Understanding 

professional knowledge as comprising a landscape calls for a notion of 

professional knowledge as composed of a wide variety of components, and 

influenced by a wide variety of people, places and things. Because we see the 

professional knowledge landscape as composed of relationships among people, 

places, and things, we see it as both as an intellectual and a moral landscape. 

(Clandinin & Connelly, 1995, p.4) 

A landscape composed and shaped by stories has been the metaphor in my dissertation to 

think of my participants' worlds in which they lived their stories and composed new 

stories to live by (Connelly & Clandinin, 1999) on shifting landscapes in in- and out-of-

school places. 

We live on shifting landscapes all the time no matter whether we feel it or not or 

how strongly we feel it. In the second week of her second year of junior high school, my 

husband and I went to meet my daughter's grade 8 teachers. Knowing we were JJ's 
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parents, the physical education teacher, who taught JJ in grade 7, told us how tall JJ grew 

in the summer. She continued to tell us how she was surprised that all her former seventh 

graders had grown taller as they were entering a new semester. That children grow, come 

and go, may be one of the most visible changes that remind teachers, like JJ's physical 

education teacher, of the shifting landscapes of school. When noticing that students grow 

physically and move to a higher grade, teachers may accommodate their practices to the 

shifting landscapes their students shape for them. The teachers' accommodative practices 

may be like the piano tuners who tighten the strings to make the keys produce symphonic 

performance. The kind of accommodation of tuning may not need to be fundamental 

because the tuning is basically done on the same piano. Yet, for new immigrant children, 

the shifting landscapes I refer to in this chapter and previous ones are much more 

dramatic because they were "uprooted" (Igoa, 1995) from one country and transplanted 

to another, from China and Iran to Canada, for example in my research. Atoosa and Di 

came to River's Edge, their first Canadian school, bringing their lived stories of their 

home country schools and their imagined stories of Canadian schools. They shifted to 

new school landscapes where students and teachers spoke a different language, teachers 

taught by different curricula, and students studied in different styles. Students and 

teachers lived and told different school stories from they experienced in the past. 

Immigrant students themselves are able to shift landscapes. They weave new 

stories into school landscapes. Because immigrant children do not come to a school such 

as River's Edge at the same time, the shifts they create, therefore, may not be as visible as 

the shifts created when a whole grade leaves the school after graduation. Yet, when we, 
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as teachers, attend to shifting landscapes, it is not hard for us to be mindful of fitting into 

shifting landscapes to accommodate our practices to new stories when one or two 

immigrant students appear in our classrooms. 

To travel to immigrant children's worlds is to think of the experiences they live 

on shifting landscapes, from schools, places, countries they have lived their stories to 

schools, places, countries they come to as they follow and live out their family stories. 

We need, as teachers and teacher educators, to position ourselves in ways so that we can 

imagine immigrant children's multiple tasks they perform as students, sons, daughters on 

shifting landscapes from their home country to Canada, and from in- and out-of-school 

places. 

Joining the Conversations of Teaching and Teacher Education 

Attending to Family Stories 

Many researchers emphasize the importance of students' family lives to be 

attended to in order to make good practices. Kidd, Sanchez and Thorp (2004) write: 

[G]reat care must be taken to ensure that diverse family cultures are recognized, 

validated, and celebrated in order for teachers to create links between home and 

school and build upon the strengths, values, beliefs, and practices of the home and 

community. Through gathering family stories, teachers have the opportunity to 

shape their instruction in a way that responds to the diverse beliefs and practices 

of children and their families, (pp. 64-65). 

Miller and Mehler (1994) points out the importance of attending to children's personal 
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storytelling because they realize that children's lived family stories shape how they live 

school stories. 

The stories Yang, Atoosa and Di lived and told also make me wonder how 

teachers and teacher educators can attend to family stories because family stories have 

the power to shape the lives of family members (Stone, 1988). As the title: "The power 

of stories: A narrative inquiry into immigrant children's and parents' intergenerational 

stories of school" indicates, my dissertation seeks to understand immigrant children's 

stories of school through exploring the told and lived intergenerational stories in each 

child's family. In the first chapter, I took a journey back to my own stories. Thinking 

backward, I realized how the family stories told and lived in my family and the family 

stories I lived shaped me as a daughter, student, teacher, mother and a becoming person 

who traveled from China to the US and Canada, pursuing graduate studies. Some of my 

family stories such as the stories my father told me about his sister and cousin are the 

generational stories in my family, which I continue to tell to my daughter. Looking 

backward from the stories I heard and lived while living alongside my participants, Yang, 

Atoosa and Di, I see how family stories and stories they lived at home and in other out-

of-school places shaped how they lived and told stories of themselves and others in 

school. 

Family stories (Stone, 1988) are told about the experiences of family members. 

Family stories are told to younger generations so that they may tell who they are by 

telling who their parents and grandparents are. Atoosa told stories of her parents and 

grandparents. Her maternal grandmother was a school principal and the stories of her 
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maternal grandfather were that he was a smart person who did many different kinds of 

jobs before he retired. Di's maternal grandfather died long before she came to the world. 

She knew his stories from her mother. Di respected her mother for her "independence" 

and "self-reliance" from her mother's telling of her lived stories. Family stories are not 

necessarily told to children as bedtime stories. Yang, as well as Di and Atoosa, did not 

tell me about a particular family story time. Yet they all knew, in many ways, who their 

parents and grandparents were because family stories were told frequently when there 

was a trigger that awakened a family story. Ting, Di's mother, told her daughter about 

the school lunch at the "boarding" school in her ancestors' hometown. The trigger for 

that telling was a photo she saw on the Internet. She emailed the photo to Di and told I 

her lived stories. These stories became Di's family stories. 

Family stories are told because they are ways of telling life experience. They are 

told because they have "value to the present" (Carr, 1986). Thus, most of the time, family 

stories are defining stories that tell who we and our families are. Yet, family stories can 

also be stories we live out in our daily lives. To Yang, going to piano lessons was to live 

a family story. To Atoosa, practicing test skills was a family story. To Di, working hard 

to go to the best schools was a family story. Similarly, living family stories shaped how 

Yang, Atoosa and Di lived their stories in school to define who they were in River's 

Edge. Through living the family stories of taking piano lessons, participating in subject 

matter contests and going to the best schools, Yang, Atoosa and Di knew their parents' 

expectations of them and who they were to their parents. 

The family stories they lived in many ways defined the stories they told of who 
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they were and framed the plotlines of their lives. Family stories told and lived shape 

immigrant children's like Yang's, Atoosa's and Di's stories to live by. In this sense, 

immigrant children do not come to school only to be shaped by new school stories and to 

accept what they live and are taught in the mandated curriculum. Their family stories, in 

many ways, shape how they experience new landscapes. Schools and teachers may open 

up space for immigrant children to look backward to reflect on their family stories that 

have shaped who they are. Attending to immigrant children's family stories helps 

teachers understand immigrant children and creates meaningful and responsive practices 

(Miller & Mehler, 1994; Kidd, Sanchez & Thorp, 2004). 

Attending to Immigrant Children's Desires for Cultural Identities 

Martha Martinez (Lyons, 1998) learned to be a reflective practitioner by keeping 

a portfolio of her ideas obtained from reflecting on her teaching experiences as an intern 

teacher. One of the three "particularly powerful" (p. 108) observations was how to make 

her Mexican-American cultural background visible in her teaching. Her awareness of her 

Mexican-American background was aroused from her students' curious faces wondering 

who she was. Martha reflected: 

... I tried to make them feel very open about talking about things like that, if they 

wanted to, and at one point they asked, "Well, just what are you?"... I actually felt 

good that they felt comfortable enough to ask. And that they were honest enough 

about it to ask, and that when I told them that, they were curious, they wanted to 

know more and that they made me see it as a positive experience. (Lyons, 1998, 
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p. 110) 

Martha's reflection is inspiring. It shows students are curious about cultural stories of the 

people who are around them, the teachers who teach them and, I imagine, their peers who 

learn together with them. If students want to know who their teachers are, I imagine they 

also are wondering about of who they themselves are. Martha attended to her students' 

curiosity of wondering who she was. She reflected that she felt good that her 

attentiveness opened up a plotline in which she and her students could comfortably tell 

stories about their cultural identities. 

From the stories Yang, his parents, Atoosa, her mother, Di, and her parents, I 

learned living Chinese-related stories to Yang and Di and living Iranian-related stories to 

Atoosa were important. I therefore wonder how teachers and teacher educators can 

attend to immigrant children's developing cultural identities. For the three immigrant 

children, Yang, Atoosa and Di, living fitting-in stories was one of their plotlines of living 

school stories. Yang was encouraged to fit into the stories of his American and Canadian 

schools. He was encouraged to learn English and participate in River's Edge. Atoosa, 

too, was encouraged to be friends with her Canadian classmates so that she got involved 

and learned English. The same was true for Di. She wanted to be close to her 

classmates. Her mother, like Yang's and Atoosa's mothers, encouraged her to make the 

first move if she wanted to make friends with girls in River's Edge. Immigrant children 

and their parents may want to live as Canadians in order to fit in. "When in Rome, do as 

the Romans do" may be the right thing to do and the right way to live for children from 

immigrant families. Yet cultural stories, at the same time, are held on to in order to 
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sustain cultural identities. On new school landscapes they negotiate "their cultural 

identity [to find] their place in the new school" (Kirova, Mohamed & Erame, 2006, p. 73) 

and "balance between maintaining home culture and adapting new cultural practices" 

(Ngo, 2004, p. 20). Yang went to the Chinese school on Saturdays to learn his parents' 

and grandparents' language. His mother made sure the Mid-Autumn Festival was a 

special day in the family. Atoosa marked the Iranian New Year in Canada in the spring. 

She stayed up late that evening waiting for her turn to say "Happy New Year" to her 

grandparents and other relatives in Iran. Di picked up Chinese painting when her mother 

found a Chinese painter in Canada. 

Yang, Atoosa and Di want, in many ways, to be Canadians. However, their 

cultural identity is something that makes them special and different as visible immigrant 

children. Yang identified himself as a Chinese boy and said so in English with no foreign 

accent While attracted by new Canadian experiences, Atoosa lamented how beautifully 

different Iran was from Canada particularly because of the ancient buildings in Iran. No 

matter how she wanted to master English and excel in the curricula in River's Edge, Di 

was proud of her Chinese heritage. She would not trade her Chinese identity for the sake 

of popularity in River's Edge. 

The sense of cultural identity is with them as they live cultural stories at home and 

in other out-of-school places. Immigrant children such as Yang, Atoosa and Di had a 

"sense of cultural continuity" (Piquemal, 2005, p. 531). In this research, I found cultural 

identity is not necessarily something immigrant children try hard to sustain. Sometimes 

they tell stories of their cultural identity especially when they feel they do not belong or 
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are not welcomed in new school stories. Similar expression was found in other contexts: 

"... many Turks who came to Germany as atheists have become practicing Muslims in 

Germany as a result of the conflicts over identity which they experience there" (Elsas, 

1983, as cited in Glenn & de Jong, 1996, p. 209). Di, for example, identified herself as a 

Chinese girl who had different stories to tell of what was nice and cool when she felt she 

could not live the "cool" stories of River's Edge as she understood them. Immigrant 

children in this study were willing to fit in when they believed the fitting-in stories were 

meaningful. I wonder if teachers can be attentive to both of these plotlines in immigrant 

children's lives: fitting in to "earn their portion" (Handlin, 1951, as cited in Glenn & de 

Jong, 1996, p. 28) in Canadian school stories, and holding on to family and cultural 

stories of who they are. I understand that teachers may shape immigrant students' stories 

to live by by making them visible as immigrant students because, in certain situations, 

they want to be like their Canadian classmates. Yet, teachers may shape immigrant 

students' stories to live by by neglecting the cultural stories because they also have a 

sense of cultural loyalty (Piquemal, 2005). 

Living in the plotline of cultural stories is important for immigrant families and 

the children so that they tell stories about their roots. Chan's (2006) research on 

Canadian middle school teachers' experiences also shows that children and their parents 

in many ways cling to their ethnic identities. Yet having a plotline of living fitting-in 

stories is also important in order that immigrant children at the same time tell stories of 

their routed identities (McLeod, 2000; Gilroy, 1993) as Canadians. Like Lin Yutang, a 

linguist and writer, who once said that in the US he taught the Americans about China, 
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while in China, he taught the Chinese about America, immigrant children live stories of 

both plotlines on their shifting landscapes. 

An article from the Globe and Mail began, "It's disturbing to discover the extent 

to which second-generation immigrants of colour feel less Canadian than their white 

counterparts in the same generation of immigrants. The divide between racial minorities 

and whites, almost nil when they arrive, actually grows among their children" (January 

15, 2007, p. A16). It seems the author(s) is concerned that visible minorities' strong 

ethnic identity would be a problem for Canadian national unity. The article continued 

with Pierre Trudeau 's opinion on national unity, "National unity, if it is to mean anything 

in the deeply personal sense, must be founded on confidence in one's own individual 

identity." I learned from the lives Yang, Atoosa and Di lived that cultural identity for 

them was personal and the stories they lived shaped how they told about their cultural 

identity. On a Canadian landscape of diversity, as visible minorities, Yang, Atoosa and 

Di, were aware of where they came from and who they, and their ancestors, were. 

According to Martha Martinez's (Lyons, 1998) observation, being a visible Mexican-

American, as she entered a classroom where the majority were white students, she felt her 

students would want her to tell her cultural identity. She did not turn away from speaking 

about her cultural identity. Rather, she opened up a space for the possible conversations 

around "Well, just what are you?" 

Visible minority immigrant children like Yang, Atoosa and Di also need Martha's 

attentiveness to feel comfortable to express their cultural identity in the ways they choose 

to and to live with "confidence" of their "own individual identity" in their chosen home, 
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Canada. 

Attending to Immigrant Children's Desires for Relationships 

"[T]hose of us who work from an ethic of care regard moral life as thoroughly 

relational. ... A relational view weakens and blurs the distinction between egoism 

and altruism, because much of what we do for others strengthens the relations of 

which we are part and, thus, our selves." (Noddings, 2003, p. 158) 

To Noddings (2003) and Poetter (2006), relationship builds up the foundation of 

happiness. "Human relationships are perhaps the most important single ingredient in 

happiness" (Noddings, 2003, p. 179). "Joy [of teaching] is embodied in the acts of 

teaching students and forging relationships with them" (Poetter, 2006, p.271). The joy of 

teaching and learning occurs when teachers build a sense of connection, "pure 

relationship in a complex web of interactions that bring joy to the knower and known" 

(Poetter, 2006, p. 158). 

I also wonder if teachers and teacher educators can attend to immigrant children's 

desires for relationships. Living relational stories was a major plotline for both Atoosa 

and Di in River's Edge. Atoosa and Di, both new to River's Edge, came to Canada not to 

abandon their past relational stories in their home countries. They came to Canada hoping 

to live out new stories of relationships. Being good students who earned good marks 

before they came to Canada, Atoosa and Di had confidence that, in no time, they could, 

catch up with their classmates in the curricula in Canadian schools so that they could 

continue living stories of being good students. In River's Edge, however, the unexpected 
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challenge they met was to live relational stories. They found making friends and living 

relational stories was different than they had experienced in their previous schools. 

Sometimes they felt confused. On their new school landscapes, they realized friends and 

relationships did not come easily. In their home countries they took for granted that, as 

good students, they had friends and comfortable relational stories to live and tell. Atoosa 

had hoped to make close friends with whom she could tell secret stories and "laugh" 

together. Di had expected to make as many friends as she had in China. Both of them 

experienced tensions, confusions and struggles within their plotlines of living relational 

stories. Di did not expect that making friends would be a slow process. She took 

initiatives and made compromises in order to make friends. Atoosa, too, made efforts to 

live relational stories. She learned English and tried to make sense of the new stories on 

the River's Edge landscape in order to live new stories of relationships. Learning to build 

relationships became their major concern and strained their energy. 

When they could not easily live relational stories, Atoosa and Di missed their past 

relationships much more. Di cried over emails from her friends in China on her first 

birthday in Canada with no friends and classmates around. As I imagine the emptiness 

Di felt in her life, I can also imagine the emptiness Atoosa felt when she had "secret" 

stories but no "close" friends to tell them to. In their home countries, immigrant children 

were born into a web of relationships. In a new country, immigrant children like Atoosa, 

Di and Yang had to establish new relationships on landscapes of different stories in a 

non-mother tongue language. Several times Atoosa started our conversations by telling 

stories about her sister's visit to River's Edge. She liked to tell me about her happy days 
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of meeting nice girls even though sometimes it turned out they were not her friends the 

next day. Di most enjoyed telling about her friendship with her newly made friends who 

spoke her language. Di's favorite teacher was Mrs. Jones, the first teacher she felt 

connected to. Di and Atoosa taught me that they were often intentionally observant as 

they watched for signs that could lead to possible relationships. Atoosa was impressed 

when teachers in the general office were "kind" and "helpful" to her and answered her 

questions she asked in English, her second language. The teachers in the general office 

might not remember at all the story Atoosa lived and told about their kindness. They did 

a normal thing on a normal day. Yet, to Atoosa, the experience was special. She told a 

story in relation to a new school landscape. If the teachers in the general office helped 

Atoosa in a routine manner, Mrs. Jones, in some ways, attended to Di's desires for 

relational stories. She talked to Di and asked about her family. As a teacher in the ESL 

classroom, Mrs. Jones introduced Di to other ESL students for her to live relational 

stories. Both Di and Atoosa were appreciative. What is important to notice is that the 

two children were mindful of how they were treated and they tended to appreciate 

"minor" things. I put quotation marks on minor because, for Atoosa and Di, new to the 

River's Edge landscape, they were not minor. From the stories Atoosa and Di told about 

these experiences, I also learned that they sought stories of relationships on their new 

school landscape. They carefully lived their stories so that they could tell relational 

stories to themselves and others about their lives in Canadian schools. 

Wang's (2007) research shows that her participants, international graduate 

students, were more concerned about relational experiences than academic learning 
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situations. Similar to the experiences of Atoosa and Di, their frustrations and confusions 

mostly emerged from building relationships and living relational stories instead of from 

the situations in which they were learning in English, their second language. The 

children I worked with, in many ways, came to fit in, to come to terms with their new life 

experiences on new landscapes. They also came to fit into new experiences of 

relationships. If, as teachers, we show our care for their yearning for relationships and 

open up a bit of ourselves for them to live relational stories with us, like Mrs. Jones had 

done, perhaps immigrant children will feel more connected to school landscapes. 

Perhaps they will have happier experiences and be less confused. Perhaps they will 

appreciate both schools and their lives more. 

Many immigrant children immigrated to Canada at a younger age. For example, 

Yang started his immigrant experiences at six years old. He had lived stories in English-

speaking landscapes for seven years prior to experiencing River's Edge. River's Edge 

was new to him as he moved from the elementary school to junior high school. His 

experiences of River's Edge were different from the experiences of Atoosa and Di. His 

desires for relationships might also be different from those of Atoosa and Di, who started 

living stories in Canada in grade eight. Although he did not tell as many relational stories 

as Atoosa and Di, Yang had a space for his friends, a boy who was his junior. I imagine 

keeping relationships and feeling connected were important to Yang. In Atoosa's words, 

having friends is "a human need." From the lives of the three immigrant children shared 

with me, who are new to culturally and linguistically different school landscapes, I 

believe teachers, by attending to immigrant children's desires for relationships, can shape 
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school landscapes to which they can feel connected and experience the "joy" of school 

and tell stories of "happiness." 

Attending to Immigrant Children's Lived Stories 

Story is the phenomenon (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, 1994; Connelly & 

Clandinin, 1990) that narrative inquirers inquire into in order to understand people's lived 

experiences. "To think of life as a story" has been "a powerful way" for me to think of 

my participants' lives, to "imagine who [they] are, where [they] have been, and where 

[they] are going" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p. 149). Inquiring into their stories, lived 

and told, allowed me to travel to the worlds of three immigrant children, Yang, Atoosa 

and Di, to understand their lives and how their lives were shaped by the stories they lived. 

Following the work of Clandinin and Connelly (2000), immigrant children, like 

all of us tell and retell stories, live and relive stories and are shaped by the stories they 

live and tell. Lived and told stories comprise their worlds of meaning. For more than 

three years, every time I was with Yang, Atoosa, Di and their parents, they told me 

stories of their experiences. I see how their lived stories shaped their telling of their 

relationships with the landscapes they lived in. For example, when Yang said he "cheered 

for everyone", while watching the Olympic Games, his reason was "I went everywhere." 

His reason came from the stories he lived in the three countries. These experiences 

brought Yang a bigger picture of the world in which he felt related. He cheered for 

everyone, including Chinese, Canadian and American athletes. Yang introduced himself 

to me as "a Chinese kid." Again, it was related to his China-related stories he lived: bora 
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into a Chinese family, celebrating Chinese festivals, going to the Chinese school, and 

visiting family friends from China were the stories Yang lived for him to tell a story of 

himself as "a Chinese kid." These are the two examples from which I learned that lived 

stories shaped how Yang told who he was and his relationships to his storied landscapes. 

As I learned how lived stories shaped Yang's telling of who he was and how he 

was living his life, I understood the importance of attending to lived stories. Therefore, 

finally I wonder if, in order to work better with immigrant children, teachers and teacher 

educators can find ways to attend to their lived stories. 

We refer to our lived experiences for many decisions we made for our daily lives. 

"Once bitten by a snake, for ten years a person may be afraid of a piece of rope." This 

old Chinese saying also tells that past experiences have a long time of impact on future 

behavior. In many ways, we do understand lived stories shape who we are and how we 

live our lives. However, what we do not usually do, perhaps, is to attend to lived stories 

to understand what is seen and heard. For teachers and teacher educators, whose work is 

to nurture children, it is particularly important that immigrant children's lived stories be 

attended to so that they feel less confused and frustrated on new storied landscapes. I 

understand that it will not be possible and practical for teachers to attend to all the lived 

stories of immigrant children in their classrooms. I suggest attending to immigrant 

children's lived stories when necessary, for example, when tensions emerge. The 

suggestions Chang and Rosiek (2003) made to science teachers speak well for me: 

[Teaching science] requires some knowledge of the student's cultural community 

and the history of that community. This cultural knowledge need not be 
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comprehensive, nor does a teacher have to be a cultural insider to have it [though 

that certainly helps]. But it is essential to understand some of the stories students 

bring to the classroom. It is only through such knowledge that teachers can avoid 

falling into the trap of easy and uncharitable oversimplifications of immigrant 

experience, which in turn inhibit the truly responsive science teaching that reaches 

all their students, (p. 286) 

Atoosa was a good student with good marks. Being popular and having many 

friends were her lived stories in her schools in Iran. Atoosa was trying to continue the 

same plotline of being recognized as a good student with good marks. She knew it was 

not easy on a new school landscape, in which she needed to learn and communicate in a 

new language. In the fall of 2004, when we started our conversations, Atoosa was in the 

ESL program for most of her courses. The subject of social studies was the only subject 

she did in the regular class. Atoosa started worrying when she heard her teachers were 

planning to let her take the subject of science in the regular science class. Atoosa worried 

that doing two courses in regular classes would make it difficult for her to do well and 

earn good marks. "I think the thing that can't happen to me about school is low marks", 

Atoosa said. Tension emerged when a twist came in that made it hard for her to live out 

her lived school stories to be a good student. 

The lived stories Di told me about her schools in China were similar to Atoosa's. 

Di was also a top student and had many friends. She also talked about her lived stories 

regarding learning, such as the types of assignments she did for courses in her Chinese 

schools. In her schools in China, group projects were much less frequent than in River's 
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Edge. Yet, as a top student, she never had to worry about having no partners if there was 

one. Tension emerged when in River's Edge she had no partners for group projects. 

That her teacher "put me in a group" did not help Di. She "felt pretty bad" because she 

had not lived stories of being left out for her school experiences in China. Her lived 

stories as a smart student shaped how she told a story of having no partners for group 

projects. Di's experience helped me better understand why "teaching must allow for the 

teacher to learn from the student's learning" (Britzman & Pitt, 1996, p. 117). 

Living competing stories was one plotline in Yang's storied life. The competing 

stories were those Yang wanted to live for his own interest as well as those shaped by his 

parents' and the school's expectations of him. To live out his parents' planned stories, he 

went to the Chinese school and piano lessons on the weekend and after school. To live 

out the expected school stories for him, he went to school every week day and did the 

required assignments. Trying to live out the competing stories, Yang did not have much 

space to live his "life." He struggled with how to live his life within these competing 

stories. He wondered about the relation between homework, study and studying for tests. 

His lived stories shaped how he told and lived school stories. Tension, therefore, 

emerged when it was hard for him to balance his life within these competing stories. 

As I wrote earlier, lived stories in many ways shape how we live our lives. When 

tensions emerge in storied lives as in the situations discussed above, attending to the lived 

stories can be a way of understanding how these tensions were formed. Sometimes 

teachers have already eased the would-be tensions. For example, for Atoosa, the subject 

of social studies was the "hardest." One reason was she needed a large enough 
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vocabulary to understand the texts. Yet, her social studies teacher was "amazing" 

because she attended to Atoosa's lived stories by "speaking easy" so that Atoosa could 

follow her. The social studies teacher attended to Atoosa's need for special attention in 

making learning in a new language a little easier. While I imagine it is not too difficult 

for a teacher to notice her/his student is struggling learning in a second language, in 

Atoosa's telling her social studies teacher seemed to be the only teacher that attended to 

her struggle as an ESL student: "But like my other teachers, not all of them but some of 

them, speak very hard even though they know I'm an ESL student." The social studies 

teacher may not have focused on her attention on Atoosa's story to live by as a good 

student with good marks, but Atoosa was thankful that her teacher created a possibility 

for her to live out her stories as a good student. 

As a narrative inquirer, I narratively attended to the lived stories of my 

participants in order to understand their lives. In many ways, I learned to respect their 

lived lives. Through the work I did with my participants, I learned that being attentive to 

lived stories was a way for me to understand my participants. I also knew my 

participants appreciated my being attentive to their stories just as Atoosa appreciated her 

social studies teacher. 

Earlier I discussed the tension each of the three immigrant children encountered. 

From my experiences of being attentive, I believe attending to lived stories can ease 

tensions. I imagine Atoosa would be happier if her teachers talked with her and listened 

to what she had to say about taking courses in regular classes or in ESL classes. 

Although Di did not complain that her teachers put her in groups, I imagine Di would be 
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more appreciative if her teachers had attended to her lived stories as a smart student and 

not just as a new immigrant girl, struggling with English. As for Yang, I wonder what a 

difference it might make if his teachers did not just give him a number to mark his grade 

but also inquired about the competing stories he lived. 

Landscapes shift all the time. Shifting landscapes shape how we live and tell 

stories of our lives. On shifting landscapes, I know from the experiences I lived with 

Yang and Di in sharing the research texts that their storied lives continued to shift. Thus I 

know on shifting landscapes, if I continued working with them, I would attend to 

different stories. As a narrative inquirer and former teacher, I believe lived stories have 

the power to shape how we live and tell stories. I believe lived stories need to be attended 

to understand immigrant children's lives. Attending to lived stories help teachers 

compose curriculum that responds to diversity (Blades, Johnston, & Simmt, 2001). 

Reanimating the Old and Gaining Knowledge of the New 

"He who by reanimating the Old can gain knowledge of the New is fit to be a 

teacher" is a household teaching from the Analects in China and Chinese families. It has 

become a commonplace and perhaps has lost in "gaining knowledge of the new." In the 

first chapter, I wrote about my family stories and the stories I lived with my father. "He 

who by reanimating the Old can gain knowledge of the New is fit to be a teacher" for me 

was not just a commonplace I picked up in conversations and reading. When I was in my 

early twenties, I learned it in the Analects from my father. It became one of my lived 

family stories. Like many other lived stories in my life, it lingers along the way nurturing 
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my roots and shaping how my routed roots grow as my metaphoric sweet potato vines 

spread. 

Lived stories constantly shape my life and also linger on reminding me of one 

principle of experience - continuity (Dewey, 1938). A few months ago as I was 

reviewing the research I conducted with the methodology of narrative inquiry, 

"reanimating the Old and gaining knowledge of the New" shed new meaning of its own. 

Thinking narratively, I understood it to mean the process of telling, retelling, living and 

reliving. "Reanimating the Old" is telling backward-looking stories and attending to 

lived stories; while "gaining knowledge of the New" is composing forward-looking 

stories by reflecting on the Old and reliving in new ways. As I wrap up my dissertation, 

Confucius' teaching I learned many years ago serves well to speak for this section as well 

as the whole dissertation. It is a lived story, a family story, an intergenerational story, a 

relational story and a story that tells of my cultural identity. 

In this dissertation I sought to understand immigrant children's lives by "thinking 

of life as a story" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p. 149). Attending to the lived stories, 

including cultural stories and generational family stories, I traveled to the worlds 

(Lugones, 1987) of my three participants, Yang, Atoosa and Di. In "He who by 

reanimating the Old can gain knowledge of the New is fit to be a teacher," reanimating 

the Old and gaining knowledge of the New was Confucius' criteria for being a teacher. I 

imagine Confucius speaks in the modern language suggesting that teachers disposition 

themselves (Vinz, 1997) and "imagine the experiences of children" (Gomez, 1996, p. 2) 

to compose new stories of teaching for children, including immigrant children. 
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